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ABSTRACT

The history of Louisiana's asylums and mental hospitals
from 1735 to 1940 is the story of a constant failure to p r o
vide the mentally ill with adequate care and treatment in
uncrowded,

safe, clean living quarters attended by a staff

sufficient in both numbers and training.

While in part

caused by Louisiana's internal historical development as a
Southern state,

this failure in its broad outlines and essen

tial character was inseparably linked to factors which caused
similar neglect of the mentally ill throughout the country.
Louisiana's first two insane asylums were built in 1820
and 1840 and operated as departments of the state-financed
Charity Hospital of New Orleans.

The population of the river

city and immigrant port-of-entry outgrew both institutions
shortly after their opening.

To provide more room for the

insane and to remove them from contact with communicably
diseased patients and from the danger of yellow fever epi
demics,
Jackson,

in 1847 the state established an insane asylum at
a small town in a remote but generally epidemic-

free location.

The asylum was constantly overcrowded because

it was too infrequently expanded.

The Jackson facility

served as Louisiana's lone state asylum until the legisla
ture in 1902 established a second asylum at Pineville,
cent to the river city of Alexandria,

adja

in order to remove

vii
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large numbers of insane from parish jails statewide.

Pine

ville was the last state mental hospital built prior to 1948.
Internal factors contributing to the state's failure to
provide adequate care for the mentally ill were the economic
and social dislocations of the Civil War and Reconstruction,
when the problems of the insane were forgotten during a time
of war,

depression,

political upheaval and racial violence;

the callous neglect of all state social services by the
Bourbon Democrats,

whose reactionary regime lasted from 1877

through World War I; the absence of a state watchdog agency
with supervisory and planning authority;

and a system of

political patronage that became extraordinarily virulent
after the election of Huey Long as governor in 1928,

under

wh ich all employees of the institutions owed their positions
to political sponsors.

This system placed incompetents and

scoundrels in charge of patients,
professionals,
therapies,

drove away experienced

prevented adequate application of known

and led to a brazenly open misuse of funds.

It was those factors in the treatment of the mentally
ill that Louisiana shared with other states,

however,

which

ultimately condemned the insane to long years in overcrowded,
barren,

filthy wards inside crumbling buildings.

Common

reasons for inadequate funding included prejudice against
the "foreign pauper insane," who comprised the majority of
asylum inmates through Reconstruction;

racial antipathy to

the large numbers of blacks who entered asylums,

especially

viii
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in the South,

after 1877;

the federal government's failure

to provide aid for a problem extending beyond state borders;
the effects of nationwide depressions which reduced the re ve
nues of state treasuries;

the universally perceived notion

that mental hospitals were prima ril y custodial institutions,
a notion which hampered efforts of superintendents to p er 
suade legislators to provide mo ney for therapeutic care;

and

the inescapable fact that the men ta ll y ill, commonly seen as
outcasts, were simply unable to seek and win sympathy and
support.
The final elements in the tragedy of inadequate patient
care were the failure of medical science to develop effec
tive therapies prior to 1937,

and the nature of asylums and

mental hospitals as total institutions which,

in forcing in

mates to conform to established roles and rules,

frequently

propelled them into chronicity.

ix
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CHAPTER I
COLONIAL TREATMENT OF THE MENTALLY ILL:

1735-1840

"Canst thou not minister to a m i n d diseased?" asked
Macbeth of his wife's doctor.^

Most colonials in North

America prior to the American Revolution,

if the question had

occurred to them, would have arrived at the same conclusion
as Shakespeare's bloody King of Scotland:
sanity,

concerning in-

it was best to throw physic to the dogs.

2

The most advanced therapies known were hardly an im
provement over total lack of treatment.

Isolated by w i l d e r 

ness and ocean from European medical advances,

colonial p h y 

sicians in the seventeenth century and well into the e i gh 
teenth diagnosed ailments according to the rule of the four
humors— black and yellow bile,

phlegm and blood.

was believed to be caused by an excess of bile;
consisted of administering purgatives,

Insanity
treatment

blistering and b l o o d 

letting, methods applied in treating most illnesses.
three techniques,

blood-letting was particularly effective in

the treatment of the violently insane,
patients made them more manageable.

^Macbeth,

Of the

as weakening such

But because of the

Act V, scene iii.

2

Ibid.; Gerald N. G r o b , Mental
(New York, 1973), p. 12.

Institutions in America

1
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2
shortage of physicians and medical facilities and because
the few doctors in practice were busy treating common ill
nesses and periodic epidemics,

insane persons rarely re3

ceived formal medical treatment.
The numbers of mentally ill in early colonial America
were hardly enough for widespread concern.

The mildly or

harmless insane were generally cared for by their families
or simply allowed to roam free.

Only when an individual

threatened the public safety or had no means of support did
the community become involved.

Some localities provided

funds to families to help them care for an insane relative
at home;

a small building might be constructed at local ex

pense to house a violent or dangerous person;

counties or

towns might underwrite the cost of boarding out mental
patients in unrelated households;
"banished"

some local officials even

indigent insane from their communities if these

unfortunates had not resided long enough to establish legal
residency;

and where available,

almshouses and workhouses

built to care for paupers and indigent cripples were also
used to house the mentally ill.
established almshouses,

Most larger colonial towns

beginning in the late seventeenth

c e n t u r y .^

3

Albert Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in America (2nd e d . ;
New York, 1949), pp. 27-31, 78; Grob, Mental Institutions in
America, pp. 10-11.
4
Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp.
Mental Institutions in America, pp. 4-5, 8-13.

39-54;
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Grob,

3
Laws dealing with the insane enacted by colonial legis
latures,

as well as local city and county ordinances, were

concerned with the social and economic consequences of mental
illness rather than aspects of treatment.

Some colonies made

provision for guardianship by families or by town officials
in cases of the indigent

insane,

tates of the mental ly ill,

for management of the es 

and for commitment of the danger

ous insane to houses of correction.

One universal aspect of

these laws was the principle that society had a corporate
responsibility for the poor and the dependent.

Some colonies

enacted legislation only concerning the property and legal
status of the insane,

leaving other aspects of the problem
5

to local communities.
As the population of the colonial urban centers such as
Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Charleston increased,

so

did the numbers of almshouses and of persons housed therein.
The heterogeneous nature of the people confined to these in
stitutions— "able-bodied poor," orphaned children,
the infirm,

the aged,

the mentally ill, persons with infectious d i s

ea ses— led to difficulties in management and the concern among
some community leaders that separation of these groups might
prove wise.

In 1729 Boston selectmen considered building an

5
Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 39-54; Grob,
Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp. 6-10; Fred A. Morrow,
"The Evolution and Nature of Mental Health Laws in the State
of Louisiana" (Ph.D. Dissertation, Tulane University, 1966),
pp. 176-180; Samuel J. Brakel and Ronald S. Rock, eds., The
Mentally Disabled and the Law (Chicago, 1971), p. 8.
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4
addition to the almshouse to h ol d insane persons, but no
action was taken.

In 1751 the overseers of the poor com 

plained that the Boston workhouse was not self-supporting b e 
cause of the numbers of non-working people housed there,
cluding several mental ly ill.

in

In 1754 local officials in

Charleston argued unsuccessfully for separate quarters for
the insane then confined to wo rkhouses
vagrants and sailors.

among criminals,

Other ineffectual attempts to weed

the mentally ill out of Charleston's workhouse were made in
the 1 7 6 0 's and 1770's.6
Efforts to establish separate facilities for the m e n 
tally ill in colonial America did not always fail.
delphia,

In P h i l a 

Benjamin Franklin and several other prominent citi

zens petitioned the legislature for funds to build a hospital
for the indigent sick and the insane.

The result of private

donations and a m atc hin g legislative grant,

the Pennsylvania

Hospital opened its doors in temporary quarters in 1752 and
moved to a permanent
kept

in the cellar,

location in 1756.

Insane persons were

chained in iron rings to the floor or

wall of their cells if they grew violent,
wh ipped by their keepers.

and not infrequently

In 1762 the managers of the hos

pital decided to exhibit the insane quarters to spectators for
a fee;

this practice was abandoned later,

of Dr. Benjamin Rush.

partly at the urging

The hospital accepted both charity and

pay patients to the insane department,

including mentally ill

g

Grob,

Mental

Institutions in America,

pp.

12-16, 23-25.
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5
black slaves whose bo ard was paid by their masters.
of insane at the hospital were never high:
1787.

Numbers

there were 34 in

less than 66 in 1841.^
The first institution devoted exclusively to the care

and treatment of the mentally ill in the American colonies
was the Virginia Eastern Lunatic Asylum of Williamsburg,
built in 1773, the result of a determined six-year campaign
for legislative action by Governor Francis Fauquier, who died
before the asylum opened.

Built to hold about thirty patients,

the Williamsburg asylum cared for small numbers of the insane,
treatment consisting of the traditionally heavy use of catharg
tics, emetics and sedatives (opium and morphine).
The only other colony to establish a hospital with fa
cilities for the care of the mentally ill was New York.
Authorized by royal charter in 1771,
did not open until 1791,
revolution.

the New Yor k Hospital

after delays caused by fire and

Until 1803 the only rooms for the insane were

cells in the basement;

after that date additional quarters
9

were funded by legislative grant.
A combination of population growth,
philanthropy,

immigration,

growing awareness of advances

private

in treating the

mentally ill and increasing social awareness of community

pp.

58-62;

Grob,

^Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp.
Mental Institutions in America, pp., 25-29, 168.

69-71;

ob,

^Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in America,
Mental Institutions in America, pp.. 17-22.

9

Grob, Mental Institutions in America,

pp.

29-o'j
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6
problems brought about the founding of private mental insti
tutions and several state asylums by 1840.

Of considerable

importance was the introduction of moral treatment by Phillipe Pinel and William Tuke.

Pinel was a French physician

who as director of the Bicetre Insane Asylum of Paris struck
off the inmates'

chains in 1792 and instituted a more humani

tarian approach to the care of the mentally ill.

Observing

that the traditional practices of bleeding and corporal p u n 
ishment did little good and much harm,

he developed a system

which included a minimum of mechanical r e s t r a i n t , kind treat
ment by humane attendants taken from the ranks of convalesc
ing mental patients well aware of the disadvantages of
cruelty,

use of amusements such as books and music,

exercise.

and

Tuke was a Quaker merchant of York, England, who

in 1792 helped found the York Retreat for the care of insane
Quakers.
Samuel,

The managers of the Retreat,

including T u k e 's son

advocated humanitarian treatment,

"family atmosphere,"

development of self-restraint

control in the patients,
straint.

creation of a
and self-

and minimal use of mechanical re

Knowledge of Pinel's and Tuke's theories was trans

mitted across the Atlantic by returning Americans who had
been educated or traveling abroad, by foreign visitors to the
United States,
sanity

and through copies of Pinel's treatise on in

(translated into English in 1806) as well as Samuel

T u k e ’s published account of the operations of the York

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

7
Retreat.
Also important for the future course of care of mental
patients in the United States were the work and writings of
Dr. Benjamin Rush, who incorporated many of Pinel's and
T u k e ’s ideas into his own system of treatment.

Rush was a

Founding Father (he was a signer of the Declaration of Inde
pendence)

as well as the "Father of American Psychiatry,"

and had first advocated humane treatment of the mentally ill
nine years before Pinel struck off the chains.

A member of

the medical staff of the Pennsylvania Hospital from 1783,

he

was largely responsible, through his personal campaign for an
additional wing for the sole use of the mentally

ill,

for

the Pennsylvania legislature's provision for an extension of
the hospital in 1796.

Rush insisted upon clean cells,

quate heat and ventilation,
dants,

ade

the employment of humane atten

and perfect honesty in dealing with mental patients.

At his behest in 1798 the hospital installed hot and cold
baths for therapeutic use.

Three years before his death in

1813 he proposed a farsighted series of improvements,
which came to fruition,

including separate buildings to house

violent and hysterical patients apart from the others,
ration of the sexes,
extent of illness,
patients,

some of

s e pa 

classification of patients by type and

exclusion of visitors likely to disturb

and a program of exercise,

amusement and light work

■^Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp.
Mental Institutions in America, pp. 35-47.

88-94; Grob,
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such as cutting straw, weaving,

and digging in the gar de n.11

Unfortunately for the man y people treated according to
the dictates of his system,

Rush considered moral treatment

secondary to medical treatm ent — and w i th regard to the latter
Rush was firmly committed to the traditional,
quent use of depleting agents.

He was,

proponent of venesection (bleeding)

heavy and fre

in fact,

the foremost

in the U n i te d States.

Believing that insanity was a disease of the b l o od vessels
and that mental derangements were caused by a chronic inflam
mation of the brain,
mental patients,

Rush pr escribed frequent bleedi ng of

especially those prone to violence,

way of reducing the overheated state of the brain.

as a
He p r a c 

ticed purging,

heavy dosing wi t h emetics,

cal restraint,

denial of food to deplete physical strength

and the will to resist,
therapy.

12

coercion by mechani

and stimulation of terror as shock

Rush believed that in certain types of violent

madness the nerves were "insensible to cold,
irritants of all kinds"

heat,

and to

and they resisted "all the usual

remote causes of fever from the insensible qualities of the
atmosphere."

13

This theory not only justified the p h y s i c i a n ’

11Norman Dain, Concepts of Insanity in the United States
1789-1865 (New Brunswick, N.J., 1964), pp. 15, 21; Deutsch,
The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 83-86.

12

Dain, Concepts of I n s a n i t y , pp.
Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , p p , 75-83.

15-21;

Deutsch,

The

13Benjamin Rush, Medical Inquiries and Observations upon
the Diseases of the Mind (New York, 1962 [a facsimile of the
original 1812 edition]), pp. 142-143, quoted in Dain, Con
cepts of I n s a n i t y , p. 20.
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9
use of painful therapeutic techniques on insane patients
but also the widespread neglect of the basic physical needs
of the mentally ill by the general public.

14

The cornerstone of the theories of Rush and advocates
of moral treatment was the belief that insanity was a so
matic disease:

a pathological brain condition causing de

terioration of brain tissue which in turn produced p s y c h o 
logical symptoms.

Brain tissue could be and was affected by

environmental factors such as injuries,
habits

(alcoholism,

upbringing.

gluttony,

dissolution,

vicious

etc.) and poor

If the brain could be adversely affected by in

jurious external factors,
tive,

shocks,

healthful ones.

15

it could also be affected by posiThus "pathological conditions could

be erased or modifi ed by corrective experience

. . . .

sanity, whether the result of direct injury or disease,

in
or

of overwrought emotions or strained intellectual faculties,
wo ul d be cured in almost every case "

16

In chronic condi

ti ons— those of long standi ng— it was felt that tissue damage
became too deeply imbedded for reversal and subsequent recov
ery.

Practitioners of moral treatment therefore stressed the

importance of early treatment.

14

Dain,

17

Concepts of I n s a n i t y , p. 20.

15

Ruth B. Caplan, Psychiatry and the Community in Nine
teenth Century America (New York, 1963), pp. 8-9; Dain, Con
cepts of I n s a n i t y , p. 19.

16 Caplan, Psychiatry and the C o m m u n i t y , p. 9.
^ I b i d . , p . 10.
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Rush's major work,

the Medical Inquiries and Observa

tions upon the Diseases of the M i n d , went through five edi
tions between 1812 and 1835.

He also propounded his theories

to the students of the medical school of the University of
Pennsylvania, where he taught for thirty years,

and to me m 

bers of the medical profession through his many articles.
Along with the theories of Pinel and Tuke,

the teachings of

Benjamin Rush had considerable impact on the movement to establish private and public mental institutions.

18

"Their

work led inescapably to the conclusion that if society wished
to invest sufficient resources,

the ravages of mental disease

could be contained within certain limits,

and even might be

eliminated in a large percentage of cases."

19

sicians, but educated and upper-class laymen,

Not only p h y 
intellectuals,

and religiously-oriented reformers became aware of the new
techniques in the care of the mentally ill.

Armed with an

optimistic hope for wholesale cures, motivated by the spirit
of social reform that arose out of the ferment of the Second
Great Awakening,

and compelled to action by the ideology of

stewardship, many of the nation's wealthy elite,
those in the northeast,

especially

answered the appeals of physicians

and reformers by providing money and active leadership toward
the establishment of the first corporate insane asylums in
the United States.

18
19
20

20

Dain,

Concepts of I n s a ni ty , pp.

21-22.

Grob,

Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , p. 46.

I b i d . , pp. 47-51.
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11
Founded between 1811 and 1822 were the McClean Asylum
of Charlestown,

Massachusetts,

ford, Pennsylvania,

the Friends'

Asylum of Frank-

the Hartford Retreat of Connecticut and

the Bloomingdale Asylum of New York.

The new facilities were

supposedly intended to serve both paying and non-paying
patients,

but here the administrators of the respective asy

lums encountered an insoluble problem:
for operational funds had been made.

no long-range planning
The only reliable source

of needed revenue being the fees paid by patients,

the ability

to pay soon became the major determining factor in admission
policies.

Since the extended care necessary for proper tr eat

ment was expensive,

clientele became effectively limited to

the middle and upper classes,

largely the latter.

21

By the

mid-1820's it was becoming evident that private asylums could
not meet the mental treatment needs of the general popula
tion,

and "the thrust of the movement to establish hospitals

was transferred from the private to the public sector."
The private asylums had substantial
treatment,

22

success with moral

as might be expected in small institutions where

it was easy for the superintendents to maintain personal rela
tionships with patients taken from the middle and upper
classes.
Friends'

The McClean Asylum,

Asylum never cared for more than fifty patients b e 

fore 1830,
dred.

the Hartford Retreat and the

the Bloomingdale Asylum never more than one hun

Discharge rates of "recovered"

91

Ibid., pp.

51-76.

99

and "much improved"

Ibid., p. 83.
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patients were strikingly high— again as might be expected
from institutions that pick ed and chose clientele suffering
from the more "curable” ailments and refused the epileptics,
the mental retardates and most chronic cases.

The successes,

however, were highly touted by superintendents and trumpeted
before the general public and legislature by well-m ean ing lay
reformers seeking to build more asylums.

And so arose the

"cult of curability," the belief that recent onsets of mental
illness could be cured if early and ef fe ct iv e— i.e., m o r a l —
treatment was given.

The first wave of state mental h os 

pitals was founded under the utopian hopes of the curability
myth,

and the later disillusionment of failure was deep and

bitter.
The movement for state insane asylums that arose after
1825 was only partly motiv at ed by the growing realization of
community leaders and public officials that private asylums
could not meet the needs of a growing problem.

The push for

public mental institutions received its major impetus from
widespread concern over the worsening pro ble m of poverty,
pauperism and dependency.

P ri or to the 1 8 0 0 ’s,

society's

dependent groups had generally been confined to almshouses
and largely forgotten.
urbanization,

By 1825,

however,

as population growth,

periodic economic depression and immigration of

poverty-stricken minority ethnic groups increased
bers of the poor and indigent,

the

num 

reliance upon the traditional

23

Caplan, Psychiatry and the C o m m u n i t y , pp. 89-91;
Mental Institutions in America, pp. 64-69, 87-88.
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Grob,

13
method of placi ng un differentiated groups of the indigent
sick, paupers,

insane and orphans in almshouses came under

serious scrutiny and criticism.

The mentally ill had a

double claim on a society increasingly bent on reform:
were commonly held in jails as well as almshouses.

they

24

The first state mental institution founded in accordance
with the new medical theories was W or ces te r State Lunatic
Hospital in Massachusetts,
eral Court

voted into existence by the Gen

in 1830 and opened in 1833.

tendent was Samuel B. Woodward,

Its first superin

who achieved substantial

success in the hospital's first decade with a combination of
medical and moral treatment.

Woodward's high recovery rates

(although not as high as he actually claimed when more
sophisticated statistical methods are used) not only lent
weight to the cult of curability but helped spark the m o v e 
ment toward establishment of public mental institutions in
other states.

25

As Gerald Grob writes,

The significance of the Bay State was that it offered
an alternative model in the form of a public institu
tion devoted to therapy as well as custody.
As long as
custodial care had been the ma jor objective, there was
little incentive to establish special institutions;
mentally ill persons could just as well be confined in
general welfare institutions at lower cost.
Therapeutic
hospitals, on the other hand, held out the hope of

24

Grob, Mental

Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp.

84-85,

89,

100 .
95

I b i d ., pp. 96-98; Gerald N. Grob, The State and the
Mentally 111:
A History of Worcester State Hospital in
Massachusetts, 1830-1920 (Chapel Hill, 1966), pp. 62-79.
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recovery— a hope that wo u ld both satisfy humanitarian
sentiments and reduce expenditures by removing people
from welfare roles.
Prior to 1840 only Ohio and Vermont followed Massach u
setts'

lead and established treatment-oriented state insane

asylums.

After that date the movement to found public m e n 

tal institutions accelerated rapidly in response to the pe r 
sonal campaign of one of the most remarkable women in American history,

Dorothea Lynde Dix.

27

Louisiana in her colonial period was a rural,

sparsely

popul at ed frontier society with few towns of any size.
Orleans,

founded in 1718,

proportions.

New

grew into the only city of major

Agricultural pursuits prevailed.

By 1803

farms and plantations hugged the Mississippi and the streams
and bayous of southeastern Louisiana, settlements along the
Red River had reached Natchitoches,

the Florida parishes were

fairly settled, Baton Rouge, Pineville,
lousas and Natchitoches had grown

St. Martinville,

into thriving towns,

Ope

and

New Orleans was the colony's urban center with a population
O O

of between 8,000 and 13,000 people.
A major difference between early colonial Louisiana and

26
91

28

Grob,
Ibid.,

Mental
pp.

Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp.

107,

110-112.

110-112.

Edwin Adams D a v i s , Louisiana:
(Baton Rouge, 1971), pp. 55, 74, 85,

A Narrative History
142-143.
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the English settlements was the greater availability of for
mal medical care.

Settlements in French Louisiana were

placed where the Crown thought it was advisable to lay claim
to a given area.

Wherever the flag was planted,

soldiers

were sent to protect the cl aim— and surgeons were sent to
protect the soldiers.

Most early Louisiana medical practi

tioners were appointees of the Crown with a military rank,

a

three-year contract and a salary of 500 to 600 livres a year.
It was difficult to recruit and keep practitioners at the
more remote posts,

however,

and a number of contract surgeons

did not serve out their full term.

But such was not the case

in New Orleans, which grew rapidly in population from the
approximately 370 persons living there in 1721.

In 1726

there were four doctors or surgeons in the town,

two under

contract and two in private practice,

and the number of

physicians continued to increase along with the population.
After 1768, Spain attempted to replace French military sur
geons and doctors with her own,
private practice on the side.

allowing them to carry on
But the Spanish home govern

ment was less successful than France in finding adventurous
doctors,

and frequently kept French physicians in their posts

if they were wi lling to stay.

The presence of a physician

and his medical supplies wherever there were soldiers led
the colonists to take for granted that the government would
provide medical care,

and it became difficult in later years

to restrict army medical care to the military.

This p r ob 

lem was an indirect cause of the founding of the first
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Charity Hospital.

29

A small military hospital was built in N e w Orleans in
1722.

Its wood frame buildi ng was destroyed by a hurricane

that fall,

and rebuilt by the end of the year;

was added in 1724.

a second wing

The hospital staff consisted of a chief

surgeon and a house surgeon,

under contract with the colony,

two hospital attendants and several slaves.

In 1724 the

Superior Council proclaimed that poor inhabitants wo uld be
admitted to the "Royal Hospital," theretofore reserved for
soldiers.

The hospital only had 29 beds and requests for

enlargement in 1732 set royal officials in Paris to planning
a larger facility.

A memor an dum of August 1732 concerning

a new hospital directed that non-military patients could be
admitted when beds were not occupied by soldiers.

But the

following year the Minister of Marine and Colonies thought
hospital costs had been excessive and warn ed the colony's
intendant not to admit too many civilians.

The new,

larger hospital opened in 1734 with Ursuline nuns in charge.
In September 1735,

in an effort to reduce costs,

colonial

authorities formally banned all but military personnel and
workmen in the king's service from using the hospital,

and

the Capuchin monks in the colony were directed to care for
the indigent sick.

The Royal Hospital was enlarged again in

1760, used as a barracks and hospital by Spanish troops after

29

John Duffy, e d . , The Rudolph Matas Hi story of Medicine
in Louisiana (Baton Rouge, 1958), I, 13, 49-53, 89, 105,
167-169, 236.
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1768,

and used by American troops as a military hospital

between 1803 and 1821.

It was torn down in 1821.

30

The sight of the indigent poor being refused admittance
to the Royal Hospital must have deeply affected the New Orleans sailor and shipwright Jean Louis.

31

In November,

1735— two months after the decree closing the Royal Hospital
to civi lia ns — Louis drew up his will bequeathing the bulk of
his small estate "to serve in perpetuity to the founding of
a hospital for the sick of the City of New Orleans
to secure the things necessary to succor the sick."
will n am ed Monsieur Raguette,
as Louis'

executor,

. . . and
32

The

member of the Superior Council,

and director of the hospital.

requested that the cure of the parish,

Rev.

The will

Father P h i l i p e —

of the Capuchin O r de r— help Monsieur Raguette establish the
hospital.

Louis died in January,

1736,

and after his estate

was se ttled 10,000 livres we re turned over to Raguette.
After consultation wi th Edme Gutien Salmon,

the i n t e n d a n t ,

one of the largest houses in town was b o u g h t , and renovations
were un dertaken by the royal contractor in June,
"St.

John's Hospital"

Pauvres

1736.

The

(officially designated "L'Hopital des

de la Charite") was accepting patients by May of 1737

30

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louisi
a n a , I, 82-103, 235, 246-247.
3 1I b i d . , I, 103.
32

"Last Will and Testament of Jean Louis," quoted in
Henry P. Dart, e d . , "Cabildo Archives, French Period V II , ”
Louisiana Historical Quarterly, III (October, 1920), 556.
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Approximately half of Louis'

bequest was spent on the p u r

chase and renovation of the ol d house,
ture and equipment.

and in buying furni

Raguette, possibly acting on the advice

of Governor Bienville,

decided to use the remainder of the

legacy and whatever private donations could be collected to
build a new brick hospital elsewhere in the city.

In 1743

the government donated a site on the square presently
bounded by Rampart, Toulouse,

Basin and St. Peter Streets.

The second St. John's was built and opened sometime between
1743 and 1752.
From the beginning St. John's Hospital served the dual
purpose of hospital and asylum to the poor.
administrators had no choice:

Actually its

the intendant ordered all

beggars to be confined to the hospital and put to work.
Salmon expected this measure would reduce the number of b e g 
gars in the city,

on the assumption they wo uld rather work

in freedom (or leave the city) than be locked up in a hos
pital.

This was only to be the first time a government of

Louisiana would use a public health institution as a catch
all for society's rejects.

Salmon also had all non-military

personnel thrown out of the Royal Hospital,

justifying this

action to his superiors by pointing out that there was a new
charity hospital to care for civilians,
otherwise.

indigent poor or

After learning of the establishment of St.

33

John's,

Albert E. Fossier, The Charity Hospital of Louisiana
(New Orleans, 1923), p. 8; Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History
of Medicine in Louisiana, I, 103-108.
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the Minister of Marine and Colonies wrote to the Council
warning them that no royal financial help would be forth
coming.

(The government did, however,

allow royal surgeons

and doctors to donate their time to the hospital if they
34
wished.)

In fairness to French colonial administrators and the
royal government they served,

it must be pointed out that

prior to the highly centralized system of poor relief and
public hospitals under civil control established by Napoleon,
the French government had relied upon the Catholic Church
and its system of hospitals,

hospices,

infirmaries and chari

table organizations for the care of the indigent poor,
destitute and the orphaned.

the

The heritage of French Loui si

ana looks back to this time, when the Church acted as a department of health,

education and welfare.

35

The turning

away of the indigent poor from Royal Hospital and the t u rn 
ing of St.

John's into an almshouse are examples of the long

standing reliance of Catholic France upon charitable org a ni 
zations.

What is unfortunate is that this heritage did not

self-destruct when the Stars and Stripes was first raised
over the Cabildo.

It remained to hamper efforts to build all

types of public health and welfare facilities,

insane

34

Fossier, The Charity Hospital of L o u i s i a n a , p. 8;
Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louisiana,
104-106.
35

Elizabeth Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in
Louisiana (Chicago, 1930), pp. 24-25.
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asylums among them.

The story of the development of Louis i

ana's public mental institutions is part of this larger his
tory of the Pelican State's ca re— or neglect— of her depen
dent classes.

As wit h other states,

the care and treatment

of the mentally ill in Louisiana "became inextricably entangled in the controversy over welfare and dependency."
There is always,

however,

36

another side of the coin.

Although the French colonial government made no financial
contributions to St. John's--in part because it was royal
poli c y— it did heavily involve itself in administrative
functions.

Raguette as a mem ber of the Superior Council

conferred with the governor and intendant over the location
of the hospital.

The royal contractor had made the neces

sary renovations;

royal physicians and surgeons gave their

services to the hospital.
of St.

Sometime after 1744 the control

John's passed to a ten-member board of administrators

consisting of the parish vicar,
Hospital,

one physician from the Royal

several government officials,

and representative

citizens probably chosen from among those who had made large
contributions to the hospital either in money or building
materials and supplies.

The board chose four directors to

supervise operations for eighteen-month periods,

and the

colony's governor frequently attended board meetings.

37

The

colonial government had thus assumed far more responsibility

36

Grob, Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , p.

339.

•^Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louis i
ana , I, 106-109.
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for the welfare of the indigent poor and the operations of a
charity hospital than colonists had the right to expect,
given official royal policy concerning St.

J o h n ’s.

Perhaps

the Superior Council involved itself because Raguette,
of their number, was Jean Louis'
of the hospital;

one

executor and first director

or perhaps the Council saw the needs of the

populace more clearly than royal officials in Paris.
whatev er reason or reasons the steps were taken,

For

the colonial

administrators had established a precedent of direct govern
ment participation in the operations of a charitable institu
tion which ma y have ha d an indirect bearing upon the rescue
of Charity Hospital by the Louisiana State Legislature some
eighty years in the future.
The first and second St.

John's hospitals were built

and main tai ne d primarily by private donations.
example encouraged others to follow suit;

Jean Louis'

as years went by

the hospital was beque ath ed not only money but houses as
well, which the administrators rented for the income.

The

Capuchin Order was heavily involved in helping raise money
for St.

John's,

as might be expected with the parish vicar

being one of the hospital's administrators.
dent for the future,

Setting a p re ce 

Nev; Orleans city authorities,

who had

been donating collected fines to the Royal Hospital,
ferred this source revenue to St.

trans

John's after civilians
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were banned from the military hospital.

38

The type of medical treatments given at the Royal and
St. John's hospitals were the old standbys of bleeding,
tering,

sweating,

ferences,
nies.

vomiting and purging.

however,

blis

There were some dif

from medical practice in the English colo

In the eighteenth century the foremost surgeons in

Europe were French.

Those Louisianians going under the knife

in colonial days undoubtedly received better care at the
hands of French surgeons than colonists in the English set
tlements could expect from British practitioners,

French and

Spanish physicians were much more conservative in their use
of depleting agents than most of their English and American
counterparts.

After 1803 American doctors, who were increas

ing in numbers in Louisiana,

showed open contempt for what

they termed the mild and partial remedies of French physicians.

39

The numbers of insane treated at St. John's is a matter
of conjecture.

Since the institution served the dual purpose

of hospital and asylum to the indigent,

the probability that

feeble-minded and mentally ill persons were occasionally shel
tered there is high.

The fact that "incurables" were later

banned from Almonaster's hospital,

and that its administrators

38

Jean Delanglez, The French Jesuits in Lower L o u i s i a n a ,
1 7 0 0 - 1 7 6 3 , The Catholic University of America Studies in A me ri
can Church History, XXI (Chicago. 1935), pp. 368-369; Duffy,
The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in L o u i s i a n a , I, 106-111.
39

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louisi
ana , I, 49, 270-272.
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refused to admit the insane because they were thought to be
incurable (see below),

leads one to believe that the problem

of hospitalizing the mentally ill, with the complications
arising from the necessity of long-term care, was not an u n
familiar one in French and Spanish Louisiana.
When Spain established control over Louisiana in 1769,
St. J o h n ’s was placed in charge of the Church under the gov
ernor's supervision,

and the practice of allowing royal sur

geons and physicians to donate their services to the hospital
was continued.

The Spanish government pro ve d more generous

than the French and granted the hospital a yearly sum of 400
pesos.

The licensing fees of taverns,

cabarets and similar

institutions were also donated to St. John's,
dent for future years.

another prece-

40

A hurricane wr ecked St.

John's in September 1779,

ing only the kitchen and storehouse standing.

leav

The remaining

structures were converted into a six-bed "hospital," but the
Cabildo made no effort to restore the entire facility.

Late

in 1782 the wealthy old civil servant Don Andreas de Almonaster y Roxas offered to rebuild the hospital,
was promptly accepted by the royal governor.

and the offer
Almonaster

built a 24-bed hospital on the site of the ruins of St.
at a cost of 114,000 pesos,

John'

endowing it with rental funds

from his own properties totaling 1,500 pesos a year.

40

To

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louisi
a n a , I , 247-250.
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protect his philanthropic investment, Almonaster petitioned
King Charles III of Spain for the right to serve as both
patron and director of the new hospital,
was granted.

The new facility,

after the king,

and his petition

named St. Charles Hospital

admitted its first patients in October 1785.

Almonaster drew up a set of administrative rules and p r o 
cedures,

reserving for himself the authority to appoint the

superintendent and the house surgeon.

41

Almonaster stipulated that only the indigent poor were
to be admitted,

although non-paupers were given beds if they

paid a daily fee.
illness,

Unfortunately for the sufferers of mental

Article 80 of Almonaster's hospital regulations for

bade the admittance of the incurably sick.

We know this rule

applied to the mentally ill be cause of an incident that oc 
curred in 1805,

seven years after the old patron's death.

In

April the city council passed a resolution committing two in
sane persons to St. Charles.

The director of the hospital

refused to admit the two individuals because Article 80
clearly prohibited the admission of incurable patients.

The

director warned the council that any infringement upon the
regulations might lead the patroness

(Al mo nas te r's widow)

close the hospital and sell the property.

to

The city backed

41

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Lou i si ana, I, 249-253; Fossier, The Charity Hospital of Louisiana,
p. 10.
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49

down.

The insane unable to gain admittance at St. John's or
refused treatment at St.

Charles probably received some of

the same type of care as the mentally ill in the British
colonies and the young Unite d States.

The ill of gentle

disposition were either cared for by their families or al
lowed to roam free.
were undoubtedly

The violent and uncontrollable insane

incarcerated in a jail or a specially con

structed building.

The pauper insane in eighteenth and

early nineteenth century Louisiana,

however,

may have re

ceived more neglect and less public assistance than in those
areas to which the traditions of the English poor laws had
been transplanted.

43

The almshouses built,

the funds p r o 

vided by local authorities to families with an insane rela
tive— these were man ife st ati ons of the principle of local
responsibility for public relief formally established by
statute under Elizabeth I.

44

It was a principle lacking in

a Catholic peo pl e who looked to the Church for relief.

New

Orleans did not establish wo rkhouses and "houses of refuge"
until 1841;

she did not bu ild a single almshouse in the

42

D u f f y , The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in L o ui si 
a n a , I, 252; Stella O'Conner, "The Charity Hospital at New
Orleans:
An Administrative and Financial History, 17361941,” Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XXXI (January, 1948),
31-32.
43

pp.

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana,
24-25, 84-85.

44
‘Alan G. R. Smith, The Government of Elizabethan E n g 
land (New York, 1967), p. 76.
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eighteenth or nineteenth centuries,

forcing upon Charity H o s 

pital a host of orphans and other dependents including
paupers feigning illness.

Not until 1880 did the legislature

require local parishes to support all the infirm and disabled
poor residing within their boundaries.

Given this history,

it is highly unlikely that the pauper insane in colonial
Louisiana,
St.

other than those who may have been cared for at

John's Hospital or by local churches,

received any better

treatment than that of being thrown into a jail— or to the
four winds.

45

The statute books contain some hints as to how the m e n 
tally ill were dealt with.
in Louisiana were,

Early laws dealing with insanity

as in other colonies and states,

"pri

marily concerned with safeguarding the property rights of
the individual and protecting the community from the violence
of his acts."

46

In colonial days

(under Spanish rule) the

law of the Partidas required that the relatives or appointed
guardians of insane persons "must cause them to be taken care
of,

and guarded in such manner that they cannot wrong or in

jure anyone

. . . and if they neglect to do so,

they may be

45

Wisner, Pu blic Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
pp. 25-26, 29, 53-54, 63-64.
Regarding the capability of the
Catholic Church to care for the poor and indigent, in 1803
there was only one major church in Louisiana, the Church of
St. Louis in Ne w Orleans; one other small chapel in New O r 
leans; and many parishes and villages either had a small
church or none at all.
Davis, Louisiana:
A Narrative H i s 
tory , p. 175.
46

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,

p . 80.
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sued for the injury which such persons commit."

47

French law

of the eighteenth century contained similar provisions,
heritage,

its

as with Spanish law, being heavily influenced by

the laws of ancient Rome.

48

The Louisiana Civil Code of 1808, modeled in part
upon the Code Napoleon and which continued in force after
Louisiana became a state,

forbade persons above the age of

puberty who were subject "to an habitual state of madness or
insanity"

from "taking charge of their own persons"

ministering their estates.

and ad

Relatives of a person thought

insane were allowed to petition for interdiction.

The pa r 

ish judge was given sole power to rule on the alleged in
sanity,

and to help him in his decision he could question

the person himself or appoint

"physicians or other skillful

persons" to report on the individual's condition.

If the

person was ruled insane a curator was appointed whose re
sponsibilities including seeing to it that "the revenues of
the persons interdicted shall be employed essentially in
mitigating his sufferings,

and in accelerating his cure."

Depending upon the symptoms of the disease under which the
interdict was suffering,

and according to the value of his

47

Louis Moreau-Lislet and Henry Carleton, trans., Laws
of Las Siete Partidas Still in Force in the State of Lo uisi
ana (New Orleans, 1820), II, 1179, as quoted in Morrow,
Evolution and Nature of Mental Health Laws in the State of
L o u i s i a n a , p. 181.
48

Morrow, Evolution and Nature of Mental Health Laws in
the State of Louisiana, pp. 9-10, 73, 181-182.
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estate,

the judge could order him cared for in his own house,

in a hospital or "bettering place," or if considered dangerous,

to be confined "in safe custody."

49

The pauper insane in Louisiana were probably not af
fected— or pro te ct e d— by the Civil Code.

There was no reason

to interdict and a appoint a curator for persons without
property.

These people became subject to local ordinances

designed to protect communities from public nuisances and
dangerous persons.
for example,

50

The New Orleans Police Code of 1808,

required that "furious madmen"

found roaming the

streets were to be brought before the mayor or a justice of
the peace and if indeed found insane,

the nearest relation

was ordered to keep the person "in good and secure custody."
If the "furious madman" had no relatives he was to be placed
"in good and secure custody in such place as the mayor may
judge proper," to be maintained and clothed at the city's expense.

This probably meant the city jail.

51

After Charity

(St. Charles) Hospital's ownership was transferred to the
city in 1811,

A l m o n a s t e r !s regulations were no longer binding,

and mentally ill persons were technically free to be commit
ted to that institution.

49

Morrow, Evolution and Nature of Mental Health Laws in
the State of L o u i s i a n a , pp. 9-10, 73, 181-182 (quotations
from The Louisiana Civil Code of 1 8 0 8 ).
I b i d ., p.

189.

^ A r t i c l e 27 of the New Orleans Police Code of 1 8 0 8 ,
quoted in Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana,
p. 85, fn. 17.
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With regard to the "criminally insane," or those persons
charged with or convicted of crimes committed while mentally
ill,

"all of the legal systems making up the b a c k gr ou nd of

Lo u is ia na "— Roman, Spanish,

French,

English common law—

52

h ad accepted the principle that "insane persons were inca p
able of committing crimes and wer e not punishable for allegedly illegal acts."

53

Pu ni sh ab le or not,

the criminally

insane wh o were considered dangerous were no doubt h e l d in
jails or workhouses:

after 1844 some were committed to

Charity Hospital and after 1848 to the Jackson insane asylum.

54
Almonaster died in 1798;

ground in September of 1809.
patients move d into city hall.

his hospital b u rne d to the
Mayor James Mather had the
A day or so later the city

council rented a hou se— at an exorbitant rate of $125.00 a
mo n t h — and once again Ne w Orleans had a Charity Hospital.
Almonaster's widow, with great reluctance,

continued to sup

ply the hospital with rental funds from houses and warehouses
belonging to the now burned-out structure built by her hus
band.

Neither these funds nor mo nies supplied by the city

52

While the civil law of Louisi an a was ba se d largely on
the Code N a p o l e o n , the foundation of the criminal ju ri sp ru 
dence of Louisiana was the common law of England.
Morrow,
Evolution and Nature of Mental Health Laws in the State of
L o u i s i a n a , p. 124.
5 3 t, . ,
Ibid.
54
p.

Wisner,

Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,

129.
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could pay the monthly rent, however,

and in 1810 the land

lady requested the city to leave the premises.

Mayor Mather

used a $2,000 legislative grant to furnish and equip the di
lapidated buildings of an abandoned plantation and the patients were mo ved to the new location in April.

55

The population of New Orleans was increasing too fast
for the makeshift hospital to make any headway against the
steadily rising numbers of incoming sick, many of them
strangers from states and territories upriver.

Despite s ub 

stantial contributions of money from the city,

patients were

forced to sleep on the floor or on the bare ground where
floorboards had rot.

away,

there was not enough food,

and

several epidemics swelled the hospital's mortality rate.
Complaints against the scandalous conditions finally moved
the territorial legislature to action.

In February 1811 the

legislature transferred the charter and property of the n on 
existent St. Charles Hospital to the city of New Orleans.
With the cost of construction funded largely by money received
from the sale of St.

Charles'

rental properties,

a new

Charity Hos pi ta l— the first actually so named--was built on a
square of ground between Canal,
sity Place)

and Baronne Streets.

Common, Ph il ipp a (now U n i v e r 
The hospital probably ac-

cepted its first patient sometime in 1816.

56

55

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Lou is i
a n a , I, 424-426.
I b i d . , I, 426-433; Fossier, The Charity Hospital of
N e w O r l e a n s , p. 16; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in
L o u i s i a n a , p. 36.
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But it was no longer a city institution.
1811,

In April,

one month after turning over the charter and properties

of the hospital to New Orleans,

the territorial legislature

amended its original action by establishing a nine-member
Board of Administrators to govern the facility.
members were to be appointed by the governor,
be members of the New Orleans city council.

Six of the

three were to
The council was

ordered to turn over to the new Board all properties and funds
belonging to Charity.

This joint city-state administration

lasted until March 1813, when the first state legislature of
Louisiana changed the board's makeup by specifying that h e nc e
forth all boa rd members were to be appointed by the governor.
Charity Hospital was now wholly a state agency and Louisiana
became the first state in the Union to maintain and operate
a general hospital.

57

Just why the state legislature had taken such an unpr ece 
dented action is open to conjecture,
reasons present themselves.

but several possible

The territorial legislature had

granted $2,000 to the city council in 1810 for the temporary
hospital and $3,000 in 1812 to the joint administrative board,
a total of $5,000 in less than three yea rs — not an inconsider
able sum in that era.

Overlooking the fact that the terri

torial legislature had failed to adequately provide for an
annual maintenance and operating revenue,

57

Duffy,
ana , I, 427.

the newly elected

The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louis i
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legislature of the new state found the makeshift Charity H o s 
pital in deplorable condition in 1813.
grants.

despite the previous

The legislators were also aware that the New Orleans

city council had secretly and with doubtful legality spent
over $15,000 of monies received from selling old St. Charles'
rental properties to buy a house and land for a new hospital.
The questionable value of the property and the too-quiet
nature of the transaction may have convinced legislators
that the city fathers were too irresponsible to participate
in governing the hospital.

That $15,000 of future building

funds was possibly lost could not have helped matters any.
As if all this were not enough,

the legislature doubtless

knew that it was only under the threat of court action that
the city council in 1811 had complied with the law es tablish
ing the joint board.

A combination of shoddy administration

and mistrust of city officials,

then, may have been one reason

for the assumption of complete control of Charity by the
s +t a4t- e .5 8
A second reason was the economy of the city and state.
New Orleans was a rapidly growing river city and seaport.
Commerce flowed into it from both upstream and downstream,
bringing large numbers of immigrants and strangers,
them boatmen of the Mississippi River trade.

many of

Almost from the

start, Charity was caring for more sick strangers than local

58

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in L o ui si 
ana , I, 424-431; Wisner. Public Welfare Administration in
Louisiana, p. 80.
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residents.

A legislator in 1833 wrote that ma ki n g ample p r o

vision in time of sickness for the strangers who brought com
merce and prosperity to New Orleans was sound business policy.
H o w strong such sentiment was in 1813 is yet another matter
of conjecture, but the fact that Lo uisiana did take control
of Charity Hospital suggests that more than a few legislators
were willing to trade medicine for dollars.

59

A third reason for the state legislature to assume the
responsibility for building and operating a new Charity Hos
pital was probably a matter of precedent and need.

The terri

torial legislature had already seized the lion's share of
Charity's administration,
another step,
Furthermore,

and assuming complete control was

albeit a major one,

down a path already taken.

it was not practical to turn back.

clear that New Orleans itself was incapable,
recent performance,

It was quite

judging from

of either sustaining the makeshift hos

pital or building a new one— and there was no question that
an adequate charity hospital was needed in the state's capi
tal city.

There was also the possibility that some legis

lators knew the history of the old St.

John's hospital and

how the colonial government had directly involved itself in
that hospital's administration.
for state control existed,

A double-barreled precedent

and the dire need for a hospital

59

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i si an a,
pp. 45-49; Official Journal of the House of Representatives
of the State of Louisiana, Tw elfth Legislature, Second
Session (December, 1833), p. 114.
Publ ish ed proceedings of
the House are hereinafter cited as Louisiana House J o u r n a l ,
with appropriate year added.
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may have been the finger on the trigger.
P owe r— constitutional power— may have also played a
part.

The Louisiana constitution of 1812 was an u ltr a

conservative document written by representatives of "an aristocratic society with strong French sympathies."

60

The

framers established a strong executive with an absolute appointive power only limited by senatorial approval.

6X

It was

in keeping wi th the spirit and intent of the new constitution
for the governor to be given complete control over Charity's
board of administrators,

and for an oligarchic state govern

ment to refuse to share power with a local city council.
Some sort of commitment to sustain a hospital had been
made, but legislators were slow, painfully so, to realize
just how open-ended a commitment in treasure and effort it was.
The confusion was evident in the reluctance of nineteenth
century legislators to adequately finance the hospital's
operations.

New Orleans was required to return the $15,000

in funds it had inadvisedly spent and to donate the land for
the new hospital.

The governor was asked by the legislature

to request states bordering on the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers
to contribute money toward the hospital's operat io n— a move
that may have been prompted by the knowledge that Charity Hos
pital served more strangers than it did Louisiana citizens.

60

Perry H. Howard, Political Tendencies in L o u i s i a n a ,
1 8 1 2 - 1 9 5 2 , Louisiana State University Studies No. 5 (Baton
Rouge, 1957), p. 27.
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Only the state of Pennsylvania responded, with a grant of
$5,000 in 1815 to help cover the cost of construction and
annual contributions of $500 for the next ten years.
Louisiana legislature itself,

The

rather than vote direct annual

maintenance appropriations out of the state's general funds,
followed the precedent set by the N e w Orleans city council
three quarters of a century before and began to donate re ve 
nues received from fines and fees to the hospital,

not only

designating the hospital board as direct recipient but often
as collector.
ses,

In 1814 fees from the sale of gambling licen

and one-third of the fines for operating without one,

were donated to Charity,

proving a remunerative source of

income until repeal of the provision in 1835.
amusement taxes— $10.00 for every concert,

Also in 1814

public and sub

scription b a ll — were made payable directly to the hospital's
treasurer,

and managers of theaters were thenceforth required

to hold four public performances a year for the benefit of
Charity.
year,

In 1832 theater licenses were raised to $4,000 a

three-fourths of which went to the hospital.

yearly assessments were plac ed on grog shops,
houses,
fit.

In 1836

taverns,

coffee

billard tables and Negro traders for Charity's b en e 

Other fees and fines devoted to the hospital over the

years were penalties for harboring vagrants and aliens,

and

various court f i n e s . ^

62

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louisi
a n a , I, 430-433; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in
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Despite these semi-ingenious
money,

63

methods for raising

Charity Hospital was nearly always one step away from

bankruptcy prior to 1842, when a tax on foreign ship p a ss en 
gers finally began to provide an operable income.

In the

meanwhile the bo ard of administrators constantly appealed to
the legislature for more money and often to the public for
charitable donations.

On occasion the legislature appro

priated special "emergency" funds,
in 1822.

such as the $4,000 granted

64

In 1814 the legislature tightened up the hospital's ad
ministrative organization.

The board of administrators was

reduced from 12 to 6 members,
over the hospital,

it was given complete authority

two members of the board were required to

visit the hospital twice a week,
meet at least once a month.

and the full board was to

The bo ard was required to file

a detailed annual report with the legislature.

The board ap

pointed the hospital's professional staff, which prior to
1821 consisted of a part-time physician,
apothecary,

as well as a keeper and cook.

by three black men, possibly slaves.

n o u s e - s u r g e o n , and
Nursing was done

65

Q3
"Semi-ingenious" because they frequently backfired:
hospital administrators often wound up in court pressing suits
against persons refusing to pay license fees due the hospital.
Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a , p. 44.
64

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louisi
a n a , I, 431; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisi
ana , pp. 41, 43-44.
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ana,
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With a part-time medical staff,

unskilled nurses,

insuf

ficient funds and a system of treatment that consisted of
bleeding, purging,

bl istering and heavy doses of dangerous

drugs such as mercury compounds,

the new 120-bed Charity H o s 

pital which opened in 1816 rapidly deteriorated into a death
trap.

Patients of all kinds,

the wounded,

the insane,

and

those suffering from contagious diseases were indiscrimi
nately jumbled together; mattresses,
went unwashed for months;

bed clothes and blankets

the food was terrible and scanty;

choking brickdust was used to "absorb" the filth on the
floors;

and chickens roosted in the hospital rooms,

their

droppings providing a unique coating for the furniture.

Al

though hospitals of this era were places of last resort with
generally high mortality figures,

the 33% death rate (as a

percentage of admissions) of Charity in 1819 was high even
for that period.
Incessant complains to the legislature and city council
from angry citizens and frequent denunciations of the h o s
pital's condition in the Louisiana Courier and the Gazette de
la Louisiane resulted in substantial improvements.
were cleaned and the food improved.

Buildings

In 1821 the newly elected

president of the board introduced the practice of hiring a
full-time medical staff,
salaries attractive.

using added revenues to make the

Medical care and the quality of nursing

Q0

ana,

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in L o ui si 
I, 434-439; II, 42.
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improved substantially,

fever patients were treated in areas

separate from surgical cases,

and visitors to New Orleans

began to praise the hospital as one of the best in the
country.

67

Insane patients were admitted to the new Charity H o s
pital from the time it opened,

although in 1816 the New O r 

leans city council apparently had some second thoughts about
the practice.

They were not the only ones.

a N ew En gland minister,

In March of 1818

Reverend Benjamin Chase,

visited

Charity and wrote of finding insane persons "promiscuously
bl e nd ed together" with other patients.

He was particularly

shocked over an incident involving a mentally ill patient,
subject to maniacal fits, being left unattended on a general
ward.

When the patient grew violent several other sufferers

tied his hands to the bedpost, which did not prevent him from
seriously injuring himself.

The patient remained lashed to

the bedpost overnight and died the next day.

In August 1819

one Dr. Dupuy suggested in a letter to the Louis ian a Courier
that a separate facility be established to admit "mad people"
as well as those suffering from venereal disease and "the
itch"

(scabies).®^
By 1820 the need for a separate facility for the insane

had been impressed upon the state legislature.

The population

® ^ D u f f y , The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louis i
ana , I, 443-444, 447-448; II, 197";' Fossier, The Charity H o s 
pital of L o u i s i a n a , pp. 16-17.

68
ana,

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Lo ui s i
I, 434, 437, 440-441.
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of New Orleans had swelled to 41,000 with a corresponding
increase of mental illness.

6°
~

In March of 1820 part of a

legislative act concerning Charity Hospital directed the
board of administrators "to cause a separate building to be
erected

...

in order to receive and attend such persons as

may have fallen into a state of insanity."

70

Sometime within

the next few years the board complied with the legislature's
dictum and built a separate insane department, which was also
designed to hold overflow patients from the main hospital in
time of epidemics.

An inspection committee of the legisla

ture visited the structure on December 30, 1824,

and described

it as f o l l o w s :
This spacious building, admirably calculated from its
insulated situation for the circulation of air, is wholly
of brick.
The apartments in which maniacs are confined
have each only a single occupant, and are at once cleanly
and secure.
There are, at this time, only six maniacs
confined in them, and they are calculated to contain 24.
It is a circumstance that affords no small gratification
to the friends of humanity, to reflect that our city can
at length boast of an asylum for the miserable wretches
who have lost their reason, and who once wandered about
our streets or were consigned to the loathsome dungeons
of New O r l ea ns .71
The type of treatment afforded the "miserable wretches"
confined singly in "secure" apartments was most likely simple

69

Robert C. Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the M e n
tally 111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," Louisiana State Medical
Society J o u r n a l , CX (November, 1958), 369.
70

State of Louisiana, Acts of the Legislature, Second
Session, January 1820 (New Orleans, 1820), p. 58.
Published
legislative actions are hereinafter cited as Acts of Louisi
ana , with appropriate year indicated.
71

Louisiana House Journal

(November,

1824), p. 60.
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custodial care.

The wo rd "secure" as used above can only

mean "locked," and moral treatment required something of an
open-door policy.

The care of the insane at Charity prior

to this time had been marked by almost criminal neglect,

and

a sudden change in treatment practices after 1820 does not
seem likely.

Furthermore,

as we have seen,

the criticism of

the administrators that had led to the building of the insane
department had been overwhelmingly concerned with the separa
tion of mental patients from others,

not with the care and

treatment afforded the mental patient as a patient.

It was

no accident that Dr. Dupuy had classified "mad people" with
sufferers of venereal disease and the itch.

Outcasts are

outcasts.
Charity Hospital was being forced to provide custodial
care for other than mental patients.
death and/or desertion of parents,
homeless poor,

Children orphaned by

infirm paupers,

aged and

and vagrants of all description crowded the

wards and hospital beds because the city and state would not
provide adequate care or shelter for the dependent classes.
Nearly a century after the birth of the old St.
pital,

John's hos

its direct d e s c e n d e n t , like its forebears,

used as a dumping ground for society's castaways.

was being
72

The 120-bed Charity built in 1815 was not large enough
to meet the population needs of the city by 1830, which had

72

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Lo ui s i
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grown by nearly 10,000 people in 10 years.
bounded by Girod,

Gravier,

In 1829 a site

St. Mary and Common (presently

Tulane) Streets was purchased by the hospital board.

The

old hospital on Canal Street was bought by the state (to
become the Statehouse)

for $125,000 (payable in bonds at 5%),

a bank loan of $40,000 was secured,
begun in 1831.

and construction was

Completed in the fall of 1832,

Charity Hospital had cost,

the new

including the land,

$149,750.83.

From all accounts it was a tremendous structure,

290 feet

long and three stories high topped by a cupola offering a
"magnificent"

view of the city (which could be admired for a

25£ admission

fee).Originally designed to

hold 400 patients,

various additions made year to year increased this number;

a

city directory of 1840 claimed the hospital could hold 540
patients.

Shortly after the new hospital opened,

of administrators asked the Sisters of Charity,
community recently established at Emmetsburg,

the board

a Catholic

Maryland,

take charge of the day-to-day operations of Charity.

to

The

Sisters took over near complete management of the hospital's
internal affairs,
intending the
and supplies.

establishing rules and regulations,

super

sick wards, and taking charge of all property
The Sister Superior was made director of nurses

and chief of purchasing.

Nurses were recruited from the con-

valescent patients for a small compensation.

73
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A detailed description of Charity Hospital in 1840
makes no mention of a separate insane department.

Lack of

any criticism with regard to management of the mentally ill,
as well as the competency and humanity of the Sisters'
ministration,

ad

leads us to believe that after the transfer to

the new facility in 1832 there was at least no return to the
practice of indiscriminately mixing mental patients among
general war d patients.

An administration which carefully

main ta ine d separate wards for "women of good character"

and

"women of bad character" probably made some provision for
separating the insane.

74

By 1840 it must have been obvious that another separate
insane department was needed.
had doubled in ten years,
100,000,

The population of New Orleans

from approximately 50,000 to over

and the numbers of all kinds of patients cared for

increased considerably.

In early spring of 1840 the Lou is i

ana legislature voted a special relief appropriation of
$40,000 to Charity,

stipulating that $25,000 "shall be ex 

pend ed in constructing a suitable building to lodge insane
persons

. . . provided that it shall be the duty of the ad

ministrators

...

to receive in the establishment

tics sent from any part of the state."

75

all luna-

The act also es tab

lished commitment procedures for parish judges to follow.

74

Duffy,
ana, II, 205;
pp. 23-24.
^Acts

The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Lou is i
Fossier, The Charity Hospital of L o u i s i a n a ,

of Louisiana (1840), pp.

125-126.
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Since these procedures w ere to be re-enacted when the Jack
son insane asylum was authorized in 1847,

I will defer dis

cussion of them here.
The provision ordering Charity to admit insane persons
from anywhere in Louisiana is a clear indication that the
legislature,

like its counterparts in other states,

ginning to realize that mental
problem.

It did not mean,

was b e 

illness was a state-wide

however,

that the state had suf 

ficiently or clearly recognized its own responsibility in
the matter.

The legislature had granted Charity construction

funds but had made no appropriation for the support of the
asylum— and never did— this despite Charity's severe shortage
of operating revenue.

76

Already an asylum for orphans and a

nursing home for the aged infirm,

the hospital that was an

almshouse had no w been made Louisiana's official depository
for the insane.
Nevertheless,

the establishment of a state receptacle

for the insane at the state's general hospital was a step
forward.

Some sort of commitment had now been made to Louisi

ana's mentally ill,
a state institution,

and like the act establishing Charity as
it w o u l d prove to be open-ended.

r jr *

ana,

Duffy,
II, 206.
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CHAPTER II

LAYING THE CORNERSTONE OF FAILURE:

THE RISE AND FALL

OF THERAPEUTIC CARE AT STATE MENTAL HOSPITALS,

1840-1860

I come as the advocate of helpless, forgotten, insane
and idiotic men and women; of beings sunk to a condition
from which the most unconcerned w o ul d start with real
horror, of beings wretche d in our prisons, and more
wretched in our almshouses . . . .
I proceed, gentlemen,
briefly to call your attention to the present state of
insane persons confined within this Commonwealth, in
cages, closets, cellars, stalls, pens:
chained, naked,
beaten with rods, and lashed into obedience!
With these dramatic words,

presented in a memorial to

the Massachusetts Legislature in January 1843, Dorothea
Lynde Dix of Boston stepped onto the boards of history.
was a retired,

Dix

41-year-old spinster school teacher of modest

independent means who two years earlier had been shocked to
discover several scantily clad mentally ill persons

incar

cerated in unheated cells in an East Cambridge jail.

Dix

promptly got a court order requiring the jailers to provide
heat:

her first victory in what became a lifetime battle for

the humane treatment of the insane.

After a two-year per 

sonal investigation into conditions of mental "patients" held
in jails,

almshouses and even private residences around the

state, Dix carefully catalogued the horrors for full shockeffect and laid them at the legislature's doorstep,

■^Dorothea Lynde Dix, Memorial to the Legislature of
Massachusetts, January, 1843 (Boston, 189?), p. 2.
44
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accompanied by a request for the enlargement of Worcester
State Hospital.

When the smoke cleared Worcester Hospital

had been granted funds to add another two hundred beds and
Dorothea Dix was well on her way toward becoming the most
famous and influential psychiatric reformer of the nineteenth
century.

By the time of her death in 1887 she was respon

sible for the founding or enlarging of thirty-two mental hospitals in the United States and Europe.

2

Dix's campaigns for reform followed a pattern.

After

conducting a fairly thorough survey of conditions she pre
sented her findings to the state legislature,
not always,

in the form of a memorial.

usually,

but

She then turned her

considerable lobbying talents on key legislative leaders and
generally won her case,

even in the states of the ante-bellum

South— not an inconsiderable feat for a Yankee reformer from
New England.

Dix visited every southern state except Florida

prior to the Civil War,

and her help was of particular impor

tance in moving Tennessee,
Mississippi,

North Carolina,

South Carolina,

and A labama to either establish mental hospitals

or expand existing facilities.
states she visited,

One of the first southern

sometime during the winter of 1845-1846,

2

Albert Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in America (New York,
1949), pp. 158-159, 184-185; Gerald N. G r o b , Mental Institu
tions in America:
Social Policy to 1875 (New York, 1973),
pp. 104-105.
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was L o u i s i a n a . 0
Dix not only attacked neglect of the mentally ill at the
state level, but at the national level as well.

She fought

for six years for passage of a national land grant act which
w o u l d set aside 12,225,000 acres of public lands to individual
states,

the proceeds of the sales to be used to build and fund

facilities for the indigent insane.

In 1854 Congress passed

a bill setting aside 10,000,000 acres for this purpose,
to be vetoe d by President Franklin Pierce.
susta in ed by congressmen who,

like Pierce,

only

When the veto was
felt the Federal

government did not have constitutional power to use the public
domain for state humanitarian projects,
mental health legislation was discarded,
for a century,

the idea for national
not to be revived

and states and local communities were left

with the responsibility of caring for ever-growing numbers of
the insane.

4

There were certain basic similarities

in the manner in

wh i ch state legislatures went about founding mental hospitals.
W el l- me an in g reformers bombarded legislators with the utopian
claims about the cult of curability,

helping spread the b e 

lief that one centrally located therapeutic mental hospital

3
G r o b , Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp. 105-108,
359-368; Helen E. Marshall, Dorothea Dix:
Forgotten S ama ri
tan (Chapel Hill, 1937), p. 112; Elizabeth Wisner, Social
Welf are in the South from Colonial Times to Worl d War I
(Baton Rouge, 1970), pp. 57-63.
4
Deutsch, Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 178-179;
Mental Institutions in America, pp. 200-201.
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could meet the needs of an entire state.

State governors and

small groups of well-to-do individuals infused with ideas of
stewardship and noblesse oblige generally gave the strongest
support to the reform proposals.

Two to five years of agita

tion were generally required before a state legislature
authorized a hospital and appropriated funds for its con
struction;

it usually took another three years before plans

and construction gelled into an operating institution.

Be 

cause ante-bellum legislatures did not rely heavily on p r o 
fessional expertise, because legislatures were composed of
large numbers of briefly tenured members who could not supply
consistent and experienced leadership to standing committees,
and because most legislatures lacked a legal staff and re
search division,

legislation establishing mental hospitals

was generally haphazardly planned.

Hospitals were built far

away from the major urban centers which had the most need for
them.

The hospitals themselves were poorly planned and of

cheap and inferior construction,
building costs at a minimum;

a result of efforts to keep

initial funding policies were

established with little thought as to what constituted ade
quate appropriations for current or future patient

loads;

administrative structures were poorly thought out;

and admis

sion policies drew no distinctions between insanity and the
infirmities of old age,

resulting in considerable confusion

over whether insane asylums should also serve as nursing
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h o m e s .^
In addition to sharing the problems caused by poor pla n
ning with their counterparts in the North and West,

state

mental institutions founded in the South were saddled with
special problems.

Because of inadequate state government

incomes the level of financial support available to southern
mental hospitals was the lowest in the country.

A shortage

of regional clinical and training centers partially isolated
the South from advances in psychiatric theory and practice.
Most devastating in effect, however, was the marked unwilling
ness of southern conservative legislators to provide public
services for their state's citizens.

Taken as a group,

southern mental institutions provided the lowest quality care
in the nation.^
Massachusetts,

Ohio and Vermont established mental h os 

pitals prior to 1840; between 1840 and 1849 Georgia,
Louisiana,

Maine,

New Hampshire,

Indiana,

New Jersey, New York and

Tennessee followed suit; between 1850 and 1859 sixteen more
state institutions were founded.

On the eve of the Civil War

most states had operating state mental ho spitals— but they
were not operating in the fashion that their founders had in
tended.

They were,

instead,

rapidly becoming what they had

^Grob, Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp. 87-88, 109110, 112, 114, 118, 131; Deutsch, Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a ,
p. 141.
®Grob,
367-368.

Mental Institutions in America,

pp.

359-360,
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grown out of:

undifferentiated welfare institutions.

7

There were several factors involved in the rapid death
of therapeutic care at state mental hospitals.

The first

patients admitted to newly opened facilities were consider
able numbers of chronically insane persons who had been held
in almshouses and jails for extended periods of time.
included the senile aged,

alcoholics,

the violently insane

considered too dangerous for care at home,
advanced stages of syphilitic insanity

These

and persons in

(general paresis).

Neither moral therapy nor the medical treatment of the era
could provide much relief to such persons,

and the public

mental hospitals were forced to provide custodial care and
precious bed space to patients who were not likely to re-

8

cover.

Another factor was the rapid and heavy influx of all
kinds of mentally ill persons,

the result of an increase in

insanity that accompanied urbanization and industrialization
as well as increases in population growth fed by immigration.
As institutions became overcrowded, superintendents found it
impossible to devote the individual attention necessary for
moral treatment to work,

and they were forced by circumstance

'''ibid. pp. 112, 130-131; Gerald N. Grob, "Critical In
troduction," in Edward Jarvis, Insanity and Idiocy in M a ss achesetts:
Report of the Commission on Lunacy, 1855 (Reprint
of the original; Cambridge, 1971), p. 18.
g
Grob, Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp. 187-189;
Ruth B. Caplan, Psychiatry and the Community in Nineteenth
Century America (New York, 1969), p. 60.
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to rely on custodial care as the necessary alternative to
more active therapeutic techniques.

Nor could public insti

tutions refuse to accept patients committed by the courts;
superintendents had no control over the types or numbers of
patients they were obligated by law to treat.

The only

limiting factor upon admissions was the size of the institu
tions,

and as facilities beca me overcrowded,

tures reluctantly expanded them.
tions were ready for occupation,

state legisla

By the time most new addi
however,

the rise in patient

populations had already exceeded the newly created wa r d space,
and overcrowding was simply perpetuated.

9

Another factor in the decline of state mental hospitals
from therapeutic institutions to holding tanks was the great
numbers of lower class patients committed to them.

The most

visible and numerous of this class of patient were foreign
pauper insane from Ireland and Germany.

(Of the 2,500,000

immigrants who entered the Unite d States between 1847 and
1854,

approximately two-fifths were Irish and one-third were

Germans.)

As foreign pauper insane displaced native Americans

at state institutions,

moral treatment,

already weakened by

overcrowding and a heavy concentration of the chronically
ill, was dealt its death blow.

Moral therapy had worked well

with small hospital populat ion s basically made up of Pr ot es 
tant, well-mannered,

self-supporting artisans and farmers to

9
Grob, Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp.
196, 203-205; Grob, "Critical Introduction," p.
Ps yc hiatry and the C o m m u n i t y , p. 65.

187-190, 193,
18; Caplan,
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w hom physicians could "relate" easily.

But the socio

economic differences between American psychiatrists and
foreign pauper insane created an almost impassable barrier
of misunderstanding that made the establishment of patientdoctor therapeutic relationships extremely difficult.

Dif

ferences in language only muddied the situation further.10
Along with culture,
bigotry.

class,

and language differences was

Many American physicians shared in the general h o s 

tility to lower class

(especially Irish) immigrants;

the ad

ministrators of Worcester State Hospital in 1858 described
foreign pauper inmates as "coarse in their habits and tastes,
rough in disposition,

and filthy in their dre ss ," 11 and such

sentiments among mental hospital superintendents were w i d e 
spread,

especially in the northeast.

Superintendents also

came to feel that the foreign pauper insane

(and lower class

mentally ill as a group) were less susceptible to treatment
and cure (for a variety of reasons) than other patients— an
attitude hardly designed to maintain public confidence in
hospitals that were supposed to cure the insane and reduce
society's dependent groups.

12

10Grob, Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp.
Caplan, Psychiatry and the C o m m u n i t y , p. 65.

231-235;

^ Twe nt y-Second Annual Report of the Trustees of the
State Lunatic Hospital at Worcester, 1858 (Boston, 1858),
p. 20, quoted in Milton Greenblatt, Richard H. York, and
Esther Lucile Brown, From Custodial to Therapeutic Patient
Care in Mental Hospitals (New York, 1955), p. 413.

12

241;

Grob, Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp. 237, 240Caplan, Psychiatry and the Community, pp. 74, 94, 96.
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As state insane asylums degenerated into almshouses they
became associated in the public mind with the welfare insti
tutions they resembled rather than the therapeutic hospitals
they were supposed to be,

and as such they received the same

low level of funding as other public facilities for the de
pendent classes.

The large numbers of foreign pauper insane

in the state asylums only added the abrasive edge of ethnic
prejudice to the growing public neglect.

State mental hos

pitals built after the Civil War were expected to be custo
dial care facilities for the dregs of society and superin
tending physicians were expected to be administrators,
managers and jailkeepers first and doctors second.
treatment per se,

reliance was placed on purges,

As for

diets,

en

forced rest, mechanical restraints and an increasing use of
drugs.

Especially popular in the 1870's was chloral hydrate,

a drug used in heavy doses as a hypnotic,
and a sedative or sleeping potion.

an anti-depressant

13

One consequence of the overcrowding of state mental hos
pitals was that large cities with considerable numbers of im
poverished mentally ill were forced to operate their own in
sane asylums because of the lack of space at state facili
ties.

Prior to 1860,

for example, New York City, Kings

13

Grob, Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp. 204-206;
Grob, "Critical Introduction," p. 24; Caplan, Psychiatry and
the C om m u n i t y , pp. 154-156; Dorland's Illustrated Medical
Dictionary (24th e d . ; Philadelphia, 1965), p. 292; Edward M.
Brecher, Licit and Illicit Drugs (Mount Vernon, 1972),
p. 247.
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County

(Brooklyn) and Philadelphia built additions to munici

pal almshouses to care for the insane; Boston built its own
mental hospital.

Limited city budgets,

local resistance to

welfare expenditures— especially in the case of the insane
who were supposed to be cared for at state ho spitals— as
well as hostility to immigrant groups resulted in grossly in
adequate funding for city asylums,
vided the lowest quality care.

and as a group they pro-

14

A bright spot in an era that had begun in hope but
ended in disillusionment was the founding of the Association
of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the
Insane in Philadelphia in 1844 by a group of thirteen state
mental hospital superintendents.

At subsequent annual m e e t 

ings the Association began to set certain minimal standards
and guidelines for the care of the mentally ill,
treatment and management techniques,

including

hospital architecture

and professional qualifications for superintendents.

The

Association used the pages of the American Journal of In
sanity

(published by the Utica State Lunatic Asylum of New

York) to disseminate its views to members of the medical pro
fession and laymen as well.

One of the A s s o c i a t i o n ’s first

actions was to set high standards for hospital architecture,
adopting a series of proposals in 1851 that included an in
sistence that asylums should not be built until plans had

]4
Mental

Deutsch, Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp.
Institutions in America, pp. 118-130,

143-145;
242-243.
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been reviewed by psychiatrists
the nineteenth century).

(called "alienists" throughout

More important than the As socia

tion's proposals in this matter,

however,

was a book on m e n 

tal hospital architecture p ub lis he d in 1854 by one of the
thirteen founders of the Association,

Dr.

Thomas S. Kirkbride.

Kirkbride recommended a three-story center b u i l di ng which
w o uld contain the kitchens,
room,

business,

lic parlor,

storerooms,

patient reception

medical and superintendent's offices,

a combined lecture room and chapel,

a p ub 

and living

apartments for the superintendent and his family.

On either

side of the center building were to be the patient wings,
three stories high and divided into wards.

Kirkbride's

"linear plan" envisioned additional patient wings,
necessary,

if found

built either at right angles to existing wings or

simply extended outward in lateral fashion from them.

Most

mental hospitals built during the second half of the nineteenth century were modeled on Kirkbride's linear plan.

In Louisiana,

15

the harried bo ard of administrators of

Charity Hospital had no choice but to comply w i t h the order
to build an insane asylum,

although they felt that a crowded

city was not the proper location for a mental institution.
They also complained that no special appropriation had been

15

Grob, Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp. 143, 170;
Thomas S. Kirkbride, On the Construction, Organization and
General Arrangements of Hospitals for the Insane (New York,
1973 [a facsimile of the 1880 edition]), pp. 55-57, 155, 159,
161.
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made for the operation and maintenance of the asylum, thus
adding an additional expense to the hospital's already
straitened circumstances.
for the asylum,

however,

Instead of supplying extra funds
the legislature added yet another

burden to Charity's administrators:
criminally insane.

the care of the state's

A legislative act of 1844 authorized

parish judges to commit persons either not indicted or ac
quitted of a crime by reason of insanity and considered
"dangerous to the safety of the citizens" to Charity's In
sane Department "or any si milar institution in any Parish,"
to be detained "until he or she be restored to his or her
right mind,

or otherwise delivered by due course of law."

Since there were no "similar" institutions

17

in any parish,

the

criminally insane not sent to Charity must have been placed
in confinement;

according to one scholar parish judges were

committing some mentally ill persons to the state peniten18
tiary.
Charity's

"Lunatic Asylum" was built between the rear

of the main hospital and the morgue.

Like Charity Hospital

itself the asylum was a substantial structure,

103 feet long,

16

Report of the Board of Administrators of the Charity
Hospital, 1 8 4 2 , in Loui sia na House Journal (1843), Appendix A,
p. 1.
Charity Hospital Board Reports will hereinafter be
cited as CHNO Board R e p o r t , with appropriate year indicated.
~^ A c t s

of Lo uis ia na (1844), p.

19.

18

Robert C. Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the
Mentally 111 in Ant e-b el lum Louisiana," Louisiana State M e d i 
cal Society Journal, CX (November, 1958), 370.
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35 feet wide,

standing three stories high w ith galleries on

each floor extending the whole length of the front of the
building.

The first two floors contained thirty-eight rooms

apiece while the third story was divided into "two spacious
sleeping apartments."

Chances are high that the reason the

third floor was not divided into individual rooms was because
the administrators anticipated using the open space to house
overflow patients in time of epidemics,

a practice frequently

resorted to at Charity's first insane department built in
1820.

Windows and doors were described as being "well se

cured," probably meaning there were locks on the doors and
bars on the windows,

and there were "spacious arbours

. . .

covered with vines" at either end of the building, providing
shade in hot weather.

On the ground floor was a bathing room

containing a shower bath apparatus,

indicating that the m e d i 

cal officers of Charity Hospital were aware that hydrotherapy
was a useful tool in calming excitable patients.

19

The type of care received by insane patients at the
Lunatic Asylum is a matter of conjecture.

Chances are that

if the medical staff of Charity were familiar with h yd ro
therapy they were also cognizant of other contemporary me di
cal practices in the treatment of the insane,

including de

pletion by purging, bleeding and forced dieting,
of narcotics as sedatives.

and the use

Given the rapid patient turnover

19

Erasmus D. Fenner, "Historical Sketch of the Charity
Hospital," New Orleans Medical and Surgical J o u r n a l , I (May,
1844), p. 73.
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in the asylum (see below) and the large numbers of patients
at the main building,

it is doubtful that doctors had the

time to practice moral therapy.

Nevertheless,

under the ad

ministration of the Sisters of Charity kindness,
was not wanting.

at least,

Dorothea Dix gave Charity and its Lunatic

Asylum a qualified approval during her visit to New Orleans
in the winter of 1845-1846.

on

The Lunatic Asylum accepted its first patient on July 1,
1841.

Between 1841 and 1843 the number of patients admitted

per year was fairly low;
sons were cared for.
that time,
in 1845,

however.

343;

in 1842,

for example,

only 70 pe r 

The numbers climbed dramatically after
In 1844, 282 patients were admitted;

in 1846, 475;

and in 1847, 678.

During these

same four years there was a total of 1,422 discharges and
246 deaths.

An average of between 65 and 90 patients were

probably in the asylum on any given day during the last
three years the building operated as an insane department.

21

The asylum cared for slaves and "free persons of color"
as well as whites,
were quite low.
eigners,

although the numbers of blacks admitted

The majority of patients treated were for

which is not surprising considering that Charity

90

Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally 111
in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 370.

21

New Orleans Charity Hospital Lunatic As yl um Admission
Book, 1841-1848 (Microfilm Box #GS36-30, Ne w Orleans Public
Library), pp. 4-5. 32, 54, 81 (hereinafter referred to as
CHNO Lunatic Asylum Admission B o o k ) ; "Excerpt from Charity
Hospital Yearly Report for 1844," Ne w Orleans Medical and
Surgical Journal, I (May, 1845), p. 393.
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itself cared for more aliens and strangers than Louisiana
residents.
hospital,

In 1844,

for example,

113 were from Louisiana,

States as a whole,

of 6,126 admissions to the
1,316 from the United

and 4,530 from foreign nations.

directly at the Lunatic Asylum,

Looking

of 69 mentally ill patients

sent from Charity to the Jackson asylum on November 22 and
December 27,

1848,

18 w ere Lo uis ia na residents,

from other states of the Union,
unknown national origin,

14 were listed as being of

and 32 were from foreign countries.

Of the latter group the largest number,
land.

five were

New Orleans was obviously,

13, came from Ire

like the cities of the

n o r t h e a s t , feeling the weight of heavy foreign immigration
and the aggravated problem of caring for the sick and needy
among them.

22

Even New Orleans,

however,

could not supply Charity's

Lunatic Asylum with the huge numbers of supposedly insane
persons represented by the above figu re s— and of course did
not.

From the time the asylum opened patients suffering

from other than mental

illnesses were admitted.

first month of its operation,
diarrhea,

gastroenteritis,

for example,

In the very

several cases of

intoxication and "phthisis"

(tu

berculosis) were treated along with the cases of mania and
dementia.

Other non-mental diseases treated at the asylum

included ulcers,

22

rheumatism,

epilepsy,

syphilis and

CHNO Lunatic Asylum Admission B o o k , pp.
ana House Journal (January, 1845), p. 68.

1-104;
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gonorrhea.23

As anticipated,

the third floor performed y e o

man service in time of yell ow fever,
dysentery epidemics,

cholera,

typhoid and

and as early as 1843 smallpox cases were

being isolated from the main hospital's patients by placing
them in the asylum.

While Charity's administrators openly

recognized "the impropriety and cruelty of putting those af
flicted with that dreadful scourge under the same roof with
the insane," because of the legislature's failure to provide
separate quarters for smallpox sufferers the board had little
choice but to continue the practice.

24

It was also the cus

tom to place in the asylum all cases of delirium that did
not readily yield to treatment,

so as not to disturb patients

in the medical and surgical wards.

The largest category of

such patients were those suffering from mania a potu (deli
rium tremens),

a condition caused by chronic alcoholism.

With the exception of the epidemic diseases which flooded
the asylum after 1845,

cases of delirium tremens were in fact

the most commonly treated of all.

In 1843,

for example,

58

cases of mania a potu were admitted as opposed to 48 cases of
insanity and 10 of epilepsy;

a page selected at random in the

asylum admission book shows that between November 1 and N ove m
ber 22,

1848,

16 cases of delirium tremens were admitted,

over half again as many as the next most

23

frequently listed

CHNO Lunatic Asylum Admission B o o k , pp.

1-2,

103.

94

I b i d . , pp. 1-2, 63, 103; CHNO B oard Report (1843),
p. 2; Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally 111
in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 371.
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disease.

In most cases those admitted for DT's were recorded

as having been discharged within two to four days after admis
sion,

thus accounting for the rapid turnover of patients in

the asylum.

25

As the number of patients cared for at the main hospital
rose dramatically after 1845,
and epidemics,

fueled by massive immigration

conditions at the asylum deteriorated as

rapidly as they did in the main building.
mitted over 6,000 patients in 1845;

Charity had ad

in 1847 the number

swelled to 11,690 and two years later to 15,558.

26

With 125

patients jammed into the insane asylum, many of them children
suffering from chronic diarrhea and typhoid fever,

27

and 828

patients held in the main building on January 1, 1848,
Charity's board of administrators report for the year 1847
described conditions as follows:
No hospital should be permitted to take in double the
number of patients it can entertain comfortably, for it
cannot be done in justice to the sick.
The wards of the
Hospital are literally crammed.
A row of beds extend all
around the walls and another in the middle of the floor.
Many patients have to sit all day and to lie upon pallets
at night.
The whole house is infected with typhoid
fever, thus rendering it dangerous for patients laboring
under other diseases to go there.
The House [medical]
Students, nurses and Sisters of Charity are suffering
from the disease.
Diarrhea and Dysentery are also com
mon, and there are seven or eight cases of smallpox in

2^

CHNO Lunatic Asylum Admission B o o k , p. 103; "Health of
the City," New Orleans Medical and Surgical J o u r n a l , I (May,
1845), p. 639; CHNO Board Report (1843), p. 37.
26

John Duffy, e d . , The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine
in Louisiana (Baton Rouge, 1962), II, 208.
27

CHNO Lunatic Asylum Admission B o o k , p. 98.
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the adjoining lunatic asylum. ---- We deem it our duty
to record these melancholy facts. . . . When evils b e 
come glaring and outrageous they enforce reform, and
often not b e f o r e . 28
The board had been trying to "enforce reform" since
1845.

In that year the annual report of the b oar d suggested

that the asylum should be relocated in some rural spot "re
moved from the tumultous and agitating scenes of the world,
where the charms of nature and her quiet haunts inspire a
soothing calm.

..."

The board again drew attention to the

fact that smallpox patients were by necessity housed in the
Lunatic Asylum.

29

The report must have struck a responsive

chord in the legislature,

for a special joint committee was

appointed to investigate conditions at Charity.
of the House committee,
board's position.

The report

chaired by James Perkins,

echoed the

It cited the fact that Charity had cared

for 22% more patients in 1844 than the previous year,

and

also pointed out that patients in the main buildin g were
being regularly disturbed by the screems issuing from the
Lunatic Asylum during the cycle of the full moon.

The com

mittee wrote that "the State must adopt one of two policies:
that is, either to erect an additional building or remove the
Lunatics."

Accompanying the committee's report was a bill

entitled "An act to remove the Lunatic Asylum from New

OO

CHNO Board Report (1847), excerpt quoted in New O r
leans Medical and Surgical J o u r n a l , IV (January, 1848), 544.
CHNO Board Report (1844), p. 2.
(Note:
The report
for June 1, 1844-June 1, 1845 was presented to the Legisla
ture in 1845).
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Orleans to Jackson,

Louisiana,

and other purposes"

("other

purposes" be ing m one ta ry relief to Charity Hospital) which
was introduced on February 14,
Perkins,

1845, by Representative James

of East Felic ian a Parish.

to point out the obvious:

30

(It is necessary here

Jackson is located in East Feli

ciana P a r i s h . )
The bill was read a second time on March 7 and the
House went into a committee of the whole to debate the p r o 
posed act.

There was a great deal of opposition to the bill

and a motion to lay on the table indefinitely that portion
of the act concerning the move to Jackson was carried by 31
to 17.

An analysis of the ayes and nays reveals an interest

ing fact:

while all four of the re pre sentatives from East

and West Feliciana voted for the move to Jackson,

all six of

the representatives from other parishes in southern Loui si
ana joined the Orleans solons in voting no,

the rest of the

votes both for and against were too geo graphically scattered
to be able to conclude that there was a definite north-south
split over the decision.

31

Wnile there can be little doubt

that thoughts of the patronage stemming from a major state
institution played a part in the way the Orleans'
cianas'

representatives voted,

and Feli-

from subsequent developments

it appears that the Orleans House members were afraid that an
asylum in Jackson would not sufficiently relieve New Orleans

30

Louisiana House Journal

(January,

1845),

pp.

^ I b i d . , p p . 1, 98.
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of her problem of caring for growing numbers of the mentally
ill.
It was at this time, when the move to establish a state
insane asylum had apparently been resoundingly scotched,
that Dorothea Lynde Dix stepped off a riverboat
Orleans.

into New

The reformer visited the city between December

1845 and February 1846,
ing schools,

and after spending four days in spect

Charity Hospital and other institutions,

wrote

that she had found "considerably more to approve than censure in New Orleans."
the legislature,
built,

32

Dix did not submit a memoria l to

perhaps because she had seen a clean,

well

three-story Lunatic Asylum with room for over 75 m e n 

tal patients.

It must be remembered that Charity Hospital

in early 1846 was not the terribly overcrowded,

typhoid-

ridden house of death it became two years later.
penchant for cataloguing horrors,

With her

however, Dix would not have

overlooked the fact that non-mental patients were being
treated at the asylum,

among them smallpox victims,

and that

separate facilities for the mentally ill were necessary.

If

she followed her usual practice Dorothea Dix wo uld not have
left New Orleans without first meeting with key legislative
leaders and urging them to establish a state mental hospital.
The fact that she visited the asylum at Jackson tw ice— in
1848 and again in 1860— indicates the depth of her concern

3?
"“Marshall, Dorothea Dix:

Forgotten Samaritan,

113.
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for Louisiana's insane.

(Dix's role in the founding of the

Jackson institution bears further research;

her papers in the

Houghton Library at Cambridge may prove of particular inter
est to concerned scholars.)
Continued pressure from Charity's administrators as well
as the probable influence of Dorothea Dix's visit to New Or 
leans resulted in a new effort to establish a state mental
hospital.

On February 10,

1846, retiring Governor Alexandre

Mouton recommended in his annual message to the legislature
that an insane asylum should be built "at some distance from
the crowd and noise and bustle of the city."

34

A month later

Governor Isaac Johnson sent to the legislature the 1846
Charity Hospital Board Report with a cover letter in which
he pointedly drew the legislators'

attention to the board's

request to remove the insane asylum from New Orleans to the
country "where the great and essential advantages derived from
rural beauty and profound solitude can be obtained."

35

Since

33

Earl D. Bond, Dr. Kirkbride and His Mental Hospital
(Philadephia, 1947), pp. 100-101; Board of Administrators of
the Insane Asylum of the State of Louisiana, R e p o r t , 1860
(Baton Rouge, 1860), p. 60.
In order to shorten the length
of the footnotes and at the same time distinguish between
the board reports of the Jackson and Pineville institutions,
reports of the boards of administrators of East Louisiana
State Hospital and Central Louisiana State Hospital will
hereinafter be cited as ELSH Board Report or CLSH Board Re 
port , with appropriate year indicated.
^ " M e s s a g e of Governor Alexandre Mouton to the L e g i s
lature," in Louisiana Senate Journal (February, 1846), p. 4.
35

Louisiana Senate Journal (February,

1846), pp.
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Johnson was a resident of St. Francisville in West Feliciana
Parish

36

he undoubtedly had a pa rticular spot in mind.

On April 20,

1846,

Representative John McVea of East F e 

liciana presented a resolution to the House asking for a com
mittee of three members to be appointed "to enquire into the
expediency of the removal of the Insane Asylum from the city
of New Orleans, with full power to report by bill or other
wise."

Possibly in an effort to forestall resistance from

Orleans Parish legislators, P. W. Farrar of Orleans was ap
pointed along with McVea (and a legislator from Plaquemines
Parish)

to serve on the committee.

on April 30,

37

Pres ent ed to the House

the report of the committee was a masterful s um 

mation of all the reasons why it was necessary to establish
a state mental institution outside of New Orleans.
was made to the quietude, pure air,

fresh flowers and ample

room for exercise available in the country;
prevalent at Charity and its asylum;

Reference

the overcrowding

the continuous life-

threatening danger presented by the frequent epidemics of low,
marshy New Orleans;

and the unavoidable exposure of Charity's

insane to all the communicable diseases,
necessarily treated at the hospital.

including smallpox,

The committee concluded

with a phrase that could have been written by Dorothea Dix:

36
leans,
37

Miriam G. Reeves, The Governors of Louisiana
1962), pp. 43-45.
Louisiana House Journal

(February,

1846), pp.

91.
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If it be the policy of the State of Louisiana to r e 
lieve herself from the support of the helpless beings
[the i n s a n e ] , by forcing them wit hi n the reach of mortal
disease, that policy is well exempli fie d in the present
condition of the Asylum.
But your committee, sincerely
believing that such a course is entirely repugnant to
every feeling of humanity and not at all in keeping with
the character of our State, earnestly commend to your
regard the speedy removal of the Asylum. . . .^8
The committee thereupon p re sen te d to the legislature "An
Act to establish an Insane Asyl um in the State of Louisiana."
On May 5 the House debated the bill as a committee of the
whole and this time the act prov ed acceptable.

The bill

passed by motion and was sent on to the Senate.

As the House

passed the bill by voice vote no analysis of voting prefer,
, 39
ences can be made.
The bill was favorably received by the Senate upon its
initial reading and sent on to the Committee on Claims,
it met a temporary obstacle.

where

In reporting back to the full

Senate the committee stated that the state treasury was "in
a state of almost entire exhaustion"

and recommended that the

act be laid over until the next session of the legislature in
January 1847, when it was anticipated that adequate funding
would be available.

The Senate co ncurred and the project

lay

dormant for another year. ^9
In January 1847 Governor Isaac Johnson presented his
annual message to the legislature.

38I b i d . , pp.
40

127-128.

Once again he recommended

3 9 I b i d . , p.

Louisiana Senate Journal

(February,

136.
1846),

pp.

134.
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the erection of a state insane asylum, but this time he sug
gested that construction funds be taken "out of the surplus
earnings of the Penitentiary
the present lease.

..."

41

. . . after the expiration of
As the lease of the penitentiary

to the firm of McHatton, Pratt and Company would not expire
until 1849,

42

however,

it was apparent

(in 1847) that at

least the initial costs of the proposed asylum woul d have to
be met by direct appropriations from the state's general fund.
Hidden in Johnson's reference to the convict lease sy s
tem is a factor of considerable importance.

The state had

initially leased the penitentiary in 1844 in order to cut
down a major drain on the treasury.
made by the lessees,

however,

News of the high profits

turned some heads and aroused

overly optimistic view's of how much money the state would
actually earn when the lease was renewed.

In 1846 some leg is

lators pegged it as high as $15,000 to $20,000 annually;
1847,

as mentioned,

in

Governor Johnson thought there would be

enough to pay for a new insane asylum;

and in 1848 Johnson

was predicting that "a revenue of some thousands will doubt
less under a new contract accrue to the coffers of the
state.

41
ture,"

..."

43

But the state did not make much money at all

"Message of Governor Isaac Johnson to the Legis la 
in Louisiana House Journal (January, 1847), p. 8.

42

Mark T. Carleton, Politics and Punishment:
The Hi s 
tory of the Louisiana State Penal System (Baton Rouge, 1971),
p . 9.
43

I b i d ., pp. 10-11; Eliza bet h Wisner, Public Welfare
Administration in Louisiana (Chicago, 1930), pp. 147-148.
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from subsequent ante-bellum leases;

and while in between

leases in 1856-1857 the penitentiary system ran up a debt of
$130,000.

44

The point here is that moneys anticipated when

the Jackson asylum was authorized were not forthcoming while
the institution was being built.

It is a fair assumption

that many tight-fisted Louisiana legislators supported the
asylum bill partly because they felt,

as Governor Johnson

did, that revenue from convict labor would help pay for it.
As it turned out funds may have been more readily available
for the asylum's use because the treasury was not constantly
extending substantial sums for the penitentiary,
not the same thing as incoming revenue.

but this was

When the funds for

construction at Jackson ran out and left the institution u n
finished,

it would be the patients and not the solons who

would suffer from the thwarted dreams of profit from p u n is h
ment .
Before the Senate could act on the Governor's request
for passage of the asylum bill,

the legislature was presented

with the 1846 Charity Hospital board report.

Once again the

board requested the establishment of a separate asylum— but
there was no longer any reference to rural spots,

The ad 

ministrators now wrote that after careful reflection
many and
within a
reach of
found in

cogent reasons are found in favor of a location
few miles of this city.
If placed within the
the many facilities and advantages always to be
a large commercial city like New Orleans, it

44

Carleton, Politics and P u n i s h m e n t , p. 12; Wisner,
Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana, pp. 150-151.
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w o ul d become the resort of the afflicted whose means
w o uld enable them to make a liberal return for the ac
comodations afforded, while there is reason to believe
that the administration of the Institution would be con
ducted with more economy, and in a manner more fully to
attain the great object of its founders.45
The reason for the board's about-face with regard to the
location of a new asylum was probably the fear that an insti
tution located far from New Orleans wo uld not be able to re
lieve the city from the burden of caring for substantial num
bers of the mentally ill.

As it turned out later, however,

it was not so much the distance as the limited capacity of
the institution that would justify the board's worst ni ght
mares .
Even the board's well placed advice about attracting
pay patients could not stop the final acceptance of an act
already passed in the House,
Governor,
on Claims.

strongly recommended by the

and considered worthwhile by the Senate's Committee
With several amendments,

the Senate approved the

asylum bill in early February and sent it on to the House.
The amendments were read before the representatives on Feb
ruary 8, were approved by voice vote,

and the Senate was

promptly informed of the concurrence of the House to "An Act
to establish an Insane Asylum in the State of Louisiana."
The bill was enrolled on February 26 and signed into law by
Governor Johnson on March 5, 1847.

45

Louisiana Senate Journal

For better or for worse,

(January,

1847), p.
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Louisiana had made another commitment to the state's mentally
i■lnl .46

The act establishing a state insane asylum carefully set
up the institution's administrative structure but laid down
no guidelines for the actual design and construction of the
asylum— except to provide a total of $15,000 for "buildings
and accomodations

. . . necessary for the security and com

fort of the insane."

The only other stricture laid upon the

building of the asylum was that it was to be located "in the
town of Jackson, Parish of East Feliciana."
Why Jackson?

47

There were several reasons for the choice,

but the most important were climate and accessibility.

The

asylum's first bo ard of administrators put the matter this
way:
The Board of Administrators consider themselves re 
markably fortunate in securing a site so well adapted
for all the purposes of an institution of this kind, be 
cause of its acknowledged salubrity of climate, and cen
tral position (being within a convenient distance of the
capitol of the State, and but a few miles from the great
river which is the common thoroughfare of the country);
and further, because it possesses capabilities, as regards
landscape beauties, unsurpas sed by no other location of
the State.48

46

Louisiana Senate Journal (January,
79; Acts of Louisiana (1847), p. 58.
47

Acts of Louisiana (1847), pp.

1847),

pp.

52,

55,

46-58.

48

ELSH Board Report (1848), quoted in Stanford Chaille,
"A Memoir of the Insane Asylum of the State of Louisiana at
Jackson," New Orleans Medical and Surgical J o u r n a l , XIV
(January, 1858), 5 (bound with State of Louisiana Legislative
D o c u m e n t s , 1857).
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The "acknowledged salubrity of climate" was a reference
to the basically epidemic-free nature of the hill parishes as
opposed to the swampy lowlands of the southern parishes of
the state, whose inhabitants were subjected to frequent and
severe epidemics of yello w fever.

Thousands died in New O r 

leans during such epidemics and the removal of the hospital
ized insane from exposure to the disease was a prime factor
in turning eyes to the north in the search for a suitable
asylum location.

Since the Felicianas were the closest hill

or "piney woods" parishes to the state's largest city it made
good sense to place an asylum somewhere in the area.

49

The Felicianas were also readily accessible by water
from most parts of the state.

The Black,

Ouachita,

Red and

Tensas Rivers emptied into the Mississippi at a point ap
proximately 37 miles upstream (following the river,
the crow flies)

not as

from St. Francisville and Old Man River him

self brought river traffic down from the northern border of
Louisiana and up from the Gulf past the bluffs of the river
towns.

From their immediate accessibility to the river hi gh

way it would seem that either St. Francisville,

Bayou Sara or

Port Hudson w oul d have been good spots for an asylum, but
areas close to the river were low and subject to floods, while

49

Lionel Gremillion, "A History of East Louisiana State
Hospital," East Louisiana State Hospital Grapevine (November,
1972), p. 3.
Mr. Gremillion is the Assistant Superintendent
of East Louisiana State Hospital, a long-time resident of
Jackson, Louisiana; he has done considerable research into
the early years of the Jackson asylum.
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an inland town among the piney wooded hills would not be
threatened by high water.
miles east of St.

At this point Jackson, only 12

Francisville and easily accessible by road

from the river town, became the logical choice.
board had noted, moreover,
distance of Baton Rouge;

the town was within convenient

a stage coach made a daily trip b e 

tween the capitol and Jackson.
with Port Hudson,

As the

A railroad connected Jackson

more railroads were being planned for this

area of Louisiana and southwest Mississippi,

and there was

some thought that Jackson w ou ld be selected as a railroad
, , 50
hub.
Jackson itself had much to recommend it as a thriving
agricultural community,
Felicianas,

a former seat of government for the

and a center of culture and education because of

the presence of Centenary College in the town.

In addition,

its salubrious climate was well known to most of the key
political

leaders of the state,

as the first session of the

Constitutional Convention of 1844-45 had met in Jackson in
the late summer of 1844.^'*'
Placing an asylum at Jackson seemed to make good sense
in 1847,

and the legislators from the Felicianas who p r e 

sented the above arguments to their colleagues probably did

50

Gremillion, "A History of East Louisiana State H o s 
pital," pp. 3-4; (April, 1973), p. 4; Chaille, "A Memoir of
the Insane Asylum . . . at Jackson," p. 4
51
Gremillion, "A History of East Louisiana State H o s 
pital," p. 4; Edwin Adams Davis, Louisiana, A Narrative H i s 
tory (Third edition; Baton Rouge, 1971), p. 193.
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not have to lobby too hard— especially with Governor Isaac
Johnson of St. Francisville openly supporting the legisla
tion.

Jackson was simply in the right place at the wrong

time.
Act 69 of 1847 (the law establishing the asylum) p ro 
vided for an administrative board similar to the one created
for Charity Hospital of New Orleans.

It was to be composed

of five members appointed by the Governor to serve for twoyear terms,

one of the members to serve as secretary-

treasurer.

It was required to meet at least once a month,

two of its members were to visit the asylum at least once a
week,

and it was to present- an annual report of the medical

and financial operations of the asylum to the legislature.
The board was empowered to hire a physician,

a "general

superintendent," and a matron and determine their salaries;
to make contracts;

and "to make all rules and regulations

for their own government,

not contrary to law.

With the power to make their own rules,

. . ."

52

hire staff m e m 

bers and select one of their own as treasurer,

the asylum

board was in effect a semi-autonomous agency.

There was no

central state agency to gainsay the board's actions.

Prior

to the Civil War the Joint Legislative Committee on Charitable
Institutions conducted annual investigations of Charity H o s 
pital,

orphanages,

the Deaf, Dumb and B lin d School

(estab

lished 1852) and the asylum, but this standing committee

Acts of Louisiana (1847), pp.

56-58.
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served only in an advisory capacity to the legislature and
had no control over the individual boards of administrators
and their superintendents.

53

Moreover,

the committee's r e 

ports to the legislature were generally short,
uncritical,

cursory and

and at times did n o t — as will be shown— reflect

actual conditions of the institutions investigated.

Tucked

away in the hills of East Feliciana the asylum's bo ard of
administrators were given the opportunity to run the institu
tion with no one,

for most of the year,

over their shoulders.

officially looking

The asylum's administrative structure

was thus open to abuse from the beginning,

and unfortunately

there were those who would not wait long to take advantage
of the situation.
Section 11 of Act 69 provided for the manner of commit
ment to the asylum.

Any individual could petition a district

judge to initiate commitment proceedings against an insane
person.

The judge was to issue a warrant "to bring before

him said lunatic

. . . and after proper inquiry into all the

facts and circumstances of the case,
lunatic

if in his opinion said

. . . ought to be sent or confined" at Jackson,

the

judge was empowered to order the sheriff of the local parish
to take the individual to Jackson.
was charged to the parish treasury.
known as "judicial commitment."

53

pp.

Wisner,
178-181.
54

The cost of transportation
This procedure came to be

54

Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana,

Acts of Louisiana (1847),

p. 58.
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As wr itten ("after proper inquiry into all the facts
. . . of the case"),

the law did not require a judge to avail

himself of medical opinion.
the commitment;
cured.

55

Neit he r was any term placed on

pr esumably a person was to be confined until

And so without benefit of trial by j u ry — a right

society does not deny to the most vicious of cr iminals— and
solely upon the order of a judge whose decision could be
made without medical examination of the alleged "lunatics,"
L o u i s i a n a ’s mentally ill were handed judicial commitments
which frequently stretched into life sentences.
sixty-three years later,

Not until

in 1910, would a provision be intro

duced into the law requiring expert medical testimony in
judicial

commitment hearings.

56

In a separate law provision was made for commitment of
the criminally insane to the Jackson asylum,

the procedures

being a carbon copy of those established in 1844 for commi t
ting such persons to Charity Hospital.

Persons not indicted

or acquitted of a crime by reason of insanity and considered
dangerous to be at large were to be committed by district
judges "to the State Insane Hospital,

or any similar institu

tion in any parish withi n the jurisdiction of the court," to
be detained until recovery or delivered by due process of
law.

57

55
56

57

"Any similar institution" meant, of course,

Acts of Lo uisiana
I b i d . (1910),

p.

(1847),

p.

jail.

58.

420.

Chaille, "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum
Jackson," p. 12.

...
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Provision was also made for the admission of patients
"not sent to said Asylum by said district judge" according to
terms and conditions to be set by the Board,
so received,
tion."

58

and "any money

shall be applied to the support of the institu-

This was a provision for voluntary admission of

paying patients,

fees (or "terms") to be set by the board.

Act 69 was unclear,

however,

as to whether or not patients

committed by a judge could also be charged fees,
the state was to pay for their care.

or whether

In 1848 the legislature

corrected the situation by providing that "all persons re
ceived in the asylum as insane shall be charged at a rate not
less than $10.00 a month,

unless the police jury of the p a r 

ish from whence the insane person came, or municipal council
if from a city or town,
indigent circumstances."
Finally,

shall certify that said person is in
59

Act 69 provid ed that as soon as "the buildings

required by the provisions of this act" were completed,

"all

the insane persons who may then reside in the Charity H o s
pital" of New Orleans were to be immediately removed to the
Jackson asylum.

The sum of $10,000 was appropriated for the

operation of the asylum for one year,

"to take effect from

the day of the removal of the patients to the asylum."
The method chosen to fund the construction,

Acts of Louisiana (1847), p.

operation

58.

5 9 I b i d . (1848), p. 41.
6 0 I b i d . (1847), pp.

60

56-58.
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and maintenance of the new asylum was a full 180° from the
way the state was financing Charity Hospital.
taxes,

license fees,

No amusement

head taxes on foreign ship passengers

or any other methods of diverting incoming revenue sources to
support the asylum were resorted to.

Instead the legislature

decided to maintain the new institution

(except for whatever

money pay patients might bring in) by direct annual appro
priations from the state's general fund.

Not only was this

decision a break from past precedent in Louisiana,

it was

also in direct contrast with the policy other southern states
followed in

funding

their state asylums, where county com

missioners of the poor were charged for the upkeep of persons
sent from their respective counties to the state asylum.

61

Why did Louisiana choose to fund her state insane asy
lum by direct appropriations?

As a sharp break from past

procedure it is a question of some importance.

Several

reasons suggest themselves.
Louisiana was already devoting a considerable number of
fines,

fees,

amusement taxes and even a passenger tax for

the support of Charity Hospital, but the combined yearly
total of all these resources still could not keep the New
Orleans institution in the black.

When the law establishing

Jackson was passed in 1847 Charity Hospital was deeply in
debt and there was some question as to the constitutionality

61

pp.

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
89-90.
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of the pas senger-head tax,
come.

62

the hospital's main source of in-

There must have been enough level-herJed legislators

to realize that a system bankrupting one institution would
not produce enough revenue for two.

The state would have had

to establish a new fees and fines tax package just for the
benefit of the asylum, with no guarantee n:hat the system
wo uld be any more reliable than Charity's.
The legislature may have decided to fund the asylum
directly from the treasury because it simply was more respo n
sive to the needs of Louisianians than earlier legislatures.
A new7, more liberal constitution had been written in 1845 in
which suffrage restrictions had been lifted, property q ua li 
fications for legislators abolished,
system authorized.

and a free public school

The first state free-school act,

with taxes to provide for the schools,

along

was enacted in 1847,

the same year as the Jackson asylum act.

63

Perhaps 1847 was

simply a good year for "progressive" legislation.
A third reason may have been one referred to earlier:

02

^Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
pp. 46-47.
The United States Supreme Court did, in fact,
find immigrant head taxes unconstitutional.
In 1850 the
Louisiana legislature changed the procedure and required
foreign passengers to register at Charity Hospital and pay
a $2.00 tax against possible future need to use the facility.
This system actually brought CHNO out of debt for several
years, but in the late 1 8 5 0 's immigration decreased and so
did income.
By 1859 the legislature was granting Charity
Hospital direct annual appropriations from the state
treasury.
I b i d . , pp. 48-49.
03
Perry H. Howard, Political Tendencies in L o u i s i a n a ,
1812-1952 (Baton Rouge, 1957), p. 47; Davis, Louisiana, A
Narrative History, p. 215.
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the optimistic expectations of substantial profits from the
convict leasing system being used for the asylum.
Finally,

not requiring local parishes to contribute to 

w a r d the asylum's upkeep was in line wi th the heritage of a
state where the English tradition of local governmental re
sponsibility for the community's dependents was lacking.

In

1880 the state finally required local parishes to care for
their local infirm and disabled poor

64

— but this was too

progressive an act for the representatives of local parishes
sitting in the 1847 legislature to take.
In early spring of 1847 Governor Isaac Johnson appointed
the asylum's first board of administrators,

choosing all the

members from among prominent citizens of the Felicianas and
thereby establishing a custom of local selection of board
members that became something of an un written law.

65

Making

up the asylum's board with men taken "from the immediate
n e igh bo rho od of the asylum"

66

was certainly not i m p r a c t i c a l ,

given the requirement for monthly meetings, weekly visits of
two bo a r d members to the asylum,
ber to serve as treasurer.
meant

and selecting one board m e m 

Local selection,

local control of the asylum,

however,

also

and it was not long before

administrative boards were conducting operations as if the
institution was a private Felicianas fiefdom.

Abuses,

criti

cisms and attempts to change this sy ste m— and to preserve it—
will be discussed later.

64

66

See Chapter I.

65

EL S H Board Report

(1874),

Ibid.
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Although it may have met informally prior to this date,
the boa rd held its first official meeti ng on April 26,

1847,

and one of its first actions was to hire a Mr. Gibbens to
draw up the plans for the asylum.

Despite the fact that

Gibbens was not an architect but a house carpenter who had
never seen an insane asylum,

he nonethless came up with a

hastily pre par ed plan (he turned it over to the board some
time prior to July 5, 1847) that incorporated some of the es
sentials of Kirkbride's linear plan:
two wings.

a center building and

The central bu ild in g (or "Center Building"

as it

soon came to be called) was to st and four stories above the
basement,

extend 220 feet in depth and 63 feet wide,

contain living quarters for the superintendent
family,
chapel,"

offices,

receptions rooms,

dining rooms,

kitchen,

parlors,

and

and his

"a commodious

store rooms,

attendants’ and

s e r v a n t s ' q u a r t e r s , and accommodations exclusively for pay
patients

designed according to ability to pay.

rooms were on the second floor,
bedroom,

First class

each apartment consisting of

bathing room and dressing room.

Second,

third and

fourth class rooms were located on the third and fourth
floors and diminished in size and in quality of furnishings
according to the rates charged.
The east and west wings

67

(Center Building faced north)

67

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
p. 88; Bond, Dr. Kirkbrido and His Mental H o s p i t a l , p. 101;
Chaille, "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . . at Jackson,"
pp. 6, 20; ELSH Board Report (1859), p. 24.
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were designed for "state" patients (that is, the indigent
insane) and when completed stood three stories high,

94 feet

long and 48 feet wide with a ten-foot gallery on the east
and west sides of each story.

The first and second stories

each contained 19 rooms divided into a total of 30 single
apartments and eight larger rooms for use as parlors,
or day rooms.

offices

The third stories were divided into six large

dormitory rooms.

The entire structure was intended "to ac

commodate with comfort and security about 250 patients, with
the usual number of officers,

attendants,

e t c .......... "

68

Gibbens had been instructed by the board not to design
something "prison-like or repulsive in its appearance."

69

In accordance with these instructions he produced a design
in Greek revival style that could have served for a state
capitol.

Center Building was given a covered portico sup

ported by six massive white pillars,

and the rear of each

wing contained a covered porch supported by a total of twelve
equally massive white pillars.

The structure was topped by a

clock tower rising from the center of the roof of Center

GO

Excerpt from ELSH Board Report (1848), in Chaille,
Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . . at Jackson," pp. 5-6.
69

"A

I b i d . , pp. 7-8.
The phrase containing these words in
the first board report reads:
". . . it is our intention
. . . to avoid, as far as possible, everything prison-like or
repulsive in its appearance . . . " (Ibid.).
Compare this
with a phrase from Kirkbride's book:
". . . everything re
pulsive and prison-like should be carefully avoided. . ."
(Kirkbride, On the Construction . . . of Hospitals for the
I n s an e, p. 52).
Whatever board member wrote the report ob
viously had something written by Kirkbride in front of him.
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Building.
The influence of Kirkbride's ideas can clearly be seen
in G i b b e n s ’ plan,

and this was no accident,

for Dorothea Dix

had sent to the board several copies of a pamphlet on mental
hospital design written by Kirkbride himself.

70

Unfortunately

Gibbens omitted several important details that would cause
severe problems for future superintendents.

Despite the

house c a r p e n t e r ’s hastily drawn plan (Dix later described it
as "about as good as school boys are often seen to delineate
in idle hours upon their slates"
bens'

71

), the board accepted Gib

design on July 5 and paid him $100 for his services

had asked for $1,000).

(he

79

On the same day the bo ard voted Gibbens his $100,
awarded the building contract for the first wing
as it turned out) to one Robert Perry,

(West Wing,

with President David 0.

Shattuck of Centenary College serving as his security.
pletion of the building was set for December 1, 1847.
asylum was to be built on Flowery Hill,

it

Com 
The

a high spot of ground

separated by a small stream from Jackson's business district.
The hill was part of a 105-acre plot of heavily timbered land
bought by the administrators.

When the contractor ran into

delays because of bad weather and brickmaking troubles,

70
101.

Bond, Dr. Kirkbride and His Mental H o s p i t a l , pp.
Also, see footnote 69, above.

71 I b i d ., p.

a new

100-

101.

72

I b i d . ; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Lou 
isiana , p. 88.
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completion date was set for April

1, 1848.

73

In early 1848 Dorothea Dix returned to Louisiana and
set about attempting several reforms,
the workhouses,

including changes in

a library for the convicts

"in the p en ite n

tiary at Baton Rouge," better provision for fever patients
at Charity Hospital,

and "giving some information

specting suitable provision for the insane."

74

. . . re-

While at

Baton Rouge she met with members of the Committee on Ch a ri 
table Institutions w ho told her that the administrators were
expecting to open the asylum and accept the patients from
Charity Hospital on April 1.

When Dix visit ed Jackson to

check on the pr ogress of the soon-to-open facility she was
astounded at what she saw,
letter to Dr.

and described the scene in a

Thomas Kirkbride dated March 6,

1848:

I found the outside wall raised ten feet above the
second story, the roof of course not covered in, not a
foot of joiner's, carpenter's or mason's work done; no
plan for introducing water, no bathing rooms, store
rooms, dining rooms, nor any apartments plann ed for p h y 
sician, officers, nurses or servants; no kitchen or
laundry, no means of ventilation or warming. . . . There
can be no classification of patients.
No physician is
engaged, no matron, nurses or servants.
No contracts for
furniture, no purchases . . . yet they have, till I went
over the details precisely, p er sis te d in saying that they
should get the patients from the Charity Hospital in
three w e e k s !^5

73

Wisner, Pu bl ic Welfare A d mi ni str ati on in L o u i s i a n a ,
p. 88; Gremillion, "A History of East L o u is ia na State H o s 
pital," (April, 1973), p. 5; Chaille, "A M em oi r of the Insane
Asylum . . . at Jackson," p. 5; Bond, Dr. Kirkbride and His
Mental H o s p i t a l , p. 101.
74

Bond, Dr.

Kirkbride and His Mental H o s p i t a l , p.

75

Dor ot hea Dix to Thomas Kirkbride, March 6, 1848,
quoted in Bond, Dr. Kirkbride and His Me ntal Hospital,
p. 101.
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Dix had found no provision made for store rooms,
rooms,

dining

kitchen or apartments for the physician and his staff

because plans called for the as yet unbuilt Center Building
to provide these facilities.

But where the board of adminis

trators intended the staff to stay,

the food to be prepared

and the patients to eat while Center Building was under con 
struction was apparently something that had not occurred to
them.

As temporary facilities could presumably be set up in

the West and East Wings,

however,

these were not insurmount

able problems--so long as there was room in the Wings.

More

serious were the failures to provide for a laundry, bathing
rooms,

introduction of w at er to the buildings,

and heat.

While the bo ard made some efforts to correct the oversights
that Dix had so easily uncovered,

a combination of inadequate

funding and careless and possibly corrupt asylum adm inistra
tion preve nte d adequate correction,

prior to 1877,

of any of

the more serious failures of omission.
No provision for the forced introduction of water into
the buildings was made prior to the end of Reconstruction.
Rain water from the roof was caught in cypress cisterns built
on the third stories of the wings and in other cisterns p o s 
sibly located in the garrets of Center Building;

another cis

tern stood near the asylum's only well and was filled with
water by means of a force pump operated by a horse.

Water

from the well cistern was carried to the kitchens and laundry
by a daily patient bucket brigade led by one hired man;
times of dry weather the cisterns and tanks in the main
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buildings also had to be filled by buckets.

After the Civil

War the wooden cisterns were replaced with iron tanks placed
in the garrets,
roof.

again to be filled with rain water from the

Despite repeated requests from superintendents for a

steam engine that woul d operate a force pump and deliver a
constant supply of water under pressure to the buildings,

the

legislature did not appropriate funds for the purpose nor did
the original board of administrators or Gibbens bother to in
clude this necessary item in the specifications sent to the
contractor.

(They did,

however,

have the foresight to order

marble mantlepieces for Center Building.)

When at last a

board of administrators in 1858 requested funds for pipe and
pumps to conduct water to the buildings,

it estimated the

cost at $7,000 and the legislature refused the request.

With

no adequately powered water pump superintendents could not
use hoses to put out fires,

forcing a reliance on bucket

brigades to douse the (gratefully) small fires that broke
out,

occasionally set by patients suffering from pyromania.

Since the superintendents,

however, were not supplied with

fire hoses until the 1880's,
tinguishing was unnecessary.

reliance on pumps for fire ex76

Aside from the problem of keeping the cypress cisterns
filled with water,

there was another:

they were lined with

76ELSH Board Report (1857), p. 5; (1858), p. 4; (1859),
pp. 24-25; (1860), p. 10; (1874), pp. 12-13; Excerpt from
ELSH Board Report for 1850 in New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, VII (1851-1852), 788.
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sheet lead.

The bo ard report for 1850 lists among the ac

cessories to the newly-constructed West Wing "three large
cypress cisterns lined with sheet lead.

..."

were used "throughout the establishment,"

78

77

Cisterns

and probably all

of them were lined wi th lead— this in spite of the fact that
Kirkbride had warned against lead pipes and reservoirs and
that articles on lead poisoning had appeared frequently in
newspapers and medical journals in the late 1840's.

One

should not be too critical of the asylum's board or physi
cians in this matter;

it was an age of "indifference and

apathy" among the Southern medical profession as a whole.
Even Charity Hospital of New Orleans,

located as it was in a

city of many excellent physicians and surgeons,

had several

lead-lined water cisterns in use as late as 1870.

79

Comments

on whether patients were affected by lead poisoning will ap
pear later in this chapter.
While easily available water was scarce,
rooms and water closets

so were bathing

(the forerunners of toilets).

K irk 

bride had recommended 16 bathing rooms per wing and at least
one water closet for every ten persons.

The original Jackson

asylum contained three bathing rooms in the female

(West Wing)

77

Excerpt from ELS H Board Report for 1850 in New Orleans
Medical and Surgical J o u r n a l , VIII (1851-1852), 788.
78ELSH Board Report

(1859), p. 25.

79

Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Lo ui s i
ana , II, 294-295, 500-501; Kirkbride, On the Construction
. . . of Hospitals for the Insane, pp. 80-81.
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department,
patients'
room.

two in the male,

and the four most expensive pay

apartments in Center Building each had a bathing

There were no provisions for hot baths in the main

buildings except by hauling in hot water in buckets a total
of 60 yards from the wash house.
nature of that procedure,
during cold weather.
wa ter closets,

Because of the laborious

males we re only given hot baths

Women bathed at the washhouse.

As for

there were none in the male department or

Center Building and only two in the female department.

80

"The want of these very essential conveniences," wrote Super
intendent L. A. Burgess in late December,

1873,

"necessarily

creates habits of gross indecency in the insane,
remedy the evil as much as possible,
in each

[exercise]

yard,

and to

four privies were built

out of old scrap lumber

. . . ."

It was also difficult to keep clothes clean.
the ante-bellum,

8X

Throughout

Civil War and Reconstruction periods all

clothes were washe d by ha nd on washboards,

the work performed

by a hired washerwoman and a number of female patients.
Clothes were hung out to dry in the exercise yards in fair
weather and in the garrets of the main buildings in foul,
there being no room in the small wooden washhouse erected in
lieu of a proper laundry.

82

Kirkbride had warned that no hospital should be built

80

Kirkbride, On the Construction . . . of Hospitals for
the I n s a n e , pp. 55, 78; ELSH Board Report (1874), p. 14; New
Orleans Da il y C r e s c e n t , March 26, 1860, p. 5.
81ELS H Board Report

(1874), p.

14.

8 2 I b i d . , p.
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"without a thoroughly efficient system of heating

. . . being

decided on before the commencement of the building."
cording to the board's first report,

83

Ac

hot air furnaces were to

be built in the basement of Center Building,

but apparently

the original plan did not call for the use of such expensive
equipment in the buildings designed for the state patients.
When Dix visited Jackson in early 1848 and found no provision
for heating West Wing,

construction had p roceeded beyond the

second story and it was too late— or the boa rd felt it w a s —
to add the hot air furnaces in the basement

and the flues in

the walls necessary to carry the rising wa r m air (heated over
hot water pipes) to the rooms above.

No proper arrangement

was ever made prior to the 1 8 8 0 's for heating West Wing,

and

reliance was placed on a few small wo od- burning stoves on
each floor.

A hot air system similar in design to Center

Building's was, however,

added to the East Wing,

building to be constructed.
adequate,

insufficient,

the next

But even here the record of in 

incredibly inane planning was unbroken

the hot air systems were designed to heat only the first two
stories,

leaving the top floors of Center Building and the

third floor of East Wing without sufficient heat.
liance was placed on small stoves.
air system never wo rke d properly,

Again,

re

The Chilson furnace hotand by 1871 the whole house

depended on small stoves and a few fireplaces in the upper

83

Kirkbride, On the Construction
the Insane, p. 90.

. . .

of Hospitals for
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floors.

So inadequate was the heat provided that during cold

snaps the attendants had to walk the patients to keep them
from freezing to death.

84

Several other omissions are also worth noting.

Kirk

bride had recommended iron window guards to prevent suicide
attempts and metal stairways to protect patients in upper
floors should they need to escape from fire.
asylum was built with wood stairways,

The Jackson

and the only window

guards to be attached were placed on the ground floors.

85

The largest omission was forty-five percent of Center
Building,

which to this day has never been completed.

The

rear of the building, which was to contain the central kitchen,
dining rooms for state and pay patients,

store rooms and

quarters for attendants and servants, was not built because
the money ran out.

The front half was completed in 1857,

86

but despite repeated requests made every year thereafter
until the Civil War brought more severe problems,

the legis

lature would not appropriate the necessary funds.

In 1860

the board of administrators tried scaling down the construcfund request from $40,000 to $20,000— "the least possible

84

Chaille, "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . . at
Jackson," pp. 6-8; "Our Insane," New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e ,
January 14, 1877, p. 2; ELSH Board Report (1871), p. 7;
(1874), p. 13; (1875) , p. 11.
QC
Kirkbride, On the Construction . . . of Hospitals for
the Insane, pp. 69, 72; ELSH Board Report (1859), p. 25;
(1874), p. 12.
86ELSH Board Report

(1857), p. 4;

(1858), p. 4.
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cost of such extension consistent with our w a n t s " — but to no
avail.

87

Superintendent J. D. Barkdull tried another tack

with the legislature:

he suggested scrapping the idea for

the expensive extension altogether and instead constructing
an inexpensive structure in the rear of Center Building "of
sufficient dimensions to answer the purposes of a kitchen
for the entire establishment,
and pay patients,

store rooms,

dining rooms for the attendants
etc.,

the basement of which

would afford room for the k i t c h e n ,,e n g i n e - h o u s e , wash-house,
ironing room, etc."

88

this request either.

The legislature did not respond to
As a substitute for the missing space,

boards and superintendents were forced to make use of several
wooden buildings which had been standing on the property when
bought by the state.

An old,

dilapidated school house, which

had been considered hazardous when actually holding students,
was converted into the male department kitchen and also p a r 
titioned off into a bakery, male dining room, pantry,
room and dormitory for male attendants.

store

An old "box-house"

was pressed into service as the female department dining room
and kitchen.
tesy:

The "kitchens" were called so only through cour

the female department kitchen was grandly furnished

with a four-hole stove and two soup kettles while the male
department kitchen's cooking arrangements were two iron
kettles set in a furnace of brick work.

87ELSH Board Report

(1860), p. 4.

89

Cook ed food could

8 8 I b i d ., p.

89

10.

"Our Insane," Ne w Orleans Daily Picayune, January 14,
1877, p. 2; ELSH Board Report (1860), p. 25; (1874), p. 12.
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only be prepared in two ways:

stewing or boiling,

resulting

in a diet that one superintendent described as "disgusting in
its sameness."
the bakery,

90

There had to have been at least one oven in

as indicated by the amount of money recorded by

the a s y l u m ’s treasurers as being spent on flour and corn
meal,

but most of the br ead supplied the patients in these

early years was bought m

town.

91

Between 1854 (the year East Wing was completed) and 1857
two buildings not envisioned in Gibbens'

original plan were

built to house the violent and "unmanageable" insane.
each for males and females,
tant"

One

they were set "sufficiently dis

from the main buildings "to prevent

the noise and dis

turbance of the raving maniac from interfering with the welfare and repose of others."
ninety feet long,
with high ceilings
of the walls.

92

Built of brick,

each containing nine s qu are -s hap ed rooms
lit by small windows in the up per portion

A hot air furnace system supplied heat to the

buildings through flues in the walls;

there were bathing

rooms in each of the "detached buildings"
staff) but how many is not known;

90

ELSH Board Report

(1874),

9 1 I b i d . (1855), p. 6;
92

they were

(so-called by the

there were no water closets.

p.

12.

(1857), p. 5.

Chaille, "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum
Jackson," pp. 6-7.

. . .

93

at

Ibid., p. 7; ELSH B oa rd Report (1874), p. 14; (1876),
pp. 14-15; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisi
ana, p. 93.
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After the finishing touches were placed on the detached
buildings and the front portion of Center Building sometime
in 1857, the construction of the original Jackson insane a s y 
lum had ended.

After a decade and $120,000

$20,000 in 1848,

($15,000 in 1847,

$15,000 in 1852 and again in 1853,

in 1855 and 1856,

and $15,000 in 1857),

94

$20,000

for the next

twenty years successive legislatures refused all requests
from future board s and superintendents for extensions,

addi

tional buildings and for majo r repairs on existing structures
It cannot be said,

however,

that for the next generation the

Jackson asylum stood unchanged.

The buildings had begun to

deteriorate long before the end of Reconstruction.

95

The board began advertising for staff positions sometime
prior to the completion of West Wing in November 1848.

Al

though there was nothing in Act 69 of 1847 that prevented
96
appointing a physician as hospital s u p e r i n t e n d e n t ,
the
board chose to keep the positions separate.

The bo a rd met

on November 11 and chose from among the four applicants

94

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
pp. 90-91.
West Wing was in need of extensive repairs by
1858.
95

See ELSH Board Report (1 85 8 )- (1 87 7) , also the long
article on the asylum in the N e w Orleans Daily Picayune of
Sunday, January 14, 1877.
96

Section 5 of Act 69 reads in part:
"Be it further
enacted, that said Board of Administrators shall have the
power to elect a physician, a general superintendent and a
matron . . ." Acts of Louisiana (1847), p. 57.
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Dr. William D. Selby of Jackson as visiting physician and
Mr.

and Mrs.

William Collins as superintendent and matron,

respectively.

The rest of the staff were hired on December 4,

and included a chief attendant and four assistants,
them females,

a washerwoman,

assistant cook.

gatekeeper,

two of

chief cook and one

97

Given the inept way the asylum was being planned and
built,

that the board should have chosen a non-medical man to

supervise the administration of a (presumably) medical fa
cility was not surprising.

It was even understandable,

con

sidering that Act 69 was at best ambiguous concerning the
matter and at worst,
board took.

strongly suggestive of the course the

Charity Hospital itself, Louisiana's only other

state-run medical facility,
superintendent;

it had,

did not have a physician as

in fact, no superintendent,

being

administered by a board of administrators chosen by the
Governor,

a chief physician chosen by the board,

Superior chosen by her Order.

98

and a Sister

But the chief physician's

post at Charity was a highly paid,

full-time appointment,

while the post of physician at the Jackson asylum was made a
part-time job.

As a visiting physician,

the asylum's doctor

did not reside at the facility and in addition to hospital
duties he had his own private practice to attend to during

97
pp.

88,
98

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L ou i s i a n a ,
96.
See Chapter I above.
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the day.

Even the best of all possible physicians,

these circumstances,

under

could have done "little more than attend

to the physical diseases of the inmates," which is exactly
what occurred.

99

But what about the minds of the patients,

presumably the very reason for their being in an insane asy
lum to start with?

There could have been no consistent fol

lowing of individual cases,

not even a consistently followed

overall plan of therapy or therapies for the entire house,
especially since the post of visiting physician changed hands
three times in the first nine years of operation and the post
of superintendent turned over five times in the same period.'*'®^
The worst result of the visiting physician system was not the
lack of consistently applied treatment techniques to indi
vidual cases of insanity,

but rather the fact that the over

all treatment of patients as mentally ill persons was left
for nearly half of the asylum's ante-bellum years in the hands
of laymen,

and the type of care they supplied was consistent

and callous b r u t a l i t y .

99

..
Chaille, "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . . at
Jackson," p. 24; Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the
Mentally 111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 374.
^ ^ ELSH Board Report (1855), pp. 7, 14; (1857), pp. 3,
15; Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally 111 in
Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 372; Wisner, Public Welfare A d 
ministration in L o u i s i a n a , p. 96.
^ ^ ^ C h a i l l e , "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . . at
Jackson," p. 25; Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the
Mentally 111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 326; Special Re
port of the Committee on Charitable Institutions, Relative
to the Management of the Insane Asylum at Jackson, to the
Legislature of the State of Louisiana (Baton Rouge, 1859),
p. 4.
For details see below.
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Upon completion of West Wing and hiring of a staff,

the

board notified Charity Hospital in mid-November 1848 that
the asylum was ready for occupancy.

Under Act 69 the asylum

superintendent was required to take from Charity all the in
sane persons held there at the time "the buildings required
by the provisions of this act shall have been completed."

102

But the buildings were far from complete in November 1848;
only one out of three was ready for occupancy.

Why,

then,

did the board begin operations in one-third of an institu
tion when such a step was not required by the letter of the
law?

The answer is they were compelled to do so.

Reference

has already been made to the condition of Charity Hospital in
late 1847,

the house so crowded that rows of pallets lined

the halls in the main building and insane persons,
syphilitics,

inebriates,

smallpox patients and a host of children severely

ill with typhoid fever and dysentery were jammed together in
the insane department.

Fr om 1845 the legislature was under

almost constant pressu re to do something about the growing in
adequacy of Charity's asylum,
a new facility,

two governors were pushing for

and Dorothea Dix herself was closely involved

in both the lobbying for and construction of a new asylum.
Although the board's p l a n — thanks largely to D i x — was for a
250-bed mental hospital basically designed according to the
best information then available,

109

their thoughts on when to

Acts of Louisiana (1847), p. 58.
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open the facility were in the final analysis not the decid
ing ones.

The obvious need to open the asylum and the pr es

sure to do so was too great for the board to have done other
wise,

even if they had wished to buck the tide,

no indication that they did.

and there is

After beginning operations in

1848 succeeding boards repeatedly requested funds for the
completion of the original design;

103

if they were unaware

of the impropriety of operating an unfinished institution
they were aw are— even if the legislature was not--that
could only be a temporary expedient.

104

After notifying Charity's administrators,
board appointed Dr. Selby and Dr.
the board,
asylum,

it

the Jackson

Thomas N o o n e , secretary to

to go to New Orleans and bring the patients to the

and $400 was appropriated for transportation purposes.

Gladly obeying the letter of the law, the president of
Charity Hospital's board of administrators discharged
Charity's entire complement of insane persons,
the custody of Drs. Noone and Selby.

85 in all,

to

The patients were

transported by steamboat to the riverport of Bayou Sara and
from there by wagon or cart to Jackson,
ber 21,

103

pp.

1848.

105

Wisner,
90-91.

arriving on Novem-

How Superintendent Collins mana ged to fit

Public Welfare Administration in L ou i s i a n a ,

104

See, for example, the letter of T. F. Noone, Secre
tary of the asylum's board, to Governor Joseph Walker, in
Louisiana House Journal (1852), p. 14.
105

Gremillion, "History of East Louisiana State H o s
pital," (March, 1973), p. 3; Reinders, "The Care and Tr eat 
ment of the Mentally 111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 371;
Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana, p. 88.
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his small staff and 85 patients into a building with a total
of 44 rooms is not clear;

a visiting legislative committee in

1852 found not less than fifteen patients sleeping in one
room.

Collins may have resorted to a tactic used by post-

Civil War superintendents and converted parts of corridors
into dormitories for extra space.
tion of the detached buildings,

106

Prior to the construc

patients who grew violent and

unmanageable were placed in one of the old wood frame structures on the asylum grounds.
ceived patients,

then,

107

On the first day it re

the uncompleted Jackson asylum was

filled beyond capacity,

and how this fact affected conditions

elsewhere in the state will be discussed later in the chap
ter .
After commencing operations the superintendent and the
board immediately ran into several problems.

One of the first

was the procedure by which indigent patients were admitted.
As referred to earlier,

in 1848 the legislature passed a law

requiring that all patients be charged at least $10.00 a
month unless they had been certified as indigent by a police
jury.

Unfortunately,

patients were often brought to the

asylum with proper commitment warrants from district judges

106

Chaille, "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . . at
Jackson," p. 6; "Report of the Joint Committee on Charitable
Institutions to the Legislature, 1852," p. 4, in Documents
of the State of Louisiana, 1852; ELSH Board Report (1872),
p. 9.
107

Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally
111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 372.
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but without certificates of indigence from police juries,
and the first four superintendents adopted the policy of re
fusing admittance to allegedly indigent persons until a cer
tificate could be obtained.

There were some patients who

claimed indigence but upon later investigation it was found
they owned property.

The bo ard in 1852 requested the legis

lature to correct the situation by empowering the district
judges to determine indigence as well as insanity.
the legislature complied after a fashion;

In 1855

it authorized

municipal councils and clerks of court as well as police
juries to determine indigence of prospective mental patients.
To help them reach a decision,

clerks of court were directed

to summon and examine witnesses under oath.

108

Another problem was of the board's own making.
board meeting on January 1, 1849,
two-man visiting committee

At a

it was decided to give the

(specified in Act 69) the power to

discharge patients on the written recommendation of the asy
lum physician.

Besides the question of the medical compe

tence of the visiting committee,

the time of discharges b e 

came dependent upon the presence of the committee rather than
upon the convenience of doctor and patient,
unnecessary delays.

probably causing

The board finally changed the rules in

1856 and allowed discharges by a certificate from the p hy si
cian approved by the superintendent.

108

pp.

When the superintendent

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration
89-90; Acts of Louisiana (1855), p. 455.

in L o u i s i a n a ,
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and physician's posts were combined into one,

the problem

ceased to exist.
Another early problem was that of elopement,

or patients

"escaping" or leaving the asylum before being discharged.

Any

institution that detains people who w ould rather be somewhere
else faces this problem, but at Jackson some of the el ope
ments in the early years may have been encouraged.

In 1854

Superintendent E. C. Pauler reported the incident of a female
patient "of considerable personal beauty" who was about to be
discharged when two men and three female servants frightened
her into believing she was going to be kept at the asylum for
life and induced her to elope.

Pauler discovered the plot

("whose design was to convey the credulous victim to some den
of infamy in New Orleans") before it could be carried out,
and fired the female employees.
be taken against the men,

No action,

however,

could

as they were not employees of the

hospital and there was no law against what they had at
tempted.'*'^^

The legislature w ou ld not have the asylum become

a recruiting ground for New Orleans houses of prostitution
and in 1855 tacked on a provision to a law concerning the asy 
lum providing a fine and/or imprisonment of up to six months
for anyone trying to "abduct or seduce any patient to

109
p.

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana,

89.

'*''*'^ Re i n d e r s , "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally
111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 377; Acts of Louisiana
(1855), p. 455.
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,,111

e s ca pe ."

Before discussing h o w patients in the asylum we re cared
for,

an examination of their backgrounds will be given.
The Jackson asylum was never a home for the well-to-do.

Wealthy citizens generally sent mentally ill relatives to
private sanitariums in the North.
wi t h moderate

incomes,

however,

Some of those Louisianians

did take advantage of the

facilities for pay patients at Jackson.
ing of Center Building in 1857,

Prior to the open

the numbers of pay patients

were few and the income produced from this source small.
Thirty- fiv e pay patients were treated at the asylum between
1848 and 1853;

a year later the number has risen to 55 out

of a total of 441 cared for at Jackson since its opening.
The asylum received $2,857.80 from pay patients
After "completion" of Center Building,

in 1845.

with its specially

designed apartments for four classes of pay patients,

the

number of these persons rose dramatically in spite of the
fact that the fees set were fairly steep.
commodations went
$12.50,

for $50.00 a month,

First class ac

fourth class for

and all fees were payable in advance in six-month

installments.

During 1858,

year of operation,
total of $3,799.65.

Center Building's first full

25 pay patients were treated who paid a
In 1859 a total of $6,710.84 was

^ R e i n d e r s , "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally
111 in An te- bel lu m Louisiana," p. 377; Acts of Louisiana
(1855), p. 455.
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received from pay pat i en ts — over one-fourth of the asylum's
income for that year.

112

Recognizing that the jump in pay 

ing patients and income received therefrom was related to
the accommodations in Center Building,

Superintendent Bark-

dull in January 1859 tried to use this factor in persuading
the legislature to vote an appropriation to finish the struc
ture as originally designed.

Barkdull wrote that

if the necessary means can even now be obtained in fully
completing this Institution within, say, some two years,
making it what it should and must become to secure the
greatest success, we will pledge our reputation as a
prophet that . . . by the expiration of five years from
this time the institution can have from this source [pay
patients] an annual fund of not less than fifteen
thousand d o l l a r s .
The legislature refused the superintendent's request and
although Barkdull was an excellent administrator he proved
to be a miserable failure as a prophet.

Five years from

January 1859 he would be involved in a scheme to sell cotton
through Federal lines to garner enough hard cash— Confederate
scrip being just about w o r t hl e ss — to keep from having to
close the asylum and release the patients.

114

One particular type of pay patient was the mentally ill
slave,

although very few of these people ever stayed at the

112

Chaille, "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . . at
Jackson," p. 6; Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the
Mentally 111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 372; New Orleans
Bee, February 18, 1854, p. 1; ELSH Board Report (1855),
pp. 9, 14; (1859), pp. 6, 10; (1860), p. 5.
ELSH Board Report
original.
114

I b i d . (1866), pp.

(1860), pp.

3-5.

27-28.

Emphasis in

For details see Chapter III.
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asylum.

Six of the original 85 patients sent to Jackson

from Charity Hospital in November 1848 were blacks,

and of

these three were "free men of color" and three were slaves
(one male,

two female).

as patients is unknown.

How long these three slaves remained
The only other record of a mentally

ill slave being treated at the asylum appears in the 1858
board report;

in this case the slave patient was a male.

As

no slaves are listed in subsequent available reports through
1861, presumably this person was discharged prior to the
writing of the 1859 report.
There were probably more insane slaves in Louisiana
than admission records of the asylum indicate.

After pa in s

taking research into ante-bellum probate court records of
counties in Alabama,

lower Georgia,

Mississippi and Loui si

ana, William D. Postell concluded that one out of every 85.8
slaves was probably suffering from some nervous or mental dis
order.

He has also written that planters "found that many

slaves suffering from some nervous or mental disorder could
be taught a simple routine and thus could be profitably employed."

117

Even if a mentally ill slave was totally unfit

115

CHNO Lunatic Asylum Admission Book, pp.
Board Report (1858), p. 10; (1859)-(1860).

1-104; ELSH

1 1 fi

William Dosite Postell, "Mental Health Among the
Slave Population on Southern Plantations," American Journal
of P s y c h i a t r y , CX (1953), p. 54.
117

I b i d . , p . 52.
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for productive work,

however,

undoubtedly he could be cared

for on a plantation for less than the $12.50 a month,
a year,

or $150

that was the fee set by Jackson's board for the care

of slaves.

The cost of their upkeep may have been as good a

reason as any for keeping the number of slave patients
,
118
down.
Most of the blacks admitted to the asylum prior to the
Civil Wa r were free persons of color, but like slaves,
numbers were never substantial.
Charity in 1848;
asylum in 1857,

their

Three had been sent from

there were ten free blacks treated at the
all being state patients.

119

There is no

mention of others at Jackson in the ante-bellum years,

and

there is no evidence that black state patients were se g re 
gated from others.
were so few.

Perhaps this was because their numbers

120

The majority of patients admitted to the asylum between
1848 and 1860 were poor, white,
son from Orleans Parish.

foreign-born and came to J a c k 

By 1856,

350 out of a total of 587

persons admitted since the asylum
Orleans;

opened had

by 1860 the number ha d grown to

538

of 879 persons admitted since Nov ember of 1848.

been sent from
out ofa total
To put it

118

Special Report of the Committee on Charitable Insti
tutions Relative to the Management of the Insane Asylum at
Jackson, to the Legislature (1859), p. 4; Joe Gray Taylor,
Negro Slavery in Louisiana (Baton
Rouge, 1963), pp. 121-122.
119ELSH Board Report

(1858), p.

10.

120

Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally
111 in Ante-be llu m Louisiana," p. 372.
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another way, 61.2% of all patients treated at the Jackson
asylum prior to the Civil Wa r had been sent from Orleans
Parish.

121

Other parishes which contri but ed somewhat

heavily to the population of the asylum were East Feliciana,
responsible for 25 admissions through 1859;
with 24; Jefferson and St.
ciana, with 19;

Landry wi t h 21 apiece;

and Assumption,

15 and 14 respectively.

East Baton Rouge,

St.

West Fe l i 

Mary and Caddo with 17,

No other parish contributed numbers

in the teens pri or to 1860.

122

cause they indicate a pattern:

The figures are important be
on a map of Louisiana all

but two of the above parishes are in the southeast region of
the state,

St.

Landry in the south center and Caddo in the

extreme northwest not conforming to the grouping.

The n u m 

bers of insane sent from most of these parishes can be e x 
plain ed on the basis of population:
people there were more mentally ill.
heavily populated;

where there are more
Southeast Louisiana was

Orleans Parish ha d the largest population

in the state and its adjacent ne ighbor Jefferson also had
many residents.

St. Landry was one of the larger parishes

in Louisiana prior to 1888 when Ac adi a Parish was detached
from it,

and this may explain the numbers of patients it sent

to Jackson.

Caddo Parish contained the growing population

center of Shreveport; East Baton Rouge Parish was the seat of

121

Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally
111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 372; ELSH Board Report
(1857), p. 13.
199

ELSH Board Report

(1860),

p.

15.
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the state capitol after 1847.

East and West Feliciana made

good use of the asylum basically beca use they were the
closest parishes to the facility,
out,

and as Gerald Grob points

any public institution tends "to serve its adjacent area

to a disproportionate degree."

123

Most of the patients sent from New Orleans were foreignborn.

Reinders writes that "at one time" 74% of the mentally

ill admitted from the Crescent City were foreigners,
supplies no date.
claim,

however.

124

but he

There is corroborating data for this

In De cember 1858, of

asylum,

37 were native Louisianians,

states,

and 79 were foreigners:

137

patients in the

20 were from other

that is,

57% of J a c k s o n ’s

patients were neither Louisiana residents nor natives of the
United States.
14 were Germans.

Of the number of aliens,

37 were Irish,

Superintendent Barkdull,

and

commenting on the

above figures, wrote that "a large proportion of our patients
being from N e w Orleans,

are emigrants,

shores, without friends

(and,

names,

in many

as far as we are able to learn)

nent New Orleans physician Dr.

direct from foreign
instances,
. . . ."

even without

125

Stanford Chaille,

The pr om i

visiting the

asylum that same year, wrote of the patients that "two-thirds,

193

Gerald N. Grob, The State and the Mentally 111:
A
History of Worcester State Hospital in Massachusetts, 18301920 (Durham, 1966), p. 169.
124

Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally
111 in Ante-be llu m Louisiana," p. 372.
1 9F

ELSH Board Report

(1859), pp.

14,

18.
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at least, of the inmates are of foreign birth, principally
Irish and German,

and these are mostly brought from the city

of New Orleans." "

One year later,

in December 1859, out

of a total of 157 persons in the asylum,
sianians,

34 were native Loui

21 were from other states of the Union,

were foreigners,
centage-wise,

and 102

of whom 52 were Irish and 26 German.

Per

only 21.6% of the patients in Louisiana's

state insane asylum were natives of the state, while 65% were
foreigners;

33% of the patients were Irish.

127

Barkdull

linked the figures with their sources when he wrote that "we
think it reduced to almost a matter of certainty,

that

either the State at large or the citizens of the Parish of
New Orleans will be compelled,

and that soon,

to make addi

tional provision for the care and treatment of the insane
accumulating in the city of New Orleans."

128

Most of the immigrant patients were unskilled laborers;
moreover,

of all persons at the asylum whose occupational

background could be determined,
nated.

In December 1857,

were laborers;
lym,

laborers clearly pr edomi

for example,

in December 1859,

38 were laborers.

Chaille,
Jackson," p. 9.

45

of 157 patients in the asy-

The other two groups heavily repre-

sented were servants and farmers.

126

of 125 patients,

129

Reinders suggests

"A Memoir of the Insane Asylum

127ELSH Board Re-ort

(1860), p.

14.

...

at

1 2 8 I b i d ., p.

17.

129I b i d . (1858), p. 10; (1860), p. 14; Reinders, "The
Care and Treatment of the Mentally 111 in Ante-bellum
Louisiana," p. 372.
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several reasons for the preponderance of foreigners at Jack
son,

including the social isolation and value conflicts that

confronted newly arrived immigrants,

and the toxic psychosis

produced by yellow fever, which disease struck especially
hard among the poorer classes.

130

Dr. Barkdull placed much

of the blame on "the exposure and hardship incident to a p r o 
tracted voyage,

often

. . . in a crowded and filthy condi

tion," with the result that typhoid broke out,
patient to such a degree enfeebled,
cally,
lum."

leaving "the

both mentally and physi

as to require their immediate removal to the Asy-

131

But for whatever reason,

what was happening at

Jackson placed Louisiana in direct association with many of
the states of the northeast, where public insane asylums
were becoming catchment centers for foreign pauper insane.
While foreign insane crowded the asylum,

they were m e n 

tal patients and as such proper subjects for treatment,

and

many did recover if their illnesses were not of long standing
when first admitted.

132

From the very beginning,

however,

the asylum was forced to accept people who were not mentally
ill and whose presence produced strong objection from Jack
son's administrators.
nally insane,

The commitment of the so-called crimi

for example,

rapidly became a sore point with

130

Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally
111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," pp. 372-373.
ELSH Board Report
1 3 2Ibid.

(1858), p.

(1859), p.

15.

12.
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superintendents and boards alike.

In January 1858 Su perin

tendent Barkdull complained that in the past twelve months
owing to the "tricks of the law," we have admitted no
less than five criminals who had been indicted for the
commission of various crimes of a grave character, ac 
qu itted on a plea of insanity, and ordered to the Insane
Asylum.
This practice is becoming a source of great
annoyance to this place, which calls loudly for redress,
and if continued, must, in time, prove a grievance of
no small magnitude, in having these SCOUNDRELS turned
loose among our inmates, with all their corrupting and
dangerous p r o p e n s i t i e s .133
Barkdull was not the only one who felt the "scoundrels" were
feigning insanity.

One b oar d member complained to the legis

lature that "Several criminals,
insanity,

acquitted on the grounds of

have been sent to the Institution,

and after their

arrival have improved and recovered with amazing celerity."

134

In 18 1 the legislature tried to prevent the admission
of the criminally insane who were feigning insanity by di
recting the superintendent to examine all persons charged
wi t h "felonious crimes"
trict judge.

and committed to the asylum by a dis

If the superintendent thought the individual

was feigning illness,

the board was empowered to confine the

bogus lunatic to the parish jail and to notify the police
jury of the patient's home parish.
was made,

After said notification

the sheriff of East Feliciana (or his deputy) was

to convey the prisoner back to his local parish.

135

Judges

continued to commit the criminally insane to Jackson and it

1 3*3
*

ELSH Board Report

135

(1859), p.

13.

1 *34

1J^ I b i d ., p. 4.

Acts of Louisiana (December 1860-January 1861),

p. 218.
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was not until the twentieth century that provision was made
for a separate criminally insane department at East Lo ui si
ana State Hospital.
A second class of undesirable patient were the mentally
retarded,
ciles."

loosely called "idiots," "feeble-minded," or "imbe
These patients were generally teenagers sent by

families and local communities in order to avoid the cost of
life-long care.

Of the first group of 85 patients sent to

Jackson in November 1848,
idiots,

at least two were classified as

one of whom was a ten-year-old boy.

By January of

1855 fifteen patients classified as idiots had been admitted
to the asylum,

and Dr. Preston Pond,

visiting physician,

complained of the recent arrival of a small idiotic boy
thirteen years of age who had lost all power of movement and
could not even feed himself.

At the end of 1859,

two imbeciles and seven idiots in the asylum.

there were

Barkdull

recommended that Louisiana follow the lead of other states
and establish a school for idiotic and feeble-minded youth,
but his appeal

fell on deaf ears.

136

The aged and infirm were another class of people sent
indiscriminately to the asylum.

Although old people repre

sented a small fraction of the numbers of patients treated
prior to the Civil War,

the frequency of their admission

steadily increased from four patients over 60 and one over

!L3 6

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
p. 97; CHNO Lunatic Asylum Admission Book, pp. 1-104; ELSH
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70 years of age at Jackson in December 1854 to twelve over
60,

four over 70,

and one over 90 by the end of 1858.

137

In January 1859 Dr. Barkdull, writing with a tinge of sar
casm,

complained to the legislature:

In this "wide awake" age is it a source of surprise
that some parishes, as well as individuals, should have
made the important discovery that the care and support
of certain aged and infirm persons, generally known here
as paupers, are attended with considerable trouble, as
well as expense?
Under these circumstances we see them
not infrequently taking advantage of the facilities by
which papers are sometimes obtained, and sending their
friends and neighbors to the asylum to be supported dur
ing their declining years at public expense.
We have
had, during the year, some half dozen of the class just
designated.
They were not, at the time of admission,
nor do we think they were at any time, actually insane.
In some instances they appear to be quite feeble in mind
as well as body, but not of such a nature as to make
them legitimate subjects of an insane a s y l u m . 138
The practice of sending people to Jackson to die ex
tended to persons of all ages,

not just the aged.

Dr. P r e s 

ton Pond complained to the legislature in early 1855 that
many patients arrived at the asylum "in the last stages of
bodily disease,

and whose prospect is speedy death."

139

He

added that these people "could be nursed in a poor house or
any other house quite as well as here,
cost,

and probably at less

and their absence from this institution would make

room for such as require its c a r e . " ^ 9
People admitted in a dying condition,

137

ELSH Board Report

138Ibid.

(1859), p.

(1855), p. 10;
13.

criminals

(1859), p. 18.

13 9I b i d . (1855), p. 8.
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feigning illness,

the aged infirm, mentally retarded chil

dren— it is not surprising that Preston Pond in January 1855
described the Jackson institution as "more an almshouse than
an insane asylum."

141

The figures bore him out:

patients treated at the asylum in the year 1854,
discharged as "recovered," while 88 died:

of the 248
only 19 were

a recovery rate

of 7.6% and a death rate (as a percentage of those treated)
of 35.5% .142
Of those patients who were mentally ill, most treated
at the asylum prior to the Civil War were suffering from
either chronic or acute mania or dementia.

Mania is charac

terized by an expansive emotional state accompanied by e la 
tion,

hyperirritability and increased motor activity;

no wa

days it is usually called the manic phase of manic-depressive
psychosis.

"Chronic" refers to a disease of long standing;

"acute" to a recent,

severe attack.

Dementia is a general

term for illnesses involving mental deterioration;

after

about 1900 the most common form of dementia would be called
"dementia praecox" with its characteristics of disorienta
tion,

loss of contact with reality,

sonality.

The most common age group found in the asylum were

persons of 20 to 40 years,
between 40 and 50.

141

and splitting of the p e r 

the next largest group being those

143

ELSH Board Report

(1855), p.

8.

149

Ibid.

14?

p.

I b i d . (1858), pp. 9, 10; (1859), pp. 17-18; (1860),
13; Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary, pp. 33, 306,
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The Jackson asylum not only became an almshouse,
came a crowded one.

it b e 

Mention has been made of the failure of

the legislature to fund the completion of Cent er Building and
the resulting forced use of dilapidated frame buildings for
dining rooms,
staff,

etc.

storerooms,

sleeping quarters for the male

But the refusal to commit more state funds for

completion of the original design only worsened a problem
that had existed since the completion of West Wing.

The

legislature had voted $10,000 in 1847 and another $20,000 in
1848.

This amount was sufficient

sink a well,

to complete West Wing,

purchase cisterns and fire about 150,000 bricks

for the proje cte d East Wing.

But when the bo ard applied for

another $20,000 in construction funds in 1850,
tion was voted.

144

no appropria-

In December 1851 Secretary of the board

Thomas F. Noone wrote

a letter to Governor Joseph Walker

asking him to intercede on the asylum's behalf in the forth
coming legislative session.

Noone informed the Governor that

from the time it opened,

the asylum constantly had from 75 to

85 patients under roof.

"The house," the secretary wrote,

"has been constantly filled to its utmost capacity,

and we

have been compelled during the last two years to refuse about
70 applications for admission!"

145

Noone asked

Walker

to

144

Wisner, Pu bl i c Welfare Ad ministration in L o u i s i a n a ,
pp. 90-91; Excerpt from ELSH B oa rd Report (1850), in New O r 
leans Medical and Surgical J o u r n a l , VII (1851-1852), 788-789.
145

"Letter of Thomas F. Noone to Governor Joseph Walker,
December 23, 1851," appended to Message of Governor Joseph
Walke r to the Legislature, January, 1 8 5 2 , in Louisiana House
Journal (1852), p. 14.
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lay before the legislature "the pressing necessity of an appropriation to complete the buildings."
Walker

146

In January 1852

duly reported to the legislature the absolute neces

sity of providing more space and the solons responded with
an appropriation of $15,000 for the erection of additional
buildings.

With drafts on the state treasury in hand the

board advertised for bids,

signed contracts and construction

was begun on East Wing with a completion date of April 1853.
When the board presented the drafts to the State Treasurer,
however,

they were refused p a ym e nt — the excuse being no

money in the treasury.

Construction was halted and a delay

of several months ensued until the bo ard finally received
some funds from the state.

A partially completed East Wing

was opened some time in late fall of 1853 and the capacity
of the asylum then stood at 140 patients.
long to fill up the new building;
1853,

the asylum held 132 inmates,

It did not take

at the end of December
eight short of capacity,

and once again Jackson needed more room.

The institution

remained at or near capacity through part of 1856,

after

which time the accumulated attrition of a two-year dysentery
epidemic emptied a considerable number of beds.

147

146

"Letter of Thomas F. Noone to Governor Joseph Walker,
December 23, 1851."
147
"Message of Governor Joseph Walker to the Legislature,
January, 1852," Louisiana House Journal (January, 1852), p. 6;
"Letter of D. J. Fluker to Governor Joseph Walker, December 23,
1852," appended to "Message of Governor Joseph Walker to the
Legislature, January, 1853," in Documents of the State of
L o u i s i a n a , 1852, p. 8; ELSH Board Report (1855), pp. 6, 8;
(1857), pp. 5-6; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in
L o u i s i a n a , p. 91.
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Given the parsimonious nature of the state legislators,
there is not much the board could have done about the shortage
of bed-space— or was there?

The first board of administrators

picked a house carpenter to do an architect's work and then
approved an inadequate design that included the expensive
luxuries of pillared porticos.

It was the members of suc

ceeding boards (several of whom served more than once) who
pushed for the completion of the expensive Greek Temple in
the face of locked state coffers.

It was the comparatively

"progressive" board which chose J. D. Barkdull to serve as
superintendent and physician that failed to see the wisdom
of following their superintendent's lead in recommending an
inexpensive building designed to fill the same purposes as a
second half of Center Building.

In the same report in which

Barkdull presented his ideas for an inexpensive substitution,
the board once again called for the completion of Gibbens'
grand edifice,
$20,000;

although at a bargain basement price of only

a united front with Barkdull perhaps wo ul d have p ro 

duced results.

It was this same board, which despite the

dire need for an infirmary to isolate physically ill patients,
and with $8,000 in funds expressly appropriated for the p u r
pose of building one on hand,
repairs.

148

instead spent all the money on

In short, the wasteful and inept planning of

148

The repairs were needed; I question, however, the
board's abandoning the infirmary project entirely.
ELSH
Board Report (1857), pp. 4, 14; (1858), p. 11; (1860),
pp. 3-4, 10; "Memorial of the Late Board of Administrators
of the Insane Asylum at Jackson; Together wxth the Reply’ of
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these early boards could only have made the situation pro
duced by inadequate funding w o r s e — even if all the money ap
propriated had been properly and legally spent,

and there is

some evidence to indicate it was not.
When the board which appointed Barkdull took office in
early 1857 they requested that the Committee on Charitable
Institutions conduct a full investigation of the retiring
board.

The old board and the newly appointed one traded

broadsides in two memorials sent to the legislature,

but the

new board's power proved stronger when it was discovered
that the sum of $1,446.69 paid Thomas F. N o o n e , former board
member,

for supervision of the buildings was found omitted

from the recorded expenses of 1855.

While no legal charges

were filed against former bo ard members,

rumors of m i s m a n 

agement continued to circulate and in 1859 yet another
special legislative investigation was conducted.

This time

the committee found no evidence of wrongdoing and instead
praised the current administration.

Nevertheless,

in 1860

the legislature acted to shore up several tempting loopholes.
Members of the board were to have no personal interest in
the taking of contracts for construction;

it was made obl ig a

tory to draw up specifications for construction work and ad
vertise for bids for at least one month before any contract

the Present Board of Administrators, and the Report of the
Special Committee to Whom Was Referred the Memorial of the
Late A dm in ist ra tor s” (February, 1858), in Documents of the
State of Louisiana, 1 8 5 7 , pp. 5, 10.
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could be let, and the boar d was to award the contract to the
lowest bidder at a public meeting;

finally,

the board was

prohibited from spending or borrowing money beyond the amount
appropriated by the state for the asylum's use.
The early board built the asylum,
and spent the money,

149

established the rules

not always wisely.

But perhaps their

greatest sin was not the way they plan ne d or built the insti
tution but rather their choice of no n-medical superintendents
to run it, with only the aid of visiti ng physicians called in
to treat the inmates'

phy sical illnesses.

first superintendent was W il lia m Collins,
1850.

He was succee ded by Mr.

As mentioned,

the

who served until

James King who remained in

the post until 1854 and who was in turn succeeded by Mr. E.
C. Pauler, who served only one year.
the services of two local physicians

These gentlemen used
in these years,

liam Selby until 1850 and Dr. Preston Pond to 1855.

Dr. W i l 
After

considerable criticism had been received concerning specific
superintendents as well as the practice of keeping the func
tions of physician and superintendent separate,
bo a rd chose Dr.

G. W. Mayberry to fill both posts.

was dissatisfied with his salary,
August 1856,

in 1855 the

however,

Mayberry

and resigned in

at whic h time the board returned to its original

149

"Memorial of the Late Board . .
(1858), pp. 5, 11;
Special Report of the Committee on Cha rit ab le Institutions
Relative to the Management of the Insane Asylum at Jackson
(1859), pp. 3-5; Acts of Louisiana (1860-1861), pp. 217-218;
Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana, pp. 96,
98.
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system and appointed Dr.
cian,

J. E. T. Gourlay as visiting physi

and a non-medical man as superintendent

(the writer

has been unable to uncover this gentleman's name).

The new

boar d which took office in 1857 reunited the post of super
intendent and physician in the person of Dr.

J. D. Barkdull,

but by that time the damage had already been done.

The

decade-long administration of the lay superintendents was
marked by deprivation,

neglect,

manacles and beating,

was capped by a devastating epidemic of dysentery.

and

150

The

only therapeutic activity whic h may have been consistently
applied in these years was work therapy.

The board report

for 1850 reveals that some ab le-bodied male patients were
work in g six to seven hours a day in the brick yard while
women were employed in making and mending clothing,
and towels.

Whether this practice continued after 1850 is

not mentioned in available sources;
1857 Dr.

sheets

we do know that after

Barkdull conscientiously used work therapy.

151

An interesting picture of the treatment accorded inmates
of the asylum in the early years appears in the report of the
Special Committee on the Insane Asylum of 1853.

The three-

man legislative committee— he ad ed by James Perkins of East

1 ‘SO

ELSH Board Report (1855), pp. 7, 14; (1857), pp. 3,
15; Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally 111 in
Ante-bellum Louisiana," pp. 372, 376; Wisner, Public Welfare
Administration in L o u i s i a n a , p. 96; The Feliciana D e m o c r a t ,
August 16, 1856, p. 2.
151

Excerpt from ELSH Board Report (1850), in New Orleans
Medical and Surgical J o u r n a l , VIII (1851-1852), p. 789; ELSH
Board Report (1859), pp. 21-22.
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Feliciana P a r i s h — visited the asylum in late winter.

The

majority report of the committee written sometime thereafter
was short and superficial.

The committee made its visit in

time to observe the patients'

dinner,

and as their visit was

unannounced they were sure that the meal was a "fair average."
They found each "subject" supplied "with a piece of good
fresh beef,

a pint of very good soup,

fresh baker's bread."

and a sufficiency of

After proceeding to the "sleeping

apartments," where they found everything "neat and clean,"
the committee questioned four witnesses under oath,

three of

w h o m testified that the asylum was well managed and that the
patients "were humanely treated,
good wholesome food."

and supplied with plenty of

The fourth witness was the gentleman

who furnished beef to the asylum,

who swore that the beef he

sold to the board was of the same quality he supplied to the
citizens of Jackson.

The committee also reported that the

asylum was visited every day,"and oftener when necessary,"
by a physician of high standing in the community.

The com

mittee concluded "that the establishment is kept in a manner
creditable to the State,

and to the best interests of the

unfortunate i n m a t e s . " ^ 2
Only Perkins and one other member of the committee
signed the report.

The third member,

greed with his colleagues'

a Mr. LaCoste,

disa

findings and submitted a minority

152

"Report of the Special Committee on the Insane Asylum
at Jackson, Louisiana, 1853," in Documents of the State of
L o u i s i a n a , 1853, p. 1.
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report.

LaCoste was shocked to find most of the patients

"badly emaciated" and poorly clothed,
foot.

several of them b a r e 

As all the patients he questioned complained of "the

want of food," LaCoste carefully observed the inmates'
cheon.

lun

He found that each patient was served

a corn soup, of which each had about a tin cup full;
nearly as large as a hen's egg of boiled meat which had
served to make that soup, and also a piece of good bread.
. . . They swallowed their soup, devoured the beef, and
each one carried his bread away.
Upon my propounding to
them, why they carried their b re ad away, they answered,
that it was for their supper.
They further informed me,
that their breakfast was composed of a piece of bread
and a cup of coffee; and at night they had for their
supper, a piece of bread and a cup of t e a . 153
Now thoroughly aroused at the plight of the patients,

LaCoste

insisted upon inspecting the locked cells of the detached
buildings.

In one cell he found a woman "almost naked,

covered with her own excrements."

and

A second cell disclosed a

nude woman who attempted to hide her nakedness with a piece
of cloth no larger than a handkerchief.

Despite the cold

day, both cells were unheated and neither woman had been given
a blanket.

When LaCoste asked an attendant why blankets had

not been supplied the patients,

the reply was that the women

tore them up during violent fits.

No explanation was given

as to why the hot air furnace was not in operation.
sight of such sufferings," wrote LaCoste,

"The

"caused my heart to

153

"Minority Report of Mr. LaCoste, of the Committee on
Charitable Institutions, 1853," in Documents of the State of
L o u i s i a n a , 1852, pp. 7-8.
(Note:
The title is a misprint
and should have read "of the Special Committee on the Insane
Asylum . . ."); Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in
L o u i s i a n a , pp. 95-96.
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grow faint;

and I gave up going into further investigations,

and retired.
LaCoste's sensitively written report was ignored;
parently no one cared to believe him.

ap

There is, however,

corroborating evidence of mistr eat men t of patients that
lends credence to L a C o s t e 's interpretation of the facts.
(There also exists the possibility that James Perkins was
not the most objective of investigators.)

In 1857 the

newly appointed board of administrators found the detached
buildings "in a horribly filthy condition,
sick and manacled inmates."

155

and filled with

In 1858 Dr.

>•
Stanford Chaille

credited Superintendent Barkdull w it h "the high honor of dis
carding the use of all handcuffs,

muffs,

or other relics of

a barbarous age" formerly used at the asylum.

156

In 1859

the Committee on Charitable Institutions reported that "Soli
tary confinement,

the use of the s t r a i g h t - j a c k e t , and cor

poreal punishment,

have been almost entirely abandoned,

a course of uniform kindness,

gentleness and humanity

adopted in their stead, with great success."

1 57

alongside this testimony of man a cl ed patients,

When placed
solitary

1 54

"Minority Report of Mr. LaCoste . . . 1853, pp.
Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a , pp.
■'■^"Memorial of the Late Board
156

Chaille,
Jackson," p. 25.

and

. . ." (1858), p.

"A Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . .

157

7-8;
95-96.

10.
at

'"Special Report of the Committee on Charitable Insti
tutions Relative to the Management of the Insane Asylum
. . ." (1859), p. 4.
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confinement and corporal punishment,

LaCoste's story has the

ring of truth.
The combined effects of maladministration,

maltreatment

and the practice of committing debilitated persons to the
asylum resulted in a patient population ready to succumb to
any severe disease that happene d along.
tery,

In April 1854 dysen

sometimes called the "bloody flux," struck Jackson and

quickly spread to the asylum.
physician,

Dr. Preston Pond,

hospital

called in the aid of D r s . James and L. G. Perkins,

but despite their combined efforts 55 patients died from the
flux or complications therefrom.

"They have fallen before

it like grass before the scythe," wrote Pond.

158

A total of

88 patients died that year for an astounding death rate of
35.5% of those treated in the twelve-month period.

Under

Mayberry's constant medical supervision in 1855 the health
of the patients improved;

there were 43 deaths out of a total

of 217 treated for a death rate of 19%.
turned with virulence in 1856,
Dr.

But the flux re

the year Mayberry resigned.

Gourlay reported at the end of that year that 46 patients

had died from dysentery or its complications;

for 1856,

29%

of patients treated at the asylum were discharged to the care
of the Grim Reaper.

Under Barkdull and the new board in 1857,

sanitary conditions were improved,
buildings where,

Barkdull reported,

the deaths had occurred,

especially in the detached
the larger proportion of

and the asylum was free of dysentery.

1 KQ

ELSH Board Report

(1855), pp.

7-8.
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Twenty-nine patients died in 1857 out of a total of 185
treated,

for a death rate of 15.6%.

A year later the rate

was down to 13%.
The magnitude of the tide of death is best seen in the
figures for the first decade of the asylum's existence.
tween November 1848 and December 31,
been admitted,
44.5%.
24%.

Be 

1858, 456 patients had

and of these 203 had died— a death rate of

In contrast the discharged recovered rate was only
It must immediately be pointed out that many of the

deaths were those of patients who had been sent from New Or
leans in an already weakened condition.

Dr. Pond wrote in

1854 that 72 of the deaths were patients from New Orleans
who "were broken down by disease at the period of admission
t C\r\

into the asylum."

Five years later nothing had changed;

concerning the deaths for 1859 Barkdull wrote:

"A majority

of deaths were recorded from among a hopelessly diseased lot
of patients admitted from New Orleans
died within a few days,

. . . several of whom

and others lingered out a miserable
T C\ T

existence till death came to their relief."

The authori

ties in New Orleans must share the blame for the parade of
coffins along with the malnutrition and emaciation caused by
inadequate food,

the lack of full-time medical attention,

the

housing of the physically sick among non-stricken patients,

9-10;

159ELSH Board Report (1855), pp. 8-9;
(1858), pp. 7, 11; (1859), p. 9.
160Ibid.

(1855), p. 7.

161Ibid.

(1857), pp.

(1859),

p. 8.
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and the filth, cruelty and neglect that was the gift of the
authorities at Jackson.
Did lead poisoning contribute to the overall debility
of the patients?

The symptoms of mild lead poisoning are

loss of appetite,

constipation,

ness,

fatigue, malaise,

abdominal discomfort, w e a k 

headache and pallor.

may cause abdominal cramps,

Severe cases

paralysis of extensor muscles,

and degeneration of brain tissue.

162

at Jackson in the ante-bellum years,

For most patients dying
the cause of death was

listed as chronic diarrhea, which does not indicate a w i d e 
spread problem of inability to evacuate that might be ex 
pected from victims of lead poisoning.
toms— fatigue, weakness,

malaise,

But the other symp

loss of appetite— certainly

match the description of the unfortunate emaciated creatures
LaCoste encountered during his brief visit.

How much blame

can be placed on lead-contaminated water as a cause of the
patients'

general debility is a question that cannot be an

swered 130 years after the fact.

The lead cisterns were r e 

placed by iron tanks after the Civil War, probably in 1867.
The death rate in the immediate post-war years was much lower
than the ante-bellum one s— but whether there is a connection
between the abandonment of lead-lined water cisterns and
fewer deaths is another debatable matter.

There is just too

little concrete evidence to definitely conclude that asylum

162

David N. Holvey, e d . , The Merck Manual of D iag no sis
and Therapy (Twelfth e d . ; Rahway, 1972), p. 1714.
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patients prior to 1867 suffered from lead poisoning.
be fairly certain,

however,

We can

that extended exposure to lead-

contaminated wa ter was at least a contributing factor to the
poor health of the patients.

At the Jackson asylu m even the

simple act of taking a drink of water was fraught with
danger.

163

In April 1857 a new board of administrators took office
at the asylum and decided to follow "the example of all similar institutions throughout the Union"
sician as superintendent.
dull,

164

and appoint a p hy 

Their choice was Dr.

a native of a free state;

J. D. Bark

according to time-honored

practice his wife served as matron.

From all available ac

counts Barkdull was an extremely efficient administrator as
well as a capable and skilled physician.

He kept well in

formed on current methods of treating the insane;

his super

intendent's reports contain references to contemporary works
on insanity,

physician's reports from other asylums,

and ex

cerpts from rules and regulations established by the Associa
tion of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for
the Insane.

Barkdull believed in a combination of medical

and moral treatment.

He was totally opposed to the use of

chains and corporal p u n i s h m e n t ; he believe d in the adminis
tration of drugs but not the indiscriminate use of emetics

1 6 3 ELSH B oa rd Report (1855), p. 9; (1857), p. 9; (1858),
p. 7; (1859), p. 10; (1860), p. 7; (1861), p. 14; (1867),
pp. 11, 14; (1872), pp. 4, 7.
164 Ibid.

(1858),

p.

3.
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and cathartics;

he did not resort to bleeding.

165

Aside

from the above rules and practices Barkdull felt that there
were
certain specific remedies found to be indispensable in
the treatment of the insane; as, for instance, system
and regularity, cleanliness in person and apartment, a
sufficiency of nourishing diet, warm clothing during the
winter months, regular outdoor exercise, and an abundance
of fresh air at all times, with appropriate employment
for mi nd and body, to wit, judicious reading matter, re
ligious exercises, interesting lectures, in connection
with camera obscura exhibitions; amusements of various
kinds, viz, mu sic and dancing, games, etc., together
with such employment as we are able to furnish in and
about the asylum, in the garden, or on the f a r m . 1^6
Upon taking office Barkdull immediately began putting
his ideas into operation.

Corporal punishment was discon

tinued and the use of mechanical restraints such as ha nd
cuffs, muffs and strait j ackets reduced., to an absolute m i ni 
mum.

The practice of raising vegetables and produce on asy

lum land which had been introduced by Dr.
to supplement the patients'

Mayberry in order

diet was continued and expanded;

in 1858 the products of the farm and garden included 1800
bushels of sweet potatoes,
of Irish potatoes,
carrots,

turnips,

4500 heads of cabbage,

125 bushels

and varying numbers of bushels of beans,
tomatoes,

etc.

Barkdull instituted an e x

pand ed work therapy program designed to help keep the

165

ELSH Board
Report (1859), pp. 21-22, 26-27, 32-36;
Chaille, "A Memoir
of the Insane Asylum . . . atJackson,"
pp. 9, 25; Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally
111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 376; "Special Report of the
Committee on Charitable Institutions Relative to the Manage
ment of the Insane
Asylum . . ." (1859), p. 5.
166 ELSH Board

Report (1859), pp.

21-22.
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patients busy and help the asylum exist on what he consid
ered to be meag er appropriations.
cally capable,

State patients,

if physi

were assigned to do sv.ch light work as they

could for four to six hours a day.
the garden and farm,

chopped fire wood in winter,

water to the kitchen and washhouse,
asylum's tailor shop.

Male patients worked in
and hauled

and some worked in the

Women patients were employed in the

wash house doing laundry and in the sewing room.

Paying

patients were put to work only if they volunteered to do so.
Barkdull continued the practice of asking local ministers to
present services in the chapel on Sundays,

and a choir com

posed of patients participated in these services.

The

chapel— actually a large room in Center Bu ild ing — was also
1 o n

used for musical programs and dances.
Shortly after Barkdull took office the front half of
Center Building was completed,

and as noted earlier, pay

patients began to use the asylum in greater numbers.

Paying

patients were generally served meals in their rooms unless
Barkdull felt it was best for their own conditions to take
meals with others;

their food was probably more appetizing

than that of state patients as it was prepared with that of
the superintendent and his family.

Three-fourths of the pay

167ELSH Board Report (1859), pp. 24, 26, 30-31; Chaille,
"A Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . . at Jackson," pp. 8, 25;
Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally 111 in
Ante-bellum Louisiana," pp. 373, 376; "Special Report of the
Committee on Charitable Institutions Relative to the Manage
ment of the Insane Asylum . . ." (1859), p. 4.
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patients in 1859 were paying $25.00 a month.

So successful

was Barkdull's administration of the new facility that it
began to draw patients from surrounding states.

In 1859

three persons each from Mississippi and Arkansas and two
from Texas were using pay patient facilities.

The board set

a minimum fee of $25 per month for all pay patients from
other states.
When Dr.

Stanford Chaille visited Jackson in 1858 he

had nothing but praise for Barkdull's administration;

the

doctor had taken ” an indifferent almshouse" and substituted
for it "a wel l-regulated insane asylum."

Chaille nonethe

less made several suggestions for improving the administra
tion of the asylum and the care of the patients,
the erection of an infirmary,

including

the completion of Center Bu ild 

ing, workshops for the patients,

establishment of a library,

extension of the term of office of boards of administrators
from two to four years to give an incoming board sufficient
time to make changes and carry them through,

extension of the

term of office of superintendent-physician from two years to
a term of indeterminate length,

to last as long as the su per 

intendent proved worthy of the post,
for the superintendent.

and a raise in salary

n C\o

^ ^ ELSH Board Report (1859), p. 10; "Special Report of
the Committee on Charitable Institutions Relative to the
Management of the Insane Asylum . . ." (1859), pp. 4, 11.
169

Chaille, "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum
Jackson," pp. 21-23.

...
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Several of Chaille's suggestions, which appeared in a
N e w Orleans medical journal, were actually adopted:
dull 's salary was doubled from $1,500 to $3,000,

B a rk 

and he

served continuously as superintendent until his tragic death
in 1866.

Barkdull made some suggestions of his own which,

however,

were ignored by legislators who failed to provide

adequate appropriations.

The superintendent seconded

Chaille's request for an appropriation to establish a li
brary;

he also asked for funds to buy "amusing games" such

as billiards, bagatelle,

ten pins,

and chess;

and for the

laying out of a carriage road within the hospital grounds to
provide outside exercise,

especially for female patients.

Barkdull also requested funds for more essential improve
ments:

a steam engine that w ou ld operate several labor-

saving devices for washing and drying clothes and for p u m p 
ing water into the asylum buildings;

firehoses;

and the

construction of an inexpensive buildi ng to take the place of
the expensive completion of Center Building with its needed
space for a central kitchen,
rooms,

etc.

dining rooms, wash house,

Barkdull also called for changes

tive and admission procedures:

store

in administra

the building of a special

school for "idiotic and feeble-minded youth" and the d i sc on 
tinuance of the practice of admitting them to Jackson;

the

sending of the criminally insane anywhere but to the asylum;
adequate case histories to accompany all incoming patients;
an end to the practice of sending aged and infirm people to
Jackson to await death at state expense;

and finally,
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either the state or the citizens of Orleans Parish expand
facilities within New Orleans for the care of the everincreasing numbers of insane in that city.
Of all Barkdull's requests,
after a fashion.

170

only the last was met,

Why were B a r k d u l l ’s carefully documented

appeals for additional funds denied?

Why,

for that matter,

did superintendents and boards of administrators,

almost

from the start, meet such stern reluctance from legislators
when requesting funds to complete an already authorized
state project?

There are several answers.

One reason for the reluctance to grant construction
funds beyond the original $15,000 was that neither the legis
lators of 1847 nor the first board had had any conception of
how much it w ou ld cost to b u i ld an insane asylum.

There is

no record of any board ever presenting to the legislature
an estimate of projected construction costs above and beyond
the building currently under construction or contemplation.
In spite of the fact that suc ceeding boards were,
exception of the detached buildings and infirmary,
requesting funds to complete a master design,

with the
merely

the piecemeal

nature of the requests must have been a semi-constant irri
tation to legislators who by 1852 were already spending onesixth of the state's general

fund for the support of two

•^^ELSH Board Report (1859), pp. 24-26; (1860), pp. 10,
12, 13-14, 17; "Special Report of the Committee on Charitable
Institutions Relative to the Management of the Insane A s y
lum . . ." (1859), pp. 4-5.
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orphanages,

the School for the Deaf and Dumb,

Charity Hos-

pital of New Orleans and the asylum at Jackson.

171

Another reason may have been the floating rumors of
maladministration and wastage of state funds that began with
L a C o s t e 's charges in 1852,

continued with the catfight b e 

tween incoming and outgoing boards in 1857-1858,
1859,

and on into

when b o a r d of administrators member John Maryman

charged that the raise in Barkdull's salary was needless and
wasteful.

1 72

If there was a chance funds were being wasted,

why send good money after bad?
A third reason— and perhaps the deciding one— was that
legislators undoubtedly felt that since most inmates at Jack
son were sent from New Orleans,

that the Crescent City and

Orleans Parish should be required to make some sort of pr o 
vision or contribution

for the patients'

care.

Jackson's

administrators had been complaining for years about the
large numbers of hopelessly diseased and debilitated patients
sent from Ne w Orleans;

Dr. Preston Pond felt in 1854 that

the institution had been more an almshouse than an insane
asylum from the time it opened;

17T
(1853),

six years later Barkdull

"Report of the Committee on Charitable Institutions"
p. 2, in Documents of the State of L o u i s i a n a , 1852.

172

A legislative investigating committee did not agree
with Maryman and found that Barkdull deserved his raise.
"Minority Report of the Board of Administrators of the In
sane Asylum at Jackson" (1859), pp. 3-5, in Documents of the
State of L o u i s i a n a , 1858; "Special Report of the Committee
on Charitable Institutions Relative to the Management of the
Insane Asylum . . ." (1859), pp. 4-5.
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made his suggestion for expansion of mental care facilities
in New Orleans by parish and city authorities.

These com

ments as well as the figures on the number of patients from
New Orleans at Jackson were made known to legislators through
the annual reports of the asylum's board.

The practice of

New Orleans officials of reducing its workhouse population by
packing the debilitated inmates off to Jackson had thus b e 
came something of an open scandal long before the asylum's
buildings were completed.

173

What legislators thought of

New Orleans and its citizens was perfectly expressed by the
members of the Committee on Charitable Institutions in their
report for 1853.

The committee pointed out that all large

cities of the United States had established almshouses e x 
cept New Orleans,

and if the Crescent City,

which boasts of the philanthropy and generosity of its
citizens, would establish such an asylum, as has been
. . . repeatedly recommended by her worthy mayor, the
Charity Hospital wo uld be relieved from the charge of
hundreds of persons who have no sort of claim to its
bounty, and are only received because the State pays
all expen ses .174
The committee used even stronger language elsewhere in their
report.

After commenting upon New Orleans'

forced conversion

of Charity Hospital into a "great elymoysnary institution,"
the committee recommended that appropriations to the

•^^ELSH Board Report (1855), p. 8; (1860), p. 17;
Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally 111 in
Ante-bellum Louisiana," pp. 372-373.
1 74

tions"

"Report of the Committee on Charitable Institu
(1853), p. 4.
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hospital
should be so restricted as to compel that city to pay
the same attention to the necessities of the invalid,
the orphan, the widow, and the poor, as other cities in
the Union do. . . .
For when the State is supporting its Charity H o s 
pital, the most extensive in the world, and its Asylums
for the Insane, the Deaf and the Dumb, and the Blind, it
is surely not too much to expect the citizens of towns,
as of country, to contribute whatever else may be
ne c e s s a r y . 175
Given the hostility of legislators toward New Orleans for
turning Charity Hospital into an almshouse,
old folks home,

orphanage and

it is not surprising that successive legis

latures wo uld only reluctantly and conservatively fund an
other state institution that from all reports was being con
verted into yet another almshouse for the convenience of
the state's largest city.
A fourth reason for the inadequate maintenance and con
struction funds supplied Jackson is connected to the third:
the nativity of the patients sent in heavy numbers from O r 
leans Parish to the state's insane asylum.
earlier,

As established

most of the patients at the asylum were foreign

pauper insane,

specifically Irish and German.

ture was already supporting Charity Hospital,
sands of foreigners and persons not citizens"
the overwhelming majority of its patients.

The legisla
"where thou176

provided

The state's

praiseworthy support of Charity was at least partly based on

tions"

"Report of the Committee on Charitable Institu
(1853), p . 3.

176

Ibid. , p . 2 .
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the acknowledgment that the prosperity of Louisiana owed
muc h to the strangers w ho carried life-giving commerce into
its largest city and that it was "a duty as well as sound
policy to make ample provision for them in time of sickness."

177

The state met this duty,

however,

from monies taken from the general fund.
of Charity's

only partially

The maj or portion

income came from immigrant head taxes prior to

1850 and stranger registration fees after that date until a
drop in immigration after 1857.
Charity Hospital

178

The marriage between

and the state legislature had been som e

thing of a shotgun we dd in g from the start,

but at least the

majority of the institution's patients could be made to p r o 
vide a substantial portion of the dowry.

Such was not the

case with the foreign insane at the Jackson asylum.
up in the p ro ble m of dependency

Caught

and pauper immigrants,

Louisianians react ed to the situation in a fashion similar
to Americans in the northeast whose state insane asylums
were also filled with foreign pauper insane:

a reluctant

and snail's pace expansion of state facilities with a bare
m in imu m of state treasure whi ch was, particularly in Dixie,
a fairly precious commodity.
After 1859 the purse strings were drawn even tighter as

"Report of the Joint Committee to Examine the
Charity Hospital to the Legislature, 1834," in Louisiana
House Journal (December, 1833), p. 114.
178

pp.

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
46-49.
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the asylum was forced to compete with Charity Hospital for
direct money from the state's general fund.

Charity's in

come from immigrants ha d shrunk to but $14,000 in 1859 and
the state,

reluctantly,

found it necessary to assume almost

the full burden of running the hospital through direct ap
propriations.
Charity,

In 1859 and 1860 the state gave $40,000 to

in 1861 the figure was $75,000.

Yet despite an in

crease in patients and the addition of three buildings to
the asylum's physical plant,
in 1859 was $18,750:
years earlier.

the appropriation for Jackson

$1,250 less than it had been three

In any competition for funds with Louisi

ana's largest and most prestigious charitable institution,
the asylum on Flowery Hill was bound to come out second
b e s t .179

After Charity Hospital discharged its full complement
of mentally ill to representatives of the Jackson asylum in
November 1848,

the Insane Department was closed and the ho s

pital boar d spent $5,700.66 in 1849 altering the buiding for
use as a female department.
have regretted its action.

One year later the board must
In a report to the legislature

in 1850 Charity's administrators requested funds to establish
a small insane department to treat acute or recent cases of
insanity "which could be cured if early attention was given

1 79

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
p. 49; New Orleans Daily Crescent, March 10, 1860, p. 1;
ELSH Boa rd Report (1857), p. 5; (1860), p. 5.
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to them,

and thereby save the State much expense in sending

them to Jackson,
. . . ."180

after the disease should be confirmed
was a gQO(j idea,

son supported the measure,

and although Governor John

the state did not choose to act

upon it for another one hundred years.

In the meanwhile

Charity still found itself forced to care for the insane;
shortly after the Jackson asylum opened the asylum's board
refused admission of two additional patients from Charity
because there simply was not any room.

In 1848 and 1849

Charity cared for a total of 24 mental patients.

By 1851 it

was obvious that the fears of New Orleans authorities that
the asylum in Jackson would not adequately handle the insane
from the city were justified.

Mayor A. D.

Crossman wrote to

Governor Walker in December 1851 complaining that because of
lack of space at Jackson patients legally committed to the
asylum had to be held for indefinite periods of time at
Charity Hospital,

local prisons and workhouses.

Crossman

suggested the building of a state insane asylum in the city
of New Orleans.

Walker did not agree with the mayor about

another asylum but did pass the letter along to the legisla
ture with a request for funds with which to erect additional
buildings at Jackson.

181

But East Wing was not funded until

1 on

nal

"CHNO Board Report, 1850," in Louisiana House Jour
(1850), Appendix, pp. 1, 9.
1 81

I b i d ., pp. 7, 16; Fred A. Morrow, "The Nature and
Evolution of Mental Health Laws in the State of Louisiana"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Tulane University, 1966),
pp. 204-205; "Letter of Mayor A. D. Crossman of New Orleans
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1852,

not opened until 1853 and even then the asylum could

not meet the demand for b ed space.

In 1853 the Committee on

Charitable Institutions visited the N e w Orleans Parish Prison
and found there "forty-one insane persons,

thirty-two of

wh o m had been ordered to the Jackson Asylum by the City
courts,

but could not be received for want of house room,

crowded within the gloomy walls of the wh ilom prison;
condition is truly deplorable."

182

their

Records of the Orleans

Parish Prison in these years show that mental patients for
mally committed to Jackson were held there until sent for by
asylum authorities and that the time the insane spent in
prison varied anywhere from 10 days to over half a year.

183

The treatment of the insane in the prison was s h a m e f u l :
coarse clothing,

a miserable and inadequate diet purposely

made so by prison officials who po cketed part of the food
budget allocated for mentally ill inmates,
cept for walks m

the jailyard.

no recreation ex-

184

to Governor Joseph Walker, December 20, 1851," Louisiana
House Journal (January, 1852), p. 13; "Message of Governor
Joseph Walker to the Legislature, January, 1852," in
Louisiana House Journal (January, 1852), p. 6.
182

"Report of the Committee on Charitable Institutions,
1853," in Documents of the State of Louisiana (1853), p. 4.
183

Register of Prisoners Committed to Orleans Parish
Prison, June 18, 1852-May 5, 1862 (unpaginated, handwritten
boun d journal, in New Orleans Public Library), entries for
October, 1853-March, 1855; Reinders, "The Care and Treatment
of the Mentally 111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," p. 377.
184

Morrow, "The Nature and Evolution of Mental Health
Laws in the State of Louisiana," pp. 205-206; Reinders, "The
Care and Treatment of the Mentally 111 in Ante-bellum Louisi 
ana," p. 377.
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Wi th 43 insane persons incarcerated in the Parish
Prison and others held at workhouses and Charity Hospital,
by 1854 it was clear that New Orleans would have to strike
out on its own in the care of its mentally ill.

The city

council decided to convert the old Third Municipality W o r k 
house on Levee Street into a "Temporary Asylum for the Indi
gent

Insane."

District recorders were accordingly instructed

to commit indigent mental patients to the "new" Temporary
Asylum,
Jackson.

to be kept there until space became available at
Health of the inmates was to be attended to by the

city physician.

185

A description of the asylum by the newly

appo in ted city physician in 1856 reveals a dungeon of horrors.
The insane "were huddled together in the cells, where they
often fought each other at n i g h t , and several came forth in
the morning with their heads barbarously bruised with the
blows they had received."

186

The mentally ill, beggars, p e r 

sons suffering from delirium tremens and common criminals
were kept at the "asylum."

Most of the insane persons com

mi tt ed to this institution were between 20 and 40 years of
age and 70% of them were foreign born,
man.

mostly Irish and Ger

The stay at the Temporary Asylum lasted at least six

185

"Notes Furnished by Dr. C. Delery, City Physician,
Upon the Temporary Insane Asylum in New Orleans," in Chaille,
"A Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . . at Jackson," p. 13.
186

Chaille, "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum . . . at
Jackson," p. 13; "Notes Furnished by Dr. C. Delery . .
pp. 13-14; Reinders, "The Care and Treatment of the Mentally
111 in Ante-bellum Louisiana," pp. 477-378.
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months before transfer to Jackson.
the New Orleans asylum "a lock-up,

Stanford Chaille called
calaboose,

or man-kennel

. . . for surely no benevolent lexicographer could so o u t 
rage humanity and the English language as to justify our
city fathers in terming this place an Asylum."
"Temporary" Asylu m proved fairly durable:

1 87

The

the building was

used to hold mental patients and assorted derelicts into the
1880's.

As with the cities of the northeast,

N e w Orleans

had been forced to establish its own insane asylum because
of lack of space at the state's mental institution.
The indigent insane of New Orleans were not the only
ones forced into temporary quarters by the limited capacity
of the Jackson asylum.

Fortunately there were enough local

jails and workhouses around the state to furnish a rough
sanctuary to Louisiana's excess population of mentally

187

Chaille,
Jackson," p. 13.
188

Wisner,

"A Memoir of the Insane As ylum

...

at

Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,

p . 93.
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CHAPTER III
THE WORST OF TIMES:

THE CARE OF THE INSANE

IN LOUISIANA,

1860-1877

The Civil War would bring many problems to the asylum,
but at least one early consequence of the struggle was a
blessing of sorts:

a sharp drop in admissions.

Superinten

dent Barkdull reported only 59 admissions between January 1
and December 1, 1861; pre-war annual admissions in the late
1 8 5 0 's had averaged around 9 0 . 1
the asylum in December 1861.

There were 146 patients in

Barkdull placed the major

blame for the slowdown in admissions on the Federal blockade
which "entirely cut off all foreign immigation,

from which

source a large majority of our inmates are derived."

2

By
3

April of 1865 the number of patients had shrunk to 113.
.How many people were admitted,

discharged or buried at the

asylum between 1862 and 1865 is unknown,
daily population for that period,

as is the average

because no board reports

were issued for these years.
However many there were,
fed and treated,

the patients had to be clothed,

but here Barkdull and the board ran head-on

1ELSH Board Report

(1858), p. 18;

(1859), p.

7;

p. 9.
2 I b i d . (1861), p. 9.

3 I b i d . (1866),

p.

10..
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into shortages of supplies and hard cash.

The problem sur

faced early, when the asylum found itself caught in the in
flationary rise of prices that accompanied the war.

In

their report for 1861 the board wrote that the great scarcity
and high prices for provisions of all kinds would make it
impossible for them to operate the asylum for another twelve
months at the same level of appropriation granted in the
year just ending.

As it was the board had had to slash the

salaries of officers and attendants by twenty percent and to
dispense with all non-essential articles in order to hold ex
penses within the budget.

The board reminded the legislature

that the law passed in 1860 making it illegal for the asy
lum's administrators to spend more money than funds appro
priated for any one year had left the board with no authority
"to provide for any emergency,
to meet our wants."

should the appropriation fail

The bo ard asked for $30,000 for 1862,
4

an increase of $5,000 over the previous year.
One major source of funds had already dried up.

T r ea 

surer Alfred Hazard reported in December 1861 that $2,279 in
pay patient funds could not be collected because of the
troubled condition of the country and that collection of fu
ture debts incurred by families of pay patients w ould be im
possible.

He concluded that the asylum could no longer rely

on the pay patient fund as a source of operating revenue.

4ELSH Board Report

(1861), p. 4.

5 I b i d . , p. 6.
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The prob lem of rising prices,

scarce commodities and

shrinking revenues was severely compounded by something no
one (but Southern pessimists)

could have foreseen:

the suc

cess of Federal arms.

N e w Orleans fell on May 1, 1862; Baton

Rouge v/as taken,

and retaken by Union forces later that

year.

lost,

The capitol was mo ved first to Opelousas,

Caddo P ar is h courthouse in Shreveport,

then to the

and the Jackson asy

lum b eca me dependent for support upon that portion of Louisig

ana remaining in Confederate hands.

While the legislature

pro vi ded "nominally liberal" appropriations to the asylum,
the funds supplied were in the form of Confederate or state
scrip granted at "an enhanced rate of compensation" to combat
depreciation.

With Federal currency pouring into southern

Louisi an a the depreciation of Rebel currencies outran the
speed with which more scrip could be printed,

and as early

as October 1863 it became extremely difficult to procure
clothing and supplies using Co nfederate money.

A year later

the staff of the asylum refused to accept their salaries in
state scrip,

and prices demanded for food had become so

exorbitant that the asylum's treasurer was forced to pay
$1,000 a week just for beef.

At the end of the war the

treasurer had $8,000 in Rebel currency on hand whi ch he had
been unable to spend because the asylum's creditors refused

6

Edwin Adams Davis, Louisiana, A Narrative History
(Baton Rouge, 1971), pp. 255-256, 261; Elizabeth Wisner,
Public Welfare Administration in Louisi an a (Chicago, 1930),
p . 99.
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to accept

it.

7

The board had been forced to take emergency action long
before the end of the war.

With Confederate funds in hand

buying progressively lesser amounts of food and supplies,
by October 1863 the asylum's administrators were faced with
two choices:

either closing the facility and releasing the

patients or breaking the law and keeping it open.
ing the latter,

Select

the board decided to take advantage of the

booming business of cotton speculation in order to raise
enough hard cash to keep the asylum in operation.

In clear

violation of the act barring them from placing the institu
tion in debt,

the board purchased,

on credit,

cotton from the asylum's own treasurer,

100 bales of

B. L. Johnson.

As

there was no guarantee the bo ard could actually manage to
move and sell the cotton,

to say nothing of what steps the

legislature might take later concerning a forbidden contract,
Johnson should not be considered a Shylock;
O
he lost money on the transaction.

as it turned out

The board did manage to obtain permission from Federal
authorities in New Orleans to transport the cotton down the
river and sell it;

it was the Confederate authorities who

proved to be the major obstacle.

Deputations visited the

military commanders in charge of the district
asylum was located,

in which the

letters were sent to Governow H. W. Allen

in Shreveport and even to the Confederate government in

^ELSH Board Report

(1866),

pp.

3, 5-6.

^ I b i d . , pp.
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Richmond, but as conditions at the asylum were too desperate
to simply await a positive reply,
the cotton and move it later.

the board decided to sell

Accordingly,

a contract was

drawn up with S. B. Bevans & Co. of New Orleans which ad
vanced $7,000 against the 100 bales of cotton stuck behind
Rebel lines,

the contract stipulating that the asylum board

was to store the precious commodity until such time as Con 
federate authorities granted permission for its delivery.
The board purchased "a years'

supply of clothing,

groceries,

and etc." with the advance and continued its efforts to budge
Governor Allen.

As the local military authorities had indi

cated willingness to allow the cotton through,

Allen was the

last remaining obstacle to completion of the transaction.
After a full year went by and with provisions at the asylum
once again running low, the board coupled its original re
quest to the Governor with a petition for permission

to buy,

sell and transport to New Orleans another 100 bales of cot
ton, a total of 200 bales in all.

In the autumn of 1864

Allen finally granted permission to purchase and ship 100
bales but he prohibited moving the cotton already sold to
S. B. Bevans'& Co.

Although they felt this proviso to be as

inexplicable as it was absurd,
to obey it.

the board had no choice but

Another 100 bales of cotton were purchased on

credit at 35 cents a pound and after receiving permission
from General E. R. S. Canby of the Union Army,

the board

shipped the cotton to New Orleans where it was sold for
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95 cents a pound,

a price which "produced a profit suffi

cient, over and above cost and charges
totaled over $3,000),
groceries,

etc.,

(shipping costs alone

to provide an ample supply of clothing,

etc.,

for the asylum."

9

After $12,000 worth of goods and supplies had been
ordered,

however,

S. B. Bevans & Co.

against the proceeds of the sale,

"sued out an attachment"

claiming the cotton just

sold was the same the company had pu rchased from the board
in 1863.

The case was tried before General S. A. H u r l b u t ,

who set aside Bevans'

claim of ownership but nonetheless

awarded the company reimbursement plus interest of their 1863
cash advance,

a total of $7,668.80.

While the purchased s u p

plies remained in the board's hands and were shipped to the
asylum,

the loss of over $7,000 allowed the board to settle

only one-half of the debts incurred in the Jackson area,

the

creditors being issued certificates of indebtedness for the
other half.
Co.

After final settlement was made with the Bevans

for the bales it had "bought"

in 1863 but never received,

the board used part of the cotton to redeem some of the c er 
tificates of indebtedness and the remainder was sold,
proceeds going to Treasurer L. B. Johnson,
cover the full value of his property.

the

who did not re

Although the asylum

actually lost several hundred dollars in the entire transac
tion it "was benefited by the credit obtained to the extent
of t h o u s a n d s .

9

ELSH Board Report

(1866),

pp.

3-5.

no

1 Ibid.
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And the credit was generously granted the asylum to the
extent of thousands by the farmers of the Felicianas.

F r om

the summer of 1862 through that of 1865 no supplies of food
were available to the Jackson area other than that which
could be p rod uce d locally.

Although the farmers knew that

"the time of payment was uncertain,
nevertheless "all who could,

and perhaps distant,"

that were appealed to,

more or less of what was need ed

. . . .

furnished

Local merchants

also extended credit to the hard-pressed institution and by
the end of 1865 the board owed over $23,000,

nearly $5,000 of

wh ich represented credit purchases of bread,

pork, bacon and

beef.

12

Although the sources are silent on the subject,

pre

sumably Superintendent Barkdull saw to it that patients
helped feed themselves by raising potatoes, beans and other
vegetables on asylum land,

a practice which Barkdull had de 

pended upon heavily in the pre-war years.
The advent of peace in 1865 found the asylum again f a c
ing shortages of money and supplies.

The attendants had been

paid nothing but a small perc ent ag e of their wages since O c 
tober 1864 (when proceeds from the cotton bale transactions
were used to pay salaries)

and they had understandably grown

discontented and insubordinate.
nor J. M. Wells,

The board appealed to G o ve r

who extended his sympathy but claimed an

empty state treasury preve nt ed his helping the asylum.

~^ELSH Board Report
1 2 Ibid.

(1867), p.

(1866), pp. 6-7.
13.
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did, however,

appeal to General Canby to send aid to the

Jackson institution.

Canby responded with a generous gift

of $5,000 in cash and four months rations for 200 people from
the Quartermaster's stores at Port Hudson.

The b oar d de

scribed the rations as "good and suitable," while the money
served both "to hush the clamors of the attendants and to
procure a supply of blankets and winter clothing for the
p a t i e n t s ."^
By the end of 1865 the asylum was in desperate straits.
All the external woodwork of the main buildings needed a
coat of fresh paint,

several walls needed replastering and

repairs to the slate roofs were necessary.
pipes,

conduits,

sewers,

bathing rooms,

needed repair or replacement;
in the detached buildings,

Cisterns,

water

water closets all

the wooden floors of the cells

which had to be washed daily "and

sometimes oftener," were decaying as were the joists that
supported them,

placing the floors in danger of collapse.

At war's end there were 113 patients in the asylum,
them idiotic,

many of

feebleminded and epileptic and for all in

tents and purposes incurable;

84 patients were admitted

during the remainder of 1865,

73 of them from New Orleans

and 13 of them black.

At the end of 1865,

172 patients

were crowded into quarters that could properly have held
150 and the only empty rooms in the asylum were those re
served for pay patients in Center Building;

i?
_
_
~ t'ELSH Board Keport

there were

(1866), p. 6.
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three pay patients at Jackson on December 31.
treasury was empty,
of debts,

The asylum

the board had contracted $23,000 worth

and supplies could only be obtained on nearly ex

hausted credit.

The only source of funds in 1865 other than

Canby's generous grant had been $2,470 given to the asylum
by New Orleans authorities to help pay for the upkeep of the
73 patients sent from that city to Jackson;

another $1,696

was expected from city officials in early 1866.

14

Finally,

the administration of the asylum had suffered a tragic loss:
in February of 1865 Superintendent J. D. Barkdull was fatally
shot from his horse in the streets of Jackson by a Federal
soldier.

The reason for the shooting remains unknown, but

whatever its cause,

Barkdull was gone and so was his en-

lightened administration.

15

Upon B a r k d u l l !s death in February 1865 the board de
cided,

for a variety of reasons,

to replace the late super

intendent with a layman and rehire a visiting physician.

The

administrators felt that most of the patients were incurable
"for whom the most that could be done was a kind attention to
their physical wants,"

and that as the war was still in pro 

gress "no material addition"
expected.

These reasons,

^^ELSH Board Report

to the number of patients was

however, were probably

(1866), pp. 6, 8-11;

(1867), p.

15

8.

Mrs. D. H. Pipes, "History of Jackson, Louisiana"
(unpublished typewritten manuscript in the files of East Lou
isiana State Hospital, Jackson, Louisiana, 1956), p. 4;
Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana, p. 100.
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justifications after the fact for an action really designed
to cut expenses;

a lay superintendent could be paid less

than a professional.

And so the board,

"believing that

economy in its management was a primary duty," hired former
superintendent James King for the top post,
serve as matron,
$1,500 a year.

his wife to

the couple receiving a combined salary of
Dr. Preston Pond,

formerly visiting physician

to the asylum between 1850 and 1854,
post at a salary of $800 a year.

was returned to his old

This arrangement lasted for

three years until Dr. L. A. Burgess was appointed sup eri nt en
dent in 1868.

Although not menti one d by the board,

reason for selecting King presents

itself:

another

with a war on it

wo u l d have been rather difficult to conduct a search for a
qualified physician familiar with the administration of insane asylums.

16

Overcrowded,

deeply in debt,

with a jury-rigged management,
insurmountable problem:

needing repairs and saddled

the asylum had now to face an

Reconstruction.

The aspect of this

era that proved most harmful to the care and treatment of the
state's insane was the war-ruined economy of Louisiana.

The

most fertile regions of the state had been so ravaged by the
movement of armies that production of '.income-producing staple
crops was drastically reduced;

without draft animals,

agricul

tural implements and the traditional source of labor— black

16

p.

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
103; ELSH Board Report (1866), p. 7; (1870), p. 13.
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slaves — farmers and planters were more immediately interested
in food crops for survival than in cotton or sugar cane.
The terrible state of the roads,

the destruction of rail

roads and lack of adequate water transportation immediately
after the war added greatly to the costs of simply getting
goods to market.

Levees had deteriorated badly,

breaks had

gone unrepaired and without slave labor the state pr oved u n 
able to repair old damage before new problems developed,

and

floods ravaged Louisiana agriculture throughout the Reco n
struction years.
erished;

Communities all over the state were im pov 

in N e w Orleans 14,000 poor people of both races

were being supported by the Federal government.

Labor p r o b 

lems with freedmen complicated efforts of planters to raise
substantial cash crops as did a shortage of capital.

In

1866 and 1867 floods destroyed hundreds of thousands of
acres of cotton and when the waters receded cotton worms de
stroyed most of what was left.
tute,

the legislature

With thousands left dest i

(which had already suspended taxes due

for the years 1860-1864 until 1868)
pension until 1870.

in 1867 extended the s u s 

Between 1868 and 1873 there was a pe riod

of relative prosperity;

lumber,

salt,

rice,

cotton and sugar

cane production increased and prices for staples improved;
New Orleans regained much of its pre-war commerce,
in exports,

especially

and banks in the Crescent City provided more

capital for Louisiana than any other southern state.

17

Joe Gray Taylor, Louisiana Reconstructed,
(Baton Rouge, 1974), pp. 314-358.

17

1867-1877
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The recovery,

such as it was,

ended in 1873 with the

onset of the nation-wide depression that lasted until 1879.
Banks suspended currency payments,

thousands of white and

black laborers were thrown out of work,

5,000

families in New

Orleans faced starvation and some black workers in Iberville
Parish did starve.

In New Orleans in 1873 merchants were

unable to borrow a dime on perhaps $25 million worth of c ot
ton bales sitting in the warehouses;

between 1873 and 1876

exports and imports dropped by the millions of dollars.
prices fell,
get,

Land

agricultural credit was nearly impossible to

transportation costs became exorbitant,

and black

farmers stole vegetables and livestock from hard-pressed
white neighbors to avoid starvation.

By 1876 Louisiana was

"a poverty-stricken state inhabited by a discouraged
p e o p l e ."^
Louisiana politics and government

in these years was

marke d by widespread corruption and violence.
as corrupt as Republicans and violent
against whites as well as blacks.

Democrats were

intimidation was used

Legislatures steadily ap

pr op riated more funds than revenues collected,

and attempts

to pay for projects by selling bonds only increased the state
debt further;

the credit of the state grew worse as year

after year Louisiana was forced to bo rrow to meet current
obligations.

So little cash ever graced the coffers of the

state treasury that Louisiana "paid" for most of its ordinary

18

Taylor,

Louisiana Reconstructed,

pp.

358-362.
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expenses in state warrants,

supposedly redeemable in cash

upon presentation to the state treasurer.

Since the sh o rt 

age of money which had necessitated the issuance of warrants
in the first place prevented the redemption of "only a frac
tion" of the warrants,

they were actually worth considerably

less than face value.

Individuals who had performed services

for the state and boards of state institutions whose annual
appropriations were made in the form of warrants were in
variably met by the refusal of the state treasurer to redeem
the warrants they presented to him,
on hand.

the excuse being no funds

The only practical recourse left was to take the

warrants to the brokers and bankers of Carondelet Street and
sell them for cash at enormous discounts;

sellers of warrants

might net as much as 65 cents on the collar or as little as
35 cents depending upon the broker and type of warrant.
system was greatly abused:
the treasury,

The

when funds became available in

certain "favored parties" were allowed to cash

warrants at face value.

H ow certain parties became "favored"

over others is a question that does not even deserve the ask
ing.

Obviously the warrant system wrought havoc with the

budgets of state institutions;
New Orleans,

in 1872 Charity Hospital of

for example, which required $85,000 per year to

operate, was almost forced to close because the $155,000 ap
propriation for the hospital was granted in state warrants
which netted only $40,000 when sold.

Between 1871 and 1875
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Charity Hospital lost over $250,000 to warrant brokers.
The era closed with the election of 1876;

19

efforts to re

turn the state to conservative Democratic control as well as
the chance to elect a Democrat president made for a campaign
marked by as much violence and intimidation as any that had
gone before it.

The subsequent Hayes-Tilden disputed e le c

tion affair aroused great excitement in a state whose e lec 
tors were intimately involved in the struggle,

especially

since the decision on who had been elected Louisiana's g o v
er nor— the Republican Pack ar d or the Democrat Nicholls— also
rested upon the o u t c o m e . ^
Between efforts to recover from a war -ruined economy,
state treasury ever deeper in debt,
antagonism and violence,
tem of labor,
tics,

difficult

a

"carpetbag rule," racial
adjustment to a new sy s

corruption and chaos in government and p o l i 

the terrible depression that b eg an in 1873 and re

mained after the Federal troops had depart ed— the problems
of the state insane asylum in Jackson wo uld be largely for
gotten.
With the institution deeply in debt and repairs

19

Taylor, Louisiana R e c o n s t r u c t e d , pp. 84-86, 166-167,
201-206, 238-239, 486-489; Report of the Sub-Committee on
Public and Charitable Institutions to the Louisiana House of
Representatives, 1876 (Baton Rouge, 1876), pp. 5-6; Albert E.
Fossier, The Charity Hospital of New Orleans (New Orleans,
1923), p. 37; Baton Rouge Daily Capitolian Advocate, May 11,
1882, p. 2.

20

Taylor,

Louisiana Reconstructed,

pp. 480-495.
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necessary,

the new b oar d of administrators which took office

in June of 1865 requested in their annual report to the
legislature an appropriation for 1866 totaling $58,000:
$23,000 to settle debts,
subsistence.

$5,000 for repairs,

and $30,000 for

The legislature was more generous than it had

been in the past and appropriated $50,500 for the asylum's
use.

Although the state gave the board $8,000 less than re

quested and $931.00 in discounts was lost on state warrants,
nevertheless

funds received from the city of New Orleans,

pay patients,

and the sale of hides and old lead brought

actual income for 1866 up to $57,092.75.
nearly matching the sum requested,

With funds on hand

the board settled o ut 

standing claims and paid for over $6,000 worth of repairs.
Cisterns,

water pipes, ba thing rooms and their fixtures,

air furnaces,
ings,

pipes and flues,

conduits,

this progress,

cells in the detached b uil d

sewers, water closets,

paired or replaced.

hot

etc., were either re

The b oar d was far from satisfied with

however,

and requested for the year 1867 an

other $4,000 for further repairs,
of a proper gatekeeper's lodge.

repainting and construction
The board also recommended

doubling the capacity of the asylum by completing Center
Building and extending the wings and the detached buildings
at a cost of $ 1 4 0 , 0 0 0 . ^

In spite of the $ 5 7, 000-plus income

21

p.

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
101; ELSH Board Report (1866), p. 9; (1867), pp. 6, 9, 14.
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for 1866 the asylum's administrators had been unable to keep
the institution out of debt.
owed another $4,600,

On January 1, 1867,

the board

the major portion of which represented

credit purchases of groceries and provisions and back pay
due attendants and officers.
1867 was $42,600,

The appropriation request

for

which included $4,000 for the purchase of

50 acres of land adjacent to the asylum,

a purchase thought

necessary to stop the hauling of lumber on a wa gon road
which ran through the exercise grounds of Female Department.
The legislature this time matched the board's request to the
penny;

how much the board lost in discounted warrants is

22
unknown.
If a year could be chosen

for the start of the "lean"

period at Jackson it w o u l d have to be 1868, when the legis
lature appropriated only $15,000 for the support of the asy
lum.

Only the produce of the institution's farm and rations

from the commander of the military district enabled the cur
rent board of administrators and their new superintendent,
Dr.

L. A. Burgess,

to feed the patients.

The asylum was so

short of funds that the board sent notice to all parishes
with patients at the institution that their patients would be
returned unless parish authorities sent money for their up
keep.

Only New Orleans responded,

support of the asylum.

sending $5,000 for the

With the overcrowded buildings still

22

EL S K Board Report (1867), pp. 9, 13-14; Wisner, Public
Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a , p. 101; N ew Orleans
Daily P i c a y u n e , December 19, 1866, p. 9.
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without the paint,

plastering and roof repairs reported

necessary in 1867,

the board requested $50,000 for repairs

and construction of additional wards and $50,000 for subsis
tence.

The legislature responded with an appropriation for

1869 of $20,000 for repairs and $30,000 for subsistence,
payable in state warrants.

While the amount lost in dis

counts for 1869 is unknown,

comments by the board and s up er 

intendent

in reporting on the calendar year 1870 indicate

that no additional ward space or extensive repairs could be
afforded in the previous year.

23

How much the asylum actually lost in the discounting of
state warrants between 1870 and 1877 is revealed in Table 1.
(Tigures are rounded off to the- nearest dollar.)
Although plans were repeatedly made to build extensions
to the asylum,

boards and superintendents were unable to

carry them out because of the substantial losses in antici
pated revenue indicated above.

In 1870 the board hoped to

use the $30,000 specifically appropriated for improvements to
build an extension wing, but loss of over $14,000 in dis
counts as well as extensive and costly repairs made to e x i st 
ing buildings necessitated the canceling of the extension
project.

Repairs for 1870 included the replacement of seven

lead-lined wooden cisterns,

which had been designed to catch

rain water from the roofs, with iron ones.

The old cisterns

23

p.

Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana,
102; ELSH Board Report (1871), pp. 3-5, 12-13.
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Table 3-1

94

Asylum Appropriations versus Discounted
Receipts, 1870-1877*
Calendar
Year

Amount

Discount

Cash Received after
Discounting Warrants

1870

$ 70,000

$ 14,250

1871

170,000

25,056

24,944**

1872

58,000

31,543

26,457

1873

50,000

27,343

22,657

1874

32,000

6,724

25,276

1875

24,000

10,270

13,730

1876
1877

not available
25,000

4,300

$ 55,750

13,000
21,700

*Total of known losses of appropriated funds to dis
counting, 1870-1877:
$119,486.
**See text on following page.

94

ELSH Board Report (1871), p. 9; (1872), p. 16;
(1873), pp. 26-27; (1874), p. 28; (1875), p. 3; (1877),
p. 26; New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e , January 14, 1877, p. 2.
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had become so leaky from rotted w o o d and corroded lead that
extensive repairs to the woodwork and plastering of the areas
beneath the cisterns was also found necessary.

Two large

underground cisterns each with a capacity of 800 barrels
were also built.

In 1871 the legislature appropriated

$120,000 in state warrants for the construction of two addi
tional wings.

The board cashed $2,000 worth of the warrants

and with this sum hired an architect,

one Henry Howard,

to

draw up plans and specifications for the new buildings.

When

the board was ready to take Howard's plans to the contr ac
tors,

however,

it found that the value of the state warrants

had dropped to 50 cents on the dollar.

At that usurious

rate only one extension could have been built,

but Governor

Henry Clay Warmoth and State Auditor James Graham refused to
sacrifice $60,000 to the brokers of Carondelet Street and
canceled the entire project.

The board was forced to dis

count the remaining $50,000 in state warrants designated for
subsistence in 1871 at a rate of over 50%,

and from an appro

priation of $170,000 the asylum treasurer finally netted a
cash total of $24,943.75.

9^

With net cash receipts totaling less than $14,000 in
1875 and 1876 the asylum could not meet even its day-to-day
obligations,
pansion.

9^

pp.

let alone fulfill the plans of repairs and ex

Year by year the debt accumulated;

ELSH Board Report
3, 13.

(1871),

pp.

3-4,

10,

at the end of

12;
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1873 the institution owed over $16,600;
debt was nearly $25,600;
$35,711.11 in the red,
far back as 1868.

in Dece mbe r 1874 the

at the end of 1877 the asylum was

some of the unpaid claims dating as

Several creditors had gone to court and

wo n judgments against the asylum totaling about $8,000, with
5% interest accruing from the date of each judgment.

In

1876 the holders of the judgments were threatening to seize
and sell lands b elo ngi ng to the asylum,
wou ld have been of doubtful legality.

26

although such action
The Sub-Committee

on Pu blic and Charitable Institutions of 1876 thought it was
an "enigma"
all;

as to how the asylum remained in operation at

the Committee reported that Superintendent Jones and

several board members had had to pledge their personal
credit for the purchase of supplies.
ticular hardship on Jones,

This created a p a r 

who had not been paid for most

of 1875 and part of 1874 and who was also doubling as
treasurer.

The Committee concluded that it was "simply in

famous the way these gentlemen and the employees of the asylum have been treated for several years back."

27

Unfortunately for the patients some of the a s y l u m ’s ad
ministrators had themselves treated the institution infa
mously,

the most notorious example being set by J. F.

Irvine,

26ELSH Board Report (1874), p. 29; (1876), p. 23; (1877),
p. 28; Report of the Sub-Committee on Public and Charitable
Institutions, 1 8 7 6 , p. 8.
27

Report of the Sub-Committee on Public and Charitable
Institutions, 1 8 7 6 , p . 9.
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treasurer of the asylum between April 1873 and November 1874.
Irvine had been elected treasurer by the retiring board of
administrators on April

7, 1873,

after the new board had al

ready been appointed and one week prior to their first of f i 
cial meeting at Jackson.

As

its last official,

and po s 

sibly illegal,

action the old board gave Irvine two p ro mi s

sory warrants,

each for $12,500, which the treasurer promptly

turned in to the state auditor,

receiving in return $25,000

in state warrants or one-half of the asylum's appropriation
for 1873.

The new board entertained grave doubts about the

legality of the entire proceeding but decided in the end to
accept Irvine's election as a fait accompli,

especially since

Irvine threatened to enjoin the board and any treasurer they
cared to elect,
court battle.

an action which could only result in a costly
With the asylum already $13,000 in debt,

employees having been paid nothing for ten months,

the

and

Irvine in possession of one-half of the entire year's appro
priation,
him,

the new board wrote that "we were forced to accept

no matter whether it was good or bad to do so.

realized the advantage of his position,
has made a ba d use of it

He

and we regret to say

. . .

Holding half the cards in the deck,
hand like a master cardsharp.

Irvine played his

He disregarded the resolutions

and regulations of the boa rd regarding disbursement of asylum
funds whenever he cared to do so.

‘"^ELSH Board Report

(1874), p.

He held back paying the

3.
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salaries of the staff from early October to November 25 of
1873,

"evidently"

retaining possession of these funds for

speculative purposes.

He delayed payment of a Bayou Sara

dry goods merchant just long enough for most of the patients
to go without shoes and raocks until well after the advent of
cold weather.

He paid only those creditors of the asylum

who were indebted to himself,

discounting such claims at 8%

but crediting the asylum with full payment and pocketing the
difference.
with bacon,

Having exclusive rights to supply the asylum
Irvine neglected— despite the orders of the

b oa rd— to pay the local butcher for the latter's thriceweekly beef deliveries to the asylum until,
credit purchases had been extended,
asylum,

and due notice given the

the butcher stopped deliveries.

through November 18,

1873,

From November 1

the entire establishment was

placed on a diet of salt pork,
high prices.

after $2,600 in

supplied by the treasurer at

On November 18 Irvine made arrangements for

the delivery of 200 pounds of beef a week,
ment the diet of the sick and feeble,

enough to su pp l e

but the rest of the

patients and staff were confined to the treasurer's bacon,
which was so salty and rank that many patients refused to eat
it.

Only the vegetables grown on the asylum farm by the p a 

tients themselves prevented starvation;

Superintendent

Burgess placed much of the blame for the patients'

marked

debility on an inadequate diet made substantially worse by
Irvine's machinations.

The Superintendent brutally p u nc 

tuated his attack on the lack of adequate food by citing
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"starvation"

as the cause of death of three patients in 1873.

How long into 1874 the inmates remained on reduced beef
rations is not clear, but Irvine never paid the butcher for
the debt run up in 1873.

When Irvine resigned in November

1874 after a new board had taken office,
successor,

J. W. Falls,

his newly-elected

found the asylum treasury empty.

29

The new treasurer proved no more solicitous toward the
welfare of the patients than his predecessor.

In May of 1875

when the asylum ran short of br ead and Superintendent Jones
and Alfred Hazard,

a member of the newly-appointed board and

himself a former treasurer,

had to pledge their personal

credit to purchase ten barrels of flour,

Treasurer J. W.

Falls was walking the streets of New Orleans with a $4,000
state warrant

in his pocket,

"not caring more for the poor

inmates in the Asylum than the King of Prussia."

30

Although

patients continued to suffer from lack of adequate food and
clothing, Falls did not surrender the warrant until ordered
to do so by the new board in June.
honesty,

With regard to simple

no one has characterized this period better than

Henry Clay Warmoth.
said,

31

"Why damn it," he is reported to have

"everybody is demoralized down here.

Corruption is

the fashion."

OQ

ELSH Board Report (1874), pp. 3, 5-7,
(1875), pp. 3, 17.
30
St. Francisville Dunn L e a d e r , May 29,
3 1 I b i d ., June 12,
32

1875, p.

Quoted in Taylor,

24,

28-29;

1875,

p.

3.

1.

Louisiana Reconstructed,
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The character and ability of the asylum's ad mi nistra
tors bore a direct relationship to an administrative system
which sa w seven boards and three superintendents take and
relinquish control of the institution between 1865 and 1877.
Part of the problem,

of course,

originated with Act 69 of

1847, which had created a five-member governing boar d of ad
ministrators appointed by the governor for terms of two
years.

The bo ar d in turn chose one of their number as trea-

surer--the only salaried position on the b o a r d — and also se
lected the superintendent and/or physician,

to serve at the

oo

board's pleasure.

As far back as 1858 Dr.

Stanford Chaille

had recomme nde d ex tending the term of office of board m e m 
bers;

two years,

Chaille felt, was not sufficient time for

instituting necessary changes and carrying out "laudable im
provements."

Chaille also felt the system could be po lit i

cally abused, with bo a rd members perhaps being succeeded by
bitter political enemies anxious to discredit their predecess o r s ' administration.

34

In 1874 Dr.

L. A. Burgess seconded

Chaille's ante-bellum observations concerning the two-year
board rotations.

"This arrangement," wrote Burgess,

effectually destroys permanency in the asylum government,
or any we l l- di ge st ed plan of operation looking to its
future advancement and usefulness.
Before any plan, no
m att er h ow well devised, can be carried to a successful

Acts of Louisiana (1847), pp.

56-57.

34

St anford Chaille, "A Memoir of the Insane Asylum of
the State of Louisiana at Jackson," New Orleans Medical and
Surgical J o u r n a l , XIV (January, 1858), pp. 22-23 (bound with
State of Louisiana Legislative Documents, 1857).
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completion, there usually follows a change in the board
of administrators, new memb er s are appointed, new plans
adopted, and the result is that, instead of advancing,
the asylum remains stationary, or retrogrades in the
scale of u s e f u l n e s s .35
The problem was complicated not only by politics,
Chaille suggested,

as

but also by the practice of selecting all

the boar d members "from the immediate neighborhood of the
asylum," an unfortunate tradition begun by Governor Isaac
Johnson in 1847 and apparently followed by every governor
thereafter.

The affairs of the as ylum had been constantly

gu ided— or m i sg ui de d— by local Feliciana residents linked to
the political faction represented by the then current go v er 
nor.

Relations between incoming and outgoing boards were

sometimes bitter and ugly, wit h ill-feelings exacerbated by
political differences,
a parochial nature.

personal jealousies and rivalries of

The feud between the incoming and ou t

going boards of 1857-1858 had been fought not only in Jackson
but before the state legislature in the form of memorials.

37

In 1873 the retiring board took the liberty of electing a
new treasurer one week prior to the first meeting of their
successors,

and then armed him with one-half of the appro

priations for the year,

funds which should have been turned

over to the income board.

35ELSH Board Report

The unfortunate results have been

(1874), pp.

7-8.

Q / S

I b i d . , p. 8; Wisner,
L o u i s i a n a , p. 104.
37

Public Welfare Administration in

See Chapter II.
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detailed above.
Calling the practice of selecting only local Feliciana
residents to serve on the boards "highly objectionable," Dr.
Burgess in 1874 recommended that representatives of New O r 
leans also be seated on the board.

Burgess pointed out in

the annual board report that the amount of state taxes paid
to Louisiana by the city of New Orleans had equaled twothirds of the annual appropriation of the asylum for the
past five years,

or a total of $133,330, which did not in

clude the emergency grants of money the city had supplied
since the end of the war.

Yet because of the overcrowded

condition of the Jackson facility only 18 patients had been
admitted from Orleans Parish since 1868,
been forced to maintain

and New Orleans had

its own city asylum at a cost of

O O

nearly $20,000 a year.
Whether it was because the state legislators had become
more sympathetic to New Orleans'
sick and insane,

problems with the destitute

or because the solons recognized and were

impressed with the justice of Burgess'

claims,

or because

they were disgusted with the machinations of Irvine and the
board of 1871-1873,

or a combination of factors not all of

which are readily uncoverable,

in March of 1874 the legisla

ture enacted into law a new administrative system for the
Jackson insane asylum.

With the advice and consent of the

qo

ELSH Board Report (1874), pp.

8-9.
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Senate,

the Governor was now to appoint six men to the asy-

lum board,

instead of five, to serve four-year terms.

One

of the boa rd members was to be from East Feliciana Parish,
one from West Feliciana,
Parish.

and the remaining four from Orleans

Either bowing to Feliciana pressure or as a m a t 

ter of simple practicality,
the two boa rd members

the legislature stipulated that

from the Felicianas were to constitute

an executive committee who were to visit the asylum at least
twice a month and report on its condition to the president of
the board.

Wanting to insure that the patients would always

be under the care of a full-time qualified medical man,

the

legislature restricted the board's selection of a su perinten
dent to a physician,

who was to reside at the asylum and who

was forbidden to practice medicine privately.

The legisla

tors also attempted to insure consistent and qualified lead
ership by allowing the superintendent to serve during good
behavior,

to be removed by the board only for good cause.

The superintendent was given the authority to hire an assis
tant physician or physicians,

and a steward and matron,

thought such help was necessary.

The salaries of all staff

members were to be set by the board.
points,

however,

Along with its good

the new law contained a serious flaw:

was no provision directing the full board to meet
number of times each year.

if he

there

a mi ni mum

With four board members in New

Orleans and two in the Felicianas,

the oversight woul d prove
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.
. .
39
to be a serious omission.
The first

(and last) b o a r d appointed under the new law

did not assume its duties until October 8,

1874,

and did not

select a new treasurer to replace Irvine until Novemb er 27.
The bo a rd did,
J. W.

however,

select a new superintendent,

Dr.

Jones, who remained at this post until 1888 and pr ove d

to be an excellent and concerned administrator.
new bo ar d first met in Octo ber is unclear;
not selected until late in the year.
the legislature,

however,

Just why the

perhaps they were

Later actions taken by

indicate that the new boa rd might

not have taken up its duties until early fall because the
board members from Orleans Pa ri sh we re not as solicitous of
the asylum's interests as Burgess h ad expected they would be.
In No vember the b oa rd engaged in battle with the State A u d i 
tor and Attorney General in order to reverse a court order
enjoining issuance of $15,000 in state warrants to the asylum,
paying a New Orleans attorney $750 for what

a later i nv est i

gating committee thought were only nominal services.
early 1875 the board wrote its "annual" report,
$19,000 for back indebtedness,

requesting

$10,000 for repairs,

$32,000 for ma intenance and subsistence,

In

and

but asking $50,000

for ma int en anc e if the funds were to be given to the asylum
in the form of state warrants.

39

40

Acts of Louisiana (1874), pp.

89-90.

40

Report of the Sub-Committee on Public and Charitable
Institutions, 1 8 7 6 , pp. 6-7; EL SH Boar d Report (1875),
pp. 3-5.
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The above actions were apparently the only steps taken
by the full bo ard in the management of the asylum's affairs
from the time they were appointed.

A local Feliciana n ew s 

paper charged in May 1875 that the b oar d had met only once in
the space of more than a year and had "transacted no business
whatever,

such as the institution required."

41

While the

board had obviously met (see above) more than once in New
Orleans,

the newspaper may have been on the mark in asserting

that all the asylum's administrators had met but once at
their own asylum.
Upset over the conditions at the asylum and the la cka
daisical performance of the newly appointed bo ard of adminis
trators,

Senator E. L. Weber of West Feliciana Parish in early

1875 introduced a bill in the legislature to amend the act
passed the year before.

Weber's bill passed the Senate and

after the lobbying efforts of Representatives Milton Jones of
Pointe Coupee and W. H. Pipes of East Feliciana,
the House and was enacted into law on May 8.

also cleared

The 1875 amend

ment increased the number of the asylum board members to
eight,

specifying that two each were to be appointed from

East and West Feliciana and the remaining four "from the
state at large."

Gone was the provision requiring four board

members to be chosen from Orleans Parish; New Orleans'

con 

trol of the asylum's affairs had lasted just one year.

The

four members from the Felicianas were to constitute the

41

St. Francisville Dunn Leader,

May 1, 1875,

p.
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asylum's executive committee and were directed by Section 2
of the law to meet at the institution at least once a month
or as often as the president of the board thought necessary;
the whole board was required to meet not less than four times
a year.

This last provision is a clear indication that the

legislators of 1875 wanted an active board for the asylum.

42

Several different motives lay behind the successful ef
forts of the Feliciana representatives to return control of
the asylum to the parishes surrounding it.
motives,

if partially political,

Senator Weber's

were also humanitarian.

Weber felt real concern for the welfare of the patients;
May of 1875 with the asylum treasury empty,

in

the new t rea 

surer trying to get the state warrants belonging to the asy
lum from retiring Treasurer J. W. Falls,

and Superintendent

Jones seriously considering closing the asylum and sending
the patients home rather than keeping them within the gates
and allowing them to starve to death, Weber bought

food and

supplies on his own personal credit and sent them on to the
asylum.

43

The overturning of the law of 1875 was nonetheless a
clear victory for Weber and Pipes in their effort to return
control of the asylum to the local area,

and an action clearly

in line with the efforts of Feliciana legislators thirty years

42

St. Francisville Dunn L e a d e r , May 1, 1875,
of Louisiana (1875), p. 109
ELSH Board Report (1876), pp.
Dunn Leader, May 22, 1875, p. 2.

18-19;

p.

1; Acts

St. Francisville
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earlier to have an asylum built at Jackson in the first
place.

With the institution having been a pet project of

local politicians from its very inception, with governor
after governor appointing exclusively local residents to the
governing board, with local residents extending thousands of
dollars of credit to the asylum because the state would not
or could not adequately fund the institution,

with local

ministers preaching for the patients and local doctors often
treating them and the greater part of the small staff u n 
doubtedly made up of persons from the surrounding area,

it is

not surprising that the people of the Felicianas should have
come to look upon the Jackson asylum as an integral part of
their community rather than as a state institution with con
stitutional ties to the government in Baton Rouge.

The fact

that there was no central state agency overseeing the opera
tions of the asylum had allowed asylum boards to act as if
the institution was in fact,
Feliciana fiefdom.

as well as in local opinion,

While the asylum was still subject to an

annual visitation by a committee of the legislature,
ports of such committees,
of the inmates,
a whole.

a

the re

although sympathetic to the plight

carried little weight with the legislature as

The Sub-Committee on Public and Charitable Institu

tions for 1876,

for example, having been shocked at the condi

tions at the asylum,

catalogued the horrors much as Dorothea

Dix might have done and presented them to the legislature in
February 1876.

The legislature responded with $10,000 in

cash, which was enough to buy food and clothing;

but by
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De cember 1877 the institution ha d been allowed to sink into
worse shape than it h ad been in nearly two years earlier.

44

Th e reaction of Weber and Pipes to the act of 1874 had
bearing upon future as well as past trends in the re lat io n
ship of the Feliciana community to the administration of the
asylum.

While the institution remained basically un de r local

control,

the people of the Fel icianas gave it their good will

and support,
times.

especially in the form of credit during hard

A shift in the administrative power center,

however,

such as temporarily occurred in 1874-1875 and w ou ld occur
permane ntl y some thirty years later,
local control was withdrawn,

changed that.

When

the local people found their

affinity for the economic benefits to be derived from con
tracts and salaries eroding under their intense and often
bitter resentment of an upper level administrative staff
closely linked to the political epicenter of the Baton Rouge
statehouse.

This resentment frequently interfered with ef

forts at reforming and moderniz ing the institution,

so it is

important to note the historical origins of the hospitalcommunity conflicts that frequently hit the front pages of
newspapers all over the state from the 1 9 3 0 's on.

Those

origins lie in the struggle of the Feliciana community to
maintain control of the Jackson asylum,

the first round of

which was fought— and w o n — as descri be d above.

44

Report of the Sub -Committee on Public and Charitable
Institutions, 1 8 7 6 , pp. 1-9; E L S H Bo ar d Report (1877),
pp. 4-5, 19-23: New Orleans Dail y P i c a y u n e , Ja.nua.ry 14, 1877,
p. 2.
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Caught in the middle of the political maneuvers,
and superintendent changes and money problems were,
course,

the patients.

board

of

There were actually fewer mentally

ill persons admitted to the asylum during Reconstruction
than there had been in the last years before the war.
the three-year period 1858-1860,
missions per year was 31.

In

the average number of ad

The low point came in 1872,

1873

and 1874, when only 27, 23 and 24 patients were admitted respectively.
decline

45

The lower admission rate did not reflect a

in mental illness in Louisiana, but rather a decline

in bed space available at the asylum, brought about by the
dilapidated state of the buildi ng s and a low discharge rate.
In early 1876 Superintendent Jones wrote that the failure to
institute necessary repairs ha d rendered a portion of the
main buildings unfit for occupation, which resulted in furthere crowding of patients into already overcrowded qu a r t e r s —
as many as five patients had to be placed in 7 x 10 foot
46
rooms that had been designed for only one patient."1

The

crowding of the wards "with a denser population than successful treatment

. . . would otherwise sanction"

reason for the low discharge rate.

47

was one

Another was the type of

4 cs
ELSH Board Report (1859), pp. 9-10; (1860), pp. 7, 14;
(1861). pp. 9, 14; (1871), p. 11; (1872), p. 5; (1873), p. 4;
(1874), p. 24; (1875), p. 7; (1876), p. 7; (1877), p. 9; New
Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e , January 14, 1877, p. 2.
46ELSH Board Report
4 7 I b i d . (1876),

p.

(1872),

p. 9;

(1876),

p.

12.
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patient most often received at the asylum.

In 1866 Dr.

Preston Pond had written that "a very large proportion
patients]

are cases of long standing,

permanent home of the apileptic,
idiotic."

48

[of

and the Asylum is the

the feeble-minded and the

In December 1870 Superintendent Burgess de

scribed the problem at greater length:
All the patients confined in the Asylum at the present
time, with a very few exceptions, are chronic and incur
able cases of insanity of long standing; and from this
cause, the number of recoveries are proportionally small
. ...
It appears in fact that, from the difficulties
of transportation, no recent or acute cases of insanity
are ever brought for admission at all.
It is only when
all hope of recovery is abandoned, that admission to the
asylum is thought of as the last resort.
Prejudice, no
doubt, has something to do with this too, and it is a
state of affairs seriously to be regretted; for, as a
rule, the prospect of recovery from insanity diminishes
with the duration of the disease, statistics showing that
the great majority of recoveries take place during the
first year,
and that after the second year the chance of
recovery is
but slight.^9
(Burgess explained "the difficulties in transportation" els e
where in his report; he complained that no railroads had yet
reached Jackson

and that the road leading to St. Francisville

and the Mississippi
impassable,
bad weather,

River crossed creeks which were at times

and the road itself was difficult to travel in
causing delays and great expense in hauling

needed supplies to the asylum.

Apparently the Felicianas

were not exempt from the terrible road conditions of
50
Reconstruction L ou i s i a n a . )

4ft
ELSH Board Report

Four years later Superintendent

(1866),

p.

10.

49

Ibid. (1871), p. 5

50t, . ,
Ibid.
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J. W. Jones echoed the statements of his predecessors con
cerning the large numbers of chronic and incurable cases at
Jackson,

and suggested removing the idiots and "harmless in

curables" to an almshouse or charity hospital with the cost
of such care paid for by the patient's home parish.
"would relieve the institution of a great burden,

This

and p r o

vide care and treatment for more recent and acute cases, who
could probably be restored.”

51

The figures themselves provide ample evidence for B u r 
gess'

and Jones'

overcrowding,

statements about the relationship between

the chronically insane and low discharge rates.

One of the more revealing tables contained in the annual re 
ports is one listing the duration of the insanity of those
admitted during the year,

and these figures clearly show that

of those patients whose length of illness could be determined,
the majority were suffering from chronic diseases of more
than two years'

standing.

In 1871

such figures are available),

(the first year in which

out of 31 admissions,

only one

patient's illness was less than one year's duration,

three

patients had been mentally ill for less than two years,

and

ten persons had been insane for periods varying from two to
ten years.

One unfortunate was admitted whose disease was

over ten years old, while the duration of the diseases of
sixteen patients could not be determined.

The "duration of •

insanity" tables for the remainder of the Reconstruction era

51

_
EL5H Board Keport

(1876), p.

11.
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show proportionally similar admissions of the chronically
ill.

In 1877,

of 54 total admissions,

21 patients were

admitted with illnesses less than a year old, while 27
were received with diseases of over twelve months'
Of this latter group,

duration.

eleven had been mentally ill from b e 

tween one to four years,

eight had been sufferers from four

to five years,

three from five to ten years,

two from ten to

fifteen years,

two from fifteen to twenty years,

and one in

dividual was admitted who had been men tally ill for over a
quarter of a century.

How successful D r s . Burgess and Jones

were in treating such chronically ill patients is reflected
in the discharge rates.
War,

In the last years before the Civil

under Barkdull's administration, the discharged recovered

rate had reached 15%;

in comparison,

from 1870 through 1877

the discharged recovered rate never exceeded 6.8% of those
treated during any

one year,

and from 1872 through 1874

discharge rate was

less than 5%.

The highest number of

charges for any one year from 1870 through 1877 was 14,
1877;

the lowest,

6,

caught in a vicious

in 1876.
cycle

52

the
dis
in

The asylum was in effect

as the rising pressure of a pa cked

house full of the chronically insane decreased the ef fec tiv e
ness of therapeutic care,

or even custodial care,

in turn

lowering the discharge rate and swelling the already crowded

ELSH Boa rd Report (1859), p. 9; (1860), p. 7; (1871),
p. 11; (1872), pp. 5, 14; (1873), pp. 4, 24; (1874), pp. 24,
26; (1875), pp. 7, 9; (1876), pp. 7, 10; (1877), pp. 9, 14;
New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e , January 14, 1877, p. 2.
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wards further.
in the asylum;

At the end of 1875 there were 162 patients
one year later,

the number had climbed to 179;

in December of 1877 there were 194 patients at Jackson.
Dr. Burgess summed up the situation best:

53

he called the asy

lum "a prison for the confinement of insane persons, with no
higher object in view than relieving the community."

54

With Jackson unable to accept more than 30 to 40 patiens a year, prospective patients who could not be recieved
at the asylum were housed in workhouses and jails.

In 1866

the New Orleans Times reported that the Jackson asylum was
crowded to its utmost capacity and as a consequence the New
Orleans City Insane Asylum was itself overcrowded.
our country parishes," the paper continued,
refuge exists,

"But in

"no such place of

and those afflicted with insanity are neces

sarily confined in the county jails, which are wholly unfit
for such a purpose."

53

In December 1871 Superintendent

Burgess reported that exclusive of the patients at Jackson,
there were over 240 indigent insane in Louisiana,
were confined in the New Orleans City Asylum,

130 of whom

"and the re

minder scattered about in the jails and workhouses throughout
the state."

ELSH Board Report (1876), p. 7; (1877), p. 9; New O r 
leans Daily P i c a y u n e , January 14, 1877, p. 2.
54
55
58

ELSH Board Report

(1871),

p. 6.

New Orleans T i m e s , October 30,
ELSH Board Report

(1871),

p.

1866, p. 2.

12.
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Amid the numbers of insane backed up into the state's
jails and the minimal discharge rate at the Jackson asylum,
there was one encouraging figure:

a low death rate.

The

rate (as far as can be determined from available sources)
for 1865 through 1877 climbed into double figures only once;
15% of patients treated in 1875 died,

or a total of 31 deaths

for that year, nine of these the result of a dysentery epi
demic.

For most years of this period,

however,

rate hovered around 7% of those treated,
credit to Burgess'

and Jones'

face of overcrowding,

the death

a figure that does

full-time medical care in the

short rations and widespread general

debility of the patients.

The causes of death cast light

both upon the type of patients at the asylum and the living
conditions they faced.

The most consistent killers,

or

those causes of death listed most frequently in the years
for which detailed data exist

(1865-1866,

1871-1875,

1877),

were tuberculosis, which claimed 24 lives in the listed
years;

epilepsy,

paralysis,

from which 23 persons died;

which killed seven people.

and general

Persons dying from

epilepsy generally did so because of what was termed "epi
leptic exhaustion," brought on by repeated and severe
seizures over which doctors of the period had little con
trol.
doubt

The numbers of deaths caused by tuberculosis are no
indications of the length of time its sufferers had

spent in damp jail cells,
disease,
sis,

exposed to others having the same

before they could be sent to Jackson.

or paresis,

as explained earlier,

General pa ra l y

is an advanced state
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of syphilitic insanity.

That these three diseases should

have been the most consistent killers is corroborating evi
dence for Dr. Burgess'

claim that only chronic and incurable

cases of mental illness were received at the asylum,

as well

as Dr. Pond's assertion of 1865 that the asylum was the permenent home of the epileptic,

feeble-minded and idiotic.

Other fairly consistent killers were dysentery,

which began

to kill patients toward the end of this period,

indicating

the effect of the growing number of weakened inmates living
together in cramped quarters;

and marasmus,

progressive wasting and emaciation.

which is simply

The presence of marasmus

is not surprising considering the inadequate diet of patients,
who probably had received an equally short supply of sustenance while awaiting transport from jail to Jackson.

57

There were several changes in the types of patients re
ceiving care in the post-war years.
scarce,

Pay patients were

reflecting both the economic hardships of the times

as well as the poor conditions at the asylum.

In 1865 there

were only three pay patients out of 172 at the end of the
year;

in 1872.

however,

there were also only three; by December 1877,

the number had grown to ten pay patients,

^7

who had

ELSH Board Report (1866), p. 10; (1867), p. 10; (1871),
p. 11; (1872), p. 5; (1873), p. 4; (1874), p. 24; (1875),
pp. 7, 11; (1877), pp. 9, 14; New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e ,
January 14, 1877, p. 2; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration
in L o u i s i a n a , pp. 111-112; Dorland's Illustrated Medical D i c 
tionary (24th e d . ; Philadelphia, 1965), p. 874.
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brought in a badly needed $1,312 to the asylum treasury.
Even though pay patients were a potential source of income,
the practice of receiving them at the asylum pr ov e d to be
something of a problem.

In its report for 1867 the board

had written that wh ile the "pauper" department had been "full
to overflowing," ten of twelve rooms for prospective pay patiens had been kept in reserve.

The board was roundly criti

cized for turning away the indigent insane while keeping
certain rooms empty;

however,

in his message to the legisla

ture in 1867 Governor Wells supported the board's policy of
holding back quarters designed for pay patients even though
this meant refusing admission to the indigent insane.

In

1868 the board once again reported overcrowding in the state
patient wards and vacancies in pay patient quarters.
the hoped-for revenue proved to be in short supply;

But
in 1868

the board asked the superintendent to write to all parties
responsible for the support of the pay patients that unless
money owed the asylum--some $4, 0 00 — was paid and advances
made toward the cost of continued care,
returned home.

Of the sum in arrears,

much as $1,500 would be forthcoming.

the patients would be
the board doubted as

Criticism of setting

aside special accommodations for pay patients continued for
many years until in 1908 the legislature ended the practice.
Henceforth no charge for the care and maintenance of patients
at Jackson would be required;

those families who could afford

to pay something toward the cost of their relative's upkeep
were,

and still are,

asked to do so, but after 1908 there
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were no longer special quarters or special care reserved for

+. . 5 8

paying patients.

While the number of pay patients remained fairly low,
the number of blacks at the asylum increased dramatically.
That a trend was developing was apparent almost immediately
after the war's end;
the asylum,

in 1865 13 of 84 patients received at

or 15.4% of admissions, were black;

in 1866 five

of the 24 patients admitted in the year were black insane,
or 20.8% of admissions.

In January 1867 the board of ad min 

istrators war n ed the legislature that greater numbers of the
indigent insane in the immediate future were going to be
emancipated slaves,

and suggested that the state make a pp li 

cation to the Freedman's Bureau for funds to defray the cost
of caring for blacks at Jackson.

Whether any state official

acted upon the board's suggestion is not certain;

but from

the available treasurer's reports during Reconstruction,

it

is clear that no funds from the Bureau were received by the
board of administrators— perhaps because no one had asked for
them.

59

The numbers of blacks cared for at the asylum

^ ELSH Bo ard Report (1866), p. 11; (1867), p. 5; (1872),
p. 11 (1877), pp. 15, 26; Wisner, Public Welfare A d m in is tr a
tion in L o u i s i a n a , pp. 101-102, 108, 114.
5Q

ELSH Bo ard Report (1866), p. 10; (1867), pp. 6, 11;
also see Treasurer's Reports in the Board R e p o r t s , 1865-1877.
A request to the Freedman's Bureau would not have been u n 
usual.
The Bo ard of Trustees of the Alabama Insane Hospital,
a state institution outside of Tuscaloosa, asked for help
from the Bureau in 1868 and received $1,900 for the care of
blacks at the hospital.
James Sidney Tarwater, The Alabama
State Hospitals and the Partlow State School and Hospital, A
Brief History (Princeton, 1964), p. 12.
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continued to increase.

In 1870 28% of admissions were black;

in 1872 12 of 27 admissions were black and at the end of the
year,

37 out of a total of 168 patients in the asylum were

black,

or 18% of the patients;

at the end of 1877 there were

59 black patients at Jackson out of a total of 194— or 30%
of all inmates at the asylum.

The influx of growing numbers

of blacks changed the asylum from what had been essentially
an all-white institution into a bi-racial one,

and the prob

lems of caring for two races in one facility would bring
about the construction of separate quarters in the 1 8 8 0 's.
During Reconstruction,

however,

there is no indication that

blacks were segregated from whites.

More likely than not

the decayed state of the buildings left administrators no
choice but to crowd all patients together in whatever space
., . -i 60
was available.
Why there was a marked increase of blacks at state asy
lums in the South after the Civil War is not a subject that
has attracted much attention.

William Postell has written

that the increase in the number of black inmates in Southern
mental institutions did not so much reflect a rise in mental
illness among blacks but rather that as freedmen the former
slaves were no longer under the aegis of their masters.

Ref

erence has been made in Chapter II to Postell's belief that
slaves suffered from mental and nervous disorders to a

60ELSH Board Report (1871), p. 11; (1872), p. 15; (1873),
p. 26; (1874), pp. 24, 27; (1875), p. 7; (1876), p. 12;
(1877), p. 15; New Orleans Daily Picayune, January 14, 1877,
p. 2.
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greater extent than the contemporary medical profession rea
lized,

it being possible in many cases to employ mentally

ill slaves at simple tasks,
in rare cases,

thus obviating the need,

to call in physicians or to confine the suf

ferers in public or private institutions.
tion,

however,

except

After Emancip a

insane blacks were no longer private but pub

lic burdens and as such began to be committed to asylums in
numbers more nearly reflecting the actual proportion of the
0 1
mentally ill among them.
There can be little doubt,

however,

that the economic

and social conditions faced by the freedmen after the close
of the Civil War had an adverse effect upon their mental
health.

Kenneth Stampp has written that the South's four

million or so slaves
had emerged from bondage in complete destitution, with
out land, without shelter, without a legal claim even to
the clothes on their backs.
Neither Lincoln's E man ci pa
tion Proclamation nor the Thirteenth Amendment had re
quired masters to make any settlement with their former
slaves for past services, or provided for economic aid
from the public treasury.
In the words of Frederick
Douglass, the freedmen "were sent away empty handed,
without money, without friends, and without a foot of
land to stand upon.
Old and young, sick and well, they
were turned loose to the open sky, naked to their
enemies.

61

William Dosite Postell, The Health of Slaves on South
ern Plantations (Baton Rouge, 1951), pp. 86-87; i d e m , "Mental
Health Among the Slave Population on Southern Plantations,"
The American Journal of P s y c h i a t r y , CX(1953), 52-54.
62

Kenneth M. Stampp, The Era of Reconstruction,
1877 (New York, 1967), pp. 122-123.
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With some bl ack laborers in Iberville Parish actually starv
ing to death it is not surprising that the minds of other
freedmen should crack under the combined assault of ma lnu
trition,

social unrest,

intimidation and oppression.

As the

largest influx of blacks into Jackson would come in the
1880's and 1890's,

further discussion of this subject will

be reserved for Chapter IV.
Another change in patient make-up from the ante-bellum
years was that both the number and proportion of foreign in
sane admitted to Jackson were shrinking.
65% of the patients,
by December 1872,
163,

In December 1859,

102 out of 157 persons,

were foreigners

there were 68 foreigners out of a total of

or 41.7% of the patient population.

When combined with

the number of native Americans who were not native to the
state,

however,

the percentage of non-Louisianians at the

asylum climbed to 69.9%;
from Louisiana,

only 20.2% of the patients were

a figure closely resembling the 21.6% of per

sons in the institution in December 1859 who were native to
the state.
dropped,

While the number of foreign insane had thus

the number of native Louisianians at the asylum had

remained fairly constant.

A new trend,

however,

develop in the last years of R e c o n s t r u c t i o n .

In 1875 only

5% of admissions— 2 out of 39— were foreigners,
were natives of the state;
out of 54, were foreigners,

began to

while 53.8%

in 1877 11% of admissions,

or 6

while 55.5% were Louisianians.

The combined total of foreigners and native Americans not
from Louisiana totaled 18,

only 33% of admissions
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year.

The tables showing the origins of all the patients in

the asylum at the end of 1875 and 1877 were unfortunately
not included in the annual reports for those years,

thus

making it impossible to determine the early effect on the
asylum population of the trend toward admission of greater
numbers of Louisianians.
however,

As will be shown in later chapters,

the trend did continue,

1880's the asylum at Jackson,

and sometime in the late

for the first time in its his-

tory, wo ul d house more Louisianians than strangers.

63

The reason for the drop in foreign insane at the asylum
was probably two-fold.

The first great wave of immigration

into the United States in the nineteenth century had ended
with the Civil War,
until 1882;

and the second would not reach its crest

there were thus fewer immigrants pressing in upon

the country during Reconstruction than previously.

There was

also a tremendous drop in the number of immigrants who set
tled in the South;
United States,
Georgia,
states,

in 1868,

78 went

of 213,000 immigrants to the

to Arkansas,

564 to Louisiana,

713 to Virginia,

127 to

and like numbers to other Southern

while 65,000 went to New York,

34,000 to Illinois,

16,000 to Wisconsin,

and similar numbers to other states in

the No rth and West.

The South simply could not attract immi

grants for a combination of reasons including the well known
tendency of migrating peoples to follow latitude when they

22;

6 3ELSH Board Report (1859), pp. 7, 14;
(1876), pp. 7-8; (1877), pp. 10-11.

(1873), pp.
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moved,

the reputation of the South as an unhealthy region

with a hot climate,

the

availability of land in the West,

and the dislike of Europeans for blacks.

The overall p o v 

erty of the region must also have played a part in the deci
sions of most immigrants to settle elsewhere.

In 1880 there

were fewer people of foreign birth in the South than there
had been in 1860.®^
A second reason for the lower numbers of foreign p a 
tients at Jackson was the condition of the asylum itself.
Progressively more overcrowded as the post-war era advanced,
except for 1865 when 73 patients were accepted from New Or
leans,

the asylum simply did not have room for the large

numbers of insane who crowded the New Orleans City Asylum
and Orleans Parish prison.

Since New Orleans was the main

source of the foreigners sent to Jackson,

the inability to

accept many patients from the deep South's major port o b 
viously cut down on the numbers of foreigners received at the
,
65
asylum.
Of considerable importance is the fact that as the num
bers of foreigners at Jackson declined,

the number of blacks

64

Maldwyn Allen Jones, American Immigation (Chicago,
1960), pp. 178-179; E. Merton Coulter, The South During Re
construction, 1865-1877 (Baton Rouge, 1947), pp. 104-105.
65

New Orleans T i m e s , May 7, 1866, p. 6, and October 30,
1866, p. 2; "Report of the Senate Sub-Committee on Charitable
Institutions to the Senate of the State of Louisiana" (New
Orleans, 1878), p. 12, in Documents of the State of Louisi
ana, 1877.
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increased.

The prejudice against foreign pauper insane

which had expressed itself in low appropriations w ou ld be
transferred to blacks,

not only in the South but all over

the nation, with serious consequences on future levels of
funding devoted to public asylums.
judice,

blacks,

Further material on pre 

foreigners and funding will be presented in

a later chapter.
While there were changes in the numbers and types of
certain patients received during Reconstruction,

there were

also some ante-bellum trends which carried over into the new
era.

The criminally insane continued to be committed to the

asylum, much to the dismay of the institution's superinten
dents.

Although the actual numbers of the criminally insane

at Jackson went unrecorded in the Reconstruction board re
ports,

the comments of Superintendent Burgess are evidence

enough of the presence of these people and the problems their
presence caused.

In January 1872 Dr.

Burgess complained of

having to place dangerous homicidal maniacs in the same wards
as other patients,

and suggested the erection of a suitable

building on the asylum grounds "where they can be securely
kept and completely isolated until all danger from their bad
impulses is completely removed."

Burgess also wrote that a

few of the criminally insane had been feigning illness,

such

persons either "recovering" with wonderful speed or escaping
at the first opportunity.

66ELSH Board Report

66

Two years later Burgess

(1872),

p. 6.
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recommended removing the dangerous criminally insane from
Jackson altogether and placing them in "suitable apartments"
in the state penitentiary,
where they could receive all the care and attention
their condition required, and where it wo uld be impos
sible for them to indulge their homicidal tendencies and
impulses, and thus be the means of exempting the wards
of an insane asylum from the immoral and pestilential
influence, which is perpetually disseminated by placing
these depraved criminals in contact with other and
better disposed patients.®^
The criminally insane were to remain at Jackson,

however,

and separate facilities for them would not be funded until
the eve of World War I.
The occupations, mental diseases,

ages of persons ad

mitted and parishes of origin showed little change from
ante-bellum patterns.

Most incoming patients continued to

be described as common laborers;
resented were farmers,

the next most heavily r ep 

followed by housekeepers.

Few

professional people were admitted during this era.

The m a 

jority of newly admitted patients were between the ages of 20
and 40,

another trend which carried over from the pre-war

years.

The most commonly listed forms of mental

chronic and acute mania,

dementia,

illness were

and epileptic mania.

though space at Jackson was always at a premium,

Al

whenever

beds did become available Orleans Parish patients filled more
of them than patients from anywhere else except for the years
1873 through 1876, when East Baton Rouge Parish sent a total

^ E L S H Board Report

(1874),

p. 11.
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of twelve people to the asylum as opposed to New Orleans'
six.

Other ma jor suppliers of patients continued to be the

parishes of Jefferson, East and West Feliciana,
St. Landry,

Lafourche and Caddo.

St. Mary,

68

The treatment received by the patients was largely cus
todial.

The level of Victorian medical knowledge prevented

Drs. Pond,
leptics,

Burgess and Jones from effectively treating epi 

and there is presently still no "cure" for mental

retardates and old paretics, while therapeutic treatment of
the chronically insane still requires long-term care.

Be

tween 1865 and 1867 the board of administrators felt that
anything but custodial care w ou ld be was ted on the small
numbers of mostly chronically ill patients at the asylum—
a feeling shared by Dr. Preston P o nd — and partly for this
reason,

as well as in an effort to cut down expenses,

a

non-medical superintendent and a part-time physician were
employed.

There is no indication that Superintendents King,

Burgess and Jones returned to the earlier practice of the
1 8 5 0 's in the heavy use of mechanical restraints.

Hand

cuffs were used mostly on those patients who if not so
restrained would have torn off their clothing, while those
patients who grew violent were confined to cells for short
periods of time.

Conditions in the cells of the detached

68ELSH Board Report (1867), p. 11; (1872), pp. 12-14;
(1873), pp. 23-25; (1874), pp. 25-27; (1875), pp. 8-9;
(1876), pp. 7-10; (1877), pp. 10-13.
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buildings were poor and grew progressively worse as the
period advanced,

but as no other facilities existed for h o u s 

ing violent patients apart from the rest of the inmates,
the a s y l u m ’s top officers had no choice but to use the bu ild 
ings.

Actual punishment for untoward acts consisted of co n

finement to a seclusion room for a few hours; Burgess s o me 
times w o u ld place patients in a "lock-seated" chair for a
period of time.

Since most patients were quiet,

well behaved, however,

such instances w ere rare.

orderly and
69

Both Burgess and Jones thought that amusements such as
musical

instruments,

reading rooms, billiards,

nine-pins and

carriage rides were necessary "to divert and soothe the mind
of the insane," but "these resources of moral treatment"
could not be provided because of inadequate funds.

As a

consequence the only means of occupying the patients was by
labor on the farm,

in the garden,

or in some other outdoor

employment such as chopping wood or hauling water;

some of

the female patients assisted a hired seamstress in making and
mending clothes,

towels,

sheets,

while others helped wash clothes.

pillow cases,

aprons,

etc.,

There were many patients

who could not be given work to keep them busy,

either because

of infirmity, mental incapacity for even simple tasks,
other effects of their particular diseases,

or

and for these

unfortunates there was nothing but "the gloomy contemplation

(1873),

ELSH Board Report (1866), pp. 2, 7; (1867), pp. 4,
pp. 13-15; (1876), p. 4; (1877), pp. 21-22.
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of their position and surroundings.
blunt fashion,

..."

In his usual

Burgess summed up the lack of patient amuse

ments by writing that the only accommodations provided for
at the asylum were for "eating,

sleeping and confinement."

70

As for the kind of medical care provided for "treatable"
mental diseases,

since both Jones and Burgess made mention

in their reports of the regulations and meetings of the Ass o
ciation of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions
for the Insane,

they were no doubt familiar with contempo

rary treatment practices.

Jones wrote in 1877 that the m ed i

cal treatment he had adopted was similar to that practiced
in the asylums of Europe and America.
ter II, this could have meant
diet,

and barbiturates,

As discussed in C h ap 

a reliance upon purges,

forced

but the sources are silent on the

particulars of medical treatment at Jackson in these years
and no definite statement can be made here.
however,

It is doubtful,

that either Burgess or Jones relied on forced diet

ing to break the will of violent or recalcitrant patients
since both doctors believed in the therapeutic benefits of a
good nutritious diet.

It was Burgess who re-instituted the

practice of large-scale food production on the asylum farm
and vegetable garden in 1869; prior to that year Superinten
dent King had not bothered with husbandry except for the cul
tivation of a few acres of sweet potatoes.

pp.

70ELSH Board Report
16, 23.

(1874), pp.

9-10,

After Burgess

13-15;
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left the asylum Jones continued to grow as much food as p o s 
sible on asylum land in order to supplement cash or credit
purchases from outside suppliers.
that "a bountiful,

judicious,

71

Dr.

Jones wrote in 1877

and regular diet not only ren

ders the patient more contented and tractable,

but conduces

to cure by strengthening and invigorating the system."

72

The absence of a proper therapeutic atmosphere and a
forced reliance on custodial care at Jackson was only partly
an outgrowth of a dearth of recreational facilities;

the

lack of an adequate staff was another contributory factor.
In 1873 Burgess complained of the difficulty in hiring com
petent attendants, but with salaries left unpaid for long
periods of time it is surprising that the asylum had any em 
ployees at all.
ployees,
cooks,

In December 1877 there were only 21 em

including a gate-keeper,

four field hands,

yardman,

steward,

gardener,

seamstress,

three

housekeeper,

laundry woman,

baker and eight attendants.

in the asylum,

the resulting attendant-patient ratio was one

to 24;

With 194 patients

this was over double the one to ten ratio recommended

at that time by the Association of Medical Superintendents of
American Hospitals for the Insane.

Dr.

Jones wrote that he

could only assign a single attendant to each ward, which g e n
erally held about 23 patients,

and one to each "cell"

71ELSH Board Report (1873), pp. 13,
(1875), p. 19; (1877), pp. 18, 22-23.
72 Ibid.

(1877),

p.

15-16,

19-21;

16.
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meant

one

of the detached buildings)

for from 9 to 11 patients.

each of which had room

Jones considered the number of

attendants clearly inadequate for proper care, while the
danger presented to lone attendants on the wards should a
patient or patients "yield to sudden transports of passion"
was another source of concern.
tendant supervisors,

Jones thought that two at

one of each sex, were needed to im

part increased efficiency to the asylum's operations.
sorely mi ss e d was a night-watch,

Most

who like the supervisors

co uld not be hired because of lack of funds and in whose ab
sence the already over- ta xed attendants were in effect on
duty 24 hours a day.
able work load, Dr.

Despite the lack of pay and an unreaso n
Jones felt all the attendants were per-

forming their duties satisfactorily.

73

With only eight attendants and one superintendent to
minister to 194 patients crowded into deteriorating bu ild
ings,

and an appropriation too small to provide a suitable

supply of food and clothing,

the Jackson insane asylum in

December of 1877 could hardly have been called a therapeutic
institution.

The b o a rd of administrators were correct

when they described the facility as "a mere poorhouse,

where

194 unfortunate insane are kept from nudity and starvation."
Pas si ng reference has been made to the deterioration

73
(1877),

ELS H Board Report (1873),
pp. 3, 14, 21-22.

74Ibid.

(1877),

pp.

pp.

11,

13;

(1876),

3-4.
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of the asylum's physical plant during Reconstruction,
is now necessary to describe conditions in detail.

and it

There

had been extensive repairs made in 1866 to the plumbing,
air furnaces,

pipes,

flues,

hot

conduits and sewers, but aside

from the replacement of several lead-lined cypress water
cisterns located in the garrets of the main buildings with
iron tanks in 1870, nothing much was done for the remainder
of the Reconstruction era.

75

Fr om 1870 until the early

1880's, when additional appropriations finally allowed re
pairs and construction of new buildings,
furnishings literally rotted away.
Center Building and East Wing,

the asylum and its

The Chilson furnaces in

or Female Department,

which

had been repaired in 1866 and were designed to w ar m the
buildings by conveying hot air through flues in the walls to
the lower floors,

had become entirely useless by 1871 and

could not be replaced for lack of money.
at least a minimum of heat,

In order to supply

one small stove was placed on

the ground floor of the Female Department and the upper two
floors were "heated'' by one fireplace on each story.

This

clearly unsatisfactory arrangement was also followed in the
Male Department,

which had never been furnished with furnace

or flues and where use of a stove and a few fireplaces had
been the practice since 1848.
the attendants'

7R

As for Center Building,

only

rooms had fireplaces and how, or whether,

ELSH Board Report

(1867),

p. 8;

(1871),

pp.
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heat was supplied to pay patients'
unknown.

quarters after 1871 is

The furnaces supplying hot air to the cells of the

detached buildings worked well through 1873, but by 1874
they were malfunctioning, and a year later defects in the ap
paratus caused the introduction of so much smoke into the
cells that Jones had no choice but to shut the furnaces down
permanently in order to protect the eyes and lungs of the
patients.

This left only clothing and blankets to keep the

violent patients warm, but since they frequently tore their
clothes and blankets to pieces "in their mad fits," protect
ing the inmates of the detached buildings from winter's
chill was next to impossible.

76

This severe problem of k e e p 

ing all the patients warm was complicated by the frequent
shortage of winter-weight clothing and blankets,
shoes and socks.

as well as

In 1873 the asylum's delivery of winter

clothing was held up by Treasurer Irvine's machinations, and
besides having to wear summer-weight clothing,

none of the

patients had socks or stockings and one-third of them had no
shoes— despite Burgess'

efforts to keep barefooted inmates

within doors several patients developed frostbite.

In 1874

Dr. Jones did not have enough money to supply patients in the
detached buildings with either clothing or blankets during
the winter and several of the sufferers died in 1875 from the
effects of their exposure.

There was enough warm clothing to

76ELSH Board Report (1872), p.
p. 12; (1876), pp. 13-14.

7;

(1874),

p.
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go around in the winter of 1875/1876, but the asylum was
again unable to supply adequate clothing for the following
winter.

In late 1876 the chairman of the executive commit

tee reported to the full board that female patients lacked
winter dresses,

shoes and stockings,

without shoes and had only one shirt,
one coat;

the males also were
one pair of pants and

there was only one bedsheet for each patient,

the

bedticking on the mattresses had almost worn out as had the
bedsteads,

bedspreads and blankets.

The executive committee

felt that because of inadequate clothing and blankets and
lack of heat,

the patients in all the buildings were liable
77

to freeze to death during a cola spell.''
1876,

On December 29,

a reporter for the New Orleans Daily Picayune visited

the asylum and later described the following scene:
With the exception of two stoves, one in each wing,
there was no source of warmth in the whole building.
Around these stoves, which dispensed scarcely enough
heat to w a r m three or four persons, were huddled a lot
of men and w o m e n — the former hatless and shoeless, with
hardly sufficient clothes to cover their nakedness--the
latter enveloped in ragged garments, of the poorest
material, and entirely unsuited to the frigid tempera
ture of the air.^8
The reporter also wrote that at times the attendants had to
walk the patients about to keep them from freezing to death.
Fresh water as well as heat was at a premium,

79

but here

77ELSH Board Report (1874), p. 6; (1876), pp. 4, 12, 14;
Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a , p. 106.
78

New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e , January 14,

1877, p.

79I b i d .
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at least there was a rough remedy.

By 1874 the force pump

used to fill the three underground cisterns in the yard with
wate r from the asylum's two wells we re out of order and ir
reparable;

ne it he r could water be s to re d in the cisterns b e 

cause they leaked badly.

All the wa t er for the wash-house

(where women were ba thed and laundry was done) and kitchens
as well as for wat er in g stock and irrigating the garden had
to be drawn by han d-o pe rat ed windlass and carried in buckets
over considerable distances to its destination;

the wa s h 

house was over sixty yards away from the wells and the male
dining rooms over a hundred.

The iron tanks in the garrets

and the pipes leading from them leaked so badly that only a
limited supply of wa ter was suppli ed from this source even
when it rained,

and to supplement the loss water had to be

delivered by bucket to the main buildings as well.

The daily

bucket brigade was made up of male patients and one hired
80
man.
Culinary arrangements and laundry facilities remained
primitive,

the former consisting of a four-hole stove and two

large soup kettles in the female department kitchen and two
large iron kettles set in a furnace of brickwork in the male
department kitchen.
or stewing.

Food could only be prepared by boiling

Laundry facilities remained without steam power

and simply consisted of washtubs and washboards,

80ELSH Bo ard Report (1872), p.
(1875), p. 12; (1876), p. 16.

7;

(1874),

used by ten

pp.
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to twelve female patients and a laundress.

With clothing

having to be changed at least twice a week and bed clothing
at least once, Dr. Jones in 1877 complained that he could not
meet the simple hygienic requirements of his 194 patients
with the primitive methods he was forced to use.

81

The four outhouses built in each of the three exercise
yards out of old scrap lumber in 1868 in order to augment the
two water closets in Female De p ar tm en t— which could not be
used by 1875— deteriorated rapidly and by late 1877 were de
scribed as being "in such a state of decay as to be dangerous to those who happen to be in or near them."

82

The three

bathing rooms in the Female Department and the two in East
Wing were completely useless by 1877, made so by leaking
pipes and fixtures.
at the wash-house;

Female patients had always been bathed
presumably by this date the males were

n
83
also.
The old frame buildings pressed into use in the 1850's
to serve as kitchens,

storerooms,

bakery,

dining rooms,

etc.,

were in "a lamentable state of decay" by 1871; blocks and
poles were used to prop up the structure housing the male
dining room,

kitchen,

bakery,

storeroom and attendant

81ELSH Board Report (1873), pp. 12-13; (1874), p. 12;
(1876), p. 15; (1877), pp. 20-21; New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e ,
January 14, 1877, p. 2.
on

ELSH Board Report (1873),
(1876), p. 12; (1877), p. 19.
8 3Ibid.

(1874),

p.

14;

p. 9;

(1877), pp.

(1874),

pp.

19-20.
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dormitory to prevent its collapse.
house was still standing,

In 1875 the old school

despite rotten and broken sills,

loose and crumbling foundation pillars,

and uneven floors,

and Dr. Jones thought it a puzzle as to why "the rickety old
trap" had not yet fallen down.

In December 1877 the board

of administrators described the male and female department
kitchen-dining room combination buildings as not being suitable for "comfortable ho rs e- st ab l es ."

84

The detached buildings for the violent and incontinent
patients also became places of decay and rot.

By 1873 the

paved and cemented floor of the detached building for males
was worn away in some places and "broken into crevices"
others,

in

"affording such secure lodgement for filthy accumu-

lations as to defy cleanliness."

85

By 1877 the floors of the

bathing rooms in both detached buildings were rotten and in
danger of falling through at any time, while the pipes for
conveying water into the buildings and waste water out had
become as useless as the furnaces.
cells were described as "dark,

The unheated rooms or

gloomy holes," which would

have suffered in comparison to the dungeons of condemned
. . . .

86

criminals.

Center Building and its wings,

although still sturdy,

84ELSH Board Report (1872), p. 7; (1876), p. 15; (1877),
p. 4; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana,
p. 106.
Q C

ELSH Board Report (1874), p. 15.

86
ary 14,

Ibid. (1877),
1877, p. 2.

p. 4; New Orleans Daily Picayune,
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were rapidly deteriorating.

As early as 1867 the board

warned that repairs to the roofs were necessary;

by 1871 the

slate roofs of the corridors connecting East and West Wings
with Center Building were leaking badly,

causing the plaster

beneath them to crumble and the woodwork to decay.

The pipes

designed to carry off surplus water during heavy rainfall be 
came obstructed in 1875 and as a result the iron tanks in the
garrets frequently overflowed,

soaking the ceilings and walls

and causing plaster to fall and floors to rot.

The pipes

leading from the tanks themselves leaked badly,

causing fur

ther damage to the buildings'
as mentioned,

interiors.

The bathing rooms,

were unusable because of constant leakage and

those on the first floor of East Wing were always flooded.
The exposed woodwork of all the buildings was rotting b e 
cause of a lack of a protective coating of paint;

the cei l

ing of the Chapel on the fourth floor of Center Building had
been heavily damaged by leakage.

By late 1875 Superintendent

Jones had been forced to crowd his charges into more limited,
but comparatively safe quarters,

and to abandon parts of

Center Building and its wings to the decay which had made
them unfit for habitation.

87

There was darkness as well as decay.

The method of

lighting the buildings was by coal oil lamps and candles,
to guard against the possibility of fire,

p.

87ELSH Board Report (1867), p.
10; (1876), pp. 12-14.

and

only candles were

8; (1872),

p. 8; (1873),
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used on the wards and in the attendants'

rooms.

After dark,

no night lights were pe rmi tte d— except one solitary lamp in
the cross-hall of Cente r Building.

88

Lack of space at the Jackson asylum had forced N ew Or
leans authorities to "temporarily" hold mental patients in
the parish prison beginning in the early 1850's,
the Th ird Municipality Workhouse
Mental Diseases
tion,

in lSo-i.

89

as might be expected,

into the City Asylum for

The Civil W ar and Reco nst ruc 
served only to worsen the prob

lem of what to do with New Orleans'
sane.

and to turn

growing numbers of in

After the spring of 1862 and for the rest of the war

the very area of the state that sent more patients to Jackson
than any other was occupied territory and effectively cut off
from the use of the state asylum.
for,

after a fashion,

Many persons were cared

in the New Orleans City Asylum,

and

perhaps recognizing the fact that the City Asylum was being
saddled with a state responsibility,

the legislature in 1864

apprpriated $2,000 for the institution.

While no figures are

available on the numbers of insane who were incarcerated in
the parish prison and city jail or kept at the City Asylum,
there must have been at least several score of them because
New Orleans sent 73 people to Jackson almost immediately
after the war ended.

90

Qo

on

ELSH Board Report

(1874),

p.

14.

See Chapter II.

90

ELSH Board Report (1866), p. 11; Wisner, Public Wel
fare Administration in Louisiana, p. 100.
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Conditions at the New Orleans City Asylum had not im
proved during the war.

An Orleans Parish grand jury vi sit

ing the institution in January 1865
found it in a condition absolutely unfit to be the habi
tation of human b e in gs — cells very damp, and apartments
too small.
Little or no attention appears to be paid to
the comfort of these unfortunate persons, and all p r e 
sents a most heartrending appearance.9 !
Some improvements must have been made because a visiting
grand jury one year later found the premises "clean and
good,"

if considerably damp in bad weather.

were somewhat Spartan,

The facilities

as there was a scarcity of water

for

washing and bathing and despite the cold w eather the beds
were covered with only one sheet and a single blanket.

The

grand jury found 40 patients in the asylum at the time of
their visit in early April of 1866.
however,

By August of that year,

the number of insane at the institution had doubled,

a visiting reporter finding 82 patients there on August 1,
25

of them black,

to Jackson.
covered"

with several "incurables" about to be sent

Twenty-one patients had been released as "re

in July,

a number large enough to lead to the fair

assumption that the city authorities were in part using the
facility as a drying-out tank for drunks.

92

As the years

passed the numbers of patients at the City Asylum increased.
In June 1867 the superintendent reported 127 patients present

91

New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e , January 10,

New Orleans Daily C r e s c e n t , April 4,
New Orleans Times, August 4, 1866, p. 6.

1865,

1866, p.
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and mentioned that the appearance of "the gloomy old pile"
was to be somewhat improved as a contract had been let for
repairs and whitewashing.

Despite the scheduled improve

ments the superintendent concluded his remarks with the
statement that ".

. . as I have remarked in a previous re

port, to set apart such a building for such a purpose,
unworthy of a Christian community."
Asylum to New Orleans taxpayers,

93

is

The cost of the City

after 1870, was about

$20,000 a year, but not all patients at the facility were
from New Orleans:

many were sent from outlying parishes.

The City Asylum was,

for all practical purposes,

operating

as a state insane asylum solely supported by city funds,
w ou ld continue to do so until 1882.

94

and

Circumstances sur

rounding its closing and the transfer of its inmates to Ja ck 
son will be discussed in Chapter IV.
The City Asylum was not large enough to hold all the
mentally ill of New Orleans and outlying parishes,

and some

of those who could not be received at the facility were sent
to the Orleans Parish prison, where they were subjected to
the same discipline,

fed the same miserable fare,

issued the

same scanty clothing and lived in the same cold and damp

93

"Report of the Superintendent of the City Insane A s y 
lum, June, 1870," manuscript in New Orleans Department of
Water Works and Public Buildings Correspondence Book,
April 7, 1870-Qctober 12, 1 8 7 1 , pp. 176-177.
94

"Memorial from the Board of Administrators of the In
sane Asylum of Louisiana to the Legislature, 1882,” in Baton
Rouge Capitolian A d v o c a t e , June 20, 1882, p. 3.
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cells as those awaiting trial or convicted of crimes.

95

There was no room at Charity Hospital for the Insane
of New Orleans.

Old Charity suffered the same fate as the

asylum at Jackson:

with appropriations issued in state w a r 

rants the hospital's board went steadily deeper into debt
until by 1876 all credit was exhausted.

The administrators

could not borrow enough money to purchase a pound of salt and
it was only with funds sent from the Mother House of the Sis 
ters of Charity at Emmitsburg,

Maryland,

that enough food

and bedding was bought to keep the institution in operation.
The Sisters finally had to pledge the backing of their own
Order before the hospital was once again granted credit.

In

1879 the committee on improvements of Charity's board of ad
ministrators reported that the supply of drugs was totally
exhausted,

there was no winter covering for the beds,

change of sheeting,
collapse,

no

the stairs and landings in a state of

and the floors, walls and roofs unsafe.

In spite

of these conditions the hospital treated 5,248 persons in
1879, many of them incurables (epileptic,
were permanent residents.

Charity at the end of Reconstruc-

tion was still part hospital,

almshouse and poorhouse.

Considerable help for the indigent

95

blind or aged) who

96

insane of New

The New Orleans T i m e s , May 7, 1866,
T i me s- D e m o c r a t , December 21, 1882.

p. 6; New Orleans

96

Fossier, The Charity Hospital of L o u i s i a n a , pp. 37,
59; John Duffy, e d . , The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine
in Louisiana (Baton Rouge, 1962), II, 499.
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Orleans was provided by the Louisiana Retreat,

a private in

sane asylum founded by the Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent
De Paul in 1863.

The first building used as the Retreat was

an existing structure located on the corner of Magazine and
Nashville Avenue.

Although fees were set according to ac

commodations desired,

the Sisters accepted anything from

full payment to a pittance and also accepted many charity
cases,

supplementing the Retreat's income by appealing to

the pocketbooks of New Orleans citizens.

In 1865 the legis

lature sent the Retreat $500 in recognition of its care of
the indigent

insane;

in 1866 a visiting reporter found 40

patients in the Retreat, many of whom paid next to nothing
for their upkeep.

The building was enlarged in 1866 but

the

inmate population outgrew the expanded quarters and in 1877
a massive,

four-story high,

red brick structure was built at

a cost of $90,000— largely bor ro we d— on Clay Avenue between
Camp and Coliseum Streets.

The new Louisiana Retreat

tained "all the necessary conveniences,"
heat.

con

including steam

Twelve Sisters of Charity were given exclusive charge

of the institution,

and a Dr. P. C. Boyer was hired as at

tending physician.

The new building opened on November

1877;

in June,

1878, there were 82 patients,

purely charity cases.

1,

32 of w ho m were

In the 1 8 8 0 ’s New Orleans officials

would begin boarding out indigent

insane to the Retreat
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considerable cost to the city.

97

Because of the lack of adequate accommodations at J ac k
son and in New Orleans, many insane persons received no care
whatsoever and were allowed,

as in colonial days,

to wander

, 98
freely.

97

New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e , October 28, 1866, p. 2;
The New Orleans D e m o c r a t , June 30, 1878, p. 8; New Orleans
Ti m e s - D e m o c r a t , October 1, 1891, p. 3; Wisner, Public We l
fare Administration in L o u i s i a n a , p. 100.
9ft
New Orleans Times,

May 7, 1866,

p. 6.
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CHAPTER IV
CUSTODIAL CARE AFFIRMED:

STATE MENTAL HOSPITALS,

1877-1910

The number of insane in mental institutions continued
to increase nationally after 1877,

as indicated below:

Table 4-1
Insane in United States Mental Institutions,
1880-19101

Year

Number

Per
100,000
Population

1880

40,942

81.6

1890

74,028

118.2

1904

150,151

183.6

1910

187,791

204.2

The reasons for this marked increase are reAdily apparent.
The population itself had climbed precipitously,
50,155,000

from

in 1880 to 91,972,000 in 1910,^ and it would have

been surprising if the number of mentally ill had not also
grown.

The increased percentage of mental illness per

^U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Insane and Feeble-Minded in Institutions, 1910 (Washington,
D . C . , 1914), p. 12.

2
tory,

Richard B. Morris, e d . , Encyclo pe dia of American H i s 
Bicentennial Edition (New York, 1976), p. 649.
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100.000 people was closely tied to the growing urban popu
lation.

Between 1880 and 1910 the number of people living

in towns of mo re than 2,500 increased 190%,
to 43 million.

from 15 million

The number of cities of over 100,000 in po pu 

lation grew from 20 in 1880 to 50 in 1910,

and over one-

fifth of all Americans were living in larger cities by the
O
latter year.
The increased tempo and pressures of city life,
along with the notoriously unhealthy living conditions of
major late nineteenth century American cities,

added up to a

challenge to the mental health of city dwellers.

4

Co mm en t

ing upon 1910 census statistics which showed mental illness
to be more prevalent

in urban than in rural communities,

Joseph A. Hill of the U.S.

Census Bureau wrote that "some

increase of insanity would seem to be an almost inevitable
result of the increasing urbanization of the population of
5
the Un i t e d States."

While Louisiana made slow economic

progress during this period,
ci ti es— Monroe,

Alexandria,

the growth of certain towns into
Baton Rouge,

Shreveport

and Lake

Ch a rl es — the rapid growth of New Orleans in population
216.000 in 1880 to 387,000 in 1920)

(from

and as a trade

3
Bureau of the Census,
stitutions, 1 9 1 0 , p. 14.

Insane and Feeble-Minded in In

4

I b i d .; H. Wayne Morgan, e d . , Industrial America:
The
Environment and Social P r o b l e m s , 1865-1920 (Chicago, 1974),
pp. 69-80, 86-93; Robert Kelly, The Shaping of the American
Past (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1975), II, 513-514.

5
Bureau of the Census,
stitutions, 1910, p. 14.

Insane and Feeble-Minded in In
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distribution and commercial center,
large-scale lumbering after 1870,
of the salt, sulphur,
1900,

the development of

and the rapid development

oil and natural gas industries after

are evidence that thousands of Louisianians shared

with the populations of more heavily industrialized states

0
the pressures of a rapidly changing society.
could not keep up with the pace,
perament,

lack of education,

Those who

either because of age,

or emotional instability,

te m
fre

quently became mental casualties.
Another reason for the increase in mental illness was
the continuing influx of immigrants who,

as a group, were

composed of higher proportions of those age groups where in
sanity was most prevalent
Americans.

In 1910,

(20-49 years) than were native

28.8% of inmates of mental institutions

were of foreign birth,

despite the fact that foreign-born

whites constituted only 14.5% of the total population of
that year.

It should be noted, however, that over 70% of

persons in mental institutions in 1910 were native-born citi
zens;

gone were the days when the majority of the institu

tionalized insane in many states were foreigners.

Thus while

the ratio of foreign-born whites in asylums and hospitals
(405.3 per 100,000 of the total United States population)
was greater than that of native-born whites (168.7 per
100,000),

the actual inmate population contained an

0
Edwin Adams Davis,
(Baton Rouge, 1971), pp.

Louisiana,
294-299.

A Narrative History
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increasingly higher percentage of native-born insane.

7

Other reasons for the growing numbers of asylum inmates
were the increasing average length of life of the general
population,

bringing more people into the "insanity age

periods;" provisions for voluntary and emergency commitments
in many states; better means of transportation, making it
simpler to reach institutions often built far away from
heavily populated areas;
methods in psychiatry,

and some advances in diagnostic

often leading to an earlier detection

of mental disorder in "physical"
illness,

such as syphilis,
g
tious diseases.

(as opposed to "mental")

tuberculosis,

and other infec-

Despite advances in diagnostic methods,

progress in the

therapeutic treatment of the mentally ill was extremely
limited.

At the turn of the century barbiturates were in tro

duced in the form of barbitol,

a derivative of barbituric

acid which proved effective as a sedative,
sleep inducer.

relaxant and

The introduction of barbitol as a sedative

was an important milestone in medicine, because the drug
presented no danger of poisoning as did the use of bromide
salts,

lacked the strong addicting power of opiates,

7

and was

Bureau of the Census, Insane and Feeble-Minded in In
stitutions, 1 9 1 0 , pp. 25, 27; Elizabeth Wisner, Public W e l 
fare Administration in Louisiana (Chicago, 1930), p. 111.
g
Bureau of the Census, Insane and Feeble-Minded in In
stitutions, 1 9 1 0 , p. 14; Wisner, Public Welfare Ad ministra
tion in L o u i s i a n a , p. Ill; Lawrence C. Kolb, Modern Clinical
Psychiatry (Eighth Edition; Philadelphia, 1973), pp. 223240.
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free of the offensive taste and smell and the danger from
respiratory paralysis of chloral hydrate.

Barbitol gradu

ally replaced the above drugs as the sedative of choice in
general medical practice and found its way into the dispen
saries of mental institutions as w e l l — although by no means
all of them.^
Another point of progress was a return to the theories
and practices of moral treatment by certain late nineteenth
century asylum superintendents and psychiatrists who,

point

ing to recent research into psychology and brain pathology
which indicated the influence of both the body and external
stimuli on brain tissues,

preac hed the modification of the

social and physical environment of mental hospitals in order
to establish a therapeutic atmosphere in which healthy
habits of thought and behavior could be taught the patients.
"Modifications" called for included the abandonment of the
"monotonous and forbidding architecture" which characterized
the Kirkbride plan so unswervingly followed as sacred dogma
by the Association of Medical Superintendents of American
Institutions for the Insane.

The traditional structure was

increasingly replaced by smaller patient units with more of a
home-type atmosphere.

The "starkness"

and "monotony" of ex 

isting designs were to be lessened by new furniture,

curtains,

9

Edward M. Brecher, e d . , Licit and Illicit Drugs (Mount
Vernon, N . Y . , 1972), p. 247; Gerald N. G r o b , The State and
the Mentally 111:
A History of Wo rcester State Hospital in
Massachusetts, 1830-1920 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1966), p. 249.
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electric lighting,

and pictures to adorn the walls.

Pa

tients were to be provided mo re varied work programs,

not

as an economic m e a s u r e — to produce by patient labor what
could not be bought by empty t r e as ur ie s— but for thera
peutic reasons,
were called for.

and more diversified recreational programs
The w id esp rea d and heavy dependence upon

mechanical restraints and seclusion rooms was discarded in
favor of labor, outdoor exercise,

more individualized care

and personal interest shown patients by medical staff,
better trained attendants,
duce,

in most cases,

and

all of wh ich was supposed to p r o 

the desired self-control that restraints

could n o t .^
Criticism of public mental institutions from within the
medical profession was surpassed in the public forum by angry
denunciations of the state's mental hospitals by state and
local officials,
mental patients.

newspaper and magazine editors,

and former

Facing wi despread dissatisfaction with the

public health and welfare institutions,

a number of state

legislatures established state agencies to collect data,
formulate procedures to upgrade existing institutions,
lay careful plans for future ones.
posses sed only investigatory powers,

and

At first these agencies
but as years passed they

became the vehicle by which states imposed

"a rationalized,

^®Ruth B. Caplan, Psychiatry and the Community in N i ne 
teenth Century Am erica (New York, 1969), pp. 247-261; Henry
M. Hurd, e d . , The Institutional Care of the Insane in the
Un it ed States and Canada (Baltimore, 1916-1917), I, 208-212,
223-227.
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centralized and bureaucratic framework upon their welfare
institutions.""^

The new agencies,

however, proved to be a

m ix ed blessing for mental hospitals, which were inevitably
placed on the same level as general welfare institutions
with regard to funding and reputation.

"The bureaucratic

structure imposed upon hospitals," writes Gerald N. G r o b ,
".

. . solidified their custodial character and made it in

creasingly difficult to differentiate their functions from
those of other welfare institutions dealing with a broad
range of distressed and dependent groups."

12

There were other factors besides the effect of wellintentioned agency control which contributed to the sol idi 
fication of the custodial nature of public mental institu
tions.

The therapeutic reforms preached by psychiatric

innovators were practiced by few asylum and hospital superintendents.

13

Most

late nineteenth and early twentieth cen

tury psychiatrists were profoundly pessimistic about the
curability of any form of mental illness.
influential psychiatrists

in the country,

One of the most
Dr. Pliny Earle,

in 1887 published a study of the curability claims of early
nineteenth century practitioners of moral treatment and con
cluded that the "assumed curability" of insanity had been

"^Gerald N. Grob, Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a :
Social Policy to 1875 (New York, 1973), pp. 257-258.
1 2 ibid.

13
269,

Caplan, Psychiatry and the Community,
301.

pp.

261,
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"practically disproved by subsequent and more practical experience."

14

Earle and most psychiatrists believed in a

strictly somatic, or physical basis for insanity and re
jected the theory that psychological factors could also
cause mental illness.

Belief in the somatic basis of in

sanity led to what Gerald Grob has called "therapeutic nihi
lism":

a rejection of psychological

(or moral) therapy as

useless, which left only medical treatment.

But since

science had not yet linked brain lesions— that is, actual
brain disease or deterioration— with abnormal behavior,
therapy, medical or otherwise,
mate success.

no

could possibly promise ulti-

What was possible was custodial care.

15

The prevailing pe ssimism regarding the curability of
insanity was heightened by the widely believed philosophy of
Social Darwinism.

Prestigious Social Darwinists such as W i l

liam Graham Sumner of Yale University,
ciatrists,
eration.

together with many psy-

felt that insanity was a product of racial degen
Persons suffering from mental illness and mental

retardation were believed to be nature's rejects,

and should

be prevented from polluting the race by sterilization and/or
incarceration in mental institutions.

Social Darwinists b e 

lieved there were two types of mental patients:

the incur

ables, made up of "the world's drifting, unstable,

14

pp.

ill-

Quoted in Grob, The State and the Mentally 1 1 1 ,
2 9 3— 301.
15I b i d . , pp.

230-231.
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conditioned populations," who through heredity po ssessed
"the germs of weakness,
tall illnesses,

poverty and disease," and whose men-

once they had appeared, were incurable b e 

cause the victims themselves had never possessed "the condi
tions of recovery"
tients,

in the first place;

who came from "the settled,

and the curable p a 

industrious, home-loving

and stable classes" and who were "worth curing" and restoring
to society.

The idea that curable and chronic cases were

biologically different became professionally fashionable in
the 1 8 8 0 's and 1 8 9 0 's and led to recommendations for the
separation of chronic and acute or recent sufferers of in
sanity into different institutions or at least the se gre ga
tion of one class from another in existing facilities.

While

separation of acutely ill patients from the chronically in
sane was actually of considerable therapeutic value to the
former, whether superintendents adopted the practice (and b e 
cause of overcrowding,

few could) had no effect upon the

public image of mental

institutions.

To the long es ta b

lished concept of the insane asylum as a place of fear and
shame, manacles and sudden outbursts of violence,

had been

added the dehumanizing theory of racial impurity.

Se gr eg a

tion of the insane from the community at large was no longer
a convenience or a means of self-protection but an act of
natural selection.

Trapped by the long-lasting influence

of Social Darwinist theories and doubts about the curability

Caplan, Psychiatry and the Community,

pp.

293-301.
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of insanity,

thousands of mental patients faced the fright

ening prospect of long years of custodial care with little
but their own inner resources as the means of eventual re 
covery.

Perhaps most

frightening of all was the fact that

hopelessness had become formally accepted psychiatric doc 
trine in most of the public mental institutions of the
Uni t ed States.
Certain developments in the care and treatment of the
insane require some amplification because of their effect
upon conditions in Louisiana.
tivists,

Responding to demands by na-

Social Darwinists and public officials for the ex

clusion of all immigrants liable to become public charges,
for example,

the Federal government tried to prevent the im-

mi gr ati on of mentally defective persons.

17

In 1882 Congress

passed a law authorizing state immigration officials to re
fuse entry "to any convict,

lunatic,

idiot,

or any person un

able to take care of himself or herself without becoming a
public charge

1R

. . . ." x

Congress further tightened immigra

tion procedures in March of 1903 by authorizing the e x c lu 
sion of immigrants who had been insane up to five years

17

Caplan, Psy chiatry and the C o m m u n i t y , pp. 300-301;
Maldwyn Allen Jones, American Immigration (Chicago, I960),
pp. 247-251.
18

Extract from "An Act to Regulate Immigration (1882,"
chapter 376, U.S. Statutes at Large 214, in Edith Abbot, ed.
Immigration:
Select Documents and Case Records (Chicago,
1924), pp. 181-182.
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before the date of their arrival and allowing for the depor
tation of individuals within three years of their entry
into the Unite d States if they were found to be insane,
leptic or feeble-minded.19

epi

The new immigration laws effec

tively cut down the numbers of "foreign pauper insane" in
American mental institutions.

Looking ahead,

the immigra

tion laws of 1921 and 1924, which established strict entry
quotas,

prevented any chance of a recurrence of foreign ma-

jorities in the country's health and welfare institutions.

20

Another important development was the continued in
crease in the numbers of blacks in Southern,
ern, mental institutions.

In 1880,

and some N o r t h 

1,720 blacks were listed

as mental patients;

in 1890,

9,452;

12,910 blacks were in U.S. mental hos-

pitals.
sanity,

and by 1910,

21

the number was 4,299;

in 1904,

Southern doctors explained the increase of in

as well as diseases in general,

among blacks as an

outgrowth of too much freedom as well as inherent racial
inferiority.

According to the accepted explanation,

blacks

under slavery lived in a carefully structured environment
where "all dissipation and excesses" were prohibited and the
best medical attention was supplied when needed,

it being in

the interest of their owners to keep slaves healthy.

19

20
21

But

Caplan, Psy chiatry and the C o m m u n i t y , p. 301.
Morris,

En cyclopedia of American H i s t o r y , p. 657.

Burea u of the Census,
stitutions, 1910, p. 34.
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freedom "removed all hygienic restraints" and blacks
promptly plunged "into all sorts of excesses and vices

. . .

having apparently little control over their appetites and
passions."
insane,

The result was that blacks "developed a highly

consumptive,

syphilitic and alcoholic constitution"

predisposing them to diseases from which,
formerly "free."

22

they were

Contributing to the growth of insanity

among blacks, physicians believed,
capacities,

as slaves,

were their inferior mental

leaving them less able to deal with the v i c is 

situdes of modern life and more prone to develop mental
ease.

dis

.Referring to the inferior racial characteristics of

blacks,

one physician wrote that "their mental calibre is

small;

the convolutions of their brain are few and super

ficial;

their cranial measurement small and other anatomi

cal facts demonstrate his inferiority.
skin is a mark of inferiority.

. . ."

The color of his

23

22

Theophilus 0. Powell, "The Increase of Insanity and
Tuberculosis in the Southern Negro Since 1860, and Its A l 
liance, and Some of the Supposed Causes," Journal of the
American Medical A s s o c i a t i o n , XXVII (1896), 1185-1188.
For
similar explanations of the increase of mental and physical
illnesses among blacks after 1865, see Horace W. Conrad,
"The Health of the Negroes in the South:
The Great M or 
tality Among Them; the Causes and Remedies," The Sanitarian,
XVIII (1887), 502-510; J. F. Miller, "The Effects of E m a n c i 
pation upon the Mental and Physical Health of the Negro of
the South," North Carolina Medical J o u r n a l , XXXVII (Novem
ber, 1896), 285-294; and Thomas J. Mays, "Increase of In
sanity and Consumption Among the Negro Population of the
South Since the War," Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,
CXXXVI (June, 1897), 537-540.
23

Miller, "The Effects of Emancipation Upon the Mental
and Physical Health of the Negro of the South," p. 292.
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The Southern physician's attitude toward blacks was
actually less harsh than the racial theories outlined above
might indicate.

General practitioners and psychiatrists

were well aware that prevailing economic and social condi
tions left blacks nearly defenseless against poor health
and disease,

and the consensus among Southerh asylum super

intendents was that their respective states had a legal and
moral obligation to
black insane.

provide for care and treatment of

The doctors believed,

however,

the

that it was

impossible to treat black and white in integrated wards,
calling instead for equal but separate facilities.

In hol d

ing this view Southern doctors were not being virulently
anti-black;

they were only expressing a belief shared by

most white Americans.

24

"We know too well that a feeling of

caste exists between the two races," wrote the superintendent
of the Mississippi State Lunatic Asylum,
and that all those feelings and inborn ideas are intensi
fied in the insane mind.
Whether right or wrong, it is
no less a fact; and as men of science and alienists, we
cannot and must
not ignore it in our calculations for
the proper care
and treatment of the insane . . . .
Each race will be better off in every respect if treated
and man ag ed s e p a r a t e l y . 25
As blacks entered mental

institutions after the Civil War,

they were placed in segregated quarters either in the same

24

Miller, "The Effects of Emancipation upon the Mental
and Physical Health of the Negro of the South," p. 292;
Grob, Mental Institutions in A m e r i c a , pp. 252-253.
25

Excerpt from Mississippi State Lunatic Asylum Annual
Report, 1872, quoted in Grob, Mental Institutions in America,
p. 253.
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buildings used by whites or in separate ones.
actually built

Some states

insane asylums solely for blacks.

In most

areas of the country facilities provid ed for the black in
sane,

either in segregated wards and buildings in biracial

institutions or in separate asylums and hospitals,

were

clearly inferior to facilities provid ed for whites.

The

experience of blacks in post-Civil War mental institutions
was essentially a re-enactment of the treatment accorded
the foreign pauper insane in the an te-bellum period:

preju

dice more than science dictated the quality of care received.
The prejudice extende d bey on d asylum walls and gates and
into the statehouses,

where the level of funding granted

health and welfare institutions continued to be inversely
related to the numbers of lower-class,

ethnic-minority and

non-white groups cared for at such facilities.

26

A third development in mental health care having im po r
tant bearing upon conditions in Louisiana was the introduc
tion of the farm colony system.

Mental institutions had

farmed their adjacent lands using patient

labor for years,

inmates living in the main buildings and either walking or
be ing transported to and from the fields every day.
cases,

In some

however, when additional land was purch ase d for fa rm

ing and/or raising livestock,

the added acreage was located

several miles from the main buildings,

and two-way tra ns po r

tation of large numbers of field hands became a time-

26

Grob,

Mental

Institutions

in America, pp. 254-256.
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consuming task.

In 1885 the trustees of Kalamazoo State

Hospital in Michigan bought a tract of farm land three miles
from the parent institution and built

a "cottage" to house

45 male patients to be employed in caring for a dairy herd
and raising crops.

According to the trustees,

the success

ful "colonization" of chronic patients on a farm not only
provided occupation for the patients
tution,

and food for the insti

it also "suggested how other supplies and increased

accommodations might be provided at a much reduced cost to
the institution and to the state."

27

The Kalamazoo trustees

later expanded the colony until by 1916 it contained enough
"cottage" space for 317 male and female patients attended by
one full-time physician and several attendants and nurses.
There was a central heating p l a n t , general dining room/
amusement hall,

electric lighting,

and ponds on the property

were well stocked with fish for the quiet enjoyment of
patient fishermen.

Female patients were taught basketry,

plain and fancy sewing and embroidery when not busy in the
laundry or picking fruit and vegetables in season.
tunately for mental patients elsewhere,
boards of trustees

Unfor

superintendents and

and administrators of other hospitals who

followed suit in establishing farm colonies did not always
balance the need to raise their own crops,

poultry and dairy

products in order to cut the cost of operating their

27

Hurd, The Institutional Care of the Insane in the
United States and Canada, I, 156.
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institutions with the therapeutic benefits of work therapy
and open air.

Patients working long hours in the fields

were not, despite claims to the contrary, being "treated"
as much as they were being used.

By 1912 mental hospital

farm colonies were in operation in 18 states and by 1939
the majority of public mental institutions in the United
States operated farms and raised dairy herds.

28

Another development which affected conditions at L oui 
siana's mental institutions was the spread throughout the
country of "hospital tramps" or "b ugh ou ser s."

These people

were shiftless loners who hired on as attendants and worked
long enough to earn sufficient money for a drinking spree,
or until they were fired for some dereliction of duty such
as absenteeism,

drunkenness while on the job, petty thievery

or brutal treatment of patients.

When discharged from one

mental hospital they simply drifted on to another.

Finding

another job was never a problem as hospitals were always
short of attendants— the pay and the work not being par ti cu
larly attractive— and no qualifications were required for
the position.

Bughousers had a symbiotic relationship with

mental hospitals;

as the number and size of public mental

institutions grew after the Civil War,
pital tramps also increased.

the number of h o s

Like plague rats spreading

28

Hurd, The Institutional Care of the Insane in the
United States and C a n a d a , pp. 1570162; U.S. Public Health
Service, A Study of the Public Mental Hospitals of the
United S t a t e s , 1937-1939 (Washington, 1941), pp. 67-68.
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their infection from port to port, the bughousers corrupted
attendant staffs throughout the country.

29

"The old-time

bughousers,” writes Richard L. Simpson,
. . . developed a very stable occupational culture, into
which they socialized newcomers.
This occupational cul
ture included argot, attitudes toward patients and
staff, and techniques for dealing with unruly patients
and other problems.
Since so many attendants drifted
frequently from one hospital to another, the oc cu pa 
tional culture of the bughouser was uniform throughout
the American state hospital system.
Any bughouse was
like all other bughouses, and in none of them could
patients expect humane treatment.
N e w attendants became
socialized into the system, or else sought other types
of e m p l o y m e n t .30
Since mental patients spend more of their day with attendants
than any other kind of employee
cians),

(least of all with ph ysi

the reign of the callous and brutal bughousers, which

lasted into the 1940's, emerges as one of the worst chapters
in the history of the mental hospital system.
Another particularly harmful aspect of mental hospitals
in this period was the growing number of patients dying from
tuberculosis.

Many patients entered the institutions with

the d i s e a s e , but many caught it from exposure to tubercle
bacilli after their admission.

The reasons for the spread of

tuberculosis within mental institutions were carelessness
and neglect:

careless sanitary procedures such as the

29

Richard L. Simpson, Attendants in American Mental H o s 
pitals (Chapel Hill, 1961), pp. 1-2; Dorman B. Eaton, "Des
potism in Lunatic Asylums," North American Review, CXXXII
(1881), 266.
30

Simpson,

Attendants in American Mental Hospitals,

p. 2.
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constant,

endless, me chanical sweeping of dusty floors by

patient helpers,

the br oo m being the most effective way to

scatter bacteria for inhalation;

and neglectful failure of

hospital administrators to set aside special wa rds and
buildings for the separation of infected patients from
others.

In the 1 8 8 0 ’s some superintendents began to e sta b

lish such isolation wards,

while others built special "p avi

lions" or cottages for the housing of tubercular mental
patients.

Not all hospitals,

patients from others,
the wards,

however,

separated consumptive

leaving the white plague free to stalk

dispensing death.

31

Louisiana's public institutions suffered neglect and
indifference during the corrupt and backward reign of the
Bourbon Democrats.

Slashi ng taxes after their coming to

power in 1877 and placing a constitutional limit on property
taxes in the 1879 constitution,

the Bourbon pl ant er-lawyer-

businessman coalition callously fostered a policy of social
stagnation upon the masses of Louisianians.

Aside from the

official attitude of stu di ed neglect expressed in the form
of inadequate appropriations,

the administrators of public

institutions continued to be ha mp ere d by the state tr ea
surer's practice of issuing state moneys in the form of

31

Edward F. Kempf, "The Unsane Treatment of Our Insane
Patients," in Dorothy Clarke Kempf and John C. Burnham, eds.,
Edward F. Kempf, Selecte d Papers (Bloomington, 1974),
pp. 18-20.
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warrants rather than cash— a policy of the Reconstruction
governments which the Bourbons were not inclined to repu+. 32
diate.
At Jackson,

Superintendent Jones,

who continued to

double as secretary-treasurer of the board of administra
tors because he could not afford to employ an additional
person,

could

only

watch

helplessly

as

close

to

one-

third of his annual appropriations were lost in discounting
warrants on the open market.

In 1880 the legislature ap pro

priated $100,000 for the asylum for the fiscal years 18801881, which was issued in warrants.

Jones managed to sell

$47,000 worth of the warrants of 1880 at a discount of
$13,110,

realizing $33,890.

In the extra session of 1881

the legislature added another $30,000,
rants,

again issued in w a r 

to the $50,000 already appropriated for that year.

Jones withdre w $15,000 of the additional warrants from the
treasury and deposited them in a New Orleans bank as col
lateral for a $6,000 loan for the asylum.
warrants left over from 1880,

The $3,000 in

the $50,000 regular appropria

tion of 1881 and the remaining $15,000 of the special grant
of that year w ere never sold because the warrants were so
worthless that Jones could not find a single broker to buy
them,

even for $.35 on the dollar.

Thus,

out of a two-year

32

Mark 'T. Carleton, Perry H. Howard, and Joseph B.
Parker, eds., Readings in Louisiana Politics (Baton Rouge,
1975), pp. 330-332; William Ivy Hair, Bourbonism and Agr arian Protest:
Lo uisiana Politics, 1877-1900 (Baton Rouge,
1969), pp. 107, 127.
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appropriation of $130,000 the asylum netted only $39,890,
$6,000 of which was borrowed money.
pay for 24 months'

This was not enough to

operating expenses,

and by April 1, 1882,

the Jackson institution was over $38,000 in debt.

Although

Jones circumspectly reported the debts in the April 1882
board report,

stating diplomatically that the legislature

should make an effort to increase the value of the state w a r 
rants,
ploded:

one month later his pent-up anger and frustration ex
he publicly threatened to close the asylum and turn

the patients "loose on the highway" unless future appropriations were made in warrants worth 100 cents on the dollar.
Jones had just cause for anger.

33

Between 1877 and 1882

the number of patients treated at the asylum per year had
increased by 46%,

and while the number of patients remaining

in the institution at the end of 1877 was 194, the number
present on April 1, 1882, was 244,

a jump of 20%.

Despite

the increased patient load not one new dormitory building had
been funded.

A projected three-story structure intended to

house 100 persons, built by patient labor from money scrimped
from general appropriations,

had barely been raised to the

third story level and was not yet ready to receive the roof.
Wards remained without heat,

except for the few fireplaces,

33

Bureau of the Census, "Report on the Defective, D e p en 
dent and Delinquent Classes of the Population of the United
States, as Returned at the Tenth Census" (Washington, D . C . ,
1888), p. 160; ELSH Board Report (1882), pp. 22-23, 27-28;
Hair, Bourbonism and Agrarian P r o t e s t , pp. 127-128; Baton
Rouge Daily Ca pit ol ian -A dv oc at e , May 11, 1882.
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buildings were still lit by candles,

no infirmary wards for

the isolation of diseased patients could be provided,
large numbers of incurables— epileptics,
continued to be sent to the asylum,
Jones'

retardates,

and
idiots—

all this justifying

claim that the institution more resembled an alms-

house or prison than an insane asylum.

34

Searching desperately for some way to increase the in
adequate appropriations,

Jones and the board of administra

tors decided to use the unsavory reputation of the Ne w Orleans City Asylum

35

in an attempt to convince the legisla

ture to provide more money for Jackson.

The inability of

the state's lone asylum to accept the ever-increasing n um 
bers of mentally ill held at the New Orleans city institu
tion had helped create an intolerable situation in the old
converted workhouse

Levee Street.

were 168 persons in the asylum,
previous fifteen months,

In March 1882 there

339 had been treated in the

and of these 77 had died,

a death

rate (as a percentage of those treated) of over 22%.

One

reason for the poor health of the inmates was the location
of the building,

for it sat within a marshy area so low that

34

ELSE Board Report (1877), p. 9; (1882), pp. 6, 16-17,
20-21, 23; "Report of the Committee on Health, Quarantine,
Drainage, and Charitable Institutions to the Senate, July 5,
1888," in Louisiana Senate J o u r n a l , 1888, p. 332.
35

In early 1882 a major scandal hit New Orleans when it
was discovered that male attendants were bathing female p a 
tients at the City Asylum.
Arlin Turner, "George W. Cable
as Social Reformer," introductory essay in George W. Cable,
The Silent South (Montclair, N.J., 1969), p. xx.
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it was surrounded b y standing w ater nearly forty days out
of a year.

Nothing could keep the floors and walls dry in

humid and wet weather,

and the air itself was almost con

stantly damp no matte r what the season.

Treatment received

by the inmates was termed barbaric by George Washington
Cable,

who in his capacity as Secretary of the New Orleans

Bo ard of Prison and Asylum Commissioners in 1882 graphically
described the conditions with in the asylum in several news
paper articles as part of an effort to drum up support for
needed reforms.

Patients were clothed in cheap,

rough garments" irritating to the skin,
in constant use,

"harsh,

straitjackets were

patients grown violent were thrown into u n 

padded cells where they frequently injured themselves,

sexes

and races were segregated but physically ill patients were
not separated from others,

no recreation or occupation was

provided except for bare exercise yards and sewing mater ia ls
for a few female patients,
will in the female wards,
kept in wooden cages,
tor.

male attendants came and went at
the most dangerous patients were

and there was no resident medical d oc 

During one visit Cable asked an attendant how often

the City Physician visited the establishment,
was,

"Whenever anybody is sick."

and the reply

36

In May 1882 the board of administrators of the Jackson
asylum presented a carefully prepared memorial to the

36

New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e , May 30, 1882; George
Washington Cable, "Essays on Prison and Asyl um Reform," in
Cable, The Silent South, pp. 221-259.
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legislature.

After a brief description of the conditions

at the City Asylum,

the board noted that the taxpayers of

Orleans Parish were paying about $20,000 a year to support
the asylum while the state itself had granted the city
$36,000 over the past three years to help fund the institu
tion.

The board then pointed out all the advantages that

Jackson had over the old workhouse:
table garden, poultry yard,

farm,

healthful piney woods location,
cise for the patients.

flower garden,

ve g e 

orchard, beautiful

grounds,

regular employment and exer

Yet another advantage,

the board

carefully explained, was the cost of patient care at Jack
son.

The board claimed it could house and treat all of the

inmates of the City Asylum,

as well as some 40 other insane

persons held in jails scattered around the state,

at a cost

of $1,260 for six extra attendants and $13,600 for m a i n t e 
nance,

or a total of $14,860 a year,

than $20,000.
and salaries,

a sum considerably less

In addition to extra funds for maintenance
the asylum would need,

the board wrote,

enough

money "to finish the buildings at Jackson," meaning by this
the completion of the three-story dormitory bui lding then
under construction,

intended to hold male patients,

additional building of like proportions for females.

and an
(Super

intendent Jones had written in the biennial report for 1882
that a special appropriation of $52,079 would cover the cost
of completing the new male wing and building the female wing,
using patient labor wherever possible.)

The board suggested

that the St. Louis Hotel in N e w Orleans, which had been
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bought by the state and used for some years as the Statehouse, be sold and the entire proceeds used to help fund
construction of the needed wings.

The board asked that the

state appropriations to the City Insane Asylum and the state
warrants for 1880-1882 in the possession of the city authori
ties be turned over to the state asylum.

"As soon as room

is prepared at Jackson," the board concluded,

the patients

of the City Asylum should be sent there "at once," along
with all the materials,

clothing,

beds and bedding and re

movable property belonging to the New Orleans institution,
which could then be closed.

37

The N ew Orleans Board of Commissioners of Prisons and
Asylums endorsed the Jackson memorial in their own report to
the city council in late May, urging a consolidation of the
two asylums as soon as the new wing at Jackson was completed.
The proposal to close the city asylum and send its patients
to the state institution also won the support of the New O r 
leans Daily P i c a y u n e , which published three editorials on
the subject in less than two weeks.

In response to Superin

tendent Jones' well publicized threat to shut down the asylum,
to the Jackson board's memorial,
at the City Asylum,

to the notorious conditions

to Cable's well placed newspaper articles,

and to the critical editorials in the press,

the Bourbon-

dominated legislature voted the Jackson institution an

37

New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e , May 30, 1882; Baton Rouge
Capitolian Advocate, June 20, 1882; ELSH Board Report (1882),
pp. 20-23.
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appropriation of $60,000 per year for 1883 and 1884 provided
that the New Orleans City Asylum was closed and its patients
transferred to the state asylum.

In addition,

a special ap

propriation of $53,500 was granted for the completion of the
wing then under construction and the buildi ng of a new wing
for females.

The legislature also increased the value of

state warrants somewhat by making them receivable for taxes
due the s t a t e . ^
With the additional funds made available,

Jones and the

Jackson board completed the new wing during the summer and
made preparations for receiving the patients from New O r 
leans.

In cooperation with city officials the inmate trans

fer was scheduled for the last day of September.
P.M.

At 2:00

on the appointed day the Black Maria rolled up to the

old workhouse and the most violent of the female patients,
some nine in all, were escorted into the vehicle by atten
dants and policemen.

At 2:30 ten furniture vans arrived

and the rest of the patients were trundled into them, most
of the men in chains and shackles,
people looking on.

with crowds of curious

The paddy wagon and the vans were then

driven to the wharf where the patients were brought on board
the steamer Edward J. Gay and put into two large pens,
fitted out with benches,

in the engine room.

The Gay pulled

38

New Orleans Daily P i c a y u n e , May 24, May 30, May 31,
1882; New Orleans T i m e s - D e m o c r a t , June 22, 1882; Hair,
Bourbonism and Agrarian Protest, p. 128; Acts of Louisiana
(1882), p. 77.
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away from the wharf at 5:00 P.M.
ing at Bayou Sara at midnight.

and steamed upriver,

arriv

Early Saturday morning the

patients were placed on a special train provided by the
Clinton Railroad,

the dangerous men in a boxcar,

the "ob

streperous" women in a passenger coach and the rest on open
flat cars, with attendants on bo ard to keep anyone from
jumping off.

At Robin's Station,

five miles from Jackson,

the patients were transferred to 23 cotton wagons and driven
to the asylum.

Most of the 129 former City Asylum patients

were said to have enjoyed the trip,
with their new surroundings.

and were "de lig hte d”

Superintendent Jones,

however,

must have been far from delighted after he saw the patients
that New Orleans had sent him:
tics,

31 were idiots,

of the 129,

three were blind,

two were near death when they arrived,
old.

52 were e p i le p

11 w er e paralytics,
and two were 100 years

39
The legislature continued to increase the annual appro

priations,

voting $70,000 a year for 1885 and 1886,

$20,000 for construction;
was appropriated,

for 1887 and 1888,

and

$80,000 a year

and for 1889 and 1890, the legislature

raised the amount to $90,000 per year.

40

The increase in

39

New Orleans T i m e s - D e m o c r a t , September 30, October 2,
1882; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisiana,
pp. 111-112.
40

Acts of Louisiana (1884), p. 67; (1886), p. 72;
(1888), p. 42.
Fiscal years began and ended on June 30.
Thus the $70,000 for the year 1885 was issued in four pay
ments between June 30, 1884, and June 30, 1885.
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the value of the state warrants,

however,

was not enough to

prevent the loss of substantial chunks of appropriated funds
in discounting.

Losses were compounded by the practice of

granting appropriations in third class war r an ts — warrants
payable out of funds not released until after every other
appropriation was paid.

A syl um warrants discounted in 1886

brought $.65 on the dollar;
1889,

in 1887 they brought $.80;

the discount was nearly $.50,

in

although the very next

year Dr.

L. G. Perkins,

in 1888,

received the full cash value of the warrants from

the state treasurer.

who replaced Jones as Superintendent

The actual cash income between 1882 and

1890 only allowed completion of the two brick three-story
wings referred to in the 1882 report,

and two frame dormitory

buildings and a frame dining room building for blacks,

all of

which did not provide adequate additional bedspace for a patient population which doubled between 1882 and 1890.

41

Inadequate ward space meant a continuation of the over 
crowding problem that had plagu ed the asylum from the day it
opened.
April

There had been 244 patients in the institution in

1884;

two years later there were 600, the board having

felt obligated,
Asylum,

after the closing of the New Orleans City

to admit any and all applicants properly committed.

Regardless of obligations,

however,

600 people were too many

41ELSH Board Report (1882), p. 6; (1888), pp. 6-7, 28;
(1890), p. 10; New Orleans T i m e s - D e m o c r a t , March 3, 1890,
p. 6; "Report of the Committee on Charitable and Public In
stitutions, July 9, 1890," in Louis ian a House Journal, 1890,
p. 626.
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to maintain with the means and the space available,

and

Jones was forced to "close the doors of the Institution upon
all applicants," despj
complaint,

- numerous letters of appeal,

and

from parish officials all over the state who were

converting their jails into temporary insane asylums.

By

1888 the population had been reduced to 452 patients and it
hovered around the 500 mark for the next two years,
Superintendent Perk

although

. felt that the asylum could only

properly hold 450.

Patients were crowded four,

and in some cases eight to a room,

five,

six

and corridors and even

bathrooms were converted into bedrooms.

Overall conditions

in 1888 were scarcely better than they had been a decade
earlier.
ed

of

Most of the wards lacked furniture,

beds consist

mattresses laid on the floor; wards were still

"heated" by fireplaces,

and there was no heat after bedtime

because fires had to be extinguished to prevent a possible
conflagration,

there still being no adequate means for ex

tinguishing fires;

the old buildings were still dilapidated,

and crumbling in places; patients were scantily clad, many
without shoes.
candles,

On the bright side was the absence of

a special appropriation having made possible the

installation of "Edison Incandescent Electric Light" through
out the institution.

Water,

too, was plentiful,

a new force

pump and delivery system taking the place of the daily
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bucket brigades.

42

Despite Jones' efforts to keep the wards as clean as
possible,

the poor health of the recently received City

Asylum patients,

the overcrowded conditions of the wards,

and the lack of facilities to separate diseased inmates
from others left the asylum in grave danger of an epidemic
should even one patient be struck by a highly contagious
disease.

In 1884,

the menace materialized,

an epidemic of

dysentery sweeping through the wards and killing so many p a 
tients that Jones asked the East Feliciana Medical Ass oc ia 
tion to help find the source of infection.
predictable:

The verdict was

too many patients in too little space.

Dysen

tery continued to slay inmates in the next biennial period,
this time sharing the wards with typhoid fever.

Between

1886 and 1888,29 patients died of dysentery and 18 of t y
phoid.

The two-year period saw 182 deaths,

as a percentage of those treated,
The new superintendent,

of 25%.

a mortality rate,

43

L. G. Perkins, who had been

chosen by a newly appointed board of administrators in 1888,
managed to begin badly needed repairs in 1889 and 1890,

49

ELSH Board Report (1888), pp. 3-4, 6-7; (1890), p. 8;
N e w Orleans T i m e s - D e m o c r a t , March 3, 1890, p. 6; "Report of
the Committee on Health, Quarantine, Drainage and Charitable
Institutions, July 5, 1888," in Louisiana Senate J o u r n a l ,
1888, pp. 330-332.
43

"Report of the Committee on Health, Quarantine,
Drainage and Charitable Institutions," 1888, pp. 330-331;
ELSH Board Report (1888), pp. 7, 27; Wisner, Public Welfare
Administration in Louisiana, pp. 111-112.
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thanks to increased appropriations v ot ed by the legislature
noted above, as well as the luck of receiving full value for
1890's warrants.

A visiting reporter in March 1890 found a

network of scaffolding surrounding the buildings and workmen
busily repairing breaches and defects in the walls.

A start

had been made in replacing the old fireplaces wit h heaters,
carpenters were replacing crumbled p laster walls and ceiling
with boards,

a new sewer system had been installed,

all wards

had been supplied a water c l o s e t , Center Building had re
ceived a complete overhaul from roof to foundation,
new fence had been put up.

and a

Besides completion of the black

female dining room and dormitory buildings referred to e a r 
lier, Perkins had had built a new gate house and a new
stable and carriage house.

Despite all these improvements

overcrowding remained a serious pr ob lem in 1890, with any
where from four to eight patients sharing a room.

The v i si t

ing reporter concluded that the asylum was at best

"a

patched up concern"

lacking modern facilities.

44

Perkins'

assessment of the institution in early 1890 was more severe.
The asylum,

he wrote in the biennial report, was still "a

receptacle for idiots,

imbeciles,

feeble-minded,

and old

people sent in a dying condition," and this combined with
the overcrowding and dilapidation made the institution "a
lazar house to be pointed at wi th a finger of s c or n. ”

44

45

New Orleans T i m e s - D e m o c r a t , Ma rch 3, 1890, p. 6;
ELSH Board Report (1890), pp. 9-12.
ELSH Board Report

(1890),

p.

8.
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The unpleasant but inescapable practice of turning away
applicants for admission because of lack of space at the
asylum resulted in much criticism of the institution's ad
ministrators by parish officials seeking to send insane
persons to Jackson.

Governor Francis T. Nicholls,

such criticism unjustified,

feeling

struck out at parish officials

in his May 1890 message to the legislature.

Nicholls

po int ed out that the intent of Article 163 of the constit u
tion of 1879 was for individual parishes to make provision
to support all infirm,
ish boundaries.

sick and disabled paupers within p a r 

That insane persons were being held in p a r

ish jails because of lack of space at Jackson,

the Governor

continued, was not the fault of the asylum's administrators
but rather a failure of local authorities to fund proper
care for mentally ill persons declared indigent by local
police juries.
po inted out,

There was nothing in the law,

the Governor

to prohibit parishes from paying private asylums

to care for indigent

cases.

Nicholls suggested that since

nearly all the parishes were in "a prosperous condition,"
the legislature require that all of them pay a certain amount
of money to the Jackson officials for all local residents
sent to the state asylum.

The Governor was a realist and

quickly added that until his suggestion was tested,

it would

be unwise for the legislature to cut down on state appropria
tions.

Governor Nicholls'

idea for local financial support

of parish residents sent to the state asylum was not or igi 
nal;

it was,

in fact, one met h od by which most Southern
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states financed their charitable institutions.
ana legislature,

however, bal ked at the idea,

The Louisi
leaving the

responsibility for supporting the state's indigent insane
46
upon its own s h o u l d e r s .
Whether Louisiana was shouldering its responsibility
for the mentally ill or was shrugging it off became a hotly
debated question between 1890 and 1892, part of a larger
debate over the future of the Louisiana State Lottery.
Authorized by the legislature for 25 years from 1869,

the

Lottery company found stiff opposition to the renewal of its
charter,

which wo uld

expire

in 1894.

Between 1890 and 1892

the Lottery issue dwarfed all others in state politics,

and

for the all-important election of 1892, both "pros" and
"antis" put up candidates for governor,
all state offices.

the legislature,

and

Since one of the arguments in favor of

the Lottery was the revenue its owners promised to give to
the state treasu ry— $1,250,000 a year for the next 25 ye ars—
the condition of L o u i s i a n a ’s public schools and other insti
tutions,

which presumably would receive part of the promised

money, became a factor in the struggle.

It behooved sup 

porters of the Lottery to represent the public institutions
in the worst possible light and in dire need of the extra
income.

Because the Lottery company controlled nearly all

the newspapers in New Orleans and most of those in the

46

"Message of Governor Francis T. Nicholls to the
Legislature, May 12, 1890," in Louisiana House J o u r n a l , 1890,
pp. 16-18; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in Louisi
ana, pp. 89-90.
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-3

state,
lum,

articles and editorials attacking the Jackson asy

the public schools,

the conditions of the levees,

appeared frequently in newsprint.
Democrat of October 1, 1891,

47

etc.,

The N ew Orleans T im es-

for example,

reported that the

city of N e w Orleans was supporting between 30 and 40 indi
gent insane in the Louisiana Retreat,

and "quite a number"

of others were being held at the Police Jail,
of space at Jackson,

all for lack

in spite of repeated statements from

certain quarters that appropriations voted to the asylum at
the last session of the legislature were adequate for the
maintenance of all of the state's insane.

48

An editorial in

the same paper the next day asked some pointed questions of
the opponents of the Lottery:
But where . . . is the ample provision which the Antis
have boasted that the State has made for its indigent
lunatics?
What has it done? Has it p rov id ed for these
people, or is it still in default, and imprisoning
these unfortunates in the parish jails, as though they
were criminals unworthy of humane treatment? . . .
There are 30 inmates in the Louisiana Retreat paid for
by the city, and a number in the City Ja il— and they
present an ocular demonstration that the State has not
provided for all its indigent insane.49
While it was easy to criticize the extent and nature of
state-funded mental health care,

47

Hair, Bourbonism
P. Sindler, Huey Long's
1952 (Baltimore, 1956),
Beauregard, Napoleon in
293; 302.
48
49

it required some rather

and Agrarian P r o t e s t , p. 221; Allan
Louisiana:
State Politics, 1920pp. 17-18; T. Harry Williams, P . G . T .
Gray (Baton Rouge, 1955), pp. 292-

New Orleans T i m e s - D e m o c r a t , October 1, 1891,
I b i d . , October 2,

1891, p. 4.
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dexterous phrasing to praise the system without mentioning
the glaring defects.
August,

During an Anti-Lottery convention of

1890, one delegate nevertheless did his best to paint

the leopard without its spots.
Jackson asylum unannounced,
clean rooms and halls,
harsh treatment.

Claiming to have visited the

delegate J. M. Avery spoke of

abundant food,

and no evidence of

Avery vaulted over the overcrowding p r o b 

lem by pointing out that "in those rooms which had more than
one bed,

the distance between the beds was greater than in

any hospital

. . . ."

50

In its search for the truth of the

matter at least one Anti-Lottery newspaper,
New D e l t a , quoted a presumed expert:

the New Orleans

Dr. L. G. Perkins.

The newspaper in September 1890 printed this excerpt from
a letter written by the Superintendent of Jackson:
No one regrets more than I do the lack of room for the
accommodation of the insane of the State.
By a judi
cious use of the money appropriated by the last Le gis 
lature and the surplus now on hand from a previous
appropriation I hope we will in the course of the next
few months have buildings for the accommodation of 100
or 150 more pa ti ent s.51
Coming from the pen of a man who in his biennial report
half a year earlier had recommended the construction of an
other asylum, Perkins'

letter,

serves some explanation.
plus of funds on hand,

or the story behind it, de

The Superintendent did have a sur 

some $41,000, which he had saved from

50

Official Report of the Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery
Democratic Convention, August 7 and 8, 1890 (New Orleans,
1890), pp. 57-58.
51

New Orleans N ew Delta,

September 1, 1890.
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the appropriation of 1889-1890 by using the asylum's own
resources in labor and food production to cut operating
expenses.

While the surplus was a probable buffer against

the failure of the 1890 legislature to increase or m ai n 
tain appropriations,

perkins was hoping to use the funds

to finance additional patient buildings and thus expand
S

the capacity of the asylum.

Perkins'

less than optimistic

descriptions of the asylum in the biennial report undoubtedly
reflected his feeling at the time, but they were also meant
to convince legislators to be generous.

As it turned out the

legislature did at least match what it had given two years
before,

voting annual appropriations for 1891 and 1892 of

$90,000,

and an additional $15,000 in 1891 for construction.

This gave Perk in s a $56,000 building fund to which he could
hopefully add by again economizing whereve r possible.
letter printed in the New D e l t a , however,

The

was more than a

public display of optimis m of sorts by a superintendent e x 
pressi ng satisfaction
fortunes.

in the turn-around in the asylum's

For Perk in s was President of the East Feliciana

Anti-Lottery League,

and his statements in a newspaper o p 

posed to the gambling company was obviously part of the campaign against the Lottery.

52

Pe rkins was not the only one

52

ELSH B oa rd Report (1890), p. 12; "Report of the C o m 
mittee on Charitable and Public Institutions, July 9, 1890,"
in Louisiana House J o u r n a l , 1890, p. 626; New Orleans Daily
P i c a y u n e , October 18, 1891; Acts of Louisiana (1890), p. 74.
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in authority whose statements about Jackson reflected the
double motive of help for the asylum and death to the L o t 
tery.
tery,

Governor Nicholls,
53

too, was an opponent of the Lot-

and his attack on the parish police juries in his

message of 1890,

referred to above, may be seen in part as

a deft try to turn aside the well aimed thrusts of the proLot tery men from one of the state's most glaring failures
of social policy and public administration.
After 1892 appropriations for the asylum were gradually
increased,

although never at a pace to allow the expansion

of facilities to keep up with growing numbers of patients,
which resulted in constant overcrowding and a continued
backup of insane in jails state-wide.
$97,500 a year for 1893 and 1894;

The legislature voted

$100,000 a year for 1895

through 1898; by 1902 the annual maintenance funds had been
raised to $122,500;
$140,000 a year.

and from 1906 to 1910,

they were

In-patient population during this same

period climbed from 489 in 1890 to 1,463 in March,

1910.

54

The increased appropriations not only allowed for e x 
pansion of facilities,

but for major improvements as well.

Between 1888 and 1912,

eight new patient dormitories were

built along with annexes and second stories added to

53

Miriam G. Reeves,
Orleans, 1962), p. 66.

The Governors of Louisiana (New

54

ELSH Board Report (1894), p. 28; (1898), pp. 37-38;
(1902), p. 47; (1906), p. 53; (1910), pp. 14-15, 32-33,
60-61; New Orleans T i m e s - D e m o c r a t , March 3, 1890, p. 6.
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existing buildings,
houses.

and a new dining room and two bath

Improvements included the new sewage system and

overhaul of Center Building referred to earlier,
a new morgue,

additional bathrooms,

several artesian wells dug,

over 100 new toilets,

cold storage facilities,

plant, barber shop, plumbing department,
and other workshops,
facilities,
guishers,

as well as

ice

sewing department

expansion and remodeling of kitchen

new firehoses and hand-operated fire e xt in

extension of electricity throughout the institu

tion produced by the asylum's own dynamo,
telephones,

installation of

shade trees planted and a re-grading of the

grounds, purchase of an electric hydrotherapy device,
creation of an asylum library.

55

and

Expansion of facilities

was slowed somewhat between 1907 and 1910 by the tornadoes
of 1907 and 1909, which caused major damage and some loss
of life and necessitated replacement and repair of many
structures.
Several improvements
attention,
colony.

in this period deserve special

one of these being the establishment of a farm

During the 1906-1908 biennial peri od approximately

400 acres of additional

land were bought by the board of

55ELSH Board R e p o r t , 1888-1894, 1898-1912.
Expansion of
facilities at Jackson will hereafter be discussed only in
general terms, except when specific improvements are impor
tant enough to deserve special mention.
ddELSH Board Report (1908), p. 13; (1910), pp. 8, 19;
H. H. Ahrens, "Tornado at Alexandria and Jackson, La.; The
Jackson Asylum Practically Wrecked," New Orleans Daily P i c a 
yune , April 6, 1907, pp. 1, 3.
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administrators at a cost of over $7,000.

The land was

situated on the road between Jackson and McManus some 2£
miles from the main grounds of the asylum.
concrete cow-barn with 100 stalls,
dairyman,

A reinforced

a small cottage for the

and a 2^ story farm "cottage" to house 50 male

patients were built.

Provision was made for steam heat and

marble shower stalls and kitchen and dining facilities were
located in the basement.

Along with an additional 400 acres

of adjoining land leased for five years,
quickly put into cultivation,
cotton,
sorghum,

the colony was

raising such crops as corn,

sugar cane, sweet and Irish potatoes,
cattle feeding beets,

etc.

oats,

rye,

The cow-barn was for

the dairy herd, which had been increased over the years from
its beginning of four milk cows in 1888 to a fair-sized herd
of Jerseys and Holsteins which produced,
1910,

over 46,000 gallons of milk.

between 1908 and

In addition to the dairy

cows the asylum had developed a large herd of beef cattle
and an extensive stock of hogs, many of the latter being
sold on the hoof for income.

Over 12,000 pounds of pork and

10,000 pounds of beef were slaughtered for consumption b e 
tween 1908 and 1910;

the value placed on the crops raised in

the same period was $45,629.76,

over $3,300 of which was con

sidered surplus produce and sold on the open market.
ing to Superintendent Clarence Pierson,
the farm colony was "to give healthy,

Accord

the primary goal of

congenial occupation

and good care to its number of inmates," while the second
goal was to produce food in abundance to feed the patients
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and save the state the cost of purchasing what could instead
,
57
be grown.
Another important

improvement was the construction of

facilities for tubercular patients.

The number of patients

at the asylum who were suffering from tuberculosis had in
creased toward the end of the nineteenth century.

Between

1892 and 1894 ten patients died of the white plague;

in the

1896-1898 biennial per iod 23 persons were kille d by the dis
ease;

between 1900 and 1904 38 patients died of t u be rc u 

losis.

The numbers were too large to ignore and between

1904 and 1906 two tubercular pavilions were completed at a
cost of over $3,900.

All white male and female patients

suffering from tuberculosis were housed in the one-story
frame buildings.
consumptives,

No separate

but Pierson set

buildings were

built for black

aside two wards for the segre

gation of black males and females wi th the disease.

Deaths

from tuberculosis remained high for the rest

of the period

under discussion,

disease between

44 patients

dying from the

1906 and 1910.58
There were major improvements in the asylum's freight
and patient transportation problems.

The increasing number

of patients and expansion of the institution had,

of course,

° ^ELSH Bo ard Report (1888), p. 10; (1908), p. 15;
(1910), pp. 15-16, 52, 58; N e w Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e ,
August 23, 1914, p. 11.
58ELSH B o ar d Report (1894), p. 26; (1898), p. 34;
(1902), p. 43; (1904), pp. 8, 44, 50; (1906), pp. 14, 50,
54; (1908), p. 40; (1910), pp. 48-49.
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increased the amount of supplies and fuel necessary to o per 
ate the asylum.

The difficulty of hauling large amounts of

coal and other supplies overland to Jackson either from
Bayou Sara on the Mississippi or from the small railroad
depots at McManus and Ethel had become a weighty problem.
Governor Nicholls advised the legislature in 1892 of "the
absolute necessity for railroad communications for the asy
lum.

All supplies for it have to be transported by wagon

at great expense for several miles,

and the matter of fuel

has come to be an exceedingly serious one."

59

Two years

later a committee of the legislature recommended a special
appropriation of $25,000 for the construction of an "elec
tric railroad" to connect the asylum with the nearest depot,
and estimated that th^.s step wo uld cut hauling costs by
one-half and pay for itself in five years.
ever, was taken on the recommendation.

60

No action, howIn 1895 a spur was

built from the McManus depot of the Yazoo and Mississippi
Valley Railroad to Jackson and named the Jackson Railroad.
Taking advantage of the situation,

the board of administra

tors negotiated with the owners of the Jackson Railroad and
received permission to build a spur track from the asylum
grounds to the main line of the road.

Pictures of the asylum

59

"Message of Governor Francis T. Nicholls to the
Legislature, May 13, 1892," in Louisiana House J o u r n a l ,
1892, p. 60.

C\n

"Report of the Committee on Public and Charitable
Institutions, June 6, 1894," in Lo uisiana House J o u r n a l ,
1894, p. 300.
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in this period show that the spur entered the grounds from
the east and terminated at a spot approximately 75 yards b e 
hind Center Building.
son and the Y.& M.V.
problem,
charges.

The direct connection with the Jack
railroads solved the overland hauling

but did not solve the problem of high freight
Superintendent George Hays complained in 1902 that

the freight rates by rail from New Orleans or Baton Rouge to
Jackson were double the steamboat rates to Bayou Sara from
the same points.

The excessive charges were being set by

the Y.& M . V . , the company taking full advantage of the fact
that the McManus depot was not a competing railway point.
While Hays wrote that he was "necessarily compelled" to re
ceive the bulk of the asylum supplies,

coal,

etc., by rail,

wherever possible he had goods shipped by steamboat to Bayou
Sara and hauled overland to Jackson.

Although Hays asked the

board of administrators to provide relief through the state
railroad commission,

the situation remained static until D e 

cember 1911, when the Jackson Railroad,

after operating at a

loss for two years, went out of business.

At this point

the

asylum board bought the railroad from the defunct company
for $6,000,

and arrangements were made with the Y.& M.V.

to

use the Jackson spur as a switch solely for the use of the
asylum.

In order for the Y.& M.V.

cars on the old bed,

however,

to run its engines and

the board of administrators

spent $9,540.10 overhauling the track,

laying down 9,000 new

creosoted ties and building six new pile-driven bridges.

The

board and the railroad agreed on a charge of $.15 per ton on
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coal or a minimum of $5.00 per car for running freight from
McManus to Jackson.

As the Jackson Railroad had charged the

asylum $.65 per ton of coal shipped, with all other freight
charges being set according to the same scale,

the board

a1
felt it had struck a bargain.
The Jackson spur did not fully solve the problem of the
need for constant and easy communication between the Jackson
asylum and the farm colony,

located near McManus.

In 1909

Superintendent Pierson made arrangements with the United
States Department of Good Roads for the loan of a highway
engineer to supervise the building of an improved gravel and
dirt road between McManus and Jackson,
and local materials,

using patient labor

the gravel being taken from a creekbed

that came within half a mile

of the road.

The

police jury

of East Feliciana Parish agreed to pay for whatever new
bridges were necessary and to maintain the road after it
was finished.

The five-mile road,

eled, was completed in 1911.
Changes in the size and

one-eighth of it grav-

62
appearance of the

Jackson asy

lum were matched by important changes in administrative
structure and state supervision.

For much of the period

advances in public health administration were frustrated by

6X

Mrs. D. H. Pipes, "History of Jackson, Louisiana" (un
published typewritten manuscript in the files of East L o u i s i 
ana State Hospital, Jackson, Louisiana, 1956), p. 4; ELSH
Board Report (1902), pp. 10-13, 22; (1912), pp. 19, 45-47.
For a picture of the tracks on asylum grounds, see ELSH
Board Report (1904), opposite p. 49.
62ELSH Board Report

(1912),

pp.

19, 52-53.
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the Bourbon Democrats'

reactionary social policies as well

as the severe limitations plac ed on legislative power by the
Bou rb on- wr itt en constitution of 1879.

63

Jackson remained

sad dle d w it h a locally controlled administrative bo ard
b as ica ll y free of state supervision.

In May 1888,

Governor

Samuel D. McEnery wrote at length on the subject of the asy
lum's administration in his mes sag e to the legislature:
For the successful management of the asylum, I deem
it essential to change the manner of appointing the
Bo ar d of Administrators.
Th e members of the Board
should be appointed at large, from the state.
At p r e s 
ent the B o a r d is localized, and as a result the a d m in 
istration falls too much u nd er local influences and is
trammeled and impeded by local jealousies.
I will also
suggest as a matter of prime importance . . . that the
Governor should be, ex-officio, a member of the B oar d of
Administrators, and that he should appoint the S u pe ri n
tendent and the Physician of the Asylum.
Y ou will find
that a vigorous effort will be made to defeat this im
portant change, for the same local interest that d i c
tated the present system w ill oppose the substitution
of an ot h er .64
McEnery's prediction was on the mark,

as no changes in

administrative structure were enacted during that session.
There was,

however,

a new administrative board selected in

1888 by McEnery's successor,

Francis T. Nicholls,

vious board's four-year term having run out.
must have felt the winds of change,

the p r e 

The new board

for in 1890

'it

at

tempted to strengthen local administrative control by asking

r*

n

Hair, Bou rb on is m and Agrarian P r o t e s t , p. 107; Const i
tution of the State of Louisiana of 1 8 7 9 , Articles 43-57.
64
lature,
p . 19.

"Message of Governor Samuel D. McEnery to the L e gi s
May 14, 1888," in Louisiana House J o u r n a l , 1888.
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the legislature to amend the provision of the law governing
the tenure of office of the board so that the four-year
terms of all the members would not expire at the same time.
While such a provision wou ld allow for a continuity of
leadership that might prove beneficial to the asylum in re
gard to long-term planning,

it woul d also insure that new

members wo ul d be tempered in any attempt to change the sys
tem by "old hands" on the board.

Staggering the terms wou ld

also prevent any one governor from appointing all the m e m 
bers of the board,

thus cutting down the power of the state's

chief executive to influence the administration of the in
stitution— a power that McEnery had been bent on increasing
two years earlier.

Governor Nicholls,

however, who as we

have seen blamed much of the overcrowding problems at Jac k
son on the failure of local parish police juries to provide
for their indigent ill, was less inclined to criticize the
current administrative system and in his May 1890 message to
the legislature recommended that the changes in terms of
office asked for by the Jackson board be adopted.

How much

the governor's decision to support the board was swayed (if
at all) by his anti-lottery

feelings is not clear,

although

it would not have been good strategy to oppose the board and
thereby attack the system the Antis were busily praising.

65

The legislature did take action in the 1890 session on

^ ELSH Board Report (1890), p. 6; "Message of Governor
Francis T. Nicholls to the Legislature, May 12, 1890," in
Louisiana House Journal, 1890, p. 18.
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the board's recommendation,

but the outcome was part victory

and part defeat for supporters of local Feliciana control of
the asylum administration.

Act 147 of 1890 provided for the

appointment of eight board members by the Governor,
advice and consent of the Senate,

with the

for four-year terms, with

two members to be appointed each year rather than all eight
being chosen every four years.

This provision allowed a

newly-elected governor to make two appointments upon taking
office and not more than four during his administration.
for the constitution of the board,

As

two members were to be

from West Feliciana,

two from East Feliciana,

and four from

the state at large.

The new law was to take effect after

expiration of the terms of the present board in 1892.

On

the surface it appeared that the Jackson board had garnered
all the roses, but this was not the case.

Gone was the pr ovi

sion setting up an executive committee of the board made up
of the members from the Felicianas.

While in practical

terms those board members living closest to the asylum would
continue to have the opportunity— if they took it — of as
serting influence over the daily affairs of the institution,
one legal prop supporting local influence and control had
been stripped away.

The local politicos who felt the asylum

was a Feliciana fiefdom had lost more than a skirmish.
Times

change,

even in Louisiana,

®^Acts of Louisiana (1890), p.
Huey Long (New York, 1969), p. 292.

66

and the rise and fall

187; T. Harry Williams,
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of Populism in the 1890's, even if it left Bourbonism tri
umphant,

did leave several advances in social policy and

public administration in its wake.

In 1898 the legislature

once again changed the administrative structure of the asy
lum.

Act 146 provided for an eight-member board to serve

for four-year staggered terms,

appointed by the governor

with the consent of the Senate.

All the board members,

how

ever, were now to be appointed from the state at large.
Furthermore,

the governor was now to serve as ex-officio

president of the board;

the board was to elect a vice-

president from among its members,
of the governor,

to preside in the absence

and an executive committee of four members,

who were required to meet at the institution at least once a
month;

the full bo ard was to meet not less than four times a

year.

The new law had taken away the Feliciaian residents'

reserved seats on the board, while the governor now had a
direct voice in the process of selecting a superintendent
through his power to preside over the meeting of the board
and to participate directly in any board decision.

How

many residents of the Felicianas w oul d serve on the execu
tive boards now depended upon the overall makeup and inter
nal political alignments of the full boards.

Retention of

the staggered term provision still allowed for a certain
continuity of leadership and (hopefully)

long-term planning,

and in theory prevented total domination of any board by a
particular governor,

although it wo uld not prevent a governor

from gaining a voting majority if he made his appointments
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carefully.

The administrative structure set up in 1898 for

the Jackson asylum w o u l d be duplicated in the establishment
of Louisiana's second state mental
later,

institution four years

and the system would remain unchanged until 1940.

67

The year 1898 in Louisiana was apparently one of those
occasions when progress in the art of governing,

held back

for varying lengths of time and for diverse reasons,
pushed through reluctant or indifferent

is

law-making bodies

by persons or groups who are aware that changes are n e c e s 
sary and who are determined to win them through.

The le gis

lative reorganization of the asylum's management was but one
of several advances in public administration made

in 1898.

The other steps were taken at the Bour bon -d omi nat ed state
constitutional convention of that year.

William Ivy Hair's

statement that what "emerged from the convention of 1898 was
virtually the Constitution of 1879 drawn up anew"
thing of an oversimplification,

68

is som e

for the new instrument gave

to the legislature powers that had been denied it in 1879.
The constitution which di sfr anchised bla cks is also the docu
ment which authorized the creation of a State B oa rd of A p 
praisers to assess utility companies,
culture and Immigration,

a State Bo ard of A g r i 

state and parish boards of health,

67

Hair, Bour bo nis m and Agraria n P r o t e s t , pp. 268-279;
Sindler, Huey Long's L o u i s i a n a , p. 21; Acts of Louisiana
(1898), pp. 259-260; Williams, Huey L o n g , p. 292.

68

Hair,

Bo urbonism and Agrarian Protest,

p.
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and agencies to regulate banks.

The section of the con

stitution which most affected the care of the mentally ill
was Article 295, which authorized creation of a State Board
of Charities and Corrections to consist of six members ap
pointed by the governor for six-year staggered terms.
members were to serve without compensation,

Board

although they

were empowered to hire a secretary to receive a salary fixed
by the legislature;

the legislature was also to provide an

office for the board.

The duties were to be "strictly visi-

torial, without administrative or executive powers."

The

board was to inspect all state, parish and municipal chari
table and correctional institutions,

private charitable fa

cilities aided by parochial or municipal
private insane asylums,

authority,

and all

and submit an annual report on the

condition of those institutions to the governor and the leg
islature.

Officers in charge of institutions subject to in

spection were required to furnish the b o ar d "such information
and statistics as it may require."

Already strictly limited

in scope by the absence of any administrative or executive
authority,

the projected board was further emasculated by a

provision allowing the board to make "necessary and p e rt i
nent" suggestions to the governor and legislature only when
"said suggestions are concurred in by a majority of the

69

Sindler, Huey L o n g ’s L o u i s i a n a , p. 21; Constitution
of the State of Louisiana of 1898, Article 296.
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members of the Boards in control of each of said institu
tions."

In other words,

the board would need the permission

of the administrators of the institutions it was inspecting
before it could suggest how to improve the administration of
those facilities!

70

If one remembers the reactionary group of Bourbon Demo
crats who in effect dictated a constitution that suited them,
the creation on paper of a Board of Charities and Corrections
powerless to do anything but conduct inspections,

write re

ports and with permission make suggestions becomes un der
standable.

The fashioning of a powerful state agency inde

pendent of legislative control was quite beyond the phi los o
phy of the men who controlled Louisiana politics and govern
ment in 1898.

The point,

however,

is not that the board

authorized by the constitution was like a gadfly without a
bite,

but that a b o a r d , however weak,

had been authorized in

a convention dominated by reactionaries and conservatives.
When taken together,

Article 295 of the constitution of 1898

and Act 146 of the legislative session of the same year are
hard evidence that as the nineteenth century blended into
the twentieth,

Louisiana's solons had finally begun to real

ize that state institutions needed more than annual appro
priations— they needed observation,

assessment,

and some

measure of central administration and planning.
Louisiana did not join the ranks of the other states

70

Constitution of the State of Louisiana of 1 8 9 8 ,
Article 295.
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which had created agencies to oversee their health and
welfare institutions until 1904, when the legislature at
last enacted into existence the Board of Charities and Cor
rections authorized by the constitution of 1898.

Act 176 of

1904 gave the Board the same duties and powers outlined in
Article 295 of the constitution and specified New Orleans as
the location of the Board's office.

In April 1905 Governor

Newton C. Blanchard appointed five members (he was the sixth),
three from Ne w Orleans,
Roads,

one each from Shreveport and New

and the new agency began operations,

first report

in March 1906.

issuing its

The report was short,

resemb

ling in its brevity and content the reports of the legisla
tive inspection committees.

With regard to the mentally ill,

the Board's major finding was that the new institution at
Pineville was filling up so quickly that unless the do rmi
tory capacity was doubled both the Pineville and Jackson
institutions would be heavily congested,
sity many "afflicted persons"

leaving by n e ce s

in jails throughout the state.

In 1918 the Board's difficulties in carrying out its as
signed duties were eased considerably when the legislature
finally provided funds for traveling expenses and for the
salary of the secretary.

71

In 1921 a revision of the law

gave the Board a bit more power;

this development will be

^ Acts of Louisiana (1904), pp. 361-362; (1918), pp. 99100; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a ,
pp. 181-182; "First Annual Report of the Louisiana State
Board of Charities and Corrections, March, 1906" (New O r 
leans, 1906), pp. 7-16.
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discussed in Chapter V.
Besides changes in size,
of the Jackson asylum,

administration and supervision

there were changes in patient makeup.

The decline in the numbers of foreign insane,
in the m i d - 1 8 7 0 ’s, continued,

first noticed

no doubt helped by the immi

grant restriction law of 1882 which authorized port offi
cials to refuse entry to prospective immigrants likely to
become public charges.

Between 1886 and 1888, only 20 out

of 118 total admissions were foreigners,
sions,

or 16% of admis

24 persons were admitted from other states,

or 56% of admissions were native Louisianians.
and 1902,

out of a total of 486 admissions,

were foreigners,

and 67,

Between 1900

31, or 6.3%,

while 377, or 77%, were Louisiana natives.

By the end of the period under discussion,

31 out of 379 ad

missions between 1908 and 1910 were foreigners,

or 8% of

those admitted,

while 296,

Glancing ahead,

between 1918 and 1920 only eight foreigners

were admitted,
ana natives.

or 78%, were Louisiana natives.

and nearly 90% of those admitted were Louisi
The 1920 report was the last one to classify

new patients by home states and foreign countries;

until

1932 admissions were only classified as ntive-born or natur
alized citizen or alien;

after 1932 classification by na-

tivity was dropped altogether.

72

The presence of foreign

pauper insane as a factor in the relationship between

79

ELSH Bo ar d Report (1888), p. 22; (1902),
(1910), p. 35; (1920), p. 53; (1932), p. 52.

p.
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Louisiana's mental institutions,

73

the state legislature,

and the state's largest c it y— from where the vast majority
of foreigners had been sent to Ja cks on — had been eliminated
by the 1890's.
While the numbers of foreign-born insane at the asylum
declined,
crease.

the numbers of black mentally ill continued to in
At the end of 1877,

59 out of the 194 patients

present were black; between 1890 and 1892,
sions,

126,

or 38.8%, were black;

patients in the asylum,
or 36.2%, were black.

by March 1902, of 1,284

819, or 63.8%, were white,

74

1904, Dr. George Hays,

out of 316 admis

and 465,

The Superintendent of Jackson in
agreed with the average Southern

medical man's explanation for the rise of mental illness
among blacks.

While slaves their health had been protected

by their masters,

but after emancipation, Hays wrote,

the

blacks "indulged in all the excesses possible to them," and
as a consequence
. . . the liquor and cocaine habits, the ravages of
syphilis, and their general conditions of improvidence,
that have resulted since the restraining influence of
white civilization have been removed and they have been
left to the domination of their own sweet wills, they
have retrograded mentally and physically and insanity
has become common among th em.75
Exactly when the superintendents of Jackson began to

73

The statement includes the Pineville Asylum created
in 1902.
74

ELSH Board Report
(1902), p. 34.
Ibid.

(1904),

(1877),

p.

15;

(1892),

p.

p. 31.
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segregate white from black patients is not clear.
points to sometime prior to 1888,

Evidence

for in that year a visit

ing legislative committee wrote of separate wards for whites
and blacks, male and female,
white female wards,

all of which,

except for the

had no furniture except mattresses cov

ered with clean white sheets laid on the floors.

The com

mittee was "somewhat surprised" to find that those black and
white males prone to violent behavior shared the same exercise yard.

In 1890 Superintendent Perkins complained that

his accommodations for blacks were inadequate.

Perkins had

one frame building each for males and females, with sixteen
rooms apiece and five patients to a room;
was a new frame dining room,
blacks.

for the use of

The two frame buildings were enlarged and renovated

over the next two years,

to these were added two more struc

tures of two stories by 1896,
1898,

40 x 28 feet,

in addition there

expanded to three stories by

and black males were given a dining room in the cellar

of a new building for white men in 1902.

77

In 1902 Superintendent Hays reported to the legislature
that the steady increase in applications for admission n e
cessitated either a major extension of existing facilities
at Jackson or the construction of a second state asylum in

70

"Report of the Committee on Health, Quarantine,
Drainage and Charitable Institutions to the Senate, July 5,
1888," in Louisiana Senate J o u r n a l , 1888, p. 331.
77ELSH Board Report (1890), p.
(1898), p. 11; (1902), p. 11.

10;

(1892),

p. 12;
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another area of Louisiana.

He suggested that if the legis

lature
in its wisdom, should decide to establish another Asylum,
I would recommend that it be devoted exclusively to the
reception of colored patients.
That wo uld relieve this
place at once of 465 colored patients and wo uld corre
spondingly furnish us accommodations for the same number
of w h it es .78
Hays warned that a new asylum should not be located in "mos
quito infested country" and that the place selected be "easy
of access by rail and river,” where competitive freight
rates were available.

The experience of Jackson,

which was

"at the mercy of one railroad line," should at all costs be
avoided.

79

Hays'

recommendations,

William Heard,
lature.

which were seconded by Governor

received a favorable response from the legis

Act 92 of 1902 authorized the establishment of the

"Insane Asylum for Colored People of the State of Louisiana,"
to be located in Rapides Parish,
its construction,

appropriated $100,000 for

and set up an eight-member board of admin-

istrators to begin the building of the new asylum.

80

Before

Louisiana's second state insane asylum could be opened the
entire conception of the project changed.

In December 1903,

7 Q

ELSH Board Report
79

(1902),

pp.

21-22.

I b i d ., p . 22.

80

Message of Governor William Heard to the L e g i s l a t u r e ,
May 12, 1 9 0 2 , in Louisiana Senate J o u r n a l , 1902, pp. 20-21;
Acts of Louisiana (1902), pp. 144-148.
A detailed discus
sion of the founding and development of the Pineville insti
tution will be presented later in this chapter.
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realizing that the $100,000 appropriated by the 1902 legis
lature for the building of the new institution w o ul d allow
for the construction of dormitories that could house only
about half of the blacks then at Jackson, Hays visited the
extra session of the legislature then meeting at Baton Rouge
and urged the appropriation of enough money to fund the
erection of four additional dormitories at the new asylum.
This step was not taken,

and although a special grant of

$25,000 for additional buildings was voted by the special
session,

by March 1904

there were 490 blacks at Jackson

while the projec te d capacity of the second asylum,

when

buildings then under construction should be completed,
only be 240.
them white,

With 234 mentally ill persons,

would

nearly all of

on a wiating list for admission to the o v er 

crowded Jackson institution,

Superintendent Hays suggested

that the idea of a separate insane asylum for blacks be
dropped,

and that the new asylum be expanded into a facility

for both races.
Recognizing the practicality of Hays'

suggestion,

the

1904 legislature amended the 1902 act creating the new asy
lum by simply re-wording those portions of the original law
which referred to blacks.
cially biracial.
Hays'

The new institution was now o f f i 

The legislature also saw the wi sd o m behind

plea for expanded facilities,

and appropriated $140,000

0*1
ELSH Bo ard Report (1904), pp. 11-12; Wisner, Public
Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a , p. 123; Acts of L o u i s i 
ana (1903), pp. 5-6.
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to run the new asylum between 1904 and 1906,
$50,000 of the sum for additional buildings.

earmarking
In 1906 Super

intendent Clarence Pierson of Jackson (Hays had become Sup
erintendent at Pineville) made yet another practical sugges
tion:

to divide the state by law into two districts or p a 

tient catchment areas,
be apportioned.

from which Louisiana's insane could

Pierson added that such a law should in

clude a provision for relieving possible "congestion"

at

either asylum by allowing for the occasional suspension of
the district restrictions.

Later that year the legislature

enacted such a law, basically directing those parishes west
of the Atchafalaya River to send their mentally ill to P i n e 
ville,

while those east of the river were to send their pros-

pective patients to Jackson.

82

The idea of a separate insane asylum for blacks,
doned in 1904, was not raised again,

aban

and Louisiana's mental

institutions therefore remained biracial, with the races

82

Acts of Louisiana (1904), pp. 314-316; ELSH Board
Report (1906), pp. 20-23, 28; Wisner, Public Welfare Ad min
istration in L o u i s i a n a , pp. 108-109.
First District (pa
tients sent to Jackson):
Ascension, Assumption, Concordia,
East Baton Rouge, East Carroll, East Feliciana, Iberville,
Jefferson, Lafourche, Livingston, Madison, Orleans, P l a q u e 
mines, Pointe Coupee, St. Bernard, St. Charles, St. Helena,
St. James, St. John, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa, Tensas, Te rre
bonne, Washington, West Baton Rouge and West Feliciana.
Second District (patients sent to Pineville):
Avoyelles,
Bienville, Bossier, Caddo, Calcasieu, Caldwell, Cameron,
Catahoula, Claiborne, DeSoto, Grant, Franklin, Iberia, Jack
son, Lafayette, Lincoln, Morehouse, Natchitoches, Oachita,
Rapides, Red River, Richland, Sabine, Union, Vernon, Webster,
Winn, Acadia, St. Landry, Vermilion, West Carroll, St. M a r 
tin, and St. Mary.
Wisner, Public Welfare Administration in
Louisiana, p. 108.
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separated by w ar d and building.
1,463 patients at Jackson,

By March 1910 there were

32% of them black;

between 1908 and 1910, of 318 admissions,
black.

174, or 41%, were

Were the facilities for blacks inferior to those

housing whites?
least,

at Pineville,

There is slim evidence that at Jackson,

this was so.

at

The State Board of Charities and C o r

rections found in 1907 that more beds were required in the
black wards,

because quite a number of these patients had to

sleep on pallets laid upon the floor.

Since all of the in

mates back in 1888 were sleeping on mattresses laid upon the
floors,

it would appear that the black wards were the last

to receive improvements.

In 1910 Superintendent Pierson

wrote of the need for "further demolishing of the present
inflammable, wooden quarters of the colored males and fe
males" and their replacement with reinforced concrete b u i l d 
ings.

As mentioned above,

had been frame,

or wooden,

accommodations added for blacks
dormitories and a frame dining

room, while more substantial, brick structures had been
built for white patients.
fire trap buildings,

The "further" demolishment of

however,

indicates a desire and w il l 

ingness to upgrade facilities for all patients,
of race.

regardless

All that can be assumed from the admittedly slim

evidence in this period is that while facilities and accom
modations for black patients were not the first to see im
provement when money became available,
denied blacks as a matter of policy.
Pineville,

improvements were not
As for conditions at

examination of biennial reports between 1906 (the
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year the first report was issued) and 1910 do not indicate
any differences in accommodations for whites and blacks.

83

Despite the many improvements— steam h e a t , electric
lighting,

telephones,

substantial amounts of home-grown

food from the farm colony,

etc .— several problems remained

to haunt the superintendents and administrators of the
Jackson asylum.

Overcrowding remained constant,

of added buildings,
areas.

a second state asylum,

in spite

and catchment

In 1908 there were 197 mentally ill persons in jails

and almshouses around the state,

for want of room at both

the Jackson and Pineville asylums,

and Superintendent P i e r 

son wrote that he had no choice but to turn away many ap pli
cants because his institution already had "a considerably
greater population than what is recognized as a proper number."

84

Over the next two years 50 persons died in jail

while awaiting admission to a state asylum.

The institu

tions at Jackson and Pineville were so constantly short of
space that each was forced to admit patients from the
other's catchment area,

a practice which still did not p r e

vent prospective inmates being turned away from both asy
lums— a fact well known to the families of those unfortunates
who died in jail.

Between 1908 and 1910,

Jackson accepted

83

CLSH (Central Louisiana State Hospital) Bo ard Report
(1910), p. 9; ELSH Board Report (1910), pp. 9, 23; "Second
Annual Report of the Louisiana State Board of Charities and
Corrections, December, 1907," p. 25; CLSH Board Reports
(1906-1910).
84

ELSH Board Report

(1908),

pp.

12-13.
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26 patients from Pineville's district,
Rapides Parish itself;

two of them from

at Pineville in the same period,

patients were accepted from J a c k s o n ’s district,

104

64 of them

from Orleans Parish and one from West Feliciana.

85

Another continuing pro ble m facing Jackson's adminis
trators was the necessity of housing the criminally insane.
Judges continued,

under the law,

to commit persons acquitted

of or not chargeable for a crime by reason of insanity.

The

legislature of 1896 worsen ed the problem by allowing for the
transfer to Jackson of convicts who had become mentally ill
while incarcerated in the State Penitentiary.
were to remain at the asylum until recovered,

Such persons
after which

they were to be returned to prison to serve out the rest of
their sentence;

time spent in the asylum counted toward

their sentence time.

86

Superintendents of Jackson continued

to protest against the commitment of the criminally insane,
although to no avail.

Dr. Hays

in 1904 wrote a seven-page

essay against the practice in the biennial report,

complai n

ing of the evil influences of criminal minds over the other
patients,

and the danger to employees and patients po sed by

the presence of criminals in their midst.
penitentiary transfers,

With regard to

Hays pointed out that when convicts

fell ill they were not sent to Charity Hospital of New

QC
Report

ELSH Board Report (1910), pp.
(1910), pp. 26-27.

36, 60-61;

Acts of Louisiana (1896),

153-154.

CLSH Board

Of*

pp.
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Orleans for treatment but were cared for in prison;
fashion,

in like

those becoming insane should not be sent to Jackson

but treated in a special ward in the penitentiary.

Hays

suggested that space be set aside in the penitentiary for
all the criminally insane.

Superintendent Pierson recom

mend ed in 1906 and again in 1910 that the state should
either provide special accommodations for the criminally in
sane at one of the penal farms,

or failing that,

at least

create a separate department for this class of patient at
one of the insane asylums.

Pierson pointedly reminded the

legislature that his institution was not supplied with "steel
cages

. . .

or brick walls with iron doors" and that conse

quently several dangerous criminally insane persons had es 
caped and were still at large.

Escape had been made easier,

perhaps, by Pierson's practice of attempting to isolate the
criminally

insane at the farm colony.

87

In 1910 the legislature responded to the numerous past
and current complaints and passed a law directing "that the
hospital for the Insane at Jackson,
set apart separate ward or wards
sane

L a . , shall provide and

. . . for the criminal in

. . . the purpose of this provision being to keep

separate and apart the criminal

insane from those who are

on

ELSH Board Report (1904), pp. 24-31; (1906), pp. 2930; (1910), pp. 21-22; Wisner, Public Welfare Administration
in Louisiana, p. 130.
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insane but have committed no crime."
unaccountably,

88

Unfortunately and

the legislature did not appropriate any funds

for the consturction of buildings needed to set up a special
criminally insane department.

It being impossible to obey

the letter of the law— "shall provide and set apart separate
w ar d or w a r d s " — Jackson's b oa rd of administrators conferred
with their attorney and the Attorney General and after due
consideration,

it was decided that the board would be justi

fied in refusing to accept any more criminally insane sent
to the asylum.

The board did,

however,

tectural firm of Favrot and Livaudais,

call in the archi
to draw up plans and

specifications and estimate the cost of buildings designed
to receive the state's criminally insane.

(The firm's

recommendations were printed in the 1912 biennial report and
will be discussed in Chapter V.)
of a legislative oversight,

In the meantime,

because

in 1910 Jackson's bo ard of ad

ministrators were able to cut off the admission of crimi
nally insane patients, but for how long was an open question.

89

As for the commitment of this class of patient to

the Pineville institution,

enough were received there prior

to the 1910 legislative act to elicit a protest from Superintendent Hays.

90

QQ
Acts of Louisiana, No.
Board Report (1912), p. 29.

264 of 1 9 1 0 , quoted in ELSH

89ELSH Board Report

(1912), pp.

90CLSH Board Report

(1908), p.

29-34.
17.
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The continued admission of epileptics and the mentally
retarded

was

another sore point with superintendents.

In

1902 Hays recommended
the removal of the idiots, imbeciles, epileptics and
chronic dements, who have no proper place in an Insane
Asylum, to a home where they can be properly and comfor
tably cared for for the remainder of their unfortunate
lives.
They are hopeless incurables and their removal
from this place would make room for about 200 additional
i n s a n e .91
The Board of Charities and Corrections in 1907 also wrote of
the "weak-minded" and other people in the asylum who had "no
right to be there" and suggested that the legislature require
each parish to care for such people at poorhouses "connected
with" farms where many of the inmates could work in the
fields.

Nevertheless,

the feeble minded,

epileptic and re

tarded continued to be committed to the Jackson asylum; b e 
tween 1908 and 1910,

18 epileptics,

beciles were admitted.

three idiots and 13 im-

92

The presence of the criminally insane,

epileptics and

the mentally retarded continued long-standing trends in the
patient population makeup.
trends.

There were other continuing

The most frequently listed occupation of incoming

patients continued to be "laborer;"
firmly settled into second place,

reflecting the practice,

adopted at the turn of the century,

91

ELSH Board Report

"housewife" was now

(1902), pp.

of reclassifying the

21-22.

92

Second Biennial Report of the Louisiana State Board
of Charities and Corrections, 1 9 0 7 , pp. 27-28; ELSH Board
Report (1910), p. 39.
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occupation of marr ie d women from "none" or "not stated" to
a word describing their presumed situation in life;

farmers

generally made up the third largest group of incoming p a 
tients,

followed by domestics and housekeepers;

professional people were admitted.

very few

Parishes which con

tributed the most patients to Jackson continued to be O r 
leans, which sent 30-40% of all admissions,
Rouge,

the Felicianas,

Lafourche,

and East Baton

and Jefferson;

there was

an increase in patients coming from Terrebonne and Pointe
Coupee,

indicating a rise in population in those areas.

Gone, however,
Rapides,

were the many patients sent from Caddo and

the flow cut off by the 1906 districting law.

The

great majority of entering patients continued to be between
the ages of 20 and 50 years of age,
ages of 20 and 40.

52-55% being between the

New patients over 50 represented about

16% of admissions throughout most of this period.
Kinds of mental

93

illness seen most frequently continued

to be forms of mania or demtnia,

although the medical termi

nology for these conditions changed during the period.
After 1906 dementia was termed "dementia praecox,"
phrase for forms of schizophrenia;

a blanket

after 1908 the term

"maniacal depressive insanity" replaced chronic,
recurrent mania in the board reports.

acute,

and

One form of mental

illness showing a marked increase was syphilitic insanity,

ELSH Board Report (1881), pp. 6, 8-9; (1898), pp. 23,
25, 27; (1902), pp. 35-36, 38; (1906), pp. 33-34, 36; (1910),
pp. 34-36.
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or general paresis,

rising from 1% of admissions between

1896 and 1898 to 7% between 1908 and 1910.

The increase in

general paresis was also reflected in the mortality figures;
two patients had died from the disease between 1879 and 1881,
6 between 1896 and 1898,

and 23 between 1908 and 1910.

berculosis continued to be a major killer,

Tu 

despite construc

tion of the tubercular pavilions between 1904 and 1906;

com

plications arising from epilepsy also continued to take many
lives.

The increasing number of old people at the asylum

were represented by an increase in the number of deaths
caused by arteriosclerosis,

heart disease and senility.

94

In 1910 the Jackson asylum could no longer be called a
lazar house,

as Dr. Pe rkins had dubbed it 20 years before,

for there had been too many improvements to the physical
plant to allow so extreme an appellation.

The care received

by the ever-increasing number of patients,

however,

largelv custodial.

remained

In 1902 Superintendent Hays explained

his metho d of treatment

in a short paragraph:

Not hi ng is more true than that the rational treat
ment of the insane consists of:
(a) Discipline;
(b) Sanitation, personal and environmental; (c) Medical
and Hygienic.
In we ll -eq ui ppe d hospitals for the insane
we can, and do, dispense with a large amount of "drug
restraint"— profound po is on ing — to which physicians in
private practice are compelled to resort for the lack of
other facilities; exercising a corresponding degree of
"hospital restraint" much less dangerous and deleterious
to the patient, interfering less with physiological p r o 
cesses necessary to he alth.95

94

ELSH B oar d Report (1881), p. 12;
(1906), p. 37; (1910), pp. 39, 48-49.
y Ibid.

(1902),

p.

(1898),

pp.

17.
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Cleanliness,

of course, needs no explanation,

while Hays'

reference to "profound poisoning" no doubt refers to the
late nineteenth century practice of giving large doses of
bromides and chloral hydrate to mental patients,

a practice

being slowly supplanted by the use of the new drug barbitol.
"Discipline" probably meant the unvarying daily regimen of
some form of work,
Hays'

some recreation,

regular meals and sleep.

definition of "hospital restraint"

is reflected in the

rules he established for dealing with troublesome patients.
Attendants were allowed to place patients becoming violently
excited in seclusion rooms,

after which the supervisor or a

physician was to be notified as soon as possible.

No body

restraints such as leather cuffs could be put on, unless
bodily harm was "imminent," or removed when on, except by
j

-p

u

•

•

order of a physician.
Hays'

96

successor at Jackson,

Clarence Pierson,

what more descriptive of his treatment techniques.
he described these as the use of efficient

was some
In 1908

receiving wards

and "every scientific necessity" such as electro-hydrotherapy
for the care of patients in the "wild" or acute stages of
their illnesses.

When patients reached the "sub-acute"

state and were quiet and amenable,
was given them.

"appropriate employment"

"Some industrial employment," wrote Pierson,

will accomplish more for the individual than anything
ever yet undertaken.
If further mental improvement be
possible, the person does this rapidly, and, after a

96ELSH Bo ard Report

(1904),

p.

34.
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while, is returned to the outside world with a trade or
calling, to be a useful and productive citizen.
In this
line of development, all similar institutions will even
tually become industrial schools.97
As if to punctuate his belief in shop classes for mental
patients, Pierson in 1908 introduced a new table into the
biennial reports,

showing how many of his charges were em 

ployed and the jobs they performed.
formation for 1910.

Table 3 shows this in

While the list of "jobs" and areas of

employment are impressive,

the key figures are the 537 p a 

tients listed as doing "other work" on the wards,

probably

meaning mopping,

and the

sweeping and variations thereof,

464 patients labeled as "idle."

Out of a patient population

of 1,463, 462 or 31.5% can be said to have been gainfully
employed,

while 36.7% were engaged in cleanup and make-work

and 31.7% were doing nothing.

To be fair to Pierson,

there

were 133 patients classified as idiots and imbeciles who u n 
doubtedly made up a large portion of the idle and marginally
employed groups,
long-term,

and there were also undetermined numbers of

chronically insane persons whose abilities to p e r

form tasks requiring more than a modicum of thought were
probably limited.

Given the facilities and staff available

to him, Pierson had probably engaged as many patients as was
possible in a broadly defined therapeutic labor.
less,

there was a tragic failure of treatment,

Neverthe

and if not

Pierson's fault alone, then it was a combination of the state

97ELSH Board Report

(1908), p. 26.
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Table 4-2
Employment of Population and the Unemployed
at East Louisiana State Hospital
gg
during the Biennial Period 1908-1910
Males
Bakery
Butcher Shop
Blacksmith Shop
Construction Work
Carpenter Work
Dining Rooms
Drug Store
Executive Department
Executive Laundry
Field
Garden
Kitchen
Mattress and Shoe Shops
Patching Rooms
Poultry Yard
Plumbing Shop
Power House
Piggery
Reading Rooms
Stable and Cow Barn
Store Rooms
Sewing Room
State Laundry
Tailor Shop
Wood and Coal House
Wards (Knitting and Mending)
Ward (other work)
Wards (idle)
Tin Shop
Hydro-Therapeutics Department
^ -itals

ELSH Bo ard Report

(1910), p.

__

_

-

-

Totals

728

6
5
1
75
5
47
1
12
10
75
47
21
11
6
1
3
4
1
3
18
4
15
41
8
4
34
537
464
2
2
1,463

54
54

79
43

133
97

25
25

——

50

6
5
1
75
5
12
1
1
—

75
47
6
11

—
—

—

35
—

11
10
—
—

15
—

6

—

1
3
4
1
2
18
2
—

1
8
4
-

-

250
192
2
2
735

Idiots and Imbeciles
Epileptics
Population of Colony:
Ma les— White
M ale s— Colored

98

Females

—
—

- —

1
—

2
15
40
—
—

34
287
272
—
—

31.
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legislature's parsimony and the state of American institu
tional psy chiatry that was to blame.

If "further mental

improvement" of patients depended mostly upon useful em
ployment,

and most patients were either denied such work or

were incapable of performing it in the first place,

then

most patients were receiving little m ore than custodial care,
and had been in effect abandoned by science and society.
The expanded work therapy program,

99

which did after all

reach a goodly number of patients, was one of several p r o m 
ising developments in care and treatment.

Another improve

ment was a gradual increase since 1890 of recreational fa
cilities.

By 1908 there was an asylum band made up of pa

tients and staff, with a full-time director, which gave
daily afternoon concerts on the lawn or in the dining room
in bad weather,

performed at biweekly dances,

the dining room at meal times.
Gras Ball,

and played in

There was an annual Mardi

an annual Christmas party complete with tree,

Santa Claus and gifts;

reading rooms in various buildings

fairly well supplied with daily periodicals and monthly
magazines;

services in the

chapel

on Sundays,

in fair weat he r on the segregated lawns,

daily walks

and by 1910 moving

picture shows were given r e g u l a r l y .
Another improvement in care and treatment was Pierson's

99ELSH Board Report
1 0 0Ibid.

(1908),

pp.

(1910),
17-19;

p.

31.

(1910),

p.

11.
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introduction of the furlough system after 1908,

whereby p a 

tients were sent home to their families without formal dis
charges,

making it easier to return patients not doing well

by obviating the necessity for formal re-commitment pr oce
dures.

Not only did this allow for "trial" periods of vary

ing length,

it also helped make families more amenable to

taking patients home because of the ease of return in case
of trouble.

Twenty-nine patients were on furlough on

April 1, 1910.101
One apparent improvement

in patient care was an in

crease in the number of medical officers.

By 1888 there

there were two full-time doctors at the asylum,
intendent and an assistant;
tween 1902 and 1910,

the super

by 1898 there were three; b e 

there were anywhere from two to five

physicians including the superintendent on the staff,

the

number varying from year to year because of frequent resig
nations.

The problem of keeping good staff doctors was a

constant one for Jackson's board of administrators.

Low pay

($100 to $125 a month for "assistant superintendents,"
staff physicians were called,
load

were

in 1906-1910)

and a heavy work

two reasons for frequent leave-takings.

doctors there were,

as

The more

the more individual attention patients

were supposed to receive,

but doctor-patient ratios were al

ways low because the number of patients always increased at
a steadily greater rate than did the number of physicians

101ELSH Board Report

(1910),

pp.

9-10.
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on the staff.

Superintendent Pierson had two professional

assistants in April of 1910, with a total inmate population
of 1,463— a ratio of one doctor for every 487 patients.
Actually the caseload of Pierson's assistants was greater
than 487, because as chief administrative officer the Su per 
intendent could not have devoted his full time to the p ra c
tice of medicine.

In 1910,

then,

the increase in the m e d i 

cal staff was an improvement that was more apparent than
real:

the number of patients was simply too great for such

a pitifully small medical staff to handle with anything more
than a modicum of success in working patients up for dis
charge or f u r l ou gh .
The hospital staff as a whole had been increased sub 
stantially over the years since Superintendent Burgess in
December of 1877 had to make do with 21 employees.
1910 there were 138 full-time employees,
gist,

farm manager,

penters,
stress,

stenographer,

tailor, barber, painter,
farm laborers,

of carpenters,

pipefitters,

hired by the day.

including a drug

engineers,
gardener,

and attendants,

By April

plumbers,
cooks,

seam

as well as a number

tinners and common laborers

The number of attendants,

ervisors, was 69; with 1,463 inmates,

including s up 

the attendant-patient

ratio was 1:21— only slightly better than it had been
1877.103

102
x ELSH Board Report (1888), p. 4; (1898), p.
(1904), p. 5; (1908), p." 53; (1910), p. 55.
1Q3Ibid.

car

(1877), p. 3; (1910), pp.

55-57.
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Not all the attendants had the best interest of the
patients in mind,

for bughousers had made their presence

felt at Jackson as well as at Pineville.

By 1904 Su perin

tendent Hays was requiring new employees to sign a series
of "obligations" before beginning service at Jackson.

One

such obligation was a promise to give a month's notice b e 
fore quitting or to forfeit a half-month's wages, while
another obligation required b eginning employees to deposit
one-half of their first month's wages with the sup erinten
dent,

to be held by him in case the employees violated any

of the bylaws of the asylum— including the one month's
notice rule.

104

Hays probably hoped that by requiring a

financial sacrifice as a condition of employment,

he could

prevent the hiring on of irresponsible transients.

The

board of administrators also took a hand in the attempt to
prevent employment of hospital tramps.
1905,

On December 19,

the board passed a resolution stating that no former

employee of the Pineville asylum could be hired at Jackson
unless he or she had first secured the assent in writing of
the superintendent of Pineville to the person's employment
at Jackson.

The resolution then requested the Pineville

board of administrators to pass a similar resolution.

Pre

sumably Jackson's board sent a copy of their resolution to
their Pineville counterparts,

but for some reason the admin

istrative board upstate did not take similar action.
•c.

104ELSH Board Report

(1904),

pp.

35-36.
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fact that the Pineville board was busily engaged in the
later stages of building and opening an insane asylum may be
reason enough for Jackson's request to have been laid aside
for some future action and then forgotten.

105

If Clarence

Pierson ever learned about the resolution after assuming
the superintendency of Jackson in September 1905,

he appar

ently made no unilateral attempt to carry out its p r o v i 
sions.

That neither Pierson nor Hays made any attempt to

revive the bughouser resolution is indicated by a letter
from Hays in June 11
in N ew York.

o a mental hospital superintendent

Hays described the recent employment history

of three former attendants from Jackson who were hired on at
Pineville.

One of the attendants was subsequently caught

trying to persuade a female patient to elope with him,
other stole items from his ward,
treatment to several patients.

an

and the third gave brutal
Hays apparently did not

learn until after the attendants were long gone from P i n e 
ville that they had left Jackson after being suspected of
intercepting and "appropriating" money sent from relatives
to patients.

With the administrators of the two state

105

Minutes of the Board of Administrators of Central
Louisiana State Hospital, 1 9 0 2 - 1 9 2 9 , pp. 108-110 (referred
to in a bound ledger in files of Turner Bowen, Training O f f i 
cer, Central Louisiana State Hospital).
The minutes of the
board of administrators of EL SH have been lost.
The only
existing copy of the 1905 Jackson b o a r d ’s resolution is ap
pended to Central's minutes of January 9, 1917.
The original
resolution had been made part of a second resolution adopted
by the Jackson board and sent on to Pineville by letter.
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asylums failing to cooperate to stamp out a common problem,
bughousers would remain to plague both institutions for some
time to come.

106

What effect did the improvements and failures of 18901910 have on the patients?
shortage of physicians,

Despite the overcrowding and the

the health of the patients had shown

some improvement since the 1 8 8 0 's and the bouts with t y ph oi d
and dysentery.

Many of the patients on the mortality lists

had been residents of the asylum for only twelve months or
less before their deaths,

indicating a poor state of health

prior to their arr iv al — perhaps the effect of time spent in
jail awaiting admission.

In the 1906-1908 biennial period,

23.5% of all deaths occurred among persons who had been pa
tients from one month to a year; between 1908 and 1910 the
same group accounted for 33.7% of the deaths.
and 1910,

Between 1900

the death rate as a percentage of those treated

averaged 9%,

somewhat high for modern standards

(the death

rate at Jackson between 1950 and 1952 was 6.7% of those
treated) but acceptable for the period under discussion.
A reasonable mortality rate, however,

107

should not o b 

scure the presence of some serious health problems.

One of

these was the high number of patients dying from

1 /** r>

°Dr. George Hays to Dr. Charles W. Pilgrim, June 1 0 ,
1 9 0 8 . Bowen Files, CLSH.
A copy of this letter is con
tained in the appendix,
107ELSH Board Report (1902), p. 34; (1904), p. 37;
(1906), p. 32; (1908), pp. 30, 41; (1910), pp. 10, 33;
(1952), p. 35.
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tuberculosis,

referred to earlier;

another was that bane of

the South, pellagra, which struck the asylum in the spring of
1909.

Medical science now knows that the cause of pellagra

is a severe niacin deficiency and most frequently occurs in
those areas where corn, which contains niacin in a form the
body cannot assimilate,
however,

is a major diet feature.

the disease baffled the medical profession,

many believed that certain types of corn,
were the cause.
patients,
D.C.,

108

In 1909,
although

or spoiled corn,

When pellagra appeared among some 30 or 40

Dr. Pierson called in an expert from Washington,

to confirm his diagnosis,

discontinued cornbread and

grits from the diet of the affected patients,

and substi

tuted greater quantities of home-raised Louisiana rice for
Western-produced corn in the diet of the rest of the asylum
population.

Suspecting that spoiled corn might have been

the cause of the outbreak, Pierson and his colleagues "d is 
cussed the possibility of purchasing sufficient well-cured
corn from the neighborhood so that we could grind our own
meal and grits and be assured of their healthfulness and
wholesomeness,

but this we were unable to do on account of

the quantity of meal and grits required monthly here."
Despite Pierson's well intentioned efforts,

109

six patients

died of pellagra between the spring of 1909 and April of

108

David M. Holvey, e d . , The Merck Manual of Diagnosis
and Therapy (12th edition; Rahway, N.J.:
1972), pp. 10531055.
109ELSH Board Report

(1910),

pp.

18-19.
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1910, and the disease reached nearly epidemic proportions
in the next biennial period,

the number of patients affected

being increased by the admission of persons already suffer
ing from the disease.

As will be discussed in Chapter V, by

the start of World War I pellagra was known to be caused by
nutritional deficiency,

and the problem as it existed in

Louisiana's state mental institutions was curtailed.
Despite the presence of tuberculosis and pellagra,

p a

tients at the asylum in 1910 were less threatened by de
bility and disease than were the inmates of a generation
before.

There had been no progress,

however,

in the b u s i 

ness of curing patients of their mental illness.
1879-1881 biennial period,

In the

11.9% of all patients treated

were discharged as either "recovered" or "improved;" b e 
tween 1908 and 1910,

the discharged recovered-improved rate,

as a percentage of those treated, was 4.1%.

Even allowing

for tighter definitions of the words "recovered"
proved"

in 1910,

and "im

the 4.1% figure— representing 69 patients

out of 1,698— is the mark of an overwhelming failure in the
therapeutic program of the Jackson a s y l u m .^ ^
appropriations,

Inadequate

which perpetuated overcrowding and kept the

doctor-patient and attendant-inmate ratios too low to allow
for the individual attention so essential for the

110ELSH Board Report
(1914), pp. 12-13.
n i Ibid.

(1910),

(1881), p. 6;

p. 18;

(1910), pp.

(1912),

pp.

33, 42.
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establishment of a therapeutic atmosphere,
blame;

were partly to

the struggle between the statehouse and the Felici-

anas for control of the asylum's administration also wa s a
factor in the failure;

the snail's pace movement of the

Bo urbon-controlled government to ward the creation of an e f 
fective supervisory agency for health

and w el fa re

institu

tions was yet another cause for the lack of progress.
isiana,

however,

did not share the blame alone.

Lou

The accep

tance of Social Darwin ism and the theory of racial i nfe ri 
ority by the psychi atr ic profession,
curability of mental illness,
medical profession as a whole,

the doubts about the

the state of knowledge of the
all contributed to a nation 

wide failure to both discover new therapeutic techniques and
at the same time to implement to the fullest extent possible
the return to moral therapy bei ng preached by the most p r o 
gressive alienists and mental hospital superintendents.
was not only the internal political,

It

economic and social

patterns of life peculiar to L o u i si an a that ha d prevented
the establishment of me an in gfu l mental health therapy;

cus

todial care had been affirmed at Jackson and at state mental
institutions throughout the country because American society
had been both unwilling to attempt and unable to provide
anything better.

References have been made throughout this chapter to
•s.

conditions at the Pineville insane asylum,

and it is now

necessary to describe the birth and early development of
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Louisiana's second state mental institution in detail.
When Dr. Hays in 1902 had recommended the establishment
of an insane asylum for blacks,

he suggested that the new

facility be located at a place with little danger from epidemic diseases and "easy of access by rail and river."
In the act creating the asylum,

112

the legislature specified

that the institution "be established in the parish of R a 
pides," apparently with the understanding that a site would
be chosen in or near Alexandria or Pineville,

the latter

town being located directly across the Red River from the
major city of central Louisiana.
why this area was chosen,

There are several reasons

one be ing that the location was

easily accessible by rail and river.

A map of the area as

it was in 1908 shows that Alexandria/Pineville was a major
railroad hub, with seven lines coming in from nearly all
points of the compass.
highway,

The Red River itself was a major

and wo uld allow for the transportation of patients

and supplies by steamboat.

A second reason for the decision

to locate an asylum in the area was that the state already
owned a substantial tract of land in Pineville,
location

of

a

seminary,

the building site,

which if suitable could be used as

thereby saving the expense of buying land

on which to place the facility.
area was hilly,

the previous

A third reason was that the

lessening the chances of exposure to the epi

demics which still occasionally struck parishes

"M 9
EL SH Board Report

in the

(1902), p. 22.
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southern part of the state.

Another reason for the choice

of Alexandria/Pineville was that the new asylum had origi
nally been conceived as an institution solely for blacks,
and in 1902 most Louisiana blacks were agricultural workers
and farmers living in rural areas.

With the population of

the state growing most heavily in the north and west,

it

made good sense to place an asylum in the center of Louisiana,

accessible to the rural hinterlands.

113

The choice of a site in Rapides Parish received close
to unanimous support from the 1902 legislature.

The origi

nal bill authorizing the building of the asylum was intro
duced in the House by a representative from New Orleans and
passed the lower chamber by a vote of 76 to 0; the bill as
amended by the Senate passed the House by 89 to 0.
Senate adopted the measure,
by a vote of 31 to 1.

The

after making several amendments,

The unanimous vote in the House and

the near-unanimous vote in the Senate indicated wide agree
ment not only on the need for another state asylum but for
• 4i
4.„
114
its
location
as well.

113

Acts of Louisiana (1902), p. 144; Louisiana State
Board of Agriculture and Immigration Map of Louisiana, 1 9 0 8 ;
Minutes of the Board of Administrators of Central Louisiana
State Hospital, 1 9 0 2 - 1 9 2 9 , pp. 1-7 (in bound ledger in the
personal files of Turner L. Bowen, Training Officer, C L S H ) ;
Carleton et al., Readings in Louisiana P o l i t i c s , p. 329;
Davis, Louisiana, A Narrative H i s t o r y , p. 294; Pe rry Howard,
Political Tendencies in Louisiana, 1812-1952 (Baton Rouge,
1957), pp. 91-92; CLSH Board Report (1908), p. 16.-“^ Louisiana House J o u r n a l , 1902, pp. 3, 50-51,
387; Louisiana Senate Journal, 1902, pp. 150, 275.
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Act 92 of 1902 established an administrative structure
for the new asylum that was similar in most respects to that
set up for Jackson in 1875,

as amended in 1898:

an eight-

member b oa rd of administrators serving staggered terms of
four years,

appointed by the governor,

the chief executive

to serve as ex-officio president of the board.

It is a re

flection upon the minds of the legislators of 1902 that one
of the amendments the Senate made in the House bill was to
the selection process of the asylum's board members.

The

House version authorized the governor to select six board
members

from the state at large and two from Rapides Parish;

the Senate amendment,
House,

adopted with no opposition in the

instead required the selection of all members from

the state at large.

While this step prevented the de jure

establishment of a special asylum-Rapides Parish administra
tive rel at ionship— thereby avoiding the problem at Jackson
that had only been corrected by law four years b e f o r e — it
did not prevent the governor from appointing to the board as
many local residents as he pleased.

In fact,

the legisla

ture allowed the state's chief executive greater leeway in
the choice of Pineville's administrators than it had in the
selection of Jackson's.

Act 92 of 1902 did not require S en

ate approval of the governor's board appointees,
law in force at Jackson did.

115

while the

Act 92 increased the power

115

Acts of Louisiana (1902), pp. 144-145; Louisiana
Senate J o u r n a l , 1902, p. 275; Acts of Louisiana (1898),
pp. 259-260.
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of the governor in another way,

for the law authorized the

board to select a superintendent to serve for four-year
terms,

rather than for "good behavior,"

or indefinitely,

as

at Jackson— thus increasing the danger that changes in the
top administrative post would occur as often as every gu ber 
natorial election,

should the job of superintendent become

but one more patronage p lum in the pocket of new governors.
Act 92 (and,

for that matter,

the Jackson b oa rd law of 1898)

should not be looked upon as an attempt to remove politics
from public administration.

What Act 92 did was to insure

that in any "politicalization" of the new a s y l u m ’s a d mi ni s
tration,

the initiative would be with the statehouse and the

governor's mansion,

not the paris h courthouse.

X16

The Pineville boa rd was also empow ere d to choose one of
their number as vice-president,
the governor,

to serve in the absence of

and to elect an executive committee of four

members which was required to visit the asylum at least once
a month;

the entire bo ard was required to meet not less than

four times a year.
treasurer,

The board was also to select a secretary-

not to be a member of the board,

to serve for four

years with his salary determined by the board.

Commitment

procedures were the same as those that had been established
for Jackson,

except for a provision,

dropped from the law two

years later, which restricted admission to blacks.

Adminis

trators of the asylum were required to accept persons
■t.

~^^Acts of Louisiana (1902), pp.

144-145.
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acquitted of or not chargeable for a crime by reason of in
sanity,

as well as convicts from the state penitentiary who

had become insane.

Act 92 appropriated $100,000 for the

construction of "all necessary buildings"

for the asylum.

117

In the summer of 1902, Governor William Heard appointed
the first board of administrators,

possibly naming as many

as four Rapides Parish residents to the group.

The Governor

himself presid ed over the first meeting of the board,
in Alexandria on September 16.

held

One of the first actions

taken was to appoint two members to hire a surveyor to sur
vey and map the old state seminary property.

A three-man

building committee was then appointed and directed "to em
ploy a draughtsman to prepare plans and elevation."

Over

the next several months the board members gradually came to
the conclusion that the seminary grounds were unsuitable for
the location of the asylum,

one reason being that the p r o p 

erty was "remote and difficult of access."

The grounds did

not border on the Red River nor were they close to any rail
road,

and the estimated cost of building a sewer system to

connect the institution to the river and a spur track to
reach the nearest main line tracks was considered p r o h i b i 
tive.

By February of 1903 the board ha d found a suitable

alternative:

a 200-acre tract bordering on the Red River,

for sale for $5,000 by a Mrs.

M. C. Davis.

Not only did the

site allow for substantial savings in the cost of installing

11 7

Acts of Louisiana (1902),

pp.

144-148.
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a sewer system,

but the tract was close enough (about 2,000

feet) to the main line of the Shreveport and Red River
Valley Railroad for that company to offer to bu ild a spur
to the asylum for free, provided that the board agree to
route all freight from competitive points over the S.& R.R.V.
line at "equal rates," that is,
more,

at costs no less,

than the competition wo uld charge.

but no

The proposed new

site would be easily accessible by steamboat,

thus allowing

the board the choice of transporting supplies by rail or
river,

depending upon which rates were cheapest for the com

modities to be shipped.

On February 13,

1903,

the board

adopted a resolution authorizing the vice-president to pur
chase the Davis tract,

and directed Major R. L, Pruyn of

the building committee— who may have been a contractor— to
hire laborers to begin clearing off a site on the new
property where the buildings would be located.

118

While the search for a new site was being conducted,
the building committee prepared rough plans of their concep
tion of an insane asylum and submitted it to the full board
in October 1902, which approved the plans.

The building com

mittee's drawings were then turned over to a local draughts
man,

J. D. Bragg, who drew them up into proper blueprints

and was paid $50.00 for his efforts.

Whether the members of

the building committee consulted any literature on the con
struction of mental institutions,

118CLSH Board Minutes,

made personal visits to

1902-1929,

pp.

1-9.
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Jackson or other asylums,

or spoke to asylum superintendents

or other medical men during the 27 days between the time
they were authorized to prepare plans for an asylum and the
day they presented their rough draft to the full board is
u n c e r t a i n ; whether any of the board members had researched
the matter prior to the first board meeting is also un cer
tain.

So far as can be determined,

only once did the full

board seek advice from a presumed expert.

In January 1903

Dr. Hays appeared before the board and answered several
questions concerning the cost of an artesian well,
gallons of water the asylum would need,
of a sewer system.

Hays'

how many

and the installation

advice was given two months after

the board had accepted the building committee's designs.
Two things are certain:

from pictures of the first b ui ld 

ings in early board reports,

it is clear that the committee

either by intention or accident did not follow the Kirkbride
linear plan;

and second,

from reports of the condition of

the original structures written less than ten years later,

it

is also clear that the plans which were drawn up were both
inadequate in conception and in the choice of building m a te 
rials in certain critical areas.

The Kirkbride plan had

fallen into increasing disrepute toward the end of the nine
teenth century because the design had been found impractical
in the care of more than several hundred patients and because
it could not be easily adapted to changing social needs,
as the segregation of blacks from whites.

such

The administrators

at Jackson had certainly not followed Kirkbride's strictures
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in the expansion of facilities there,

as the establishment

of a farm colony with its cottage-like dormitory,

and the

building of tubercular pavilions and separate-standing
frame dining room and dormitory buildings all attest to.
The Pineville building committee's plan was simply that of
a cluster of separate standing buildings connected by u n 
covered walkways.
tract,

According to the original building con

signed in March 1903,

the asylum as envisioned by the

first board was to consist of two 30 x 80 feet brick patient
dormitory buildings,

two 40 x 80 feet one-story frame dining

rooms for patients,

a two-story,

room for the staff,

a combination kitchen-bakery of brick,

brick laundry,

36 x 70 feet frame dining
a

and several smaller brick structures designed

to house two water closets,

a dynamo room,

engine work shop and a boiler room.

a pump-room,

119

What the building committee had hit upon,
quite accidentally,

an

probably

was a bastardized version of the so-

called "cottage system," a design for mental hospital con
struction popular with late nineteenth century psychiatric
reformers that called for a grouping of detached buildings
around a central

administration building.

The committee's

ignorance of the requirements of operating an asylum,

h o w

ever, was indicated by their failure to include an adminis
tration building in their design, much to the regret of the

119CLSH Board Minutes, 1 9 0 2 - 1 9 2 9 , pp. 1-10; Albert
Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in America (2nd edition; New York,
1949), pp. 210-212.
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first few superintendents.
situation,

In an attempt to rectify the

Superintendent Hays in the fall of 1905 converted

the two-story staff dining room building into offices,
pharmacy,

a reception hall for visitors,

clothing storeroom.
patients'

a sewing room and a

Two small additions were made to the

dining rooms to accommodate the staff.

The b ui ld 

ing committee also failed to provide for a chapel,
tion hall,

ice plant,

pational therapy,
Hays'

a

reading rooms,

recrea

and facilities for oc cu 

the last oversight being one reason for

conversion of part of the employee dining hall build-

ing into a sewing room.

120

The building committee's plan for an asylum was not
totally devoid of good sense.

There is some indication that

the committee considered future expansion of facilities
likely,

because the kitchen,

bakery,

producing dynamo for lighting,

laundry,

and electricity-

as designed in the fall of

1902, were considered in March of 1906 to be sufficient

for

several hundred more patients than the 300 or so inmates the
asylum then had on hand.

As the original dormitories were

designed to hold 240 patients,

the committee,

at least in

some areas did plan and build for future growth.

121

The first plea for expansion of Pineville's facilities

120

Deutsch, Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp.
CLSH Board Report (1906), pp. 6, 8-10.

212,

121

241-243;

First Annual Report of the Louisiana S t at a Board of
Charities and Corrections, 1906, p. 16; CLSH Board Report
(1906), pp. 8-10.
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beyond the original design came in December 1903 from Super
intendent Hays of Jackson, when he visited a special session
of the legislature then in progress at Baton Rouge.
tioned earlier,

As m e n 

the legislators responded by voting a special

appropriation of $25,000 for additional buildings.

Hays re

peated his suggestion for expanding patient capacity at Pineville in the 1904 Jackson asylum biennial board report.
May 1904 the Pineville board,

following Hays'

lead,

In

author

ized member G. W. Bolton of Alexandria to represent the
board before the legislature and request an appropriation
for new buildings "in as large amounts as the interest of
the State will justify," and an appropriation for ma in te 
nance based upon the capacity of the institution as it then
stood or as might be provided by the extra building funds,
should they be granted.

The legislature responded with a

two-year appropriation of $140,000,

$50,000 of it designated

for the construction of additional buildings.
and 1906,

then,

Between 1903

the legislature added $75,000 in construc

tion funds to the original $100,000 outlay made in 1902.
The additional funds enabled the Pineville board to expand
the patient capacity of the asylum to 410 by March of 1906.
The board asked for $206,000 for building and improvements
for 1906-1908,

and received slightly over $70,000;

the ad

ministrators requested $165,000 for additional buildings,
improvements and equipment for the 1908-1910 biennial period,
and this time the legislature responded with a building ap
propriation of $4,500.

By March of 1910 the patient
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capacity of the asylum had been expanded to 570 patients,
with a total of five dormitory buildings,
be seen,

although,

as shall

not all the additional space was the result of

additional construction.

122

The structures making up the original 1902 building
committee asylum plr-;

,vere built by a Baton Rouge constru c

tion firm between April 1903 and July 1904.

The contract

specified that the work was to be performed under the gen
eral direction of the asylum superintendent and the building
committee.
vember 1904,
project,

As Pineville had no superintendent prior to N o 
the three-man building committee oversaw the

although how closely the committee supervised the

work of the contractor is unclear.

Dr.

Clarence Pierson,

who briefly served as superintendent from November 1904 to
August 1905,

supervised the construction of additional fa

cilities during his short term of office,

While Dr.

George

Hays performed the task after he assumed the superinten
dent's post on September 1, 1905,
January,

1909.

123

until his resignation in

Hays was especially busy in the fall and

winter of 1905/1906,

when,

according to his own words,

supervised "all the details of the work in progress,

199

he

which

ELSH Board Report (1904), pp. 10-12; Acts of Louisi
ana (1903), pp. 5-6; CLSH Board Minutes, 1902-1929, p. 16;
CLSH Board Report (1906), p. 6; (1908), pp. 7, 36039; (1910),
pp. 11, 38-44; New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , May 6, 1928,
p. 24.
TOO
CLSH Board Minutes, 1902-1929, pp. 10, 21, 31-34;
CLSH Board Report (1906), p. 7; (1910), p. 11.
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comprised everything,

from the grading and cleaning of the

grounds of hundreds of stumps,
buildings to Pineville,

constructing a road from the

fencing the property from the Lou

isiana Railway and Navigation Company's tracks in the rear
to the main roadway in front of the buildings,
buildings, pipe work and machinery,

etc."

124

completing
Whether care

less or close supervision was given to the various construc
tion projects between 1903 and the end of 1908,

the struc

tures produced were shoddily put together with low quality
building materials.

Second grade pine lumber was used e x 

tensively, which quickly began to deteriorate wherever e x
posed to the weather or to moisture.

The floors of the

three-story patient buildings had been made of wood,

and by

1909 the bathroo m floors were soaked through wi th water,
urine and fecal matter and were leaking from all three
levels.

Without iron or steel fire escapes and with even

the stairways of wooden construction,
tories were firetraps.

the patient dormi

The foundations for the power plant,

laundry and bakery buildings were not driven down deeply
enough to rest on hard clay,

with the result that by 1914

the brick walls of the structures had cracked in many places
and extensive repairs were necessary.

Workmanship in all

buildings had been so sloppy that few of the window openings

194

CLSH Board Report

(1906), p.

8.
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had the same dimensions.
Thomas,

125

In 1916 Superintendent John

in describing the condition of the buildings put up

between 1902 and 1909, wrote that "Instead of building for
permanency,

as should be the rule in all State work,

building here another idea seems to have prevailed,

in
namely,

cheap construction, which in the long run is always the most
,,126
ex p en siv e. "
The legislature's decision in 1904 to change the as yet
unopened new asylum from an all-black institution to a biracial one had no effect on the planning or building of the
facility.

The most noticeable effect of the decision was a

change in the name of the institution from "The Insane Asylum
for the Colored People of the State of Louisiana" to "The
Louisiana Hospital for the Insane."

127

On November 14,

1905,

the bo ard of administrators m ov ed to open the institution on
December 20,

and authorized Superintendent Hays "to proceed

as soon as practical to Jackson,

La.

and confer with Dr.

Pierson as to the moving of fifty patients of each color and
sex accounting in all to about two hundred patients that
would be useful to this institution and to act as a nucleus
for this in stitution.”

128

Hays'

and Pierson's consultations

125CLSH Board Reports (1910), pp. 14, 20; (1916),
pp. 14-15; B. L. Krebs, "Insane Dead Buried Without Benefit
of Clergy as Living are Cro wd ed in Fire Traps," New Orleans
T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , October 13, 1940, p. 19.
126CLSH Board Report
127

(1916), p.

Acts of Louisiana (1904),

p.

15.
314.

I OQ
CLSH Board Minutes,

1902-1929,

pp.

33-34.
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resulted in the sending of only 91 selected patients from
Jackson to Pineville;

Hays probably did not take the full

complement of 200 requested by the board in order to allow
more room for persons who had been awaiting admission to
either institution and who had not as yet received the be ne 
fit of treatment.

The patients sent from Jackson were about

equally divided as to race and sex and most were chronic
cases,

that is,

long-term sufferers,

mentally ill for over a decade,
and twenty years.

many of whom had been

and some for over fifteen

The Jackson transfer patients,

in other

words, were persons well acclimated to institutional life
who did not need any "breaking in" or "seasoning."

They

were patients who knew the routines and w oul d be quite ac
customed to performing the tasks required of them in the
laundry,

bakery,

kitchen,

and vegetable garden,

and on the

grounds and wards.
The transfer of the useful nucleus of patients from
Jackson to Pineville was made on January 6, 1906.
January 7 and March 31,
from Orleans Parish,

216 more patients were admitted,

129 from other parishes,

transfers from Jackson,

Between
84

and 3 more

for a total of 307 patients.

By the

end of March Hays had run out of space for white males and
began refusing applications for that class.

In April 1906

the Superintendent wrote in the biennial report to the

129

^
Admit Register, Louisiana Hospital for the I n s an e,
1 9 0 6 - 1 9 1 0 , pp. 2-5 (from personal files of Turner Bowen,
Training Officer, Central Louisiana State Hospital).
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legislature that the capacity of the asylum was only 410,
that he fully expected all beds to be filled "in a very
brief time," and asked that provision "be made at once" for
more than doubling the capacity of the institution.

The

State Board of Charities and Corrections in its 1906 report
also recommended doubling the capacity of Pineville,

and

offered the prediction that even if this step was taken,

at

the rate insanity was increasing in Louisiana the 1908 legis
lature would also be confronted with the need for making
further provision for the mentally ill.

The Joint L e g i s 

lative Committee on Public Institutions,

in its report of

May 1906, presented the legislature with the third re com
mendation it received that session for doubling Pineville's
capacity,

urging that the board of administrators'

for $206,000 in building funds should be granted.
the chorus of requests,

request
Despite

as mentioned above the legislature

budgeted only $70,000 for building and improvement for the
biennial period 1906-1908,
expansion money,

and in spite of further pleas for

granted only $4,500 between 1908 and

1910.130
The failure to provide Pineville's board of adminis
trators with enough money to allow for an adequate expansion
of facilities resulted,

of course,

in overcrowding.

Hays

1 30
x CLSH Board Report (1906), pp. 7-8; (1908), pp. 3439; (1910), pp. 38-44; Louisiana House J o u r n a l , 19L06, p. 228;
State Board of Charities and Corrections R e p o r t , 1960,
pp. 7-8.
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reported in 1908 that there were 407 patients in the asylum
and that all four departments

(white and black, male and

female) were "completely filled."
more space,

In an effort to provide

Hays converted a small storehouse into a dormi

tory for employees not on w a r d duty, thereby vacating sev
eral rooms formerly occupied by them and making room for
six additional patients.

131

Hays was embittered by the

legislature's failure to provide for adequate dormitory
space and other needed improvements,
express his sentiments publicly.

and was not afraid to

In March of 1908 Hays

wrote a letter to the president of the Louisiana State Board
of Health,
andria,

which was shortly to meet in convention at Ale x

and invited all the delegates to visit the asylum

during their stay,

even offering to provide a special train

for the trip to and from the asylum.
delegates]

to see," wrote Hays,

"I wish them

[the

"not only what has been

done for the insane of the State,

but what the last L e g i s 

lature has failed to do for this institution and its inmates."
1910,

132

Hays resigned nine months

later.

there were 553 patients at Pineville,

By April

1,

the white male

and female and black female buildings being filled to ca
pacity.

Superintendent John Thomas reported that he had

been forced to convert the galleries,

l 31
1 32

CLSH Board Report

George Hays to Dr.
Bowen Files, CLSH.

(1908),
C. H.

pp.

or balconies,

9,

of the

11.

Irion, March 20,
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white male and bl ack female buildings into sleeping quarters
because of the lack of sufficient accommodations within the
buildings proper.

There were three galleries per building,

one on each floor,

which extended the full length of the

buildings,

and Thomas had them screened,

pl ied with electric lighting.
warmth as possible

curtained and s up 

In order to garner as much

from the climate, Thomas mo ved the g a l 

leries on the three floors of the black female dormitory
from the north to the south side of the building.

133

Thomas

wrote in the 1910 biennial report that w it h the overcrowded
condition of the asylum and the ever-increasing backlog of
admission applications,
the outlook for the prompt reception and care of the
insane for the next two years is not assuring and unless
the ap proaching session of the General Assembly makes an
appropriation sufficient to provide additional buildings
for the admission and maintenance of the increasing n u m 
ber of insane, the situation is going to be appalling
for these unfortunates, for many will have to remain in
jail in the various parishes, there to be cared for as
well as possible among felons until admitted to one of
the two State hospitals for the in sane.134
Overcro wd ing was but one problem faced by Hays and
Thomas;

there were others.

reported that

In 1906 and again in 1908 Hays

"nearly all" of the original 307 patients ad

mit ted b etween January and April 1906 were "hopeless in 
curable cases who had been lingering in jails and elsewhere
for long periods," because of the lack of sufficient room at

1 33

CLSH B o a r d Report (1910), pp. 11, 13, 26; --New O r 
leans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , April 7, 1915, p. 5.
l 34

CLSH B o a r d Report

(1910),

pp.

11-12.
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Jackson.

Hays did not mention that 91 of the chronic in

curables had been purposely selected because they were sea
soned veterans of institutional life.

In 1910 Thomas com

pl ained that 60% of the black female patients were "senile
dements or complete physical wrecks,
any kind of service whatever."
of all classes,
retardates.

incapable of rendering

Many of the incurable cases

as at Jackson, w ere epileptics and mental

Aside from the fact that many of the chronic

and incurable cases could neither perform useful tasks nor
receive any therapeutic value from work therapy,

their p r e s 

ence in such overwhelming numbers prevented the admission of
many persons suffering from acute or recent cases of mental
illness, whose chances of recovery were diminished while
waiting for the scarce openings made available by the slow
attrition of the chronically ill caused by death or a degree
of improvement sufficient

for discharge.

With so many in

curables on hand the discharge rates were understandably low,
although better than those at Jackson.
1908,

Between 1906 and

the discharge rate as a percentage of those treated

was 13.6%;

between 1908 and 1910 it was 16%.

The criminally insane were also a problem.
Hays reported that he was holding,
criminally insane persons,

In 1908

among other so-called

a black man who had committed

murd er in Webster Parish and who in the Superintendent's
opinion was not mentally ill.

19, 24;

Hays requested provision be

CLSH Board Report (1906),
(1910), pp. 19, 25-27.

pp.

9,

16;

(1908),
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made for separating this class of patient from the "inno... .
136
cent" insane.
Another problem faced by Hays and Thomas were bughousers.
Hays'

Reference has already been made to Superintendent

experience with the three "worthless scoundrels" he

described in a 1908 letter, but apparently these were not
the only bughousers among the employees.

In 1910 Thomas

wrote that when he took office in January 1909,
with considerable

he was met

insubordination from many attendants,

and

the ones that gave him the most trouble were "veritable hospital tramps" from other states.

137

The administrators also faced the problem of inadequate
appropriations,

as maintenance funds as well as building

funds were in short supply.

In 1906 the bo ard of adm ini s

trators requested a $200,000 maintenance appropriation for
the next two years,

and received only $120,000;

the board

asked for $180,000 for the 1908-1910 biennial period,
the legislature again appropriated only $120,000,

but

despite

the fact that more patients were expected at the asylum
since a fifth dormitory building was scheduled for com ple 
tion late in 1908.

Both Hays and Thomas were forced to use

maintenance funds to pay for needed improvements and re
pairs, with the result that the asylum treasurer paid out

Report

Acts of Louisiana (1909),
(1908), pp~ 17, 24.

137

pp.

Hays to Charles W. Pilgrim,
dix); CLSH Board Report (1910), pp.

315-316;

CLSH Board

June 10, 1908 (see Ap pen
22-23, 25.
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more than he took in.

On April 1, 1910, the treasurer had

less than $2,300 cash on hand with which to meet obligations
totaling over $16,000.

1 *38

The problem of convincing state

legislators to provide adequate funding for Pineville was
complicated by the fact that after 1906 Louisiana had two,
not one,

insane asylums in operation,

and there arose a

usually understated and behind-the-scenes competition b e 
tween administrators of both institutions for maintenance
and expansion money.

An early and classic example of such

competition was Superintendent Hays'

attempt to convince

legislators to make Pineville the chief recipient of state
funds for the mentally ill.

In the 1908 biennial report,

Hays recommended that "All future buildings for the care of
the insane should be located here for many reasons."

One

of the reasons Hays gave was that the Jackson asylum with
its population of over 1,300 "was already large enough,

and

while it should be properly maintained it should not be
added to."

Furthermore,

Jackson was located at the extreme

eastern end of the state,

served by only one railroad,

and

to reach the institution patients had "to be transported
over 2, 3, and sometimes 4 lines of travel,
expense and hardship."

involving delays,

The Pineville asylum,

however, was

only 10 miles from the geographical center of the state and
easily accessible,

Alexandria/Pineville being served by no

•s.

138CLSH Board Reports (1906), p. 6;
34-39; (1910), pp. 6, 41-44.

(1908), pp.
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less than seven railroads coming from all parts of L o u is i
ana.

Hays concluded that "This hospital,

the State,

in the center of

is the one that should from a business stand

point be added to and enlarged,

equipped with every modern

hospital appliance including a complete hydrotherapeutic
outfit."

It was a good try, but the 1908 legislature did

not accept Hays'

analysis of the situation.

In spite of bughousers,
space,

140

and shortages of money and

patients still had to be cared for and, wherev er

possible,

treated for their mental diseases.

Sup er in te n

dent Hays did not change his treatment techniques when he
left Jackson for Pineville,

although the nauseating state

of the bathrooms discovered by Thomas in 1909 does not speak
well

for Hays'

tation,

adherence to his own dictum concerning "Sani

personal and e n v i r on me nt al .”

as many patients as he could "useful,

Hays continued to give
healthful employment."

The sewing room co nve rted from an attendant dining room in
1906 was equipped with six electric sewing machines and "two
or the ordinary kind," which were operated by female p a 
tients;

other patients were employed on the asylum's small

farm and livestock system.

Recreational activities included

weekly worship services conducted by local ministers,
dances,

a special Christmas dinner complete with decorated

tree and gifts,

1

weekly

rides on a renovated fifteen-seater

CLSH Board Report

140I b i d . , p.

7;

(1908),

(1910), pp.

pp.

15-16.

38-44.
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wagonette,

walks in the woods,

and visits to old forts along

the Red River and to the National Cemetery in Alexandria.
Hays had one full-time physician on his staff during his
stay at Pineville,
1908,

and with 407 patients on hand on April 1,

there was a ratio of one doctor to 203 patients.

duties as an administrator,

Hays'

of course, kept him from devot

ing his full time to the personal treatment of patients,
which undoubtedly left a heavy work load on the assistant
superintendent— a factor which, when combined with low pay,
helped make the job of assistant physician rather unattr ac
tive.

Hays hired and lost to resignation at least one,

possibly two,
Pineville.

and

assistants during his brief superintendency of

The my ri a d details of the day-to-day operation of

an asylum under short shrift included such non-medical duties
as writing letters of complaint to local merchants and sup 
pliers whose delivered goods did not always meet agreed-upon
pre-delivery specifications.
included in the Appendix.

Two such letters from Hays are

141

The health of the patients at Pineville during Hays'
ministration was extremely poor.

ad

A contributing factor was

probably the

debilitated and sickly state of many of

original 307

patients,

the

especially those who had been held in

jails for substantial periods of time before admission.

141

ELSH Board Report (1902), p. 17; CLSH Board Report
(1906), pp. 4, 8; (1908), pp. 4, 9, 11, 32-33; Ged’rge Hays
to Swift and Co., April 18, 1 9 0 8 , and George Hays to Edward
Harding, August 31, 1 9 0 8 . Bowen Files, CLSH (see Appendix).
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Whatever degrees of ill health can be attributed to poor
sanitation,

however, were clearly Hays'

took over from Hays in January 1909,

fault.

When Thomas

the new superintendent

found many cases of amoebic dysentery among the patients.
Thomas and the asylum's executive committee laid the blame
on "the horrible condition of the bathrooms and toilets" and
had the wooden floors torn out and replaced with floors of
concrete and reinforced steel and "proper sanitary toilets"
installed.

Hays'

lax supervision extended not only to the

sanitary state of the bathrooms,

but also to the segregation

of tubercular patients from non-infected inmates.

Despite

the 18 deaths caused by the disease between 1906 and 1908,
Hays— although with admittedly limited space— apparently
made no effort to isolate infected patients.

Thomas made

the best use of facilities available to him, however,
erected three screened hospital

and

(or infirmary) wards on the

galleries of a p p r o p r ; te buildings for the treatment of tu
berculosis and other diseases.

He also had two pavilions

for convalescing patients erected in the yard of the female
142
dep ar tme nt .
The most stubbornly persistent and misunderstood health
problem that confronted both Hays and Thomas was pellagra,
the same niacin-deficiency disease that plagued Superinten
dent Pierson's patients at Jackson.

In the 1908 biennial

report, Hays wrote of a mysterious epidemic which struck the
■c.
149

CLSH Board Report

(1908), p.

27;

(1910), pp.
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asylum in August

1907,

and persisted through November,

ing which time 52 patients died.

dur

Each month nearly 100, or

approximately a quarter of the patients in the hospital,
were in bed w it h the disease,
g a s t r o- en t er it is , diarrhea,
ized massive edema.

the symptoms of which included

and general anasarca, or general

The cause of the epidemic was not dis

covered,

despite exhaustive inspection.

kitchen,

bakery,

The food supply,

dining rooms and sanitation thereof were

all examined and found to be "in a high condition of excel
lence;"

a chemical analysis of the water supply was made by

the State Bo ard of Health and the water reported free of c o n
tamination.

Hays called in four physicians from Alexandria,

but they too were unable to discover the cause of the disease.
Hays reported that the epidemic ended in December 1907,

al

though many patients continued to suffer from bowel trouble.
During the first nine months of Thomas'

administration,

80%

of the physical ailments of the inmates was due to some form
of gastro-intestinal trouble.
investigated the food,

Like Hays before him, Thomas

cooking and water supply "carefully

and often," with negative results,
bathrooms,
halls,

and besides replacing the

the new superintendent had the wards,

rooms,

and painted.

and galleries cleaned,

scrubbed,

In spite of these efforts,

including

disinfected

there continued to

be an increase in the number of cases of bowel trouble.

It

was not until the spring of 1909, when several patients sufn.

fering from gastro-enteritis began to develop skin lesions,
that Thomas,

who had recently received a communication from
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the Surgeon-General concerning pellagra,

finally discovered

at least the name of the disease he was fighting.

After

communicating with several doctors in the Uni ted States and
Europe who had written articles on pellagra,

Thomas con 

cluded that the cause of the disease was corn shipped in
from the West, w h i ch had been served from the time the asy
lum had opened in 1906 in the form of grits at breakfast and
cornbread at dinner.

Thomas b eli eve d that the disease which

had struck the asylum between August and December of 1907
was also pellagra,
different form.

although manifesting itself in a somewhat

With the sanction of the board of admi ni s

trators, Thomas eli min at ed all corn products from the daily
food service in early October,

1909,

excepting grits,

which

continued to be served once daily until January 1910.

Flour

and rice were substituted respectively for cornmeal and
grits.

At the time the change was made in October,

were 40 cases of pellagra under treatment;

there

within four weeks

there was not a case of bowel trouble among the patients,
and those inmates suffering from "the full train of g a s tr o
intestinal symptoms and skin lesions" began a rapid conva
lescence.

By May 1, 1910,

all of these we re in "fairly good

health," nearly all traces of the lesions gone.
Thomas continued the serving of flour and rice,

Although
he believed

(in 1910-1911) that corn products could be returned to the
diet if the corn was grown in the South,

where a long grow

ing season would insure the full maturity of the product
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before harvesting.

143

The poor health of the patients during most of the
first five years of the asylum's operation was reflected in
the mortality figures.
fifth,

Between 1906 and 1908, over one

or 22% of all patients treated at the asylum died;

between 1908 and 1910,

there was some improvement,

the death

rate as a percentage of those treated falling to 17%.
Thomas'

144

theory of treatment differed little from Hays'.

"Beyond doubt or question," Thomas wrote in 1910,
except perhaps for the treatment of epileptics, the best
treatment for the insane is an abundance of good, w h o l e 
some, nutritious food.
This with moderate and steady
work in the open air, beats all drugs and amusements.
Food to supply the pabulum to b ui ld up the w re c ke d ner 
vous systems and work to supply the physical exercise
necessary for good digestion and sound sleep and rest.
For the curable cases the above treatment offers the
field for greatest ho pe. 145
Thomas'
the open air,

ability to supply moderate and steady work in
as well as nutritious food, was greatly en 

hanced by the board's purchase of additional

land.

Hays had

requested expansion of the asylum grounds in his report of
1908,

there only being 15 acres of cultivatable land b e l on g

ing to the institution,

but the legislature failed to appro

priate the necessary money.

Not wit hstanding the absence of

143CLSH Board Report (1908), pp. 13-14; (1910), pp. 1417; Dr. J. N. Thomas, "The Relation of Corn Products to
Pellagra:
Some Observations at the Louisiana Hospital for
the Insane," New Orleans Surgical and Medical Journal, LXIII
(1911), 270-278.
144

CLSH Board Report

(1908), p.

19;

(1910),

^
pp.

29.
I45Ibid.

(1910), p.

17.
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a special real estate fund,

the board under Thomas used cash

from the general maintenance fund to place down payments on
two tracts of adjoining land,
other of 51.
was cleared,
labor.

one tract of 200 acres,

the

In a ten-month period some 125 acres of land
fenced and put into cultivation,

using patient

In the fall and winter of 1909-1910 the farm pro 

duced all the vegetables the institution required.

Thomas

hoped in 1910 to grow not only all the vegetables and root
crops necessary for consumption,

but most of the forage used

in feeding the working stock, milk cows and swine.
land meant added work,

and Thomas wrote in March 1910 that

he was employing a daily average of 100 men,
engaged in ward work,
and garden,

"in the kitchen,

excluding those

dining room,

cow and pig

An average of fifty female patients a day were e m 

ployed in the dining room, kitchen,
"and etc."
dances,

field

cutting wood and clearing land, making roadways

and ditches and caring for the stock at stable,
lots."

Added

sewing room,

laundry,

Recreational activities under Thomas included

religious services every Sunday afternoon,

sional gramophone concerts.

and occa-

146

Aside from an expanded farm system,

infirmary wards,

convalescent pavilions and new bathrooms,

changes instituted

by Thomas included the adoption of the Kraepelin system of
classification of mental diseases, which had already been
adopted by Pierson of Jackson some four years earlier.

146CLSH Board Report

(1910),

pp. 4-5,

13,

17-19.
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Named for its developer, Dr. Emil Kraepelin (1856-1926) of
Heidelberg,

the Kraepelin system was the first comprehensive

description of mental diseases based on descriptions,
toms,

symp

and outcomes of diseases rather than on diagnoses

based simply on the observation of a symptom or group of
symptoms at a particular moment.

It was Kraepelin who in

troduced the concepts of dementia praecox and manicdepressive insanity.

Thomas also adopted the card index

system of keeping patient records,
single-ledger system used by Hays.

in place of the old
Thomas managed to expand

the assistant physician staff to two doctors by 1910,

and

also acquired the services of a neurologist part-time.
Still another improvement during Thomas'

superintendency

was an increase in the asylum's firefighting capabilities.
When Thomas became superintendent he found one-third of the
fire hoses on the wards lacking nozzles,
of outside hose,
institution.

half of it defective,

to protect the entire

After consulting the Louisiana Fire and P r e 

ventive Bureau,

Thomas and the board added two additional

fire hydrants to the asylum's eleven,
to "first class" hose,
to protect the hose,
of hose.

and only 300 feet

connected all thirteen

erected encasements over each hydrant

and purchased an additional 1200 feet

For the improvement and expansion of the asylum

over the next two years,

Thomas in 1910 felt it was "abso

lutely necessary"

for the legislature to appropriate enough
•t
money to erect buildings to accommodate at least 250 more
patients.

The Superintendent also called for the
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construction of an administration bu il d in g to provide offices
for the staff,

quarters for the assistant physician,

for a proper hospital pharmacy,
room,

and other needed space;

a reception room,

room

assembly

and the erection of an ice

147
plant.
Poorly planned,
funded,

shabbily constructed,

and inadequately

the Pinevi lle "hospital" stumbl ed into existence in

an almost re-enactment of the founding of the old Jackson
asylum in pre-Civil War days.
rate,

Overcrowding,

a low discharge

and a high mortality rate were the most visible as

pects of the institution between its ope~ ing in 1905 and the
spring of 1910,

overshadowing its excellent

carefully organized administration,
ried out by John Thomas.

location,

and the improvements c ar

The greatest failure,

not to those treated at the asylum,

its

however, was

but to those who could

not get in.

Neither the expansion of the Jackson asylum nor the
opening of the Pineville institution solved the problem of
caring for the indigent men tally ill of New Orleans.

The

transfer of the 129 inmates of the old City Insane Asylum,
which was closed shortly thereafter,
ber 30-0ctober 1,

1882,

to Jackson on Septem

only te mporarily relieved city offi 

cials of an unpleasant and expensive burden.

CLSH Boa rd Report (1910), pp.
Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 485-486;
P s y c h o l o g y , pp. 4-5.

The local

10, 12, 20, 22; Deutsch,
Kolb, Modern Clinical
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treatment of the insane was actually back in the headlines
before the end of the year.

On December 21,

1882,

the

Times-Democrat published a letter written three days earlier
by Dr. Y. R. Le Monnier,

ex-officio city physician,

judges of the civil district court.

to the

Le Monnier reported

that a number of mentally ill persons committed by the
judges to Jackson after examination by himself had not been
sent on to the asylum but instead were being held "in dif
ferent public institutions in this city."

One of these u n 

fortunates had died on Novemb er 11 in the Parish Prison,

and

others still remained in that facility "in a wretched condi
tion,

almost naked,

ishment."

suffering from cold and miserable nou r

Le Monnier told the judges that it was within

their power to order city officials to make the necessary
transfers.

148

After a quick examination of the state law

regarding the duties of district judges,

Secretary of the

Prisons and Asylums Aid Association George W. Cable,
the Times-Democrat of December 22 as his forum,
Le Monnier's letter.

using

clarified

Cable pointed out that while it was

the duty of the judges to issue warrants to the Sheriff of
the parish for the conveyance of duly committed persons to
Jackson,

it was the duty of the Sheriff to require of the

parish treasury— in this case the city tr ea sur y— the cost of
transportation and the duty of the parish/city officials to
supply the money.

1 48

Cable broadly hinted that city officials

New Orleans T i m e s - D e m o c r a t , December 21,
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were to blame for the incraceration of committed persons,
thereby "incurring a large expense in a cruel and unjust p r o
ceeding to avoid a small expense for the performance of a
humane and righteous act required by law."

149

Under the

glare of publicity Mayor Behan advanced the funds necessary
to send the imprisoned patients to Jackson,

but there was no

guarantee that a similar situation might not arise in the
f u*t u r e .150

-p

City officials,

of course,

could not prevent the admin

istrators of the Jackson asylum (and,

after 1905, of the

Pineville institution) from refusing on the basis of lack of
room to admit prospective patients,

forcing New Orleans to

continue to use the Police Jail, Parish Prison,
Detention to "temporarily" house the insane.

and House of

The city also

continued to board mental patients at the Louisiana Retreat
for $1.00 per head per day.

In 1888 the Sisters of Charity

reduced this charge to $.65 when the city began paying its
bills in cash.

N ew Orleans city officials needed the savings,

for by 1888 it was costing them approximately $80.00 a day
for the care of mental patients from adjoining parishes
alone.

In 1890 the city council and the mayor sent a reso

lution to the legislature requesting that an appropriation
be made for the Jackson asylum adequate for that institution
to be able to relieve New Orleans from the burden of caring

149

New Orleans T i m e s -D em o cr at , December 22,
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for people who were "rightfully" the wards of the state.
Although facilities at the state asylum were slowly e x 
panded,

the snail's pace growth did not relieve New Orleans

officials of their problem.

In October 1891 the chairman

of the budget committee of the city council reported that
the city was boarding about 30 patients at the Louisiana
Retreat,

that quite a number of other patients were being

housed at the Police Jail,

and that in the last 15 months

the city had spent $40,000 in caring for the indigent insane.
The situation persisted into the twentieth century.

In 1904

New Orleans officials spent $16,955.80 for the care of the
mentally ill,

$5,227.00 going to the Louisiana Retreat; by

October 1907 the city was boarding 60 patients at the Re
treat and the boarding bill for the year
September 1907) came to $11,728.90.

(September 1906-

Another large group of

patients was being kept at the House of Detention.

151

In 1908 the Prison Reform Association of Louisiana,
founded some 20 years before,

complained to the New Orleans

city council about the injustice of quartering insane p a 
tients in buildings designed for the imprisonment of crimi
nals.

Early in 1909 the Commissioner of Police and Public

Buildings, Alec Pujol,

as well as the New Orleans Board of

Commissioners of Prisons and Asylums,

added their voices to

151

New Orleans Ti me s- D e m o c r a t , October 1, 1891, p. 3;
Report of the Louisiana State Board of Charities ahd Corr ec
tions , 1907, pp. 34-35; Winifred V. Eskrigge, "A Study of
Some Phases of the City Hospital for Mental Diseases" (un
published Master's thesis, Tulane University, 1935), p. 12.
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the growing opposition to the housing of the mental ly ill
in the House of Detention.
city policy,

In response to the criticism of

in February 1909 the city council established

the post of City Alienist.

The physician appointed to the

post was made responsible for treating mentally ill persons
kept in the House of De tention or in any place the city might
establish in the future.

With the cost of boarding patients

at the Louisiana Retreat growing more expensive, with both
the Pineville and Jackson asylums turning away more patients
than they accepted,

and facing opposition to the practice of

incarcerating insane people w i th criminals, Mayor Martin
Behrman and the city council decided in October 1909 to build
a city asylum.
fect,

The council p a s se d an ordinance to this e f 

declaring that the purpose of the institution wo uld be

the temporary care and treatment of mentally
committed from Orleans Parish until

ill persons

such people were cured

or considered eligible for discharge,

or until

it was p o s 

sible or desirable to transfer the patients to either P i n e 
ville or Jackson.

The council appropriated $35,000 out of

the Reserve Fund and built

the new asylum on the grounds of

the House of Detention at Gravier and South Br oad Streets.
In February 1911 the facility was named the City Hospital
for Mental Diseases,

and on February 15 the city council

passed an ordinance recognizing the hospital
municipal function"

as a "separate

for inhabitants of Orleans P a r i s h —

thereby openly declaring that New Orleans would no longer
care for the insane of other parishes.

Designed to house
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about 100 people,

the facility opened on March 10,

1911,

when 49 patients were transferred from the House of D et en 
tion.

Shortly thereafter 46 patients were shifted over from

the Louisiana Retreat,

and all told a total of 258 patients

were admitted to the hospital in 1911.

On May 23,

1912, the

Louisiana Retreat turned over the last of its city-supported
pat i en ts — 40 indigent insane--to the City Hospital for Men
tal Diseases.

New Orleans would operate the hospital for

the next forty years.

152

152

Eskrigge, "A Study of Some Phases of the City H o s 
pital for Mental Diseases," pp. 12-16; Ne w Orleans T i m e s P i c a y u n e , June 23, 1954.
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CHAPTER V

THE FORGOTTEN CITIES:

STATE MENTAL HOSPITALS,

1910-1940

There were several advances made in the treatment of the
mentally ill between 1910 and 1940,

one of the most important

being the definite linking of paresis to a specific disease
organism.

In 1905 the German biologist Fritz Schaudinn dis

covered the spirochete which caused syphilis,

naming it T re po 

nema p a l l i d u m , and in the following year German bacteriologist
August von Wassermann developed the first blood test for the
diagnosis of the disease.

In 1910 yet another German bac

teriologist, Paul Ehrlich,

developed the arsenic compound

ar sp he na mi ne , which was given the name Salvarsan,
treatment of syphilis.

for the

Salvarsan was nicknamed "the silver

bullet" because it was the first synthetic chemotherapeutic
agent.

In 1913 Joseph n. Moore of the Central Islip State

Hospital and Hedeyo Noguchi of the Rockefeller Institute con
clusively demonstrated the existence of Treponema pallidum in
the brains of paretics,

and for the first time in the history

of psychiatry the cause of a mental disease had been tracked
down:

syphilis,

caused by a spirochete,

which in turn developed into paresis.
suspected cause of paresis,

led to brain lesions

(Syphilis had been the

or general paralysis,

since the

late 1850's, but no definite proof had been presented prior
315
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to 1913.)

This discovery was of tremendous importance, not

only because of its effect on the treatment of the large n u m 
bers of general paralytic patients at mental hospitals, but
because it strengthened psychiatrists'

belief in the already

widely held theory that mental illness was of somatic origin,
that is, was a physical as opposed to a psychological disease.
Although the discovery of the physical origin of paresis e n 
couraged more research into the nature of other mental dis
eases,

the continued reliance of the psychiatric profession

upon the somatic interpretation of mental illness had an a d
verse effect upon therapy, because as long as the nature of
the causative agent of each mental disease remained a mystery,
the psychiatrist had no foundation upon which to base his
treatment.

Lacking a specific disease entity to attack, psy-

ciatrists were forced to rely on occupational and recrea
tional therapy,
straint.

hydrotherapy,

and drug and/or mechanical re 

This treatment "program," for most mental patients

in most state mental hospitals,

simply meant custodial care.'1'

The treatment of syphilis and syphilitic insanity con
tinued to advance.

Salvarsan and other compounds of both

arsenic and bismuth came into wide use, but because these
compounds were toxic,

only small doses over extended periods

could be given, and many patients

(if they had the choice)

■^"Syphilis," Funk and Wagnalls New E n c y c l o p e d i a , 1972,
XXII, p. 390; Lawrence C. Kolb, Modern Clinical Psychiatry
(Philadelphia, 1973), 0. 223; Gerald N. G r o b , The State and
the Mentally 111:
A History of Worcester State Hospital in
Massachusetts, 1830-1920 (Chapel Hill, 1966), pp. 335-342.
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chose to abandon treatment before they were fully cured.
1917 a Viennese physician discovered that fever,
inoculation with malaria,

In

induced by

resulted in the arrest of paresis

and the improvement of the patients.

Another form of fever

therapy was introduced in the 1930's.

This was the use of

"fever cabinets" or diathermy machines,

small box-like he a t 

ing machines which raised the temperature of bodies placed
within them.

The standard course of diathermy treatment con

sisted of fifty hours,

the max im um time spent in the cabinet

for any one session being four hours.

In the majority of

cases second and even third courses were run,

and metal com 

pounds were often given in conjunction with the fever tr e at 
ments.

The long hours spent in the cabinets and the c on

tinuous inoculations of drugs were the origin of the old saw
that paresis was treated "internally

and

eternally."

In

1943 penicillin was shown to be particularly effective in the
treatment of syphilis and paresis,

and this antibiotic gradu-

ally replaced all other methods as the treatment of choice.
Most psychiatrists,

2

while remaining convinced of the

underlying somatic nature of mental illness,

nevertheless

were willing to concede that psychological and sociological
factors also played a role in the etiology of mental disease.
After 1909 the work of Sigmund Freud,

Carl Jung and Adolph

2

"Syphilis," p. 390; Kolb, Modern Clinical P s y c h i a t r y ,
p. 223; Lionel Gremillion, Assistant Administrator* East
Louisiana State Hospital, personal interview, December 8,
1977.
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Meyer slowly,

and with great and often virulent opposition,

began to sway American psychiatrists toward the view that
some mental disorders could be caused by a combination of
biological,

psychological and social forces rather than spe

cific disease entities.

The development of psychotherapy

(of which psychoanalysis is but one technique)
ment of mental disease,

however,

in the t rea t

had more effect upon the

novelists and playwrights and high society parlors of the
post World War I era than it did upon mental patients in
state,

county and city mental hospitals,

where overcrowded

wards and extremely low doctor-patient ratios made the ex
tensive individual attention necessary for the practice of
3

psychotherapeutic techniques all but impossible.
Although psychotherapy was effectively excluded from
public mental hospitals,

staff physicians and superintendents

nevertheless did not totally ignore environmental and social
factors in the overall treatment of their patients.

After

the turn of the century Adolph Meyer and other influential
mental hospital superintendents such as El mer Southard of
Massachusetts'

Worcester State Hospital began to hire social

workers to go into the patients'

home communities and write

^Kolb, Modern Clinical P s y c h i a t r y , pp. 588-589; G r o b .
The State and the Mentally 1 1 1 , p. 336; Albert Deutsch, The
Mentally 111 in America (New York, 1949), pp. 489-492;
Frederick Lewis Allen, Only Yesterday:
An Informal History
of the 1 9 2 0 's (New York, 1964), pp. 81-82, 93-94; U.S. Public Health Service, A Study of the Public Mental Hespitals
of the Uni ted States, 1937-39 (Washington, D.C., 1941),
p. 36.
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case histories,

first-hand information concerning personal

and environmental background being considered necessary for
the proper diagnosis of the patients'

ailments.

Other duties

of social workers included giving supervision and aid to
patients on parole and helping discharged patients re-enter
society.

Use of social workers spread to other mental hos 

pitals and "social service departments" gradually became in
dispensable adjuncts to the work of institutional ps ychia
trists.

By 1938 social workers were employed by 116 state

mental hospitals.

4

Social workers in the field often encountered people
needing a physician's attention, because community members
frequently brought to their notice family members or friends
needing psychiatric help.

In order to meet the needs of the

people in the community, mental hospitals began to operate
regularly scheduled out-patient clinics,

generally held in

the heavily populated centers of the hospitals'

districts.

In 1939 public mental hospitals in 28 states— including
L o u isi an a— were maintaining regular out-patient clinics.
Such clinics were the forerunners of the community m e n 
tal health centers of the present day, and their gradual
adoption by mental institutions throughout the country after

^Grob, The State and the Mentally 1 1 1 , pp. 341-342;
Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 286-287; U.S. P u b 
lic Health Service, A Study of the Public Mental Hospitals of
the United States, 1937-39, p p . 76-78.
‘t
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1910 marked a m ajor advance in the treatment of the mentally

i n .5
Another advance was the training of medical profes
sionals in mental health care at mental hospitals.
lectures given visiting medical students,
dency programs,
nursing,

Through

intern and resi

and the operation of schools of psychiatric

public mental institutions in many states upgraded

their own treatment programs in the process of educating inhouse and visiting students,

and subsequently sent out into

the community medical professionals presumably better able to
serve the general public in recognizing and combatting mental
disease.

By 1938,

58 state mental hospitals in 22 states

were conducting American Medical Association approved resi
dency programs in psychiatry,

and 40 state mental hospitals
g

in 17 states maintained state accredited schools of nursing.
Further programs in the care of mental patients came
through the introduction of more sophisticated techniques in
the application of hydrotherapy,

that centuries-old treatment

still useful in the calming of excited patients.
vapor and saline baths,

needle sprays,

Hot air,

stimulating douches

and hot and cold wet packs became available in most mental
hospitals,

and by the 1 9 3 0 's expensive and elaborate

^Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , p. 296; U.S. P u b 
lic Health Service, A Study of the Public Mental Hospitals of
the United States, 1 9 3 7 - 3 9 , pp. 76-78.
®U.S. Public Health Service, A Study of the Public M e n 
tal Hospitals of the United States, 1 9 3 7 - 3 9 , pp. 70-74.
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electrically operated hydrotherapy units were being placed
into operation.

Unfortunately for the patients,

employees

with the least adequate experience were usually placed in
charge of hydrotherapy,
ments,

reducing the effectiveness of tr eat

and sometimes the extent and complexity of the appa

ratus was out of proportion to the amount of use that the
7

units received.
Another treatment technique that achieved a higher de
gree of specialization was occupational therapy.
to the U.S. Public Health Service, work,

According

''especially work in

making something beautiful," was a tried and true method of
combatting "the feeling of unreality" that affected many m e n 
tal patients.

Some k ind of shop or sewing class type of work

program was to be found in most state mental hospitals in the
late 1930's, many of the programs under the direction of o c cu
pational therapists.

The scope of such programs,

however,

depended upon the degree of effort— of ten dictated by the
level of appropriations— that hospital superintendents c o m 
mitted to the program.

In some state mental institutions the

activities of the occupational therapy department were
limited to having patients make attractive articles for use
in the hospital or for sale to the public in an attempt to
earn money for the department.

The emphasis upon the

7

Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , p. 446; U.S. P u b 
lic Health Service, A Study of the Public Mental Hospitals of
the United States, 1 9 3 7 - 3 9 , pp. 59, 88; G r o b , The State and
the Mentally 1 1 1 , p. 346; ELSH Board Report (1940), p. 7.
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production of articles for sale unfortunately meant that
those patients most in need of help were the ones not con
sistently reached by the program.

Those inmates who devel

oped some skill in making embroidered pillow cases,
shawls,

book-ends,

small stools,

such tasks indefinitely,
clumsy,

apathetic,

dolls,

etc., were often kept at

but those patients who were "slow,

apprehensive or restless" might only be

kept in the occupational therapy s h op s— and the pr ogram— for
a few days.8
Beginning in the 1 9 3 0 's there were several important
advances made in the treatment of schizophrenic patients.
In 1933 Manfred Sakel of Vienna introduced the technique of
insulin shock therapy,

a m e t h o d of inducing comas through

the injection of insulin.

The effect of a series of such

shock treatments upon schizophrenic patients produced such a
substantial incidence of recoveries that the procedure was
speedily put into use in institutions all over the world.
Sakel personally introduced insulin shock therapy into the
United States at a New York mental hospital in 1937.
patients undergoing the procedure,

however,

Since

required the

constant attention of a physician and at least one nurse for
an extended period of time,

the use of insulin shock therapy

in public mental hospitals in the United States was somewhat
limited by the low ratios of doctors and nurses to patients

8U.S. Public Health Service, A Study of the Public M e n 
tal Hospitals of the United States, 1 9 3 7 - 3 9 , pp. 57-58.
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in these generally overcrowded facilities.

Doctors in some

institutions were also undoubtedly hesitant to use the pro
cedure,

as it was attended by many dangers including relapse

into unconsciousness several hours after the insulin-induced
coma, prolonged coma,
latory collapse.

severe convulsions,

and possible circu

Despite obstacles to and problems with its

use, by 1939 106 state mental hospitals in 40 states were
practicing insulin shock therapy.^

The discovery of a second

m e t h o d of inducing shock by injection,
metrazol

into the bloodstream,

Meduna of Vienna in 1935.

the introduction of

was announced by Ludwig von

Although metrazol shock therapy

was less effective in producing cures and improvements of
schizophrenic patients than was treatment with insulin, use
of Von Meduna*s procedure spread rapidly.

By 1939 127 state

mental hospitals in 41 states were using metrazol t h e r a p y . ^
The most important shock therapy introduced in the 1930's
was electric shock treatment,
physicians in Rome,

Italy.

first demonstrated in 1938 by

The cheapest

and easiest of the

shock therapies to induce coma, use of electroshock therapy
spread very quickly.
duction in Europe,

In 1939,

only one year after its intro

86 Unit ed States state mental hospitals

^Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 498-499;
David N. Holvey, e d . , The Merck Manual of Diagnosis and
Therapy (12th e d . ; Rahway, N.J., 1972), p. 1397; U.S. Public
Health Service, A Study of the Public Mental Hospitals of
the United States, 1 9 3 7 - 3 9 ,pp. 59-60.
"^Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , p.500;
U.S.P u b 
lic Health Service, A Study of the Public Mental Hospitals
of
the United States, 1937-39, pp. 59-60
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were using the technique.

Electroshock therapy would be

widely abused in the 1940's, by inexperienced and overworked
physicians indiscriminately prescribing the treatment,

often

convinced by attendants and nurses that the procedure was
therapeutically necessary when in reality the ward personnel
simply wanted to use the "little black box" to punish
patients who had given them trouble.

Electroshock therapy,

however, was and remains a significant therapeutic tool
and has replaced both insulin and metrazol shock therapy as
the treatment of choice in certain types of schizophrenia
and depression.11
The most infamous treatment introduced in the 1930's
for certain types of mental illness was the lobotomy opera
tion,

developed by the Portuguese neurologist Egas Muniz,

the first operation being performed by the neurosurgeon Al
meida Lima in 1935.

:■ niz published his findings in 1936

and later that year the procedure was introduced into the
United States by D r s . Walter Freeman and J. W. Watts of
Washington, D.C.

Between 1936 and 1948, over 5,000 pre-

frontal lobotomy operations were performed in the Un ite d
States, mostly on c'ronically ill mental patients with long
records of institutionalization.

Concern about irreversible

brain damage and personality changes has discredited the use

■ ^ D e u t s c h , The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 500-501;
U.S. Public Health Service, A Study of the Public Mental H o s 
pitals of the United States, 1 9 3 7 - 3 9 , pp. 59-60; Kolb, Modern
Clinical Psychiatry, pp. 639-651.
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of lobotomies,
supporters.

although even today the procedure has its

12

While new therapies were being developed,

in 1917 a new

classification of mental disease was introduced by the Am eri
can Psychiatric Association

(a direct descendant of the A s s o 

ciation of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions
for the Insane, or AMSAII)

acting jointly with the National

Committee for Mental Hygiene,

founded in 1908.

Over the

next few years the American Psychiatric Association's new
classification system was adopted by nearly all public and
private mental hospitals in the United States.

13

The incidence of certain types of mental diseases over
others also saw some change between 1910 and 1940.

While

the most frequently diagnosed disease among newly admitted
mental patients continued to be schizophrenia,

there was a

substantial increase in the numbers of patients admitted
with cerebral arteriosclerosis and the senile psychoses.

By

1940 these diseases affected almost 20% of all persons ad
mitted to public mental hospitals.

There was also growth in

the number of patients admitted w ith general paralysis,

and

other mental diseases which afflicted heavy numbers of

12

Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp.
Kolb, Modern Clinical P s y c h i a t r y , pp. 651-655.
13

501-502;

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Patients in Hospitals for Mental Disease, 1923 (Washington,
D . C . , 1926), p. 10.
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incoming patients were the manic-depressive psychoses and
the psychoneuroses,
chondria.

such as hysteria,

depression,

and h y p o 

The feebleminded and mental ly retarded,

now

classified as suffering from "mental deficiency," and ep i
leptics continued to enter mental hospitals in large n u m 
bers .14
The number of patients in mental hospitals increased
dramatically between 1910 and 1940,
mental institutions.
mental hospitals;

as did the number of

In 1910 there were 187,791 patients in

by 1923 the number had grown to 267,617,

and by 1940 there were 461,358 mental patients.

Population

growth and the effects of increased urbanization,

indus

trialization and the economic hardships of the 1 9 3 0 's were
reasons aplenty for the growth of mental illness in American
society.

As for the rise in the number of institutions,

in

1910 there were 366 pub li c and private mental hospitals in
the Unit ed States,

143 of

them

b e i ng state hospitals;

1940 there were 557 mental hospitals,
stitutions.

by

182 of them state in

Of the 461,358 patients in mental facilities at

the beginning of 1940,
tal hospitals.

15

393,804,

or 85.3%, were in state men-

The expansion of patient capacity at old

14

Bureau of the Census, Patients in Hospitals for M e n 
tal Disease, 1 9 2 3 , pp. 43-45; U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Patients in Mental Institutions, 1940
(Washington, D.C., 1943), pp.
25; Kolb, Modern Clinical
P s y c h i a t r y , p. 401.

15

Bureau of the Census, Patients in Hospitals for M e n 
tal Disease, 1 9 2 3 , pp. 11-14, and Patients in Mental Institu
tions, 1 9 4 0 , p. 6; U.S. Public Health Service, A Study of the
Public Mental Hospitals in the United States, 1 9 3 7 - 3 9 , p. 8.
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and new state hospitals, however,

hampered as in the past by

low appropriations and public and legislative neglect,

failed

to keep up with the tremendous growth in patient population,
resulting— as in the p a s t — in serious overcrowding.

A survey

of 104 state mental hospitals made in 1934 by the National
Committee for Mental Hygiene found three-fourths of the sur
veyed institutions overcrowded while one-fourth had been
forced to suspend further admissions.

Those institutions

still accepting new patients had long waiting lists and in
some states mentally ill persons were confined in jails for
long periods of time while awaiting admission to a state hos 
pital.

The continuation of hard times throughout the decade

and the resulting reduced revenues of state governments not
only halted needed expansion of mental hospital facilities,
but existing physical plants at many institutions suffered
serious deterioration as state legislatures failed to appro
priate adequate funds for repairs.

The average annual e x 

penditure of state mental hospitals for the year 1940 was
$361.47 per capita or slightly under $1.00 per day per p a 
tient.

Of this total only an average of $60.84 per patient

per year went for additions and improvements— less than $.06
per patient per day.

The average spent on basic maintenance

was $300.63 per capita for the year, but only ten states
spend more than the average.

Louisiana expended $180.25 per

capita for maintenance in 1940,

$25.75 per capita for im

provements and additions— less than $.01 per patient per
da y — and she spent a total of $206.00 per state mental
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patient for the year.

16

Conditions at state mental hospitals in 1940 were far
from conducive to therapeutic care.

In only 11 states were

capacities of state hospitals adequate for the number of
patients on hand.

The average excess of population over

capacity for state mental hospitals was 9.8% with several
states listed as having over 25% more patients than capacity.
Louisiana was listed as having a 2.8% excess of capacity over
population, but as shall be shown,

this figure did not re

flect actual conditions in the state.

The American P s y 

chiatric A s s o c i a t i o n ’s recommended minimum ratio of assis
tant physicians to patients (superintendents spent most of
their time in administration rather than treating patients
and therefore only full-time assistant physicians were used
to compose the standard) was one doctor to 150 patients,

but

the average physician-patient ratio for state mental hos
pitals in 1940 was one to 218.5.
graduate (registered)

The average ratio of

nurses to patients in the same year

was one to 94; of psychiatric social workers to patients,
one to 406.9;
426.9;

of occupational therapists to patients,

one to

of hydrotherapists and assistants to patients,

one to

1,459.9;

of psychiatrists and psychologists to patients, one

to 6,659.2.
10.8.

The ratio of attendants to patients was one to

The quality and amount of therapeutic as opposed to

•to

Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 446-448;
Bureau of the Census, Patients in Mental Institutions, 1 9 4 0 ,
pp. 62-63.
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custodial care that would be supplied at state institutions
suffering under the burden of the above staff-patient ratios
is reflected in their discharge rate for 1940.

As a per cen 

tage of the total number of patients treated, only 10.2% of
state mental hospital inmates were sent home.

17

State mental hospitals between 1910 and 1940, partly b e 
cause of overcrowded facilities,
ratios,

inadequate patient-staff

and insufficient funding, were unable to effectively

apply either the newly developed therapies or the updated
versions of old ones.

There were,

reasons for the failure.

however, more fundamental

One underlying factor in many

states was the political manipulation of state hospital ad
ministration,

whereby positions on governing boards as well

as jobs at all levels of the hospitals depended less on
ability and qualifications than on correct political align
ment with the majority party or faction in state government.
In 1938,

only eight states specified by law that persons to

be appointed mental hospital superintendents must have had a
definite number of years of psychiatric experience before
they could serve in the position.
being a choice political plum,

The post of superintendent

the lack of specific qualifi

cations made it easy for unqualified but correctly aligned
individuals to garner the job.
Health Service,

According to the U.S. Public

in 1938 there were 14 states where every

17

Bureau of the Census, Patients in Mental Institutions,
1 9 4 0 , pp. 6, 56-58.
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change of state administration produc ed political
ence with hospital personnel,
happened "occasionally."
political

interfer

and in eight other states this

A number of states regularly made

levies on the salaries of employees.

The t hera

peutic care of mental patients was bound to suffer in these
situations where politics dictated personnel policy.

18

An other underlying factor in the inability of state m e n 
tal hospitals to fully apply therapeutic techniques was that
in the eyes of the community the function of the mental h o s 
pital was not pr imarily therapeutic, but custodial.

Public

mental institutions had been founded to remove the insane
from pens,

cages,

jails, prisons and al ms hou se s— that is, to

further remove from the community those who already had been
isolated from it by the nature of their illnesses and by the
age-old reaction of society to the insane in its midst:
like,

distrust,

and fear.

dis

The primary nature of the act of

separating out the mentally ill from the community was (and
still is) reje cti on — rejection of the individual for the pro
tection of society.

This is not to say that the community

does not hope for successful treatment of the illness, only
that it demands safe custody of the afflicted.

The reaction

in the press to incidents of former mental patients commit
ting mayhe m is a reflection of the unremitting public

18

Ivan Belknap, Human Problems of a State Mental H o s 
pital (New York, 1956), pp. 14-15; U.S. Public Health S e r 
vice, A Study of the Public Mental Hospitals of the United
States, 1 9 3 7 - 3 9 , pp. 14, 19; Lionel Gremillion, personal
interview, December 8, 1977.
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pressure for security that is the burden of every mental h o s 
pital superintendent and which has historically confronted
these individuals with a serious dilemma.

As doctors,

sup er

intendents were (and are) pull ed in the direction of improv
ing the care rendered their patients; but this meant the es
tablishment of new procedures and techniques, which in turn
required a change in the habits of most of the older e m 
ployees.

The clash between new ideas and the established

ways upset the routine,

traditional custodial structure and

prevented reform-minded superintendents from operating as e f 
fective administrators.

To simply administer the hospital

the long established custodial fashion,

however,

necessarily

meant the abandonment of all but the slowest progress
dating therapeutic procedures,

in

in u p 

while at the same time fulfill

ing the publicly accepted and expected primary role of the
mental

institution."^

"The custodial function of the mental

hospital," wrote one expert,

"is a necessary and inevitable

product of the community demand and can never be abolished by
measures taken within the hospital alone.

..."

20

19

Belknap, Human Problems of a State Mental H o s p i t a l ,
pp. 18, 67, 79-80; Joint Commission on Mental Illness and
Health, Action for Mental Health:
Final Report of the Joint
Commission on Mental Illness and Health, 1961 (New York,
1961), pp. 48, 58-85.

20

Robert C. Hunt, "An Approach to the Prevention of
Disability from Chronic Psychosis," Proceedings of the 34th
Annual Conference of the Milbank Fund (1957), Part I, p. 9,
quoted in Joint Commission on Mental Illness and Health,
Action for Mental Health, p. 48.
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The third,

and perhaps most elemental reason for the

failure of therapeutic care at state mental hospitals w a s —
and is— the nature of the mental hospital as a "total insti
tution."

Total institutions have been defined as "place of

residence and work where a large number of like-situated in
dividuals,

cut off from the wider society for an appreciable

period of time, together lead an enclosed,
tered round of life."
life"

21

formally adminis-

The "formally administered round of

forces inmates of total institutions such as prisons

and mental hospitals to conform to a system of regimentation
in which individuality,

unless channeled into forms acceptable

to the warden or superintendent,

guard or attendant,

is seen

as deviant behavior and evidence of recalcitrance in a pr is
oner and further illness in a patient.

In prisons, where

most inmates have a definite term to their incarceration,
conformity to established rules and regulations,
some to the prisoner,
mental hospitals,

however irk

is more easily accomplished than in

first because the prisoner knows there is

a legally stated end to his imprisonment and second,

because

(presumably) he has his full, unclouded faculties available
for use in the struggle to retain some sense of the worth of
the self while being forced to assume the role of pariah and
outlaw.

The mental patient,

however, who in the vast m a 

jority of cases has been judicially committed to a total

21

Erving Goffman, Asylums:
Essays on the Social S i t u a 
tion of Mental Patients and Other Inmates (New York, 1961),
p. xiii.
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institution with the legal understanding that commitment is
to last until he is "cured" or substantially "improved," has
not one, but two battles to fight and win before the locked
doors swing open and he looks upon freedom.

Initially,

the

struggle involves trying to conform to the hospital person
nel's shadowy conception of "normality."

This means, ho w

ever, much more than following established ward,
work and recreational procedures.

dining room,

It means that the patient

must openly and willingly make the tremendously " s e l f devastating admission that one's mind is, or has been,

ab

norm al — whether or not the patient believes this and whether
or not it is, or was,

the actual c a s e .

The patient must fur

thermore make this admission in two ways,
obeying in all things,

first by willingly

despite class differences and all

other personal factors which make forced relations between
human beings difficult,
to his ward and who,

the men and women who hold the keys

in effect,

with their power to bring his

case to the attention of the physician either to report p r o 
gress or relapse,

actually h old the keys to his destiny.

That is, the patient must,
of the outcast,

like the prisoner,

play the role

but with the not-so-subtle difference that no

matter how the role is play ed— failingly,

or to the complete

satisfaction of ward p er s o n n e l — release can never be a cer
tainty.

The patient must also play the role before the more

highly and severely critical eyes of the doctors who conduct
staffing sessions,

doctors who are well aware that their de

cision to discharge a patient carries the weight of an
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official stamp on both the patient's condition and the e f f e c 
tiveness of the hospital's treatment programs.
to discharge a patient is in effect

The decision

a guarantee to the public

that the released patient will conform to society's norms,
and if he does not,

then the doctors and through them the

hospital will share the burden of responsibility for the
former patient's actions.

Facing a staffing session,

coming through successfully,
yet nonetheless

and

can be a traumatic experience,

it is a major hurdle that the mental patient

must clear if he is to win his release.

Simultaneously,

the patient must engage in an even more difficult struggle:
he must combat his own illness,

and he must do so in an in

stitution whose primary function is not to cure him but to
h old him.

The weapons to fight his illness,

furthermore,

can only be found in the very institution which has the p a 
tient in its g ri p — and whether or not that institution can
offer any therapeutic ordnance is a question who se answer
lies in the mar ble d chambers of state legislatures rather
than in the hands of hospital administrators.
must wage the second battle,
gaged in the first.

The patient

of course, while already en

In short,

the mental hospital as a

total institution establishes an adversary system between
patient and staff that has nothing to do with the individual
nature of any patient's illness.
two monkeys on his back:
system.

He must

The patient

in effect has

his own illness and the regimented

conquer the first while learning to conform
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to the second in order to get out.

22

The brutal truth of the matter is that mental hospitals,
by their very nature as total institutions,

not only create

severe obstacles to successful therapeutic treatment,

but in

too many cases act to accelerate that withdrawal from reality
which received its original impetus from the nature of the
individual patient's disease and for which he had been origi
nally c o m m i t t e d .

The final products of this process of en

forced mental regression were and still are found in the socalled "back-wards" of state mental hospitals all over the
country:

silent, withdrawn individuals who mark their near

total separation from everything other than strictly mechanicontact with other human beings by curling up in the fetal
position on the floor beneath a bench and remaining there,
heads toward the wall,

for hours.

23

State mental hospitals in 1940 can be described,
phrase of one perceptive reporter,

in the

as "forgotten cities":

physical plants covering many acres with a host of buildings
representing a montage of old and new architectural styles;
extensive fields of crops upon which much of the food

22

Goffman, A s y l u m s , p a s s i m ; Robert Perrucci, Circle of
Madness:
On Being Insane and Institutionalized in America
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1974), pp. 135-171.
23

Joint Commission on Mental Illness and Health, Action
for Mental H e a l t h , pp. 46-49; Milton Greenblatt, Richard H.
York, and Esther Lucile Brown, From Custodial to Therapeutic
Care in Mental Hospitals (New York, 1955), pp. 346;- 424;
Albert Deutsch, The Shame of the States (New York, 1948),
photograph following p. 72.
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consumed by staff and patients was grown;
where the institutions'

open pasture land

dairy herds grazed and the huge barns

with metal installations where the milk wa s gathered; w o r k 
shops for making and repairing the innumerable items used in
daily living— institution vehicles, mattresses,
plumbing,

benches,

etc.;

clothing,

laundry buildings for the daily

washing of tons of clothes;

huge kitchens for the preparation

of thousands of meals, w i th little variation in day-to-day
menus;

thousands of patients and hundreds of employees going

about a daily routine that had been unchanged for years,
patients working in fields,
the homes of resident staff,

shops, kitchens,

laundries,

some
in

and wards, but most of them idle;

and the institution graveyard,

its tombstones evidence of the

the many patients whose commitments ended in death.

24

In 1910 the Jackson insane asylum became a mental ho s
pital,

the name of the institution being changed from "The

Insane Asylum of the State of Louisiana" to "The East

24

B. L. Krebs, "East Louisiana Hospital Called For got 
ten City," New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , September 15, 1940,
p. 1; i d e m , "Insane Dead Buried Without Benefit of Clergy as
Living Are Crowded in Fire Traps," New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e ,
October 13, 1940, pp. 1, 19; U.S. Public Health Service, A
Study of the Public Mental Hospitals in the United S t a t e s ,
1937-39, pp. 15-16, 20-23, 40, 67-70; Deutsch, The Mentally
111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 446-452.
B. L. Krebs' numerous articles
on Louisiana's mental hospitals in the early 1940's are not
typical expose material, long on sensationalism and short of
facts.
Krebs' accounts are balanced, fair, and based not
only on personal visits but careful study of the institu
tions' board reports as well.
Mr. Krebs' work will be cited
many times.
The writer is indebted to Mr. Krebs for the
title of this chapter.
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Louisiana Hospital for the Insane."
changed to its present form,

In 1922 the name was

"East Louisiana State Hospital."

The Pineville facility was called "The Louisiana Hospital for
the Insane" until 1924,
title,

after which it received its present

"Central Louisiana State Hospital."

For the remainder

of this paper the two asylums will be referred to as "hospita ls ."

2 ei

The average daily patient population of both hospitals
increased substantially by 1940.

In 1910 Central averaged

500 patients under roof per day, while East,
larger of the two hospitals,

the older and

had approximately 1,385 patients

under treatment on any given day for that year.
Central was maintaining an average daily

By 1940

inmate population

of 2,100, while Jackson averaged 3,824 patients under roof
per day.

26

In neither hospital,

however, were facilities

expanded quickly enough to relieve that constant pressure of
overcrowding which had plagued the institutions from their
inception.

Expansion in size and equipage of the hospitals'

physical plants was not smooth or steady but spasmodic,
growth waiting upon the whim of legislators,
ticular governors,

interest of p a r 

and political and economic conditions.

From 1910 to 1920 only two patient dormitories for Pineville

25ELSH Board Report (1912), p. 1; (1924),
Board Report (1910-1924); (1926), p. 1.

p.

26

1; CL5H

ELSH Board Report (1910), p. 10; (1940), p. --12; CLSH
Board Report (1910), pp. 25-26; (1939), p. 29 (the report of
CLSH for the biennial period 1938-1940 carries the date D e ce m
ber 31, 1939).
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were funded.

A legislative appropriation made in 1914 for

two additional dormitories was vetoed by Governor Luther E.
Hall, because of lack of mo ney in the state treasury.

At

Jackson b etween 1910 and 1920 only one patient building for
a criminal colony was built.

The p e r i o d of greatest e xp an 

sion at both hospitals coincided with the administrations
of John M. Parker,

Henry L. F uqua and 0. H. Simpson.

Gov

ernor Parker's state severance tax allowed his administra
tion to designate revenue from the tax to several state in
stitutions.

Although L ouisiana State University received

the large amoutn ($6,500,000 from 1920 through 1924), East
was granted $422,479.19 and Central recei ve d $437,499.99 b e 
tween 1920 and 1922 from the tax proceeds.

The administra

tors of Pineville built a combination dining room-assembly
hall building and three dormitories w i t h the windfall, while
at Jackson two patient dormitories,

a tubercular pavilion and

part of the cost of a 60-bed general hospital were funded
from severance tax revenues.

Between 1920 and 1926 the p r o 

duction of oil in Lo uisiana more than tripled,
production also increased tremendously,

natural gas

and a small portion

of the resulting state tax revenues eventually were r e 
directed into the treasuries of Jackson and Pineville.
(After 1922 no specific allotments from severance tax reve
nues were set aside for the hospitals;
came from the state s general fund.

their appropriations

The point here is that

the increase in tax revenues which a ccompanied the rise in
oil and gas production were a major source of the funds to
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the state treasury.)

Between 1924 and 1928 Criminal Colony

Building 3 and 4 (see below),

one patient dormitory and the

completion of the general hospital begun in 1924 were funded
at East, while during the same period money was granted to
Central for the construction of a general hospital and an ad
ministrative building.

Despite Huey L o n g ’s campaign pledge

to free the mentally ill from their chains, only a new recre a
tion building at Pineville and one patient dormitory at J ac k
son,

as well as several long overdue repairs and improvements,

were funded during the administration of the Kingfish.

All

the above improvements taken together fell far short of what
was needed,

superintendents and administrative board members

complaining even as new buildings went up that the added
space w o u l d only serve to temporarily relieve the o vercrowd
ing of patients already at the institutions rather than
create space for new admissions.

From 1924 to 1940 at C e n 

tral and from 1930 to 1940 at East no patient dormitories
were funded.

Superintendents at Jackson and Pineville m a n 

aged to further expand w a r d space by tearing out partitions,
walls and doors and converting several single-room style
patient buildings into dormitory buildings and furnishing
the wards therein with four or five long double rows of beds
and little else.

At Central even the balconies were converted

into wards, while between

1936 and 1940 its administrators

built two three-story dormitory buildings with money diverted
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from the maintenance fund.

27

The lack of wherewithal to construct an adequate number
of new buildings meant that older structures at both h os 
pitals,

no matter what their condition,

had to be kept in

service, but with even the money for major repairs being in
short supply,

buildings deteriorated while patients shel

tered within watc hed the progress of decay.

At Central the

five original patient dormitories built prior to 1910 re 
m a ine d in use through 1940 and b eyond in spite of repeated
warnings from successive superintendents about the enormous
fire hazards the old structures represented,

constructed as

they were of brick veneer with all wooden interiors.
their foundations were weakening,

By 1940

their bricks crumbling,

constant repairs w ere necessary to keep them livable.

and

The

U.S. Public Health Service reported in 1940 that nearly all
of the buildings at Jackson were firetraps and recommended
the total demolition of several of them.

28

Overall

27

Edwin Adams Davis, Louisiana, a Narrative History (3d
e d . ; Baton Rouge, 1971), pp. 357-358; Harnett T. Kane, L o uis i
ana Hayride:
The American Rehearsal for Dictatorship, 19281940 (New York, 1941), p. 56; Allen P. SindTer, Huey Long's
Louisiana:
State Politics, 1920-1952 (Baltimore, 1956),
pp. 42-43; T. Harry Williams, Huey Long (New York, 1969),
pp. 140-145; ELSH Board Report (1916), pp. 29-30; (1922),
p. 50; (1924), pp. 25, 101; (1926), p. 16; (1928), p. 12;
(1930), p. 9; (1932-1940); CLSH Board Report (1914), p. 25;
(1916), p. 24; (1922), pp. 4, 62; (1924), p. 12; (1928),
pp. 15-16; (1932), p. 54; (1938), pp. 9-10; (1939), p. 9.
O Q

CLSH Board Report (1939), p. 9; B. L. Krebs, "Three
Lo uisiana Institutions for Mentally Defective Are Called
Grossly Inadequate," New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , February 16,
1941, p. 10.
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conditions at East and Central in 1940 will be dealt with
more fully toward the end of this chapter.
While additional buildings were rarely funded,

appro

priations for the two hospitals nevertheless did increase
between 1910 and 1940.

What happened,

however, was that

while the number of patients at both hospitals increased
steadily year after year, the biennial appropriations did
not,

at times actually falling well b e l ow appropriations

made in the previous biennial periods.

At Central,

for e x 

ample, the highest two-year appropriation between 1926 and
1934 was granted in 1926-28,

despite the fact that the a v e r 

age daily population of the hospital in that eight-year
period rose from 1,181 to 1,715;

appropriations for the two

biennial periods between 1936 and 1940 were progressively
lower than funds granted the hospital in 1934-36,

the average

daily patient population increasing from 1,807 in 1936 to
2,100 in 1940.

The situation at Jackson was worse:

the

highest two-year appropriation between 1928 and 1940 was
granted for the biennial period 1928-1930, biennial appro
priations for the next decade falling anywhere from $77,000
to $227,000 be low the level reached in 1928-1930.
age daily population between 1928 and 1940,
rose from 2,563 to 3,824.

29

The aver

in the meantime,

A chart showing biennial

29

CLSH Board Report (1928), pp. 44-45; (1930), p. 57;
(1932), p. 61; (1934), pp. 66-67; (1936), pp. 56-57; (1938),
p. 45; (1939), pp. 20, 29; ELSH Board Report (1930), p. 14;
(1940), p. 12; State of Louisiana, Department of Institu
tions Regort, 1942 (Baton Rouge, 1942), p. 17.
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appropriations and patient population for both hospitals b e 
tween 1924 and 1940 is included in the appendix.
Several expansion projects at both mental hospitals de
serve special attention,

two of these being the construction

of general hospitals at East and Central.

Both institutions

from their inception had lacked adequate facilities for s ep a
rating the mentally ill who were also physically ill from
other patients,

the situation w o r s e n i n g as patient populations

passed the 1,000 mark.

The practice of medicine itself came

to require more elaborate facilities,
operating rooms,

such as X-ray machines,

dental quarters and laboratories,

and to

place such aids to treatment and cure in one location at m e n 
tal hospitals whose main campuses covered many acres was a
necessary step.

With funds granted to Jackson during John

Parker's administration,

construction of a 60-bed general

hospital was begun in 1924 and completed and opened in early
1926.

It was equipped with an operating room,

ment rooms,

a pathological

laboratory,

several t r e a t 

X-ray equipment,

a

dental d e p a r t m e n t , and its own kitchen where food was pre 
pared for patients being t reated at the facility as well as
those kept at the tubercular pavilions.
patients were sent to Parker Hospital,
full physical,
analyses.

All newly admitted
as it was named,

for a

including b l ood work a nd other laboratory

Money for a general hospital at Central was a p p r o 

priated during the administration of Governor Fuqua.

Com

parable in size and equipage to Park er H o s p i t a l , "Fuqua
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Memorial H o s p i t a l ” was opened in 1928.

30

Other important projects were the extensions of the hos
pitals'

farm systems.

In 1910 Jackson owned a 400-acre tract

of m i x ed pasture, w o odl an d and cultivated fields and was
leasing another 400 acres.

By 1934 (the last year through

1940 when information on acreage was listed in the reports),
the hospital's farm system had been expanded to 4,436 acres,
3,040 in pasture and woodland and 1,396 under cultivation.
Included in the total acreage was a 10-acre fruit orchard,

a

1200-acre dairy farm upon which a large herd of Guernseys and
Holsteins grazed,

a piggery and a poultry farm.

tons of corn and hay,
sorted vegetables,

Hundreds of

hundreds of thousands of pounds of as

several hundred thousand gallons of milk,

thousands of dozens of eggs,

and several thousand pounds of

beef and chicken were being produced in the biennial periods
of the late 1920's and early 1930's at Jackson.

Much of the

produce that could not be consumed at harvest times was p r e 
served by canning at the hospital's cannery.

Poultry,

and beef were kept in cold storage until use,

as were eggs,

milk and butter.
Central
vation,

pork

31

in 1910 had 325 acres of farm land under culti

10 acres in truck,

a small dairy herd and a piggery.

3QELSH Board Report (1922), p. 17; (1924), p. 25;
(1928), pp. 7-9; CLSH Board Report (1922), p. 20; (1928),
pp. 6, 15; (1930), p. 18; N e w Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , May 6,
1928, p. 24.
^ ELSH Board Report (1908), p.
(1934), pp. 20-21, 27-28.

15;

(1910),

p. 15;
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Expansion of the farm system proved something of a problem.
In the spring of 1910 Superintendent Thomas bought an addi
tional 1,304 acres of land,

contiguous to the grounds of the

hospital and bordering on the Red River.

The tract was com

posed of pine-covered hills sloping downward toward the river
and ending in a large basin of bottom land, most of which was
a cypress swamp.

Thomas, who was a planter as well as a p h y 

sician, spent the next several years reclaiming and clearing
the land and placing it under cultivation.

His first step

was to deforest the pine hillsides and plant them in cotton,
corn and peas on a rotating basis.

The swamps were drained

by opening a bl ind bayou and cutting three large drainage
ditches,

after which a series of dams and levees were built

and an elaborate pumping system installed to keep the river
out.

By 1919 Thomas had succeeded in placing almost 1,000

acres under cultivation,

but not all of the crops planted

each year were harvested.

Whenever the Red River rose above

22 feet the pumps were overtaxed and portions of the bottom
land flooded.

Every spring the rainfall drove the river up

and over the levees and dams,
fields.

submerging three cultivated

Thomas acknowledged his inability to prevent crop

damage from floods in 1920.
physician's troubles,

Adding to the planter-

heavy planting and rainfall quickly

wore out and washed away much of the thin soil covering the
red clay of the now denuded hillsides,

leaving them by the

late 1920's only usable for grazing cattle.
Clarence Pierson,

Superintendent

who succeeded Thomas, wrote in 1928 that
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only forty or fifty acres of the bottom land was productive
alluvial soil,

and recommended the purchase of another tract

of farm land, not too distant from the main campus,
to establish a farm colony.

on which

During the 1930-1932 biennial

period the Pineville board of administrators bought the 557acre Jerusalem Plantation,
on upper Bayou Rapides,

located six miles above Alexandria

and there a farm colony was estab

lished, w i th new quarters for the dairy herd and housing for
the patients who would work the farm.

Central's administra

tors ran the colony for about seven years at a total cost of
approximately $50,000,

but discontinued operations

in January

1938 because the cost of the "constant trucking" between the
main campus and the farm colony made the investment in time
and money a losing proposition.

After January 1938 all farm

ing and dairying was once again performed at the main insti
tution.

As for the Jerusalem Plantation,

it was leased in a

questionable transaction to an A lex andria seed dealer for
$1,000 a year.

19

Another important expansion project was the building of
the Criminal Colony at Jackson.
Clarence Pierson,

In 1910 Superintendent

required by law to set aside separate quar

ters for the criminally insane but
comply,

lacking the funds to

nevertheless asked the architectural firm of Favrot

32

CLSH Board Report (1910), pp. 13-18; (1912), pp. 3-4;
(1920), pp. 19-20, 34; (1928), pp. 23-24; (1932), pp. 36-37;
(1938), p. 11; (1940), pp. 8, 15-17; Krebs, "Insane Dead,"
p. 19; Herman J. Seiferth, "State Solving Big Problem of the
Insane," New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , December 30, 1914, p. 7.
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and Livaudais to draw up a plan and cost estimate for the
construction of a criminally insane department.

After t our 

ing the grounds of the hospital in the company of Pierson,
the two architects,

appalled at the number of non-fire r e s i s 

tant passageways and hallways they found in many buildings
as well as the inadequate fire-fighting apparatus of the main
campus,

recommended abandonment of any thought of simply

altering one or more of the existing structures to hold the
criminally insane.
report,

In a strongly worded paragraph in their

the architects wrote that to imprison "a half hundred

or more helpless human beings in steel cages or guarded by
double iron gratings in structures that are nothing but
tinder boxes

. . . would be far more criminal on the part of

the State than the acts of those who are to occupy them."

33

The architects recommended construction of a three-building
complex— a center building and two w i n g s — to hold a total of
150 patients,

each of the four classes of inmates to have

their own enclosed exercise grounds and gardens,
cost of the project estimated at $53,000.

the entire

In 1912 the legis

lature appropriated $40,000 to begin the construction of an
insane department, probably basing the amount of the special
grant upon the estimate of the architects, which was in
cluded in the 1910-12 biennial hospital report.
plan of Favrot and Livaudais,

The modest

however, was ultimately r e 

jected by Pierson and the board of administrators.

ELSH Board Report

(1912), p. 32.
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Pierson, w i th the full support of the board,
institutions in Illinois, Wisconsin,

visited mental

Michigan and Ohio to

inspect their segregated criminal departments,

and upon his

return drew up his own

plans for a criminal department to be

located on the grounds

of the farm colony:

reinforced concrete buildings,
driveway,

eight two-story

four on each side of a central

all of them connected by "one continuous pergola,"

or covered walkway.

Favrot and Livaudais were called in to

draw up detailed plans according to P i e r s o n ’s specifications,
and without any assurance that future legislatures would fund
such an elaborate scheme,

construction was begun on two of

the buildings in late 1912 or early 1913.
an outside contractor,

Rather than hire

employee and patient labor was used,

except for the occasional hiring of skilled carpenters.
building was completed

One

in 1914 and occupied by white and

black male patients, but the money ran out after just the
foundation of the second building had been laid down.

The

project remained at a standstill until 1918, when the legis
lature appropriated $12,500 toward the completion of the
second building.

Between 1920 and 1922 another $95,000 was

granted to the hospital for the criminally insane department,
and with these funds the administrators completed the second
building and added a t hird— the last structure to be built
at the colony prior to World War II.

34

° ELSH Board Report (1912), pp. 31-33; (1914), pp. 20-21;
(1916), pp. 22-30; (1924), pp. 101-102; (1926), pp. 85,
108-109.
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What the state received in return for its $147,600 in
vestment was three three-story brick veneer buildings, the
first floors beneath the ground level, with barred windows,
and the capacity to fit 200 or so people into cell-like rooms
wi th steel-barred cell doors and inadequate toilet facili
ties.

Because of a chronic shortage of employees at the

criminal colony,

or "forensic u n i t"— a fact completely under

standable considering that the most dangerous and violent
patients were kept at the facility— patients had to be used
as guards,

and over the years this gave rise to a vicious

and brutal ward boss system which retained a hold on the fa
cility well into the 1960's.

Beatings were frequent,

as

were homosexual acts between consenting and non-consenting
patients,
cuffs,

and restraints such as straitjackets and leather

often out of necessity,

were freely used.

rarely made visits to the criminal colony,

Doctors

as patients were

brought singly to the main campus for psychiatric examina
tion.

Inmates who became ill had to wait long hours for a

physician to be summoned.

A persistent problem faced by

Jackson's superintendents over the years was that of return
ing patients either recovered from their illnesses or deter
mined not insane to those jurisdictions which had originally
sent them to the forensic unit for treatment or observation.
Judges and district attorneys were reluctant to take back
such persons,
tried,

especially those whose cases had yet to be

for all too frequently this meant juggling a busy

court docket and locating witnesses to felonies and
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misdemeanors that had allegedly been committed months, years,
even decades before.

In some instances so much time passed

between admission and the point of readiness for discharge
that the original committing judge was no longer on the bench
and the officers of the court,
cers,

district attorney, police offi

even witnesses and family members or anyone else con

nected with the case were retired,

dead, or had moved away.

A hidden factor in the slow-moving actions of court and par 
ish officials in re-assuming custody of the criminal colony
inmate was that in many instances the patient had been sent
to Jackson not just for analysis or treatment,

but in a

thinly disguised attempt to relieve local officials of all
responsibility for him — a sort of judicial washing of the
hands.

Reluctance of parish officials to take back the

former criminally insane was,

however,

only one reason for

the lengthy stays— some as long as 40 y ea rs — of many patients.
The lack of therapeutic treatment and incarceration under con 
ditions worse than those found in some prisons worked against
recovery.

Most prisons had exercise yards, but until 1947 the

forensic unit h ad none,

and save for the 30 or so patients

working on the farm or on construction crews, most

inmates

from admission to the day of release were rarely allowed out
side their building.
1947,

When a yard was finally provided in

several patients,

time in long years,
the exercise yard,

allowed out of doors for the first

knelt and kissed the ground.

Save for

conditions grew worse rather than better.
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In 1945 there were 9 employees and nearly 400 patients;

in

the early 1 9 5 0 's there were 11 employees and 500 patients.
Inmates slept four to a room,

some in quarters w it h no toilet

facilities except buckets; others slept in hallways,
a mattress could be laid on the floor.

anywhere

Bluntly speaking,

in

an institution which has been criticized over the years— at
times justifiably— for its inhumane treatment of the mentally
ill,

the forensic unit became the worst hellhole of all.

As Louisiana expanded,

after a fashion,

cilities for mental patients,

35

her public fa

she also changed the laws af

fecting the management of and commitment to those institu
tions.

Several changes concerned the commitment of the

criminally insane.

Act 264 of 1910, the law which directed

the Jackson hospital to set aside separate facilities for the

ELSH Board Report (1916), photograph following p. 40;
(1932), p. 12; Ralph Slovenko and William C. Super, "Commit
ment Procedure in Louisiana," Tulane Law R e v i e w , XXXV (June
1961), 713; Richard Munson, "Jury Report on State Hospital
Recommends Several Changes," Baton Rouge Morning A d v o c a t e ,
January 15, 1976, p. 1; i d e m , "Mann Says Affidavit Accusing
Secretary Spurred R e s i g n a t i o n ," Baton Rouge Morning A d v o c a t e ,
January 17, 1976; Vincent Lee, "Homosexual Activity Is Bared
by Former Forensic Inmate," New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e ,
April 17, 1977 (the above newspaper articles make reference
to long-standing, as well as recent, conditions at the C r imi 
nal Colony); John H. Rives, M . D . , former Staff Physician,
ELSH, personal interview, August 31, 1973; Donald Ray Payne,
Fiscal Officer, ELSH, personal interview,
December 7, 1977;
Charles E. Weaver, Sr., former employee, Forensic Unit,
ELSH, personal interview, December 8, 1977; Curtis Steele,
M.D., former Superintendent, ELSH, personal interview,
January 11, 1978.
In all fairness the writer must -state that
conclusions drawn about the Forensic Unit are his own and not
necessarily those of the above-named individuals.
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reception and treatment of the state's criminally insane,
also set up procedures for the discharge of persons committed
to the yet-to-be-built forensic unit.
been accused,

Those inmates who had

tried or convicted of a felony punishable by

imprisonment in the State Penitentiary,

or death,

could only

be discharged when both the superintendents of Jackson and
Pineville,

acting as a "lunacy commission," certified said

patient restored to sanity and of no danger to others.

In

case the superintendents disagreed, a physician appointed by
the judge of the committing district court was to join the
commission and help settle the issue.

Patients accused of or

indicted for crimes, upon release, were to be returned to the
committing court for trial, while those convicted of crimes
and who had become insane during their trial or after convic-

30
tion were to be sent back for sentencing.
Save in those cases where the superintendents of Jackson
and Pineville disagreed over the mental status of a patient,
Act 264 clearly left the question of returning a criminal
colony inmate to his committing court up to the su per in ten 
dents, who pre sumably were mental health experts.

This p r o 

vision apparently did not sit well wit h the judges of the
district court, who were reluctant,

as m e n tio ne d above,

to

receive back into custody those persons whom community
opinion would just as soon leave permanently absent.
an amendment to Act 264 of 1910 added a short but key

*^Acts of Louisiana

(1910),

pp. 454-456.
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sentence to the provision concerning the findings of the
superintendents'

commission:

"Provided that the finding of

said commission be subjected to review by the Court having
jurisdiction of the person."

This amendment effectively

pla ce d the final decision as to continued treatment or dis
charge of forensic unit inmates in the hands of the district
judges,

thus making a judicial decision out of what formerly

was a medical one.

37

Under Act 126 of 1932 commitment to and discharge from
the forensic unit became substantially more complicated.

In

dividuals either accused or indicted of criminal behavior and
who were not thought competent to stand trial (that is, were
unable to un de rstand the proceedings against them or to as
sist in their defense),

as well as persons either accused or

indicted who were thought to be insane at the time of the al
leged offense, wer e required to undergo a pre-trial sanity
hearing.

Court-appointed experts as well as witnesses for

the state and defendant were to appear before and be ques
tioned by the judge, who decided whether to proceed with
trial or commit the defendant.
superintendent
banded)

(of Jackson;

If and when the hospital

the lunacy commission was dis

considered the patient ready for discharge back to

court for disposition of the case,

a second sanity hearing

was necessary befo re trial or disposition could proceed.

37
38

Acts of Louis ian a (1918),

pp. 483-484.

Acts of Louis ian a (1932),

pp. 449-451.
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Persons acquitted of a crime by reason of insanity came
under different procedures.

They could be released from cu s

tody or judicially committed,
Colony.

not necessarily to the Criminal

When considered ready for discharge,

however, the

decision of the superintendent had to be seconded by an order
of the committing court.

Over the years far more persons

were confined because of incompetence to stand trial than
because of acquittal by reason of insanity.

39

The complexity of the procedures concerning determina
tion of incompetency,

the mental status of the defendant at

the time of the commission of the alleged criminal act,

and

the commitment to and discharge from the forensic unit,

indi

cate that Louisiana law makers,

jurists,

and psychiatrists

had become caught up in a growing national confusion over
concepts of mental illness,
criminal r e s p o n s i b i l i .

competency to stand trial,

The issue of psychiatrists'

and
in

volvement in the criminal process has been the subject of
volumes and is beyond the scope of this study.
sary, however,

It is n e c e s 

to note the unfortunate results of a court

system where psychiatrists and judges have been asked to de
termine criminal responsibility and mental competency acco rd
ing to largely legalistic and moralistic terminology and for
mulas,

all on the underlying basis of an inexact medical

39

Slovenko and Super, "Commitment Procedure in Louisi
ana," pp. 712-713; Acts of Louisiana (1946), pp. 972, 976;
Alan A. Stone, Mental Health and Law:
A System in Tr ans i
tion (Rockville, M d . , 1975), p. 203.
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science.

These results have been denial of the right to

trial and the unnecessary commitment of thousands of indi
viduals to institutions,

in Louisiana and elsewhere,

which

generally combined the worst features of both prisons and
mental hospitals.

The status of alleged criminality,

combined with the stigma of mental illness,

when

is like an alba

tross hung around the necks of the so-called "criminally in
sane," condemning them to long years of therapeutic and
legal neglect.
"To be both

40

'bad'

As several experts have recently written,
and

'mad'

is to be doubly damned.

The 1910 Louisiana legislature,
nal commitment procedures,

..."

41

besides changing crimi

also made significant revisions in

the law of judicial commitment.

Prior to 1910 judges were

not required to call upon expert medical testimony before de
ciding to commit someone.

Act 253 of 1910,

judges to call upon two physicians,
coroner,

however,

required

one to be the parish

neither one to be related to the "suspected person,"

who were to personally examine the allegedly insane person
and determine his mental status in the presence of the judge.
In case the physicians disagreed,

the judge was to determine

40

Stone, Mental Health and L a w , pp. 202-206; Laboratory
of Community Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School, Competency
to Sta nd Trial and Mental Illness (Rockville, Md.~ 1973),
pp. 1-3, 62-63.
An excellent chapter-length discussion of
the interaction between mental disability, criminal responsi
bility and the criminal law is found in Samuel J. Brakel and
Ronald S. Rock, eds., The Mentally Disabled and the Law (Chi
cago, 1971), pp. 376-423.
41
School,

Laboratory of Community Psychiatry, Harv ard Medical
Competency to Stand Trial and Mental Illness, p. 63.
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the issue of insanity.

The requirement that the judge make

his decision after hearing the testimony of two m edical men
was a considerable improvement over the time when he could
commit a person to a mental hospital without any medical ad
vice at all.42
While Act 253 of 1910 ma rk e d an advancement in Louisiana
commitment procedures,

there were other areas in the state's

treatment of the mental ly ill that also required reforming
legislation.

In 1914 Superintendent Clarence Pierson of

Jackson prese nt ed a list in the biennial report of what he
considered needed legislation concerning mental hospitals and
other state charitable institutions.

One recommendation was

for a more careful determination of indigency.

Since f am i

lies of non-indigent patients were asked to pay some portion
of the cost of institutional care, Pierson's suggestion in
this regard wa s obviously aimed at producing more revenue for
the hospital.

A second recommendation called for the e n a c t 

ment of a law perm it tin g hospital authorities to "parole”
mentally improved patients,

parole meaning the practice of

releasing patients in the custody of relatives for indefinite
periods of time,

thus allowing re-admission without the

trouble of formal commitment proceedings,
sary after formal discharge.
wi th furloughs,

(Paroles should not be confused

w h ic h w ere leaves of absence for stated

periods of time.)

42

which were n e c e s 

Other recommendations called for a major

Acts of L o u isi an a (1910),

p. 420.
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reorganization of the administration of the states'

chari

table institutions (among them the charity hospitals, mental
hospitals,

and state schools for the deaf and blind) through

the creation of a three-man b o ard to oversee the administra
tion of those facilities;

the creation of a civil service

commission to cover employees of state charitable institu
tions;

the issuance of state bonds to produce enough revenue

to put the mental hospitals and other charitable institutions
"on a firm, modern,

scientific basis;" the establishment of

separate facilities for the commitment,
ment of alcoholics and drug addicts;

detention and tr eat

a nd the enactment of a

law requiring all buildings designed as living quarters for
inmates of state institutions to be built "of absolute fireproof construct i o n ."

43

Provisions for more careful determination of indigency
and for the parole of mental patients were enacted into law,
with the help of Pierson,

in 1918;

Louisiana's first State

Department of Institutions for the central administration of
state facilities was created in 1940; Louisiana's first civil
service commission was also established in 1940;
tion of a $5 million bond issue,

authoriza

the revenue from which gave

birth to Louisiana's third state mental hospital,
1942;

came in

establishment of a separate unit for alcoholics at

Jackson was accomplished in 1958,

and of rehabilitation cen

ters for drug addicts in the 1 9 7 0 's; and the federal

ELSH Bo ard Report

(1916), pp.

35-36.
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government's establishment of strict fire safety standards
that had to be met before federal funds could be granted to
state institutions resulted in the correction of many fire
hazards at Louisiana's mental hospitals in the late 1 9 6 0 's
and 1970's.

The point in enumerating these stages of pro

gress in the treatment of the mentally ill is not to make
Clarence Pierson,

M . D . , a prophet, but to point out how long

it took for reforms called for in 1914 by a sometimes compe
tent mental hospital superintendent to be adopted.
Pierson made several recommendations in 1914 that were
not subsequently adopted,

among these passage of a law p er m i t 

ting mental hospital inmates to be paid wages for labor pe r
formed.

Failure to enact such legislation meant the continua

tion of what in many cases amounted to slave labor under the
label of work therapy.

44

Another recommendation that became

a straw in the wind was the suggestion to allow trained ho s
pital personnel to transport incoming patients to East and
Central rather than requiring sheriffs and their deputies to
perform the task.
officers was,

The existing system of conveyance by law

and would continue to be,

a sore point with

Louisiana's mental hospital superintendents.
tients transported by rail,

steamboat,

Incoming p a 

stage coach, wagon,

and later automobile in the company of sheriff's deputies,
nearly always bound like a common criminal with handcuffs
and open to the gaze of casual o n l o o k e r s , could not be

44ELSH Board Report (1916), pp.

35-36.
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expected to enter the hospital with a positive attitude.
Such treatment w o u l d infuriate a "normal" person; to those
suffering from mental illness,

the trip to a mental institu

tion in the company of officious peace officers generally re
sulted in the intensification of those feelings of ab andon
ment,

disloyalty and embitterment that were aroused when the

individual observed his own family and friends leading him
through the various phases of the commitment process.

45

Pierson also requested that the legislature "Enact a
law on eugenics,

as applied to inmates of insane hospitals

and the penal institutions,
tain classes of inmates."

46

permitting sterilization of cerPierson's 1914 recommendation

for eugenic sterilization was not unusual considering the
time in which it was made.

The infection of the psychiatric

profession by Social Darwinism in the 1880's, which had led
many to believe that the pauper,

the insane,

the criminal and

the mentally retarded were biologically inferior,

resulted in

a plethora of proposals for laws rejecting defective immi
grants

(which were passed),

and laws prohibiting marriage of

the feebleminded (which were also passed).
sterilization,

however,

Proposals for

were not put forward because the only

known m e t h o d s — castration in males and another radical

45ELSH Board Report (1916), pp. 35-36; (1926), p. 18;
Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 431, 440; Goffman,
A s y l u m s , p. 133; Joint Commission on Mental Illness and
Health, Action for Mental H e a l t h , p. 47; U.S. Public Health
Service, A Study of the Public Mental Hospitals of the
United States, 1 9 3 7 - 3 9 , p. 51.
46ELSH Board Report

(1914),

p. 35.
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surgical procedure in f emales— were considered impractical;
it was also understood that such operations caused un de s i r 
able changes in secondary sex characteristics.
ever,

In 1897, h o w 

a surgeon in Indiana developed the simple surgical p r o 

cedure for sterilizing males known as vasectomy,

while in

France at about the same time the now standard procedure for
sterilizing females,

the salpingectomy,

first human sterilization bill

was developed.

The

in the United States was i ntro

duced into the Michigan legislature in 1897— the same year
the new procedures w ere p u b l i c i z e d — but it failed to pass.
In 1907 Indiana became the first state to provide for the
sterilization of habitual criminals,
tally retarded.

rapists,

and the m e n 

Several other states followed suit, but it

was not until the United States Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of a V irg ini a sterilization law in 1927
(the decision was written by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes,
J r . ) that wi des pre ad judicial opposition to such laws was
curtailed.

In the ten years after the Court's decision,

states passed sterilization

laws, most of them allowing for

compulsory sterilization of the mentally ill as well
mentally retarded.

Since 1907,

sterilization laws.
unconstitutional,

20

as the

32 states have enacted human

Five of these statutes have been declared

and several states have repealed the in vol

untary provisions of their statutes.

In 1971,

26 states had

sterilization laws,

21 of them with provisions for involun

tary sterilization,

and nearly all of them allowing for the

compulsory sterilization of the mentally ill.

Between 1907
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and 1946, 45,127 sterilizations,
were performed in this country,

as authorized by the laws,
and of these 22,153 w e re on

feebleminded persons and 21,311 on the mentally ill.

The

use of sterilization in the United States peaked in the
1930's and declined rapidly thereafter.

The disclosures at

Nuremburg that more than 275,000 insane,

feebleminded and

physically handicapped Germans had been put to death under
the National Socialist euthanasia p rogram apparently made it
evident,

to all who had eyes to see, where the logical exten

sion of compulsory human sterilization could lead.

In 1971,

only six or seven states had averaged more than 15 s teriliza
tions per year over the previous two decades.

Louisiana,

probably because of its strong Catholic heritage, never
enacted a sterilization law, although not for the want of
trying by at least one other mental hospital superintendent
besides Clarence Pierson, who did not himself repeat his call
for the legalization of the procedure.

47

In 1914 Superintendent John Thomas of Pineville,

while

not recommending the enactment of a sterilization law in his
own words,

included in his biennial report a long excerpt

from a recent report of the Committee on Applied Eugenics of
the American Medico-Psychological Association (the As so cia 
tion was the direct descendent of AMSAII and procreator of

47

Brakel and Rock, The Mentally Disabled and the L a w ,
pp. 207-218; Ruth B. Caplan, Psychiatry and the Community in
Nineteenth Century America (New York, 1969), pp. 293-299;
Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in America, pp. 369-377.
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the American Psychiatric Association), which strongly recom
mended sterilization as a method of "restricting the strains
that produce the defective and delinquent classes of commu
nities,"

in order that "the blood of the peasantry and our

farmers" from which came the "men of affairs," could be kept
pure.

48

In his 1922 biennial report, Thomas once again

broached the subject of sterilization,

this time in a short

section of the report which he entitled "What Should Be Done
To Decrease Insanity Which Will Result in Great Benefit to
the Human Race and Lessen the Increasing Burden on the T a x 
payers."

Thomas wrote that annual appropriations made for

the care of the insane in states throughout the Union were
increasing year after year and would continue to do so until
the procreation of mental degenerates was stopped.

Asserting

that in 60% or more of mental cases the family history would
"show some degree of hereditary taint," Thomas urged that
Louisiana follow the lead of Indiana,
Kansas, Wisconsin, Nebraska,

Iowa, North Dakota,

Oregon and South Dakota in

enacting a sterilization law that would,

if enforced,

reduce

insanity in Louisiana by 50% in just three generations.
some member of the legislature," Thomas wrote,
physician,

"If

"preferably a

member of the house or senate, would introduce

such a bill,

I will help him formulate a law that will meet

the requirement and stand the test of the courts."
end of his plea for sterilization,

^ C L S H Board Report

At the

Thomas placed in its

(1914), pp.

21-22.
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entirety a poem entitled "Mendel's Law, A Plea for a Better
Race of Men," written by the superintendent of the Western
Hospital for the Insane in Staunton, Virginia (the poem is
included in the appendix).
1924-1928,

49

In his biennial reports for

Thomas repeated his recommendation for the enact

ment of a sterilization law, and would probably have con
tinued to do so thereafter had Huey Long not retired him in
1928.50
In 1916 Clarence Pierson added several more recommenda
tions for reform of mental health laws to his list of 1914,
one of these being the adoption of a voluntary admission
statute which w o uld allow a mentally ill person to enter East
or Central simply upon request for treatment, without the
embarrassing and emotionally upsetting procedures of judicial
commitment.

Voluntary admissions,

however,

presented a

thorny legal problem in those states which had adopted the
procedure,

because such admissions were not commitments and

voluntary patients could obtain their release upon demand
even if the hospital staff believed the patient was dangerously psychotic.

The only legal met ho d of retaining such

patients against their will was to institute judicial com
mitment proceedings,
patients

49
Ff)

pp.

but this was difficult in the case of

already in mental hospitals far from their homes.

CLSH Board Report

I b i d . (1924), pp.
23-25.

(1922),
15-18;

pp.

30-33.

(1926),

pp.

18-20;
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Pierson did not mention in his report how he intended to
minimize the problems involved with voluntary admissions, but
at any rate he did not have to deal with them because a voluntary admission statute was not passed until 1950.

51

An

other recommendation made by Pier so n in 1916 was the enact
ment of a law "making corporal punishment of inmates of
penal,

correctional and charitable institutions a felony and

fixing a penalty therefor."

52

That Pierson should request

such a law indicates that the pro bl em of bughousers and their
treatment of patients was still present at Jackson,
as will be shown,

although,

the problem was partly caused by Pierson's

own inexcusably negligent hiring practices.
Pierson was not content to simply list his law reform
suggestions in biennial reports.

In May 1914 the S u p e r i n 

tendent invited the members of the legislature,
in session in Baton Rouge,

then meeting

to visit the hospital.

On Friday,

May 14, bot h houses adjourned early an d the members took the
11:00 A.M. Y azoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad train to
McManus and the hospital spur to the grounds of the institu
tion,

one newspaper calling the excursion a "joy ride."

Al

though Pierson had other motives for meeting legislators b e 
sides calling their attention

pp.

to

olELSH Board Report (1916),
710-711.

the needs of the ho s p i t a l —

p.

ELSH Board Report (1916), p.
hospital tramp problem at both East
sented later in the chapter.

37; Slovenko and Super,

38.
A discussion of the
and Central will be p r e 
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he was preparing to run for go ver no r— it would have been odd
if the Superintendent did not discuss his ideas about reform
legislation with those who could do most to bring them to
fruition.

53

While no mental health laws passed during the

1916 session,

the seeds of reform had been planted and a fair

crop wo ul d be harvested in 1918.
One of the more important acts of the 1918 legislature
was the creation of the State Colony and Training School for
the Feeble-Minded.

Superintendents had complained for decades

over the necessity of having to care for the mentally d efi
cient, people who were not mentally ill and for whom little
could be done at Jackson or Pineville except custodial care.
Pierson in 1918 helped draw up the necessary bill and p r o b 
ably lobbied for its passage.

Act 141 of 1918 established a

state institution for the feebleminded to be governed by a
five-member board of administrators appointed by the governor
and a superintendent,
the board.
charge,

required to be a physician,

chosen by

The act set up procedures for admission and dis

the board was authorized to "locate,

build,

and maintain" the facility in any parish they chose,

construct
and

$25,000 was appropriated to the board for the coming fiscal
year.

A separate legislative act of 1918 appropriated an

other $50,000 for the new institution.

Although Pierson

tried to convince the State C o l o n y ’s board of administrators

53

W. D. Robinson, "Lawmakers to Visit Asylum for In 
sane," N ew Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , May 14, 1914, p. 3.
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to locate the facility in the vacant buildings of old Cen
tenary College at Jackson,

the board decided to establish the

institution in Pineville and opened its doors in temporary
quarters in that city on December 21,
the Colony were so inadequate,

1921.

however,

Facilities at

that only 22 feeble

minded patients from East and 15 from Central could be trans
ferred to the new institution in its first two years.

Over

the next two decades the capacity of the State Colony was
never increased at a rate fast enough to avoid serious over
crowding,

thus providing almost no relief to East and Central

in their struggle to keep the non-insane from their doors.
In 1942 the State Colony had a stated capacity of 550 and an
inmate population of 940 with over 2,700 prospective patients
on the waiting list.

In 1940 a representative of the U.S.

Public Health Service condemned nearly every aspect of the
Colony from its physical plant to its almost non-existent vo
cational training program.
pitals,

As a stepchild of the mental ho s

the State Colony received the same full measure of

public neglect and niggardly appropriations that had hamstrung the development of East and Central.

54

Another law enacted in 1918 provided for the extradition

S4

Acts of Louisiana (1918), pp. 202, 240-247; ELSH Board
Report (1920), p. 22; Elizabeth Wisner, Public Welfare Ad min 
istration in Louisiana (Chicago, 1930), p. 125; Krebs, "Three
Louisiana Institutions for Mentally Defective Are Called
Grossly Inadequate," p. 12; Department of Institutions, "Re
port of the Advisory Committee to the Department of Institu
tions, State of Louisiana, to Governor Sam H. Jones" (New
Orleans, 1944), pp. 34-35.
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of insane fugitives to the states from which they had fled.
Fugitives were defined as non-Louisiana residents who had
either escaped from other s t a t e s ’ mental institutions or had
run away prior to involuntary hospitalization while subject
to detention during commitment proceedings.

How many indi

viduals were affected by this law over the years is not
known,

but its passage was not the only attempt by Louisiana

to clear its territory of non-resident insane.
administration of Governor Richard W. Leche,

During the

at the direc

tion of the governor the State Board of Charities and C orr e c 
tions engaged itself in removing non-resident mentally ill
from East and Central and sending such individuals to their
home states,

receiving in return insane Louisianians who had

been hospitalized out of state.

55

The 1918 legislature added several provisions r ecom
mended by Pierson to the commitment procedures established in
1910.

Act 68 of 1918 authorized East and Central to investi

gate the financial status of patients who superintendents
suspected had been mistakenly declared indigent by committing
courts.

A representative of the hospitals could subpoena

witnesses,

take testimony under oath and examine public

records relating to the estates of patients or relatives
liable for their support,

and the boards of administrators

could then decide whether a relative or the estate of the

55

Acts of Louisiana (1918), pp. 402-404; Louisiana
State Board of Charities and Corrections Report, 1938, p. 6.
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patient should be required to pay a portion of the cost of
treatment.

The boards were given authority to assess the

amount payable and to institute civil suits against relatives
who refused to pay the amount assessed.

Another provision

added to the 1910 law authorized superintendents to grant
paroles to patients,

and a final section of Act 68 provided

that persons convicted of beating or maltre at ing an inmate of
a state mental hospital were subject to a fine of up to $500
and imprisonment for a ma xi mum of six months.

56

The legislature of 1918 put some teeth into its attempt
to protect mental patients from b rutality through Act 42,
which authorized superintendents,

assistant superintendents,

supervisors and persons deputized by them "to make arrests
for the violation of laws designed to protect the property
' and inmates of State Insane Hospitals,

and take offenders b e 

fore the proper authority for commitment,
punishment."

57

Such a drastic measure,

prosecution and

which in effect

turned the top officers of the state's mental hospitals into
peace officers,

would not have been passed had not the s i tu a

tion warranted such action.

Act 42 of 1918,

as well as the

provision in Act 68 establishing special punishments for acts
of brutality against mental patients, were in reality part of
a continuing struggle against hospital tramps and other irre
sponsible mental hospital employees that had begun with

Acts of Louisiana (1918),

pp.

100-105.

57 I b i d . , p. 64.
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Superintendent George Hays'

"wage obligations" in 1904 and

the 1905 Jackson board's resolution forbidding the hiring of
former employees of Pineville without letters of approval
from Central's superintendent.

58

This struggle was compli

cated by a lack of cooperation between the boards and supe r
intendents of the two hospitals which seriously hampered
efforts to control a common problem.

In his 1914 biennial

report Superintendent Thomas of Central reported that while
"every care was exercised"
tions,
force.

in selecting applicants for p o s i 

on occasion "undesirables" slipped into the work
Thomas wrote that during the past biennial period

two attendants were arrested for striking patients and both
offenders were afterwards fined and imprisoned.
later Thomas reported that

59

Two years

in an effort to prevent the hiring

of hospital tramp attendants--whom he described as "cruel,
vicious and mean p a r a s ite s"— he was limiting employment to
Louis ian a residents and was under no circumstances hiring
anyone who had worke d at another hospital.

In spite of

these precautions "quite a number" of people were employed
who were "more or less worthless and totally unsuited"
hospital work.

for

While these people were ultimately fired,

Thomas wrote that "three large institutions" were regularly
employing the very attendants he had discharged,
had been tried,

58

some of whom

convicted and fined for cruelty to Central's

See discussion on "bughousers"

Ja CLSH Board Report

(1914), p.

in Chapter IV.

18.
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patients.

In a strongly worded passage that must have

turned Clarence Pierson purple with rage, Thomas proceeded
to single out one of the "three large institutions"

for

special mention:
In one of these institutions I am reliably informed these
scoundrels are rated as its best attendants.
It can be
easily u nd erstood why discipline is reported to be so
poor and conditions so bad at that hospital.
If the good
sense and comity that should exist between and among
officers in the same State do not induce them to con 
certed action along similar lines of work in order to
enforce discipline and promote efficiency, then a law
should be plac ed upon the statute books compelling it.
Certainly the attendants at one State hospital who have
been discharged for cruelty to patients or for other
causes should be forever prohibited from being employed
in a similar institution in the same State.
If these
cruel wretches can and do find employment at another in
stitution in the same state, as has been the case, they
do not mind being discharged and the correspondence that
follows between employees in the different institutions
is greatly to the prejudice of both i ns tit u t i o n s .61
There can be no doubt that Thomas aimed the above verbal
barrage at Pierson

and East.

The sentence about poor dis

cipline and bad conditions was a direct reference to a sen
sational eight-part expose of the Jackson hospital that had
appeared in the New Orleans Times-Picayune in February of
that year,

in which,

among other things,

it was charged that

no attempt was made at East to prevent the employment of hos
pital tramps,

that patients were whipped with strips cut from

rubber hoses,

that employee discipline was almost n o n 

existent,

and that inmates at the hospital were subject to

^ CLSH Board Report
6 1 I b i d . , p.

(1916), pp.

17-18.

18.
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an endless nightmare of roaches, vermin,

rats,

contaminated

food, poor clothing and inadequate heating facilities.
Thomas'

62

twice-repeated references to institutions "in the

same state" are also evidence that his phillipic was directed
at a serious lack of cooperation between Louisiana's state
mental hospitals.

Thomas, however, had done more than draw

attention to a p roblem with b u g h o u s e r s ; he had,

as it turned

out, made an enemy of Clarence Pierson.
In October of 1916 the board of administrators of Cen 
tral,

acting in support of its superintendent,

adopted a

resolution requesting the superintendent of East "not to e m 
ploy attendants that had been discharged from the Pineville
hospital."

A copy of the resolution was sent to the vice-

president of the Jackson board (the president was the G o v er
nor) and to Pierson.

The Jackson board responded with a

resolution of its own, which was read at a meeting of the
Pineville board on January 9,

1917.

East's reply began with

a restatement of the original bughouser resolution passed by
the Jackson board in December 1905, which had forbidden the
employment at Jackson of former employees of the Pineville
hospital unless said persons secured in writing the assent
of Central's superintendent to the transfer of employment,
and which had ended in a request that the Pineville board
pass a similar resolution.

The effect of such a resolution,

62

See the New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , February 13-20
and March 5, 1916.
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had it also been adopted at Central, would have been to re
quire the superintendents of both institutions to write let
ters of recommendation for employees who were leaving their
hospitals with good records.

The point was, however,

that

the Pineville board of 1905 had not pa sse d the original

reso

lution— a fact that Jackson's board of administrators now
bluntly brought to their counterpart's attention.

The

second portion of the new resolution stated "that in order
that there may be no misunderstanding between the management
of the two institutions," the superintendent of Jackson was
directed to furnish Pineville's superintendent
notice of the discharge of any employee,

immediate

giving the reason

for the discharge and all other necessary data in order that
the discharged employee be properly identified.

The res ol u

tion concluded by respectfully requesting Central's board of
administrators to pass a similar one.

33

Pineville's board

did indeed— this t i m e — pass a similar resolution,

but there

is no indication from the minutes that the board even q u e s 
tioned why their downstate counterparts had w ai t e d over a
decade before resurrecting the original resolution,

or why

for eleven years the Jackson board had not bothered to
direct its own superintendent to refuse to employ persons
fired from Pineville.

64

Thomas included a passing reference to "undesirables"

63CLSH Board Minutes,

1 9 0 2 - 1 9 2 9 , pp.

108-110.

6 4 t, . ,
Ibid.
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w h o occasionally were hired,
prosecuted,

always fired, and sometimes

but it was the last mention made in Central's

reports to 1940 about bughou se r types.

Reports of the Jack

son hospital from 1918 to 1940 also make no mention of h os 
pital tramps or problem employees.
problem had ceased to exist.

This does not mean the

The official record simply in

dicates that the superintendents were officially cooperating
in an attempt to prevent the hiring of scoundrels.
edly there was some measure of success.

Undoubt

Beatings and mayhem

did not occur as frequently as occasional newspaper reports
would indicate,

and surveys made by outside organizations,

including a major investigation conducted by the U.S. Public
Health Service in 1940,

did not charge that outright ph y s i 

cal brutality was rampant.

There were charges,

however,

of

extremely poor employee discipline and too free use of m e 
chanical restraints.

The problem of less-than-satisfactory

mental hospital employees was,

of course,

related to the

political system of appointments that will be discussed below
but the unavoidable truth at the bottom of all the reasons
that can be presented was that poorly paying and somewhat
dangerous jobs in state mental hospitals did not attract top
quality workers,

as John Thomas repeatedly found out.

65

° ELSH Bo ar d Report (1918-1940); CLSH Board Report
(1918-1940); Paul C. Young, Summary of the R e p o r t , "A Survey
of State Mental Institutions of Louisiana, conducted by the
United States Public Health Service, 1 9 4 0 " (Baton Rouge,
1941), pp. 4-5, 9, 11; John H. Rives, personal interview,
August 31, 1973.
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While there were many changes in the laws of civil and
criminal commitment between 1910 and 1940, there were only a
few steps taken toward greater centralization in the adminis
tration of public health facilities.

East and Central ac

cording to law remained governed by boards of administrators
appointed by the governor and superintendents appointed by
the boards wi t h little governmental— as opposed to p o l it ica l—
interference in day-to-day operations.

The one government

agency with the responsibility for making routine examina
tions of the two hospitals,
Corrections,

the State Board of Charities and

was not strengthened in any meaningful way.

In

1918 the legislature made it easier for the board to fulfill
its duties by allowing its five members, who served without
compensation for six-year terms,

to charge their operating

and traveling expenses to the state, up to a yearly maximum
total of $1,000 for the entire board.

The board was also

granted $600 a year to pay the salary of a secretary.

66

The

Board of Charities and Corrections also received some minor
largesse at the hands of the Parker administration in the
form of more money to spend and a slight strengthening of
its authority.

Governor John Parker, while a candidate,

had

promised to give Louisiana a new constitution if elected.
True to his word, Parker called a constitutional convention
in 1921,

and the resulting document contained several p r o 

gressive features including a reorganization of the

^Acts

of Louisiana (1818),

pp.

99-100.
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judiciary,

incorporation of the 1921 severance tax law into

the constitution,

a state income tax, and a widening of the

regulatory powers of the Public Service Commission.

In re

creating the article of the 1898 constitution which had
authorized the legislature to create a State Board of Chari
ties and Corrections,

the members of the convention of 1921

removed the restriction that had allowed the board to make
"necessary and pertinent" suggestions toward the improvement
of the operations of public health and welfare institutions
only when the administrators of those facilities concurred
in the Board's suggestions.

Act 101 of 1921 duly recreated

the Board according to the provisions of the constitution of
1921,

and besides dropping the recommendation restriction the

legislature also increased the amount of money the state
would reimburse the board members for traveling and other
expenses to an aggregate total of $3,000 per year,

and

authorized the board to raise the salary of its secretary to
4

$900 per annum.

The powers of the board,

strictly visitorial,

and remained so.

however, were still

Without executive or

administrative authority the board could only continue to
make suggestions,

although now with impunity.

Although the legislature was not ready,
to 1940,

67
at least prior

to create a strong watchdog agency to scrutinize

and guide the activities of public health institutions,

it

r» rn

Davis, Louisiana, A Narrative H i s t o r y , pp. 334-335;
Williams, Huey Long, pp. 137-138, 145, 155; Constitution of
the State of L o u i s i a n a , 1898, Art. 295, and 1921, Art. VI,
Sec. 10; Acts of Louisiana (1921), pp. 209-210.
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did establish procedures to monitor their expenditures.
174 of 1928 required state institutions,
sions,

including East,

Central,

Act

agencies and c ommis

the State Colony and Training

School and the State Penitentiary,

to file quarterly fi nan 

cial reports with the Secretary of State and the State A u d i 
tor.

The reports were to be itemized statements "showing in

detail the receipts and expenditures of all funds,

and the

names of all employees and the salaries or compensation paid
to each during the three preceding calendar months.

..."

Heads of institutions or agencies failing to comply with the
provisions of the act were subject to fine or imprisonment
or both.

68

The knowledge of where and h ow monies are spent

is, of course,

essential to the centralized control of g o v 

ernment agencies and institutions.
erned itself was changing,

N e w commitment

The w a y Louisiana gov-

albeit slowly.

69

and administrative procedures were not

the only changes to affect the care of the mentally ill in
Louisiana in this period.

From 1910 to 1940 nearly all the

new treatment techniques developed for mental patients were

6 ^Acts of Louisiana (1928),

pp.

232-233.

69

Some readers may wonder why the Louisiana State H o s 
pital Board does not appear in the above brief discussion of
administrative law changes.
The reason is simple:
the name
of the Board implies duties it did not have.
Created by the
legislature in 1936, the State Hospital Boa rd was empowered
to provide for the care and treatment of indigent sick p e r 
sons, including destitute expectant mothers, at privately
owned hospitals.
The Board had no authority, either through
statute or practice, over public health institutions.
Acts
of Louisiana (1936), pp. 248-250.
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introduced at East and Central.

As soon as the hospitals

could afford to build and open pathological laboratories—
Jackson in 1915 and P i n evi ll e in 1920— both institutions
began to use the Wasserman and other serological tests on
incoming and in-house patients to check for the presence of
syphilis.

Treatment was limited to injection of Salvarsan

and other metallic compounds until malarial treatments were
begun in the late 1920's.

It was shortly found,

however,

that malaria injections were ineffective in combatting
syphilis in blacks because these patients were "practically
immune"

to malaria.

Electric diathermy machines were intro

duced in the early 1 9 3 0 's and physicians at both hospitals
found the machines helpful in treating paretics.
Metrazol

and insulin shock therapy were introduced at

Jackson and Pineville in the late 1930's.
tendent James Ayo of East sent Dr.
physician,

to Bellevue Hospital

therapies.

70

In 1937 Supe ri n

C. S. Miller,

a staff

in New York to learn the new

Upon Miller's return a specially equipped depart

ment was set up in Park er Hospital and treatments instituted
on an experimental basis.

Insulin was given to selected

patients for the entire year 1938,
May 1939,
Dr.

and from January through

125 patients were treated with metrazol.

Miller,

then acting superintendent,

In 1940

reported that the

70

EL SH Board Report (1916), pp. 39-45; (1918), p. 19;
(1934), p". 1~\ (1940), p. 9; CLSH Board Report (1920), p. 15;
(1928), pp. 17-18; (1932), pp. 26-27; (1939), p. 11.
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results ’’were not good" and that therefore use of insulin
and metrazol was being temporarily suspended.

Presumably

Miller felt further communication and study with experts in
the new techniques was necessary before they could be r e 
instituted.

Physicians at Pineville,

achieved more encouraging results.

however,

apparently

Superintendent S. J.

Phillips wrote in 1938 that insulin and metrazol therapy had
become regular parts of the hospital's therapeutic procedure,
and Phillips'
their use.

successor in 1939, Arthur Seale,

continued

Neither Central nor East prior to 1940 experi

mented with electroshock therapy,
pe rformed at either hospital.

and lobotomies were not

71

Several attempts were made between 1910 and 1940 to
bring more specially trained people onto the staffs of East
and Central.

In the fall of 1912 Superintendent Clarence

Pierson of Jackson organized a training school for nurses.
Selected female employees attended one on-the-job training
session a year,

taught

in the fall by a graduate

nurse brought in from Illinois.

(registered)

It was Pierson's purpose to

continue the program indefinitely,

upgrading the standard of

care given the patients and hopefully graduating nurses who
would remain at the hospital.

The program was discontinued

sometime after the entry of the United States into World War
I because of a shortage of personnel at the hospital,

71ELSH Board Report (1938), p. 12; (1940),
Board Report (1938), p. 14; (1939), p. 11.

and an

p. 10; CLSH
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effort to re-establish it after the war proved unsuccessful
because of a continued shortage of employees.

72

Attempts were also made to bring social workers into the
hospitals'

treatment programs.

A social service "department"

was instituted at Jackson in August 1920 by Superintendent
T. J. Perkins,
C. Britton.

consisting of one social worker, Miss Bettie

Her duties included taking social histories,

visiting homes of patients when parole or furlough was being
contemplated,

and looking after paroled and discharged p a 

tients through family counseling and by "adjusting difficul
ties" in the community.

Because over 60% of E a s t ’s p-.tients

came from Orleans and adjacent parishes, Miss Britton estab
lished her headquarters in N e w Orleans from where she could
more easily visit patients'
ing parishes.

homes in the city and surround

She spent one week a month at Jackson itself,

taking social histories,

attending staff meetings

(see below),

consulting physicians and interviewing relatives who had come
to visit patients.

Between 1922 and 1924 Miss Britton wrote

324 social histories,

attended 38 staff meetings,

1,437 visits to patients'

and made

homes over an eight-parish area.

Recognizing the impossibility of one worker covering the en
tire patient district,

Superintendent Perkins squeezed

enough money out of a tight budget to employ a second social
worker in 1924-1926.

With the help of a Ford automobile the

72ELSH Board Report
(1920), p. 11.

(1914), pp.

21-22;

(1916)* p. 29;
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two workers managed to visit "practically every home"
rural parishes with family members in the hospital.

in the

73

After

1926 Miss Britton carried on alone, but her valuable work
was cut off in 1930 when Superintendent Glenn Smith,
to stretch inadequate appropriations,
ment.

trying

eliminated the depart

In an effort to justify Miss Britton's discharge on

grounds besides the necessity of cutting expenses,
gaged in a curious bit of circular reasoning.
Service Department," he wrote,

Smith en

"The Social

"was only covering the Parish

of Orleans from which only 45% of the patients come and until
we can maintain a Social Service Department wh ich can cover
all our parishes we found it adviseable to dispense with
it."

74

Smith did not explain why a service beneficial to

45% of the patients should be abandoned because it was de
nied to others,

nor did he note the importance of social

service work in the one parish that sent more patients to
Jackson than any other.
eight parishes,

Britton,

of course, was covering

not one.

Central had no social service department prior to 1940.
Superintendent John Thomas did not mention social work in
his reports,
a department.

and apparently he never tried to establish such
Clarence Pierson wrote in 1930 that he was

organizing a department,

but for some reason,

ELSH Board Report
(1926), p. 14.

(1922),

7 4 Ibid.

(1930),

pp.

p.

10;

perhaps a

(1924), pp.

9-10.
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12, 14;

shortage of funds,

he failed to do so,

as did his successors

Pierson may have employed a social worker for part-time work
in the out-patient ps ychiatric clinic he established in 1931
(see below),

but this is unclear.'

Superintendent T. J. Pe rk ins of Jackson (the son of
L. G. Perkins,

superintendent of the hospital

in the 1890's)

aside from establishing a social service department,

in

augurated a school of occupational therapy (O.T.) at the
hospital in 1926.
of an O.T.

The school was placed under the direction

instructor,

and occasional guest lectures were

given by faculty members from Louisiana State University.
Students work ed w i t h patients
wards and grounds,
and crafts,

in the O.T.

on the

and received instruction in O.T.,

first aid, physical culture

and normal and abnormal psychology.
superintendent,

Center,

Dr.

Glenn J. Smith,

time between 1928 and 1930,

arts

(physical fitness),

Perkins'

successor as

closed the school so me 

claiming that the costs of r u n 

ning it w ere too high for the hospital's too-limited budget
and that the patients were getting little if any benefit
from its operations.

Jackson was undoubtedly short of

operating funds— it always w a s — but it would have been
strange for inmates not to benefit from the presence of
students whose course of study required them to work closely

/d CLSH Board Report (1930), p. 19; (1932),
Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , May 13, 1928, p. 26.
76ELSH Board Report

(1926),

p. 9;

(1930),

p. 13; New

p. 9.
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with patients.

In 1940 there was hut one occupational the ra

pist at each hospital.
At least one attempt to introduce more professional
people

onto

the hospitals'

wards did succeed.

This was the

undergraduate medical student internship program,
East and Central in 1930.

begun at

Medical students from Tulane

(and

later from Louisiana State University) Medical School finish
ing their junior year were given summer internships,

the stu

dents receiving full credit for time spent at the hospitals.
Interns gave physical examinations to all patients and as 
sisted staff physicians in treating the physically ill.

The

p rogram began with only two interns p e r summer, but the m e d i 
cal students proved so helpful that by the late 1930's both
hospitals gave between four and six internships each
77
summer.
Another new program that met with some success was the
establishment of out-patient psychiatric clinics in New O r 
leans and Alexandria.

Clarence Pierson issued the first

call for the creation of "psychopathic clinics" in 1918
while he was still superintendent of Jackson,

recommending

that such clinics be officially associated with and located
at Charity Hospital of New Orleans and Charity Hospital of
Shreveport.

Psychiatric "first aid" and advice could there

be given to "nervous and borderline cases" and perhaps make

7 7ELSH Board Report (1930), p. 9;
p. 9; CLSH Board Report (1930), p. 19;

(1932), p. 8;
(1939), p. 5.
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their admission to a state mental hospital unnecessary.
"This alone," he wrote,

"would lessen materially the finan

cial yearly cost to the State,
Orleans in particular."

78

as well as to the city of New

Perhaps Pierson w o u l d have fol

lowed through on this recommendation had he remained as
superintendent, but he was replaced in 1920 and retired from
state service for eight years.

In 1928 Superintendent T. J.

Perkins of Jackson established a psychiatric clinic in New
Orleans,

conducted on the fifteenth of each month by one of

Perkins'

assistant physicians.

Only discharged and furloughed

patients of East were interviewed,
public.

Perkins must have set up the clinic in the first few

months of 1928,
(February 29,

shortly before the end of the biennial period

1928) because only 13 patients were seen at the

clinic prior to March 1.
in 1928,

not members of the general

Glenn Smith, who succeeded Perkins

continued operating the clinic for two years but

dispensed with it after 1930, without announcing the reason
for the suspension.

Between 1928 and 1930, 610 discharged,
rt n

paroled and furloughed patients were seen at the clinic.
Nearly three years after assuming the superintendency of
Pineville,

Clarence Pierson in November 1931 opened a "Neuro-

Psychiatric Clinic" in Alexandria for the free use of the
general public as well as for furloughed,
charged patients and their families.

paroled and dis

Dr, H. 0. Colomb,

78ELSH Board Report

(1918),

p.

18.

79I b i d . (1928), pp.

10, 47;

(1930), pp.

15, 44.
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Clinical Director of Central, was made director of the
clinic,

which was held in an old school building between

2:00 and 4:00 P.M.

on Wednesdays and Fridays.

Persons ask

ing for help on their own or sent or brought by physicians
were thoroughly examined at the clinic and if necessary
laboratory tests were performed at Central.

The patients'

physicians were given detailed reports and recommendations
for each case-, for those persons who came on their own accord,
the examination report was sent to the physician of their
choice.

No treatment was given at the clinic itself.

Pier

son placed notices of the services offered at the clinic in
newspapers and medical journals and the response clearly in
dicated the need for the facility.
clinic from Lafayette,
pides parishes,

Vernon,

Patients came to the

Grant, Natchitoches and R a 

although the majority came from Rapides.

Persons were referred by physicians,
agencies,
Cross,

unemployment relief

the State Industrial School for Girls,

the Alexandria City Clinic,

Unit, principals of schools,
came of their own accord.

the Red

the Rapides Parish Health

sheriffs,

relatives,

Between 1932 and 1934,

or simply
224 people

were examined at the clinic, most of them suffering from
mental diseases of a mild type.

Most patients were sent to

their own physicians for t r e a t m e n t , although some were a d 
mitted to Central or the State Colony and Training School
after examination.

The Alexandria clinic was the first of

its kind in Louisiana,

one of the first in the South,

its founding does credit to the determination and
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farsightedness of Clarence Pierson.

Despite straitened fi

nances, Pierson's successors kept the clinic open.
1934 and 1939,

Between

793 people were examined at the clinic, which

remained in operation for nany years thereafter until its
duties were taken over by the Alexandria Regional Mental
Health Center.®®
Another innovation introduced into the programs of East
and Central was the staffing session,

a procedure

one patient at a time was brought bef or e several,
the hospital's physicians and,
technique,

the diagnosis,

tient was determined.

or all, of

through a question and answer

progress or regress,

ther treatment and (hopefully)

in which

course of fu r

eventual disposition of a p a 

Staffing sessions were begun at J ac k

son in January 1921 and were held three times a week,
were attended by all the physicians,

and

the Chief Nurse and the

social worker when the latter was on campus.

When staffing

sessions began and how often they w e r e he ld at Central is
uncertain.

The staffing session beca me a permanent feature

of the treatment programs at Jackson and Pineville,
did all over the country.

as it

Patien ts were diagnosed according

to the classification of mental diseases introduced by the
American P sychiatric Association in 1917,

adopted at Jackson

O "I

and Central in 1920.

on

CLSH B oard Report (1932), pp.
pp. 24-29; (1936), jT 56; (1939), p.
P i c a y u n e , November 9, 1931, p. 7.

13-16; (1934),
13; N e w Orleans Times-

81ELSH Board Report (1922), p. 9;
Bo ar d Report (1920-1940).

(1924-1940);
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There was considerable improvement in the capability
for treating inmates'
Central,

physical ailments at both East and

brought about

largely through the opening of Parker

Hospital at Jackson in 1926 and Fuqua Hospital at Pineville
in 1928.

Shortly after their opening, both facilities were

given a Class A rating by the American College of Surgeons,
and administrators of both mental hospitals succeeded in
maintaining that rating year after year.

The treatment of

physical ailments was partially enhanced by the practice of
retaining a number of medical specialists,
surgeons,

radiologists,

consultants.

dermatologists,

such as urologists,

etc.,

as visiting

Care of tubercular patients also improved.

Two

new cottages for the treatment and isolation of inmates suf
fering from the highly communicable disease were built at
Jackson in 1923,
were remodeled,

and the old pavilions built prior to 1910
fumigated and used to house deteriorated de

mentia praecox patients.

In spite of repeated requests from

John Thomas throughout his s u p e r i n t e n d e n c y , and Clarence
Pierson after 1928,

funds to build isolation and treatment

facilities for Pineville's tubercular patients were not ap
propriated until 1932.

Shortly thereafter two one-story

frame buildings were erected,

complete with dining room and

kitchen f a c i l i t i e s .82
Despite new therapies and programs,

the basic treatment

82ELSH Board Report (1924), p. 16; (1930), p. 9;
p. 8; CLSH Board Report (1920), p. 13; (1928), p. 18;
pp. 3, 15, 18; (1934), p. 8; (1939), p. 11.
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regimen at both East and Central remained the old three-part
prescription of recreation,

work and hydrotherapy.

dard recreational activities of dances,
tional holidays,

The stan

celebration of tradi

and weekly religious services were gradually

extended to include weekly showings of Hollywood movies;

read

ing rooms complete with periodicals and parlor games at East
and an actual lending library at Central under the direction
of a full-time librarian, with books being contributed by the
people of Pineville and Alexandria;

commercial radio programs

through the installation of a central amplification system at
Pineville and the installation of individual sets on the
wards at Jackson;
as baseball teams,

and participation in physical sports such
croquet, golf and basketball.

In the early

1930's Central was equipping and maintaining several combi
nation patient-employee basketball and baseball teams which
played outside teams.

83

Occupational therapy,

so loosely defined as to include

everything from sweeping floors to weaving rugs under the
direction of an occupational therapist, was the mainstay of
the treatment programs of both hospitals.

Thomas, Pierson

and their successors all shared the long-held belief that
"some regular daily occupation" was of definite therapeutic
benefit.

"To be kept unemployed on cold,

wards," wrote Clarence Pierson in 1914,

83ELSH Board Report
(1934), pp. 10, 18-20.

(1936), p.

dreary,

uninviting

"is merely a stimulus

14; CLSH Board Report
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to greater mental disturbance or to melancholy development.
Congenial,

healthful, preferably outside occupation is a

happy thought by day and a crowning glory by night."

84

John

Thomas showed his agreement with this sentiment by writing
in 1928 that "work tires the body and induces refreshing
sleep which is nature's healing plaster."
complexity of the two hospitals'

85

As the size and

physical plants increased,

the number of jobs available to keep patients off dreary
wards also increased,
to work.

On any given weekday at Jackson or Pineville in

the mid-1930's,
grounds,

and large numbers of inmates were put

patients could be found wo rking on the campus

gardens,

farm,

dairy,

poultry farm and piggery,

in the tailor shop, mattress factory,
carpentry shop,

paint shop,

shoe shop,

canning plant,

and

sewing room,

laundry, bakery,

kitchens, wards and the on-campus homes of the professional
staff.

Patients at Jackson could also work in the sawmill.

Other patients at both hospitals were engaged in formal occupational therapy classes.
and unemployed,

however,

86

The numbers of patients employed

indicate that despite the varied

tasks available, many patients w e re not given work.
end of the 1932 biennial period,
year,

pp.
pp.

to take a representative

there were 2,949 patients at East;

8^ELSH Board Report
QC
CLSH Board Report

At the

of this number,

1,182

(1941), p. 9.
(1928),

p.

19.

86ELSH Board Report (1930), pp. 77-83, 89-99; (1934),
21-31; CLSH Board Report (1930), pp. 89-90; (1934),
56-58.
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were employed in general hospital work and 661 were classi
fied as being "under treatment in occupational therapy
classes;" the number of patients unemployed and not in
classes was 1,106,
pital.

almost 38% of all patients in the h o s 

At Pineville,

the close of the 1932 biennial period

found 530 patients employed in general hospital work and 78
under treatment in occupational therapy classes, with a total
of 1,573 patients in the hospital;

the number of patients u n 

employed and not in classes was thus 965, or 61% of all inmates.

87

While an unknown numbe r of unemployed patients

were un doubtedly persons too ph ysi ca lly debilitated or too
me ntally ill to p e r f orm any kind of labor, the percentage of
patients at both hospitals left idle on dreary,

uninviting

wards save for brief periods of scheduled recreational ac
tivity was tragically high.
the end of the decade,

Figures are not available for

but a 1940 U.S. Public Health Service

investigation of Jackson and P i n ev ill e revealed that the
ability of East

and Central to employ patients or put them

in occupational therapy classes had decreased since the mid1930's:

there were more patients and fewer jobs to go

. 88

around.

U n derlying the failure to provide labor for idle hands
was the failure to provide me an ingful

port

87E LSH Boa rd Report
(1930), p. 60.

88

Young,

(1932),

pp.

labor.

Work is of

46-47; CLSH Board R e 

Summary of the R e p o r t , pp.

9-12.
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real value to the mentally ill when the amount and nature of
that labor is pr escribed to suit the therapeutic needs of
the individual's illness.

89

What happened at Jackson and

Pineville (and elsewhere) was that work was not prescribed
for the individual patient but for the i n s t i t u t i o n .
had to be harvested,

mattresses made,

Crops

chairs and benches

fitted with new legs, mi l k cows fed— and those patients
strong enough and coordinated enough and with wits enough to
perform such tasks were given such tasks to perform.
wor k proved of therapeutic benefit, well and good;
the work had to be performed anyway.

Therapy,

If the

if not,

in short,

had

become an incidental and non-essential by-product of w o r k .
The best expression of this inverted view of the patient b e 
coming therapist to the institution

was inadvertently w r i t 

ten by John Thomas at Pineville in 1914.

After referring to

the necessity of constructing two patient dormitories at a
cost of $40,000 apiece for chronically ill black male and
female patients,

Thomas added the following sentence:

"These

two buildings will care for a class of chronic patients for
years to come, who are the mainstays of the institution,

for

it is mainly the labor of these people that produces the
products of the farm and garden that plays such an economic
part in the maintenance of the institution."

90

Thomas'

89

Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 445-446;
U.S. Public Health Service, A Study of the Mental Hospitals
in the United States, 1 9 3 7 - 3 9 , pp. 57-58.
90 CLSH Board Report

(1914), p. 25.
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concern for the maintenance of his institution was part of
his job— it was unavoidably his responsibility.

All other

superintendents of Jackson and Pineville shared the same re
sponsibility,

and with the inadequate amount of money granted

these individuals to operate their hospitals,

they too u n 

avoidably used patient labor for the maintenance of their
institutions.

Criminal colony patients on road gangs, black

inmates mopping up behind incontinent patients were all en
gaged in necessary work.

Whether the hospitals in turn were

engaged in therapy is open to question.
Hydrotherapy was the third part of the standard treatment
prescription,

and all superintendents but one praised its

efficacy and used it.

Glenn Smith expressed the sentiments

of most of his colleagues when he wrote in 1934 that the
Jackson hydrotherapy department
. . . is essential for the treatment of the insane, e s 
pecially is it of value in cases of excitement, depres
sion and toxemia.
It supplants drugs and restraints in
these cases, and thereby prevents the gastric distur
bances and physical weaknesses usually followed by the
prolonged use of sedatives.
The department has given
32,087 treatments with excellent results.
John Thomas of Pineville, while he recognized the importance
of work and amusements,

did not mention hydrotherapy in his

reports and did not use it.

92

His favorite method of calm

ing excited and violent patients was to place them in soft
restraints

(leather cuffs or cloth ties) and then seat them

91ELSH Board Report

pp.

92CLSH Board Report
18-19.

(1934),

p. 7.

(1910-1928),

especially 1928,
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in high-backed,

sturdy wooden "lock chairs" located in "the

fresh air and sunlight" on a large dormitory gallery, with
attendants close by.

Each lock chair had wide,

rests suitable for tying down arms,

thick arm

and a bar across the

front which was placed low on the lap so that a patient
could not slip through.

Thomas wrote that such treatment was

far better than placing a noisy and destructive patient in a
seclusion room,

where anything left in the room would soon

be demolished "and the patient and room soon become so b e 
fouled, malodorous and polluted as to become a nuisance to
the ward and its patients."

93

Thomas did not mention where

he placed excited patients in cold or wet weather,

but C l a r 

ence Pierson found that out after Huey Long gave him the
superintendency of Pineville in 1928.

Pierson discovered

that Thomas had used a number of w ood-framed wire cages,
proximately three feet wide by eight feet long,
rooms."

ap

as "seclusion

Pierson carefully included photographs of both the

lock chairs and the wire pens in the 1930 biennial report,
not forgetting to place patients in the cages for full shock
effect.

Pierson also found that there were no hydrotherapy

units at Central,

and wrote in 1930 that four units,

each class of disturbed patient,

one for

were b eing installed on his

94
orders.

93
of the

CLSH Board Report (1916), pp. 10-11.
For a picture
chairs, in bogus use, see i b i d . (1930), p. 20.

94

I b i d . (1930), p. 16; for photograph of wire cages,
see
p. 21.
It is obvious that Pierson placed both chairs
and pens into bogus use for the photographs.
The patients
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Although Pierson may have enjoyed twisting the knife,
his criticism of Thomas'
legitimate.
however,

use of cages and lock chairs was

The question of the use of mechanical restraints,

except in such outre cases as those presented by

John Thomas,

cannot be discussed in simple terms of black

and white.

The only methods of treating occasional violent

outbursts,

or persistently dangerous behavior patterns such

as self-mutilation, were (and still are) either through re
straint,
state.

or sedation into a semi-conscious or even unconscious
As Glenn Smith indicated,

however,

the use of strong

sedatives brought undesirable side effects which lasted long
after the cessation of the emergencies for which the drugs
were originally given, while restraints could simply be re
moved when the emergency had passed.

The usual rule adopted

at mental hospitals was that unless bodily harm was imminent,
no restraints such as leather cuffs,

anklets or straitjackets

could be placed on a patient without the order of a physician,
and if the step was u navoidably taken without
a physician was to be notified immediately.

authorization,
Patients b e c o m 

ing violent could be placed in seclusion rooms but again,
physician's authorization was needed.

95

a

Although the resort

look bored, not violent, and Pierson would not have pressed
into actual u s e — and then recorded the procedures on film-items of restraint which he openly condemned.
Pierson, in
other words, had the evidence to discredit a man he disliked
and used it to the hilt.
95

Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in A m e r i c a , pp. 218-219;
Gerald N. Grob, Mental Institutions in America; Social Policy
to 1875 (New York, 1973), pp. 206-207.
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to their use was not openly discussed in the biennial re
ports,

superintendents of both East and Central h a d no choice

but to use restraints.

When Clarence Pierson in 1930 claimed

that the use of "padded cells, b ar ricaded dungeons,
chains,

iron bars,

rings in the floors,

lock chairs,

trace
cribs,

inhuman rest sheets and straight jackets" had been aban
doned, he did not note seclusion rooms and leather cuffs on
the proscribed list,

nor was he entirely truthful about

the abandonment of the items listed.

Between 1930 and 1934—

while P ineville was still under Pierson's direction— the hos
pital's sewing room production reports included a total of
383 "rest sheets"

(also called "restraining sheets," rest

sheets are devices used to tie patients into beds).
1934 and 1936,

Between

the sewing room produced 207 straitjackets

and 7 more rest sheets while between 1936 and December 31,
1939,

the shoe shop made 459 pairs of leather handcuffs and

repaired another 127 pairs.

The handcuffs made were broad

leather straps which fastened at the waist,

with attached

loops through which the hands were inserted and restrained.
Reports from East's mattress and tailor shops throughout the
I

1 9 3 0 's reveal that Central's downstate neighbor had also been
manufacturing leather cuffs and s t r a i t j a c k e t s , the latter
being disguised under the rather descriptive synonym of
"strong suits."

97

96CLSH Board Report (1930), p. 16.
97
Krebs, "Insane Dead," p. 20; CLSH Board Report (1939),
p. 15; ELSH Board Report (1930), p. 89; (1934), p*. 25;
(1940), p. 30.
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That the manufactured items were a necessary part of
the treatment regimens at East and Central is beyond doubt.
Mechanical restraints were used at Jackson and Pineville,
however, not only as a last resort to protect patients from
imminent physical harm, but also unnecessarily,

in cases of

patients only mildly upset where less drastic methods could
have been used to quiet them,

such as hydrotherapy or even

the simple expedient of personal attention and a calm voice.
In addition,

overcrowded conditions and enforced idleness of

too many patients increased the tendency of inmates to become
restless and upset,

thereby increasing the chances for the

"necessary" use of restraints.

The findings of the U.S. P u b 

lic Health Service investigation of East and Central in 1940
support this view of the too frequent use of restraints.
"There is far too strong a tendency to crowd disturbed p a 
tients," wrote the investigator,
and then substitute repressive measures for better types
of management.
Too free use of mechanical restraint is
the inevitable result of inadequate nursing service and
facilities.
Apparatus is in view from the moment a
patient comes into the hospitals, and while in most wards
not many patients are restrained there are few wards in
which a show of any physical activity is not followed by
application of these disagreeable measures.
So little is
thought about these procedures that no reliable figures
are available.98
Not only the nursing service,

but the entire full-time

medical staffs of both hospitals were tragically inadequate
for this entire period.

98

The numbers of assistant physicians,

Young, Summary of the R e p o r t , p.
Louisiana Institutions," p. 10.

11; Krebs,
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registered nurses and dentists— the three types of medical
professionals whose presence was essential to the well-being
of the p at ien ts— did increase at East and Central between
1910 and 1940,

as is indicated by Table 5-1.

. A glance at

the table, however, will also show that the ratio of assis
tant physicians to patients at both hospitals was actually
lower in 1S40 than it had been in 1910.

The tabular figures

are shocking, but the real tragedy was not on paper.

The

amount of personal contact between one doctor and 400 or 800
patients was so necessarily limited as to have been almost
non-existent.

The most important and vital therapeutic tool

of all, the practice of individual psychiatry,

the focusing

of all the physician's experience and training and knowledge
on one patient at a time, was the very tool which was most
denied.

Furthermore,

because of lax administration and o v e r 

work, by 1939 the number of staffing sessions at Jackson had
been cut to one a week, meaning perhaps as many as 10 patients
a week receiving a review of their psychiatric status,

or 520

■ ■■>$)'

different patients in a year _if all patients were given a
turn according to a fixed schedule.
patients in Jackson in 1939-1940,

With close to 4,000

once-a-week staffing ses

sions meant that a given patient could be staffed once every
eight years.

99

The number of staffing sessions held at P i n e 

ville in the late 1 9 3 0 's is unknown, but with the patient
population close to 2,000 even had there been three sessions

99

John Rives,

personal interview,

August 31, 1973.
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T a b l e 5-1
Ful l - T i m e Med i c a l Staff ver s u s P ati ent Growth,
1910
ELSH
N u m b e r of patie nt s at
hospi tal s at end of
b i enn ial period*

1910-1940^^

1920
CLSH

ELSH

1930
CLSH

1940

E LSH

CLSH

ELSH

CL SH

4,036

1,497

1,463

553

1,695

948

2,710

1,397

N u m b e r e mp lo yed at
ho sp i t a l at end of
biennium:
Ass is tan t p h y sic ia ns
R e g i s t e r e d nurses
Denti st s

2
0
0

2
0
0

4
1
1

3
0
0

6
2
1

3
3
1

Ratio of assistant
p h y s ici ans to p ati en ts
at end of b i e n n i u m

1:732

1:277

1 :424

1:316

1 :452

1:466

*ELSH c lo s e d its bi en n i a l pe ri o d s on F e b r u a r y 28 or 29,

5
6
6
(part-time)

1:807

5
4
2

1:299

C LSH on M a rc h 31.

396

E L S H B o a r d Report (1910), pp. 4, 9; (1920), pp. 10, 45-47; (1930), pp. 43, 45;
(1940), pp. 12, 25; C L SH B o a r d Report (1910), pp. 10, 26; (1920), pp. 7, 34; (1930),
pp. 56, 58; (1939), pp. 5-6, 29.
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a week the majority of patients could not have been staffed
more than once a year if a fixed schedule was followed.
A fixed schedule was not adhered to, however,
pital.

at either h o s 

Those patients who "dogged the physician's footsteps

the closest" were the ones who received the most attention

102

and wer e the ones who eventually won a staffing session,
often out of sheer persistence and consistently amenable b e 
havior toward ward personnel.

In other words,

those patients

most "in contact" with reality were the ones who received the
most help.

The patients in most need of h elp — the silent,

the confused,

the depressed— were the patients who received

the least share of attention.

103

Not only individual and

team psychiatry but all therapeutic procedures suffered b e 
cause of the shortage of doctors.

Hyd rotherapy and occupa

tional therapy became less effective without adequate medical
supervision,

and mechanical restraints were often used u n 

necessarily.

The numbers of ward p er s o n n e l — attendants,

graduate nurses,

practical nu rs e s — were also inadequate,

and

thus their too-frequent resort to restraint in overcrowded
wards was understandable if not totally defensible.

The

American Psychiatric Association recommended a ratio of one
nurse or attendant for every eight patients;

in 1940 there

101CLSH Bo ard Report (1936-1940).

102

Young,

Summary of the R e p o r t , p.

10.

103

pp.

Belknap, Human Problems of a State Mental Hospital,
143-144.
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were 168 nurses and attendants at Central and a daily average
of 2,120 patients for a ratio of one attendant or nurse for
every 12.6 patients;
nurses,

at East there were 322 attendants and

a 3,824 average daily population,

one to 11.9.

and the ratio was

According to APA standards Central and East

therefore had only two-thirds as many attendants and nurses
as were minimally necessary in 1940.

104

C e n t r a l ’s ratio of

one to 12.6 in 1940 was an improvement over former years;

in

1930 the attendant/nurse-patient ratio had been one to 14.4
and in 1920 the attendant-patient ratio (no nurses) had been
one to 30.6.

East's record was as consistently bad; the

attendant/nurse-patient ratio in 1930 w as one to 11.7 and in
1920 it was one to 13.

105

With both medical staff and ward

personnel so constantly and clearly insufficient for the care
of the number of patients under roof, with insufficient
propriations,

ap

and with inadequate facilities in which to con

duct the business of healing,

even under the wisest and best-

intentioned of hospital administrations the treatment p r o 
vided w ou ld have been terribly inadequate.
however,

As will be seen,

the administration of both hospitals was often as

inadequate as its doctor-patient ratios,

and the resulting

failure to apply to the fullest extent possible all existing
therapeutic techniques was not only tragic, but indictable.

104

Krebs, "Three Louisiana Institutions," p.
Summary of the R e p o r t , pp. 8-9.

12; Young,

1 HR

ELSH Board Report (1920), p. 34; (1930), p.
Board Report (1920), pp. 9-10; (1930), p. 43-44.
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Mental patient statistics in Louisiana between 1910 and
1940 reflected the national trends.

The most frequently

diagnosed disease of entering patients at both hospitals was
schizophrenia, which comprised 18.9% of the combined ad mis
sions of East and Central in 1908-1910,
in 1938-1940.

increasing to 26.6%

Admissions of patients with manic-depressive

psychoses showed a substantial decline,

from 16% of combined

admissions in 1908-1910 to 6.7% in 1938-1940.

Admission of

patients with cerebral arteriosclerosis and senile psychoses
showed a considerable increase in this period,

rising from

4.8% of combined admissions in 1908-1910 to 11.5% in 19381940.

The percentage of patients admitted w i t h general p a r e 

sis and other forms of central nervous system syphilis in
creased slightly,

from 8.3% of combined admissions in 1908-

1910 to 9% in 1938-1940.

The percentage of admitted alco

holic patients remained fairly constant in this period,

rep

resenting 2.3% of combined admissions in 1908-1910 and 2.6%
in 1938-1940.

Figures for the mentally deficient indicate

that the opening of the State Colony and Training School had
a small effect on admission of these people to Central and
East.

The mentally deficient comprised 7.5% of combined

admissions in 1908-1910;

in 1918-1920,

opening of the State Colony,
in 1938-1940,

shortly before the

the percentage was again 7.5%;

the mentally deficient made up 4.6% of co m

bined admissions.

Admissions of patients suffering from

epilepsy and other convulsive disorders dropped substan
tially,

from 7.5% of combined admissions in 1908-1910 to
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2.3% in 1938-1940, perhaps indicating the growing success of
medical science in combatting epilepsy with insulin.

An

analysis of the resident population of both East and Central
as of December 31,
tion of 7,658,

1941,

reveals that of a combined popula

the numbers and percentages of persons suffer

ing from the above named ailments were:
(49.3%); manic-depressive,
arteriosclerosis,
syphilis,
ciency,
302

489 (6.4%);

708 (9.2%);

577 (7.5%);

777 (10.6%);

schizophrenia,

3,775

senility and cerebral

forms of central nervous system

alcoholism,

57 (0.7%); mental def i

epilepsy and other convulsive disorders,

(3.9%).106
Most entering patients were between the ages of 20 and

40, as had been the case from the time the old Jackson asy
lum had opened in 1848.

There were increasing numbers of

elderly people,

victims not only of cerebral arterio

however,

sclerosis and senility, but of families unwil lin g or unable
to provide the only "treatment" known for such cases,
leaving to the state the tedious,

instead

expensive and endless task

of providing custodial care for the slowly dying.

Reflecting

both the admissions of patients between 20 and 40 and over
60,

as well as the presence of patients growing older in the

hospitals,

the December 1941 analysis of resident patients

revealed that 5,199 inmates of the hospitals,

or 67.9%,

were

1Q6ELSH Board Report (1910), p. 39; (1920), pp. 58-59;
(1940), pp. 13-16; CLSH Board Report (1910), p. 27; (1920),
pp. 9, 39-40, 48; (1940), pp. 12, 31, 35; Louisiana State
Department of Institutions R e p o r t , 1942, pp. 184-185.
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between the ages of 20 and 40, while 499, or 6.5%, were age
60 and over.

The major causes of death between 1910 and 1940

were tuberculosis,

paresis,

pneumonia and other respiratory

diseases,

and,

reflecting the growing presence of elderly

patients,

various forms of heart disease (endocarditis, myo-

carditis,

arteriosclerotic heart disease,

etc.).

107

Pellagra,

which had caused so many deaths at both hospitals between
1908 and 1914,
thereafter,

almost disappeared from the mortality tables

science having discovered that the disease was

caused by nutritional deficiency and could be combatted by
proper diet.

B ot h Clarence Pierson and John Thomas reported

in 1916 that pella gr a was under control,

new cases appearing

only when patients entered the hospitals with the disease. -^8
While Thomas added that the importance of proper diet should
be preache d from "every rostrum and pulpit"
reduce the incidence of the disease,

in an effort to

he nonetheless appre

ciated the difficulty of stamping out the scourge altogether.
"It is . . . m y belief," he wrote,
poverty we shall have pellagra.

"that so long as we have

They are twin sisters,

here

to stay. "109

107

ELSH B oard Report (1910-1940); CLSH B oard Report
(1910-1939); Louis ia na State Department of Institutions Re
port , 1942, p. 179.
For detailed information on causes of
death between 1938 and 1940, see CLSH Board Report (1939).
Table 14, and E LSH Board Report (1940), table entitled
"Deaths In Hospital."
108

ELSH Board Report
(1916), p. 12.
109

CLSH Board Report

(1916),

p.

13; CLSH B o ard Report
--------------- ----

(1916),

p.

13.
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Occupational trends remained constant to 1940.

Tables

through 1910 had shown that most entering patients over the
years had been laborers,

farmers,

domestics and housewives,

with a very small representation of professional people (law
yers,

doctors, merchants,

etc.).

Jackson's 1918-1920 bi e n 

nial report indicates that this trend held through to 1920,
at least for East

(Central did not include occupation tables

in its reports after 1908).

In descending order, out of a

total of 328 admissions, the most frequently listed occup a
tions were " n o n e , ” 61;
domestic,

29.

laborer, 60; housewife,

38;

farmer, 34;

The only other occupation represented by over

10 patients was "soldier," wi t h 11, while the last occupation
with over five patients represented was clerk, with 9.

There

were seven p ro fessional people on the list— four teachers,
two pharmacists,

and one physician.

Most of the others were

skilled tradesmen or artisans (baker, barber,
brakeman,

m o t o r m a n , painter,

etc.).

bartender,

Jackson dropped the o c 

cupational tables from its reports after 1920, but the a na ly
sis of resident populations as of December 1941 shows that
the trend as established to 1920 had probably remained c on
stant over the next twenty years for both hospitals.
a combined resident population of 7,658, 227 (3%)
tients were classified as professional;

Out of

of the p a 

259 (3.4%) had been

engaged in clerical and me rcantile trades;

2,127 (27.8%) were

classified as "domestic;" 86 (1%) had been employed in tr ans 
portation and communication;
government employees;

37 (0.4%) as state or federal

136 (1.6%) in the building trades;
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(12.8%) were classified under the heading "Mineral,
tural, Forestry and Fishing;"
2,652 patients,

Agricul

"Miscellaneous" accounted for

or 33.4%; and the remaining patients,

1,237

(16.1%), were described as having had no profession prior to

..

.

admission.

110

The list of parishes which sent the most patients to
East and Central continued to follow trends established prior
to 1912, with but few exceptions.
1910,
pides,

At Pineville from 1906 to

the major contributing parishes had been Orleans,
Calcasieu,

East Baton Rouge,

Caddo, Natchitoches,
St. Mary,

De Soto,

Lafayette,

St. Martin and St. Landry,

15% of admissions coming from Orleans,

Ra

with

5.7% each from Rapides

and Calcasieu,

5% each from Caddo and Natchitoches,

from De Soto.

Orleans and East Baton Rouge were not in Cen

tral's catchment district,

and 4.8%

the admission of their patients

by the new hospital indicating the inability of East to admit
all the applicants from its own area.

By 1918-1920 expansion

of facilities at Jackson had proceeded to the point where
only 24, or 5%, of Central's total of 485 admissions came
from the older hospital's catchment area.

Replacing Orleans

as the lead contributing parish was Caddo, which accounted
for 11.5% of admissions in 1918-1920, with Rapides close b e 
hind at 10.5%.

Respectively

the sites of Shreveport and

A l exa n d r i a / P i n e v i l l e , with their growing urban populations,
Caddo and Rapides continued to lead all other parishes in

^ ^ ELSH B oard Report (1920), pp.
Institutions R e p o r t , 1^42, p. 180.

56-57; Department of
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Central's catchment area in patient contributions.
March 31,

1938, and December 31,

Between

1939, out of 1,158 total

admissions, Rapides accounted for 134 or 11.6% of Central's
admissions while Caddo sent 124, or 10.7%.
patient contributors were Calcasieu,
and St.

Landry,

site of Opelousas,

The next heaviest

site of Lake Charles,

each sending 57 persons

or 4.9% (a combined total of 9.8%).

No other parishes sent

over 4% of the total admissions for the biennial period,

but

the next heaviest contributors (in descending order) were
Ouachita (site of Monroe),
(Crowley,

Rayne),

(Natchitoches).

Lafayette (Lafayette), Acadia

Iberia (New Iberia)

and Natchitoches

All of the above named parishes were the

sites of growing towns or cities, with larger and more con
centrated populations than their neighboring parishes.

Since

the number of mentally ill in a given community is partly
based on the size of the population,

it is not surprising

that the above parishes were the major contributors of p a 
tients to Central.

There are, however,

other factors.

In

creasing urbanization results in an increase in the h o s 
pitalization of the chronically ill because the presence of
the aged,

infirm,

senile,

feebleminded and noticeably di s

turbed or peculiar is more visible and therefore less to ler
ated in a concentrated,

urban setting than in a rural one.

It is also more difficult to care for the chronically ill in
the more limited housing space of urban living.
of-district admissions,

As for out-

in 1938-39 only two patients from
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Jackson's catchment area were admitted to P in e v i l l e . 111
The list of m a jo r contributors to East closely mirrored
trends establ ish ed prior to 1912.

Orleans, which had sent

61% of all admissions to the old Jackson asylum prior to the
Civil War and between 30% and 44% thereafter, maintained its
position as the largest supplier of patients.

In 1908-1910

Orleans sent 44% of the biennial period's admissions,
1918-20,

40.5%.

The other major contributors continued to

be East Baton Rouge,

sending 4.7% of admissions in 1908-1910

and 7.6% in 1918-1920.

No other parishes in East's district

sent over 5% of the total admissions in 1918-1920,
heaviest contributors were,
ville,

Ascension,

but the

as in 1908-1910, Terrebonne,

Assumption,

lated southeast Louisiana,
West Feliciana,

and in

Iber

all located in heavily p o p u 

and Pointe Coupee and East and

whose proportionally large contributions to

East can be explained,

as menti one d in Chapter II, by the

fact that public institutions tend to serve their adjacent
areas to a disproportionate degree.

Parish of admittance

tables were dropped from East's biennial reports after 1920.
The December 31,

1941,

resident patient analysis of Jackson,

•^•^CLSH B oard Report (1908), p. 21; (1910), pp. 26-27;
(1920), p. 19; (1939), p. 28; Milton B. Newton, Jr., Atlas
of Louisiana (Baton Rouge, 1972), pp. 149, 154; Davis,
Louisiana, A Narrative H i s t o r y , pp. 294-295; Bureau of the
Census, Patients in Mental Institutions, 1 9 4 0 , p. 5; Perrucci,
Circle of Madness, p. 17.
Perrucci writes that the mentally
ill " . . . are victims of situational contingencies such that
in one case an act of rule breaking will be transformed into
a psychiatric symptom, whereas in another case the very same
act may be ignored or dealt with in other than a psychiatric
framework."
Ibid.
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however,

shows that most of the trends established prior to

1920 had continued,

although with a few changes.

of 1941, of 4,791 patients at East,
dents of Orleans Parish;
Rouge;

223,

Jefferson,

2,207,

At the end

or 46%, were resi

439, or 9.2%, were from East Baton

or 4.6%, were residents of Tangipahoa;

Iberville,

Lafourche and Terrebonne residents each represented

slightly over 2% of the patient population;

and no other par

ish was represented by over 2% of the patient population.
The presence of Lafourche along w i t h Terrebonne points to the
continued growth of the southeastern parishes;
too,

had grown in population,

Kentwood,

Amite and Hammond,

Tangipahoa,

specifically in the areas of
and was also one of the closer

parishes to the Jackson hospital;

Jefferson was represented

heavily because it shared in the growth of the greater New
Orleans metropolitan area.

Further comments on Orleans and

its contribution to Jackson's population will appear below.

112

The racial makeup of patients at East after 1865 and C e n 
tral after 1906 gradually came to reflect the percentage of
blacks and whites in the general population,
graphic distribution of blacks.
chapter,

as well as g e o 

As noted in a previous

very few blacks had been admitted to Jackson prior

to emancipation, but after 1865 they began to enter the
asylum in growing numbers.

In 1882,

34.4% of the patients

112ELSH Board Report (1910), p. 36; (1920), p. 54; N e w 
ton, Atlas of L o u i s i a n a , pp. 149, 154; Louisiana State D e 
partment of Institutions R e p o r t , 1942, pp. 180-182; Davis,
Louisiana, A Narrative History, pp. 354-355.
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at Jackson were black;

in 1902,

36.2% were black,

and in

1910 East had a black population of 32%, while at Central
between 1908 and 1910,

174 out of 318 admissions,

or 41%,

were black (resident racial makeup for Central in 1910 was
not included in the biennial report).
black population of East was 30%,

In 1920 the resident

and at Central,

45.6%;

in

1930 the percentage of blacks at Jackson had increased to
37.6% and declined at Central to 41.5%;

and on December 31,

1941, blacks at Jackson comprised 38.9% of the residents and
at Pineville,

40.5%.

During the same 80-year period (1880-

1940), the percentage of blacks in Louisiana declined substan
tially,

from 51.5% of the population in 1880, to 38.9% in

1920, and down to 35.9% in 1940.

If one accepts the

premise that blacks are as susceptible to mental illness as
whites,

there are several reasons for the fact that the

resident populations of the two hospitals did not more
closely reflect the percentage of blacks in Louisiana until
after 1910.

The end of the Civil War did not find the Jack

son asylum swamped with black applicants.
evidence of mental illness among slaves,

While there is
it was the cumula

tive effect of slavery and "freedom" which sent blacks to
Jackson in large numbers after about 1875.

Grinding

113ELSH Board Report (1882), pp. 6, 14; (1902), p. 34;
(1910), p. 9; (1920), p. 9; (1930), p. 44; CLSH Board R e 
port (1910), p. 27; (1920), p. 37; (1930), p. 56; Louisiana
State Department of Institutions R e p o r t , 1942, p. 17; Davis,
Louisiana, A Narrative H i s t o r y , pp. 294, 354; Sindler, Huey
Long's L o u i s i a n a , p. 30.
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poverty,

ignorance,

the sharecropper's cabin,

a political

and social oppression that became progressively worse,

not

b e t t e r — all the standard phrases for the lives of blacks in
a war-ruined South that can be dredged up and thrown across
a page can be listed here,

and all of them taken together

resulted in that higher incidence of all sorts of diseases
among blacks which Southern doctors in part attributed to
the innate licentiousness of an inferior race choking itself
on too much "freedom."

114

The effect of post-Civil War

southern life on black mental health,

however,

did not

issue forth full blown as the ink dried on the surrender
papers at Appomattox.
its damage.

It took time for suffering to work

By the time the wreckage of black minds was

washing ashore at the Jackson haven in such large numbers
that a separate asylum was voted into existence for them in
1902,

the percentage of blacks in the population had already

been substantially reduced by migration to other states.
Another reason for the wide disparity between the percentage
of blacks at Jackson and the general population prior to
World War I may have been the fact that blacks lived pre 
dominantly in the rural areas of the state,
dering the Mississippi,

in parishes b o r 

Red and Atchafalaya Rivers;

after

1865 blacks moved in heavy numbers into parishes bordering
Arkansas.

It is possible that the potential percentage rep 

resentation at the mental hospitals of the large pre-World

114

See Chapter III.
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War II black Louisiana population was in part offset by most
blacks living in these rural areas,

free from the added p r e s 

sures that urban life places upon its dwellers.

A third

reason was lack of space at the institutions themselves;
Jackson and Pinev il le for much of their pre-World Wa r II
existence could not accept

all applicants,

and the resident

population of both blacks and whites would have been higher
if there had been m o r e room.

The reason wh y the percentage

of blacks at P i n e vi lle was higher than at Jackson,

as well

as larger than the po st-1920 percentage of blacks in the
population,

was linked to the demographic distribution of

blacks in the state:
until

1940,

most blacks in Louisiana,

lived in Central's catchment area.

at least up
In 1930-1940

there were heavy concentrations of blacks in the parishes of
St. Landry,
Claiborne,

Rapides,

Natchitoches, De Soto,

and Ouachita,

Morehouse, East Carroll,

Caddo, Bossier,

and substantial numbers in Webster,
Madison and Tensas.

That the c o m 

bined black resident population of Jackson and Pineville a p 
pro xi mat ed the percentage of blacks in the state's general
population in 1940 is quite clear.

Of a combined resident

state mental patient population of 7,658 on December 31,
1941,

3,022 were black,

or 39.5%.

in the total population of 1940,

The percentage of blacks
as mentioned,

was 35.9.

115

115

Davis, Louisiana, A Narrative H i s t o r y , p. 354; Perry
H. Howard, P olitical Tendencies in Louisiana, 1812-1952
(Baton Rouge, 1957), p. 84; Newton, Atlas of L o u i s i a n a ,
p. 162; Louis ian a State Department of Institutions Report,
1942, p. 178.
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The added medical treatment facilities at Jackson and
Pineville,

a balanced institutional diet that prev ent ed the

recurrence of the pellagra epidemic of 1908-1914,

and the

general progress of medical science in the treatment of dis
ease,

all contributed to a consistently lower patient m o r 

tality rate than in any period prior to 1910,

despite the

growing numbers of aged and infirm people on the wards of
both hospitals.

In 1908-1910 the death rate as a percentage

of the total number treated at Jackson was 9.4%, while at
Pineville,

reflecting the bi rth throes of that hospital's

chaotic early years of operation and the feeble condition of
many of the inmates upon admission,
17% of those treated.

the mortality rate was

By 1918-1920 Superintendent John

Thomas and his staff had m a n ag ed to lower the death rate to
9.3% of those treated;
rate had been 9.7%.

at Jackson during the same period the

The m ortality rate at Central for the

21-month period between March 31,

1938,

and December 31,

1939, was only 6.6% of the total number treated,

Superin

tendent Arthur Seale writing that over one-half of the
deaths were of patients over fifty years of age.
however,
1938,

At East,

the mortality rate for the period from February 28,

to February 28,

those treated.

1940, was somewhat higher,

at 10.9% of

The national average of deaths of patients

in state hospitals for the year 1940 was 63.8 patients dead
per 1,000 treated;

according to the U.S.

Census Bureau,

com

bined deaths and populations of East and Central gave Lo uisi
ana an average of 57.5 patient deaths per 1,000 treated,
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b e l o w the national average.

The U.S. Public Health Service

mental hospital study of 1937-1939 compares the death rate
of each hospital to the national average,
the year 1938.

although only for

The national average death rate per 1,000

under treatment for 1938 was 65.1;

Central's rate was 52.9,

East's 73.0.116
The discharged "recovered" and "improved" rate (as a
percentage of all treated) for East during the period 19101940 was extremely poor, only showing substantial improve
ment after 1932, while this rate at Central remained at a
fairly high level through the period,
5-2.

as is shown in Table

The figures should speak for themselves.

the failure to supply therapeutic care

Nowhere is

(for whatever reasons)

more clearly expressed.

The inability of the Jackson hospital to accept all
applicants from Orleans Parish forced New Orleans city offi
cials to continue operation of the City Hospital for Mental
Diseases.

In 1913 the small hospital at Gravier and South

Broad Streets, with facilities for about 100 patients,
mitted 470 persons,
taker;

in 1914,

ad

discharged 333 and sent 51 to the u nde r

590 people were admitted.

Concerned by the

116ELSH Board Report (1910), p. 33; (1920), p. 9; (1940),
p. 8; CLSH Board Report (1910), p. 20; (1920), p. 36; (1939),
p. 11; Bureau of the Census, Patients in Mental I n s t i t u t i o n s ,
1 9 4 0 , p. 52; U.S. Public Health Service, A Study of the P u b lic Mental Hospitals in the United States” 1937-39, pp. 91,
96.
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T a b l e 5-2
Di s c h a r g e d R e c o v e r e d and Improve d Rate as a P e r c e n t a g e
of Total P a t i e n t s T r e a t e d D u r i n g Bienniums,* 1910-1940^-1^

Biennium

Total No. P a t i e n t s
Trea t e d
CLSH
ELSH

To tal D i s c h a r g e d as
"R e c o v e r e d and Improved"
ELSH
C LSH

D i s c h a r g e R at e (%)
ELSH

C L SH

1908-1910

1,698

825

69

132

4.1

16.0

1918-1920

2,013

1,402

98

243

4.8

17.3

1928-1930

3,535

2,082

226

318

6.4

15.3

1938-1940** 5,431

3,227

715

559

13.2

17. 3

♦Includes the total of pa ti e n t s admit ted dur in g a b i e n n i u m and the total n u m b e r
of p at i e n t s in the hospi tal at b e g i n n i n g of the biennium.
♦ ♦ B i e n n i u m ends D e c e m b e r 31,

1939 for CLSH.

117E L S H B o a r d Report (1910), pp. 33, 42; (1920), pp. 9, 13; (1930), pp. 8,
15, 45; (1940), pp. 8, 15-20; CL SH B o a r d Report (1910), pp. 19, 25-27; (1920),
p. 36; (1930), p. 57; (1939), p. 29.
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overcrowded conditons,

in O ctober 1914 the New Orleans Board

of Prisons and Asylums invited Superintendent Clarence P i e r 
son of East to meet with the board and discuss the problem of
his hospital's inability to relieve N e w Orleans of its press
of patients.

Pi ers on met with the board in late October and

gave its members little hope for relief.

He told them that

despite his efforts to expand facilities at Jackson by k n o c k 
ing down partitions betw ee n wards,
dormitories,

thereby mak i n g larger

insufficient funds had prevented him from pro

viding adequate space for the number of people on waiting
lists throughout East's catchment

area.

The only suggestion

Pierson could offer was that the city officials should keep
him better informed as to the status of patients at the City
Hospital,

filing applications as soon as it became apparent

that patients would not be cured at the city facility.

Pier

son would then try to match class vacancies at Jackson with
the applications on file.

Apparently Pierson was as good as

his word, b ecause in the spring of 1915 the State B oard of
Charities and Corrections reported that Jackson,

and Central

as well, had frequently taken patients from the City H o s 
pital despite already o vercrowded conditions at the two
state institutions.
mained overcrowded,

Conditions at the City Hospital r e 
however,

and in August

1915 the Board

of Prisons and Asylums sent letters to Pierson,
Thomas at Central,

requesting further help.

and John

The two super

intendents replied in wri t i n g that they could not accept any
more patients than they were already.

In 1915,

582 persons
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were admitted to the N e w Orleans facility,

and of this num-

ber 69 patients were accepted by East and 41 by Pineville.

118

Overcrowding was not the only pro ble m faced by the New
Orleans City Hospital,

nor were the niggardly state appro

priations for East and Central the only sources of neglect.
In 1917 the Orleans Parish grand jury condemned the City H o s 
pital for Mental Diseases as a firetrap and the Board of
Prisons and Asylums requested that the city council put in a
sprinkler system.

Despite repeated requests from the Board

and warnings from the State Fire Marshal and the Commissioner
of Public Safety, the city council did not bother to "correct"
the probl em until 1931— thirteen years late— and then only by
placing "fresh temporary fire extinguishers"

in the facility.

In March 1932 the hospital was again condemned as a firetrap.
While the city council continued to drag its feet in correct
ing the fire hazards,

an investigation of conditions at the

hospital by the Board of Prisons and Asylums in 1928 u n c o v 
ered a lack of proper staff supervision,
attention,

unnecessary use of s t r a i t j a c k e t s , a monotonous

and unnutritious diet,
ties,

inadequate medical

a complete lack of recreation facili

a shortage of attendants and the enforcement of a

strict discipline more suited for a prison than a hospital.
The Boar d openly criticized the city-appointed superintendent

118

Winifred Virginia Eskrigge, "A Study of Some Phases
of the City Hospital for Mental Diseases" (Master's Thesis,
Tulane University, 1935), pp. 16-17; N e w Orleans T i m e s P i c a y u n e , October 24, 1914, p. 2, and August 25, 1915, p. 5.
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of the facility, Dr. Henry Daspit,
of the staff.

for his lax supervision

Daspit, who was a well reputed physician and

a member of the Tulane University Medical School Department
of Psychiatry,

blamed conditions at the City Hospital on the

lack of room at the state mental hospitals.

Daspit would

have done better to point out to his critics that as New
Orleans'

City Alienist he was not a full-time superintendent,

that the city council did not supply him with adequate funds,
and that he alone was responsible for the administration of
the hospital,

the medical care of the patients,

clerical assistance.
funds,

all without

Perennially overcrowded and short of

the City Hospital for Mental Diseases continued to

house New Orleans' overflow insane as the building slowly
deteriorated.

In the spring of 1951 half of the facility

was condemned and underwent extensive repairs while patients
remained under treatment in the other half.

In 1954,

after

New Orleans Charity Hospital agreed to assume the functions
of the City Hospital for Mental Diseases,

the old building

was torn down and its grounds used as a parking lot.

One

state employee visiting the facility shortly before it was
demolished described it as a dark,

rodent-infested fire-

119

Eskrigge, "A Study of Some Phases of the City H o s 
pital for Mental Diseases," pp. 19, 21, 32, 35; Wisner, P u b 
lic Welfare Administration in L o u i s i a n a , p. 121; N e w Orleans
T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , May 13, 1951, p. 1; Emile Comar, "Seek New
Mental Hospital Here; City Replacement for $3 Million Urged
by Brahney," Ne w Orleans S t a t e s , November 22, 1952, p. 1;
New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , June 23, 1954, p. 1; Jack W.
Giglione, Chief, Social Service Department, Southeast Loui si 
ana State Hospital, personal interview, January 10, 1978.
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Prior to the opening of the Southeast Louisiana State
Hospital at Mandeville in 1953 and the expansion of Ne w O r 
leans Charity H o s p i t a l ’s psychiatric unit in 1954,

for no

period in its history did N e w Orleans either receive— or
giv e— adequate facilities for her mentally ill.

The L o uis i

ana legislature prior to World W a r II never provided the
money necessary for adequate space in state facilities for
insane residents who could not afford private care.

The

legislature had seen its revenue shrink several times in the
state's history,

especially during depressions, which helps

explain lower appropriations for all state facilities and
projects in those periods.

But it was standard policy to

provide first the Jackson Insane Asylum,

and then East and

Central, with money enough to operate but rarely enough to
expand.

Ne w Orleans city officials could certainly feel

justified in bitterly denouncing the state's failure to p r o
vide enough space at Jackson; New Orleans,

after all,

had

consistently had more residents needing institutional mental
care than any other city or parish in the state.
largest and richest city in Louisiana,

As the

however, New Orleans

also had consistently possessed the wherewithal to do more
for her own mentally ill than those cities and parishes less
populous and prosperous,

and her record in supplying care for

her own makes her strident criticisms of state policy ring
somewhat flat.

Conditions at the City Hospital for Mental

Diseases were inexcusable, while the "treatment" offered in
mates of the "temporary" City Asylu m on Levee Street between
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1853 and 1883 had been as bad or worse than anything ever
p e rpetrated upon Jackson's or Pin ev i l l e ' s patients.

New O r 

leans reacted to the prob lem of its mentally ill in exactly
the same way the state legislature did for the state's in
sane:

sacrifice barely enough treasure to remove the m e n 

tally ill from the community.

In short, New O r l ea ns city

officials were peren ni all y trying to push onto the state's
shoulders the total weight of what was in reality a shared
responsibility that n either party w i s h e d to assume but that
neither party could afford to ignore.

Inadequate appropriations can be blamed for a multitude
of p rob l e m s — ov ercrowded wards,

deteriorating buildings,

a

shortage of all types of personnel repelled by low salaries,
etc.— but the lack of money and the unwillingness to supply
it were only one half of the m i ll st one of East's and Cen
tral's patients.

The o th er half was a system of ad m i n i s t r a 

tion that was inescapably tied to the shifting alliances,
jealousies,

enmities and absurdities of Louisiana politics.

Not only the selection of employees of all levels,

but open

interference in the actual operations of the hospi ta ls were
a part of the "political administration" of the two institu
tions.

One facet of political administration w a s the choice

of superintendents bas ed on political affiliation,

which had

apparently become a fairly simple procedure after Act 146 of
1898 and Act 92 of 1902 had mad e the governor the ex-officio
president of the boards of administrators, with a direct
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voice in the selection of superintendents through his power
to preside over board meetings and to participate directly
in any board decision,

as well as his ability to gain a

voting majority of the boards through the use of his own
vote and the careful selection of the four out of eight
b o a r d members of each hospital
during his term in office.

120

the

governor

could

appoint

In his April 1912 biennial

report Superintendent John Thomas openly criticized the
"baneful influence of politics" upon the operations of the
two mental hospitals.

Thomas wrote that it was "a notorious

fact" that every four-year change of administration brought
with it the "agitation" of "office-seekers and their p oli t i 
cal friends" for the removal of the present hospital s u pe r
intendents, whether or not there was just cause for such
action.

Changes in the top post usually meant changes in

subordinate positions as well,

continued Thomas,

and great

injustice was thereby done not only to conscientious em
ployees but to the patients as well.
ing abstractly about a remote problem,

Thomas was not s p ea k
for he had been "ap

pointed" by Governor J. Y. Sanders in 1909 and in April of
1912 was undoubtedly feeling the pressure for his own di s
missal and replacement from allies of Governor-elect
Luther E. Hall.

Thomas may have had good cause to worry,

since Rapides Parish had voted heavily for one of Hall's

1 90

pp.

Acts of Louisiana (1898), pp.
144-145; Williams, Huey Long, pp.

259-260;
292-293.

(1902),
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opponents.

121

Thomas recommended the enactment of a law

"forever divorcing" the state's charitable institutions from
politics.
wrote,

"Officers and employees of such institutions," he

"should not be allowed to take part in politics beyond

their constitutional right to cast their ballots and it
should constitute a removable offense for them to engage in
politics other than to vote."

122

Clarence Pierson could not have disagreed more with
John Thomas,

for in March 1915 the Superintendent of East

Louisiana Hospital for the Insane announced he was running
for governor.

A mid-March newspaper analysis of Pierson's

strength as a candidate reported that Rapides, Natchitoches
and Iberia Parishes "appeared to be" Pierson strongholds,
and it was thought he had substantial support in the Felicianas because of his superintendency of the Jackson hos
pital.

Pierson actively campaigned for seven months while

still "serving" as superintendent of East and drawing his
full salary,

despite a verbal promise made to Governor Hall

that he would resign if he decided to run.

Pierson was ab

sent from Jackson for most of the seven-month period.
spent the work week canvassing the state,

He

returning on Fr i

day nights to conduct the business of the hospital over the
weekend,

and then leaving on the five o'clock Monday morning

1 21

CLSH Board Report (1912), p. 17; Howard, Political
Tendencies in L o u i s i a n a , 1812-1952, pp. 111-112.
122CLSH Board Report (1912), p.

18.
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train.

Pierson so neglected his official duties that G o v er 

nor Hall twice suggested in letters to Pierson that the doctor resign.

123

After twice sending evasive replies to Hall,

Pierson in October 1915 retired from the race rather than
from the hospital.

While pressure from Hall probably figured

in P i e r s o n ’s decision to withdraw,

the ma jor reason for the

Superintendent resuming the post of superintendent was a
realistic appraisal of his chances of winning the election.
Pierson had tried to win the support of the Ne w Orleans
"Ring," but by early October it was apparent that the chief
leaders of the powerful Ch octaw Club were drifting to the
support of Ruffin G. Pleasant.

As P i e r s o n ’s candidacy was

supported financially only by personal friends and no special
interest groups,

the failure to garner the C h o c t a w s ’ support

was a mortal b l o w to the S u p e r i n t e n d e n t ’s political dreams,
and on October 9,

1915, Pierson announced his withdrawal from

the race.
To quietly resume the business of running a mental h o s 
pital, however,

did not prove as easy a step as simply r ead 

ing a withdrawal announcement,

for Pierson's candidacy had

unavoidably made an issue of his management of the hospital.

123

New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , March 14, 1915, p. 14;
W. J. L e p p e r t , "Dr. Pierson Enjoyed Luxuries and Autos at
State's Expense," New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , February 19,
1916, pp. 1, 7.
124

New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , October 8, 1915, p. 9,
and October 9, 1915, p. 1.
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Before the spotlight was removed Pierson almost lost his
reputation and his job.

In Novembe r 1915 the Ne w Orleans

Times-Picayune conducted an investigation of conditions at
Jackson.
inquiry,

Claiming that P ierson had attempted to block the
the newspaper in February 1916 printed an eight-

part expose of the hospital which,

in brief,

pictured East

as a twentieth-century Bedlam and Pierson as a ruthless e m 
ployer,

a sadistic physician,

an embezzler and a petty

thief.

Besides the charges of impure food, rats and rubber

hoses referred to earlier in this chapter,

it was alleged

that Pierson had used hospital stationery and a hospital
stenographer for campaign purposes,
reporters'

notes,

stolen the investigative

used a hospital employee as his private

chauffeur after having spent $2,499 in state funds on an
automobile, p aid himself the salary of vacant assistant
physician's posts rather than removing the salary from the
payroll until the positions were filled,

and sold excess

hospital farm products to the general public,

doing so at

prices below those asked by private farmers.

The institu

tion was said to be seriously deficient

in firefighting

equipment, with hoses in disrepair and extinguishers unfilled,

and there was extremely poor employee discipline.

Sometime prior to the end of 1915,

the editor of the

Times-Picayune presented the as yet unprinted charges

125

New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , February 13-20,
All expose articles begin on page 1.
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against Pierson to Governor Hall as well as to Jackson's
b o a r d of administrators.
m e e t i n g of the board,

Hall promptly called a special

to meet at the governor's residence in

Baton Rouge on January 10,

1916, while the board of adminis

trators invited Dr. A. P. Herring of Baltimore, who was
chairman of the Maryland State Lunacy Commission and a field
agent of the National Committee on Mental Hygiene,
the Jackson hospital and its management.

to inspect

At the meeting held

by Governor Hall on January 10, Pierson successfully defended
his record,

the boa rd afterward stating in a resolution that

the charges "which related mostly to m in or incidents that
have occ urred in the past ten years of the management of the
institution" had been explained "to the entire satisfaction
of the governor and the board."

126

It is uncertain whether

Dr. He rring's report of his investigation (written after two
visits) wh i c h was dated January 14,

1916, was available to

the governor and the board at the special meeting, but re
gardless of when the board received it,

the findings were

basically complimentary and the text of Herring's report was
p l aced in the biennial report for 1916.

Herring found use

of restraints limited to destructive patients,
all treatment of patients kind and humane;

and the ov e r 

he was "especially

impressed" w ith the sanitrary appearance of the wards,

find

ing clean floors and well kept beds and bedding with lava
tories and plumbing satisfactory "in every respect;" the

125

N e w Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , February 16,
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Farm Colony and Criminal Colony building (it was new and
newly opened) were "ideal;" the central kitchen,
rooms,

dining

laundry, power plant and store rooms showed "evidence

of careful management;" the presence of receiving wards for
new patients,

and infirmary wards for the care and isolation

of the physically ill, showed that Pierson was "keeping
abreast" with advances in "mental medicine."

Herring made

four recommendations for improvement, prefacing them with
the remark that "it was only for want of money" that they
had not yet been accomplished:

"painting, plastering and

general repairs" at Center Building,

additional accommoda

tions for black patients, the installation of additional
fire escapes and fire extinguishers,
for females.

and occupational therapy

197

The Times-Picayune printed H e r r i n g ’s report without com
ment, but denounced the resolution of the board drawn up
after the hearing of January 10 as a "whitewash."
phrasing of the denunciation is worth noting:
wrote that " . . .
that body

as to obtain their

approval of what he had done, or left undone,
128

the reporter

Dr. Pierson so hypnotized the members of

[the board of administrators]

institution."

The

as head of the

Whether or not Pierson also hypnotized

Governor Hall, wh o was ex-officio President of the board,

1 97

ELSH Board Report

(1916), pp.

30-32.

128

W. J. Leppert, "Pierson Opposition to Asylum Inquiry
Arouses Suspicion," New Orleans Times-Picayune, February 13,
1916, p. 14.
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was not made clear by the reporter.

There was undoubtedly

some truth, perhaps considerable truth,
the T i m e s - P i c a y u n e .

Government employees have made a habit

of using government stationery,
political campaigns,

to the charges of

stamps and secretaries in

and Pierson was not the first or the

last public official to take advantage of his position to
further political ambitions.

The o ther personal charges

made against P ier s o n — the chauffeur,
porter's notes,

the theft of the r e 

etc.— at this date and time are impossible

to prove or disprove.

That Pierson,

and other superinten

dents before and after him, were selling farm products which
could not be either quickly consumed by patients or preserved
for later use was a long established practice,

and openly

stated in the farm m anager's reports in the biennial reports.
The occasional ill usage of patients by irresponsible em
ployees was, however,

a real problem,

although in one in

stance of cruelty recorded by the Times-Picayune the reporter
at least gave credit to Pierson for promptly firing the of
fenders.

The charge by John Thomas that Pierson was hiring

employees fired by P ineville lends credence to the newspaper
reporter's charge that employee discipline at Jackson was
poor and that brutality toward patients was more prevalent
than it should have been.

Pierson was well aware of the

need for more firefighting apparatus and had been since
taking over the institution in 1905,

and had repeatedly re

quested funds for the installation of fire hydrants,
ler systems,

sprink

and fire hose, besides asking for money to
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b u il d reinforced concrete dormitories to replace existing
firetraps.

129

The charge that extinguishers had not been

refilled and that hose couplings were m issing was, however,
quite serious,

and if true

(later superintendents were

guilty of this inexcusable neglect)
been almost criminally negligent.

showed Pierson to have
The charge of rats, v e r 

min, bedbugs and filth is also not easily dismissed.

The

wards of mental hospitals have an uncanny way of appearing
spotless at inspection time;

the floors of ward and lavatory

could be expected to be clean whe n Dr, Herring was expected
shortly at the front gate.
vestigative reporter,

The unanno unc ed visit of an in

however, w o u l d likely as not have found

ward conditions considerably less clean.

Whether to accept

the reporter's charge that rats scampered all over patients'
beds at night in search of food (the reporter was not on the
wards at night) or that one patient amused himself by t hre a d 
ing bedbugs on a string (the reporter had not actually seen
that incident,

only heard about it) is another question.

130

The most serious and accurate charge the Times-Picayune
could (and did) make was that for the better part of a year
prior to the visit of the reporter Clarence Pierson had al
most totally neglected the business of administration and
the practice of healing.

129ELSH Board Report

If the wards were too dirty (and

(1906-1916).

130

W. J. L e p p e r t , "Insane at Asylum Virtually Isolated,
At Mercy of Flames," Ne w Orleans Times-Picayune, February 16,
1916, p. 7.
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perhaps filthy),

discipline poor, patients m or e frequently

abused than perhaps w o u l d have been so if greater care had
been taken in the hiring of employees,

and lifesaving fire

fighting equipment in poor repair, then all this was so b e 
cause Clarence Pierson was running for governor when he
should have been running his hospital.
The scenario of the political administration of East
and Central between Pierson's abortive run for governor and
the election of Sam Houston Jones is a story of m is m a n a g e 
ment, negligence,

and corruption.

It began (or resumed)

with Clarence Pierson, who undoub te dly would have been fired
by John Parker if the Gentleman Reformer had beaten Pleasnt
in the 1915-1916 governor's race.

When Pierson withdrew

from the campaign in October 1915 he had taken care to align
himself with the Regular Democratic Organization in its sup
port of Pleasant,

and this act alone may have saved his

superintendency after the election of a man he had initially
run against.

131

In 1920, however, Park er did win and P i e r 

son was fired anyway,

to be replaced not only by a new su per

intendent,

Dr. E. E. Evans, but by a new system of hospital

management.

In December 1920 the business affairs of the

hospital, which included every "non-medical"

aspect of the

hospital from the operation of the farm system to plumbing,
purchasing and bookkeeping,

was placed in the hands of a

131

New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , October 9, 1915, p. 1;
Howard, Political Tendencies in Louisiana, 1812-1952,
pp. 115-116.
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"business manager," Mr. W. A. West.
nominally one of dual control,

Although the system was

Superintendent Evans in ef

fect be came the head of just one of the departments of his
own h osp it al— the medical department— leaving other essen
tial aspects of hospital administration, including decisions
on how mo ney should be spent, to a non-medical man.

Whether

John Parke r proposed this change in hospital management,

or

another member or members of the bo ard of 1920 did is unknown.
As ex-officio President of the board, however, Parker would
(or should) have at least known about the change,

and if he

did not personally propose it he undoubtedly acquiesced in
its adoption.

Succeeding governors to 1940, with one tem 

porary exception,

did not alter the system of joint control.

If the business managers had been trained hospital adminis
trators perhaps the facilities,

and patients, would not have

suffered as much as they did under a clearly unsatisfactory
system of hospital management; but none of the three men who
held the position between 1920 and 1940 were trained for the
post,

and,

as will be shown, two of them ran up large d efi

cits and the third returned money to the treasury while the
physical plant was falling apart around him.

132

John Thomas kept his superintendency during the adminis
tration of four governors after his original appointment by
Governor Sanders in 1909,

and perhaps part of the reason was

132ELSH Board Report (1922), pp. 50-58; (1932), p. 5;
New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , October 21, 1931, pp. 1, 9;
Krebs, "Three Louisiana Institutions," p. 10.
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that he kept his own counsel about avoiding political e n 
tanglements.

In his 1922 report Thomas wrote that "Politics

has never played any part in the management of the hospital.
No employee is ever questioned about his politics and all
are allowed to cast their ballots as they wish without advice or suggestion from anyone."

133

Perhaps another reason

Thomas kept his job was that he was good at it (despite the
lock chairs), maintaining a better than average discharge
rate in the face of consistently inadequate appropriations.
His performance as an administrator m a y have also been the
reason a dual control management system was not adopted at
Pineville.

Thomas maintained tight control over all aspects

of the hospital's administration through office personnel
such as the accountant and clerk and supervisory personnel
such as the farm manager,
tress maker and butcher."

chief engineer,

and "painter,

Thomas did have a steward,

mat

but

this employee's function appeared limited to maintai nin g supplies,

he being more a warehouseman than an overseer.

134

An

other reason Thomas was not saddled with a co-administrator
was that this strong-willed individual,

who at times in his

reports scolded the state legislature for its inadequate appropriations,

133
1 34

135

w o u l d probably have resigned rather than

CLSH Board Report

(1922), p. 4.

I b i d . (1910-1928).

135

See, for example, Thomas' eloquent plea for re place
ment of the old firetrap buildings in CLSH Board Report
(1926), p. 15; also N e w Orleans Times-Picayune, June 11,
1927, p. 16.
----
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submit to such a change in his status.

Perhaps the simp

lest explanation for the reason that Jackson received dual
control and Pineville did not was that Governor John Parker
thought the system was necessary for East but unnecessary
for Central.
In the late winter of 1924 Governor Henry Fuqua decided
to replace Superintendent Evans of Jackson.
the post to Thomas,

who apparently,

Fuqua offered

after some thought,

turned it down, preferring to remain at Central.
offered Evans'

post to T. J. Perkins,

tendent L. G. Perkins,

Fuqua then

son of former su pe r i n 

and Perkins was duly elected by the

bo ard of administrators.

W. A. West remained, however,

as

n

business manager.
Perkins'

Thomas was particularly pleased with

subsequent performance at Jackson, writ ing in the

1928 biennial report that it had been a pleasure to w or k with
East's superintendent in their shared responsibility of ex
amining criminal colony patients.

"I believe that it has

been the only time during the existence of these institu
tions where both superintendents have fully cooperated and
worked together honestly and sincerely for the good and
betterment of the insane of the State," Thomas reported.

137

Neither Thomas nor Perkins would be superintendents
after 1928.

In the first summer after his election as

X 36

New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , December 30,
and August 15, 1928, p. 1.
1 37

CLSH Board Report

1924, p. 6,

(1928), p. 26.
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governor,

H uey Long,

in his systematic efforts to acquire

control over the various boards,
of Louis ian a government,

institutions and agencies

did not neglect East and Central.

On July 26, Clarence Pierson and Governor Long met for two
hours in Baton Rouge and later that day L ong announced that
Pier so n "would be elected" superintendent of Pineville to
replace Thomas.

Pierson h a d m ov ed to A lex andria after leav

ing Jackson in 1920 and had become active in civic affairs,
b e com ing a member of the boar d of directors of the city's
Chamber of Commerce as well as the Rotary Club.

After

twenty-three years, Clarence Pierson was once again s u p e r i n 
tendent of Pineville.

There is a good chance that Thomas

w o u l d have stepped down shortly anyway, because the man had
b e e n seriously ill in 1926 and in 1928 had been in public
service for 42 years,

ever since his appointment by Governor

Samuel McEnery as Chief Quarantine Officer in 1886.

In mid-

August Long asked for the resignations of both Superintendent
Perk in s and Business Manager West of Jackson.

West was re

p la ced by Julius L. Bujol of Baton Rouge, while Dr.
Smith,

Glenn J.

a physician in p rivate practice in Amite, became

superintendent.
trators:

Long did not forget the boards of a d m ini s

there were four n ew members of each hospital's

b o a r d by 1930.

There is no indication that Huey Long wanted

a business manager at Central,

and if he had, perhaps P i e r 

son p er su ade d him otherwise during the meet in g that ended
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wit h Pierson's "election" as Pineville's new chief."

38

When Bujol took over for West at Jackson in October of
1928,

he reportedly found $37,000 in unpaid invoices,

a

newly inked purchase agreement for $90,000 in beef cattle,
and less than $9,200 in the hospital's bank account.
Bujol's performance was just as inefficient.
1931,

By September 1,

the business m anager h ad $15,670.32 in the bank and

unpaid invoices on hand totaling $81,349.71.
Superintendent Glenn Smith,

According to

the system of dual management

had tied his hands, pr eventing him from even questioning
Bujol about the accumulating pile of unpaid bills.

The

situation did not come to light until the hospital's credi
tors complained to Governor Lon g that their bills were not
being paid.

One of the largest creditors of the hospital

was none other than Abe Shushan,

owner of a dry goods firm

in N e w Orleans and one of Long's staunchest supporters.
Shushan often carried bills owed him by the state long past
their due dates, but this time he m a y have complained to his
chief.

After the deficits h ad been brought to his attention,

the Kingfish asked for Bujol's resignation and the Business
Manager stepped down on September 18,

claiming that the real

reason he was being fired was that "the Medical Association"

*] Q Q

Williams, Huey L o n g , pp. 293-294; Louisiana P u b 
lishers Association, Louisiana:
Its Builders and Its Indus
tries (N.p., 1925), p~ 53; N e w Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e ,
July 27, 1928, p. 9; July 29, 1928, p. 6; August 15, 1928,
p. 1; September 1, 1934, p. 13; ELSH Board Report (19261930); CLSH Board Report (1926-1930).
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wanted "to do away with a business manager who is not subject to the superintendent, who is a physician."

139

In

order to return the hospital's finances to the black, Glenn
Smith was forced to lay off 50 employees and impose rigid
economy measures that included using up the hospital's beef
cattle and large stock of staple groceries and dry goods
without re-supplying the shelves until purchase of more
staples and beef became absolutely necessary.

140

When Bujol stepped down another business manager was
not immediately appointed.

According to the vice president

of Jackson's board of administrators,

the business and m e d i 

cal supervision of the hospital was combined under one h e a d —
Glenn Smith's— because of the "economic conditions of the
country,

and the absolute necessity of a closer conservation

of the Hospital's resources

. . . ."

141

Smith shared these

sentiments, but he also felt that the dual authority system
had created conflicts between the "two heads" of the hos 
pital that had caused serious problems in administration.
In place of a business manager,

Superintendent Smith hired

a purchasing agent to help him keep track of the business
affairs of the hospital.
1932,

"This change," wrote Smith in

"besides creating greater harmony throughout the

139

Williams, Huey L o n g , p. 421; New Orleans T i mes Picayune , October 21, 1931, pp. 1, 9.
140

New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , October 21,

141ELSH Board Report

1931, p.

(1932), p. 5.
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hospital,

has proven to be more economical and generally

sati sf actory.”

149

The harmony was short lived.

In late

summer of 1934 rumors of an impending "shake-up” in East's
staff began to circulate and on September 1 Smith was re
placed as superintendent by Dr. J. A. Thames of Natalbany,
formerly the physician for a lumber company in Tangipahoa
Parish and a member of Jackson's bo ard of administrators for
six years prior to his appointment.
however,
head,

It was never intended,

that Thames should be anything more than a figure

for on the same day the board elected the former board

member it also elected Wade H. Long,

cousin of the Kingfish

and formerly warden of the State Penitentiary at Angola,

as

General Manager and authorized him to take "'full c h a r g e ” of
the hospital.

It is possible that Smith, who after all had

been appointed by Governor Long, was fired because he would
not go along w i th pl aci ng the hospital in the hands of an
obviously unqualified man.

It is a fair assumption that the

staff changes were carefully orchestrated by the junior Sen a
tor from Louisiana,

acting through Governor 0. K. Allen and

a submissive board of administrators.

From September 1934

through the election of Sam Houston Jones in 1940, East
Lo uisiana State Hospital was under the control of a man
whose qualifications as superintendent

(which is what he was)

of a mental hospital consisted of several years experience
as the warden of a state penitentiary.

149

ELSH Board Report

(1932),

p.

Huey Long was not

5.
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the only one who was "sui generis."

143

Senator Huey Long's actions in the fall of 1934 with
re gard to the men ta lly ill were not limited to placing a
former jailer in charge of Jackson.

On October 16,

speaking from a hotel room in Baton Rouge,

1934,

Senator Long o r 

dered the sheriffs of all parishes in Louisiana to remove
any insane persons held in their jails and send them to
Jackson within 10 days.

Long then presen te d reporters with

a list of 22 parishes where 77 m entally ill were i ncarcer
ated.

According to the newspaper account,

the insane order " . . .

the issuance of

was Senator Long's first direct mo v e

to make good on his statement at the recent session of the
Legislature that he wo uld go to Baton Rouge and run the
state while the governor and other high officers
vacation.'

'I did it when I was governor,'

can do it a g a i n .

'took a

he said,

'and I

Huey Long's order to the sheriffs did

not resolve the prob le m of m ent all y ill persons held in
jails while awaiting vacancies to occur at Jackson or C e n 
tral.

Only relieving the overcrowding at state fac ilities—

which,

despite even Huey Long's power,

d e c r e e — could end the practice.
indicate,

however,

could not be done by

Available sources do not

that large numbers of mentally

ill people

143

N e w Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , September 1, 1934, p. 13,
and October 1, 1935, p. 3; ELSH Boa rd Report (1936), p. 11;
Kane, Louisiana Hayride, p. 22; Williams, Huey Long,
pp. 314-315.
144

N e w Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , October 17, 1934,
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were kept in jails after 1934;

only a p ari sh- by-parish study

of jail records would reveal the extent of the problem.
Mentally ill persons were frequently held in jails overnight
or perhaps for several days while awaiting commitment pro..
145
ceedmgs.
The superintendency of Jackson changed hands several
times be twe en 1934 and 1940,

although it made little differ

ence who was superintendent as long as Wade Long was General
Manager.

In August 1935 Thames died of a heart attack,

Governor 0. K. Allen and the board selected Dr.
physician in private practice in Raceland,

and

J. J. Ayo,

a

to replace Thames.

Besides being a physician Ayo was the father-in-law of state
Senator Harvey W. Peltier,

former legislative floor leader

and campaign manager for Huey Long.
Dr.

C. S. Miller,

for 20 years,

Ayo died in 1939 and

a member of the hospital's medical staff

was named acting superintendent.

w a l ked over the boards at Pineville.
until he died, on December 27,

Fewer actors

Pierson kept his job

1934, an d in his place the

board chose a member of Pierson's medical staff, Dr.

145

S. J.

The last time either hospital included figures on in
carcerated (committed) mentally ill was in 1920, when ELSH
reported 57 insane persons in jails awaiting admission to
either Pine vil le or Jackson.
The writer assumes the practice
existed beyo nd 1934 because of continued overcrowding as well
as the failure to bu ild additional dormitories at either hos
pital until after World War II.
ELSH Board Report (1920),
p. 16; (1920-1940); CLSH Board Report (1920-1 40); Department
of Institutions R e p o r t . 1940-1945; Krebs, "Three Louisiana
Institutions," p. 12.
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Phillips, who served as superintendent until March of 1940,

146

to be replaced as acting superintendent by Arthur J. Seale,
another member of the staff.
Superintendents and business managers were not the only
staff members whose jobs depended upon correct political
alignments.

The system of appointment by political connec

tions extended downward to the lowest paid attendant.

So

many people were hired and fired after gubernatorial elec 
tions that the four-year revolving door process was dubbed
the "Suitcase Brigade."
course,

the governor,

The fountainhead of power was, of

and those politicians close enough to

him were able to dispense political largesse to the little
people even as the governor held the choicest patronage
plums in his own pocket.

Anyone presenting a letter of

recommendation from an "in" politician was generally hired;
without a political sponsor there was little hope of signing
on.

The patronage system had several unfortunate conse

quences,

not the least of which was the hiring of many

"deadheads," people who had no intention of performing real
work,

and other irresponsible,

and brutal people,

unqualified and even callous

and the firing of many hardworking,

decent

employees whose only crime was to be on the losing side,

that

is, to have been "appointed" by someone who was no longer in

146

New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , March 2, 1940, p. 3;
Williams, Huey L o n g , pp. 298, 464; New Orleans T i m e s Picayune , October 30, 1935, p. 7; ELSH Board Report (1940),
pp. 3, 8; CLSH Board Report (1936), pp. 5, 10.
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power or persona non grata to those who were.

Another se

rious consequence was a mar ked lack of respect for upperlevel management and supervisory personnel by lower echelon
employees whose jobs depended upon outside political sponsors
rather than superintendents,

superiors and department heads

who themselves were dependent upon political connections for
their own survival.

The upshot was a serious lack of dis 

cipline, brazenly open neglect of duties,

and even a blocking

of desirable changes and new procedures by lower ranking e m 
ployees who had only to voice their complaints to a political
sponsor for word of their dissatisfaction to carry enough
weight to stop innovations— which nearly always required more
w o r k — and cut off progress.

If the complaints were v oc i

ferous enough the word eventually reached Baton Rouge and the
offending nurse,

supervisor,

physician and even superinten

dent either backed down or bowed out.

The governor and other

high state officials were not only on the giving end, of
course; much of the beef and other food produced on the h o s 
pitals'

farms reached the tables of the power brokers,

as with all state employees,
pitals' workers'

and,

a certain amount of the h o s 

salary each m o n t h — anywhere from 5% to 10%—

went to the "campaign fund" of whoever sat in the governor's
147
chair.

147

Krebs, "Three Louisiana Institutions," pp. 10, 12;
N e w Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , March 27, 1941, p. 9; Walter C.
Worthy, Chaplain, ELSH, personal interview, December 8, 1977;
Lionel Gremillion, personal interview, December 8, 1977;
Dona ld Ray Payne, personal interview, December 7, 1977;
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Concerning the men he pl ac e d in power, Huey Long is r e 
por te d to have said that "If those fellows

ever

try to use

the powers I've given them without me to hold them down,
they'll all land in the penitentiary."

148

Several of the

administrators and b o a r d m embers of Jackson and Pineville
during the administrations of 0. K. Allen,

James A. Noe,

and Richard W. Leche exercised the powers and positions
given them with blatant irresponsibility,
them w o u n d up in the penitentiary,

and while none of

their performances as ad

minis tr ato rs deserved a stiff sentence of hard labor.

An

investigation made by Supervisor of Public Funds Jerome Hayes
in March 1941 of the financial accounts of Central between
Decem ber 1938 and November 1940 disclosed numerous irregu
larities.

Among the questionable transactions were salaries

paid to two employees hired as social workers who actually
p erformed no w o r k at all; $117,706.10 in purchases for which
there was no record of bids h av i n g been taken

(the hospitals

were required by law to advertise for bids and buy from the
lowest bidders);

a grossly negligent collection of fees from

non-indigent p ati en ts with a b alance due the hospital of
over $10,000;
campaign fund,

and over $4,000 in "deducts" for Earl Long's
collected at the rate of 5% a m o nt h from sa l

aries of those ea rni ng under $60 and 10% for those earning

Curtis Steele, personal interview, January 11,
Weaver, personal interview, Dec e m b e r 8, 1977.
148

Sindler, Huey L o n g ’s L o u i s i a n a , p.

1978; Charles

128.
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$60 and over per month.

As a direct result of the deducts,

Superintendent Phillips was indicted by a Rapides Parish
grand jury on a charge of embezzlement.

While the grand

jury was later "ousted" by a district judge and the charges
dropped,

Phillips nonetheless incurred legal expenses while

defending himself and P i n e v i l l e ’s board authorized the
treasurer to reimburse the superintendent
yer's fees.

for $1,000 in law

The board in a resolution stated that it

thought the grand jury was "politicalized" and sought
jury to Phillips'

reputation for political purposes,

in
and

therefore the board was justified in defraying his legal
expenses.

Another irregular transaction was a $19,300.26

purchase of an abandoned resort property,
from Central,

located 18 miles

from the w i d o w of Clarence Pierson at the u r g 

ing of Rose McConnell Long, w i d o w of Huey Long, who was ful
filling her late husband's term in the U.S.
time of the purchase.

Senate at the

And as m e n ti one d earlier,

after

abandoning the use of the J erusalem Plantation because c on 
stant trucking between the farm and hospital was costing too
much money, Phillips and Central's bo ar d improperly leased
the properly to an Alexandria seed dealer for $1,000 per
month.

After Sam Jones'

election the state attorney general

was directed to get the property back.

149

There is other evidence of careless and irresponsible

149
Krebs,

New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , March 27,
"Insane Dead . . .," p. 20.

1941, p. 9;
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administration under Phillips.

Organized athletic contests,

said to be so popular with patients in 1932, were gradually
abandoned;

after spending several thousand dollars develop

ing a poultry farm the project was abandoned as uneconomical
(in 1942 the new administration was making a profit of $300
per month on the same f a r m ) ; and despite the fact that P h i l 
lips was forced to continue housing patients in old firetraps because of lack of money to replace the old structures,
there were no fire drills,

the extinguishers were filled for

the last time during his administration in 1938,

circular

fire escape chutes were allowed to become blocked w ith trash,
and the most debilitated,

aged and helpless patients were

kept on the third floors of the old buildings.
the serious shortcomings of Phillips'

150

Despite

administration,

it must

be pointed out that Central was better run, and more "patient
oriented"

than East,

the proof of which is the higher dis

charge rate shown earlier.
rate was,

of course,

One reason for a higher recovery

fewer patients to treat,

but more im

portant was the fact that the control of Central was in the
hands of a physician.
Wade Long's administration of Jackson was,
stated,

an abomination.

simply

The one area of the hospital that

should have been extra carefully managed in a time of shrink
ing appropriations,

the farm system, was not only allowed to

150

Krebs, "Insane Dead . . .," pp. 19-20; Louisiana
State Department of Institutions R e p o r t , 1942, pp. 126-128.
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go to weed, but was almost systematically dismantled.
poultry farm was abandoned;
tinued,

The

fodder production was discon

leaving four large silos empty for years and in

creasing the cost of milk production because of the n e ces 
sity to purchase feed; pastures were rented out;
allowed to grow up in weeds;

fields were

the 10-acre fruit orchard was

so neglected that by 1940 only about two dozen scraggly pear
trees remained;

and farm equipment was sold off.

tional activities all but died:
able,

Rec rea 

tennis courts became u npl a y 

organized walks were discontinued,

reading rooms dis

appeared as Long moved beds into them, moving pictures were
discontinued after 1938 because Long had an argument with the
Jackson citizen who owned the projector.
ment,

Firefighting equip

as at Central, was not kept in good repair,

some 350

fire extinguishers were not refilled between 1938 and 1940,
and there were no fire drills.
Long,
deal.

like Phillips,

151

was involved in a questionable land

In 1920 the Jackson board had bought the Idlewild

Plantation,

south of Clinton,

for $25,000.

The property com

prised 1,731 heavily timbered acres and contained a twostory,

25-room ante-bellum home,

four barns and a cattle dip.

151

Krebs, "East Louisiana Hospital Called 'Forgotten
City,'" p. 1; B. L. Krebs, "Heads Talk Improvement as 10.6
Cents Per Day Fare is Fed to State Hospital Patients," New
Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , September 18, 1940, p. 3; i d e m ,
"Hospital Bills Show More Cash Going for Food," New Orleans
T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , December 17, 1940, p. 4; Margaret Dixon,
"Survey of Jackson Hospital Reveals Lack of Recreational
Facilities, Space Inadequate," Baton Rouge Morning A d v o c a t e ,
September 18, 1940, p. 12.
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The hospital repaired and p a i n t e d the house and for four
years ran the plantation as a farm colony,

giving up the

practice in 1924 because the 18-mile distance between the
plantation and Jackson over roads which were ne arly impas
sable several times a year h ad made visits of physicians
difficult and irregular.

After 1924 the hospital operated

Idlewild as a stock farm, keep ing only three field hands on
the property.
plantation,

On April 9,

1936,

Jackson's boar d sold the

home and all, to Mrs.

W. W. Durham,

me mber of the board,

Velma G. Durham, wife of
for $5,000.

Reports

later revealed that the timber alone was wo rth the purchase
price.

A c co rdi ng to payrolls on file with the state audi

tor's office,

shortly after the transaction Secretary-

Treasurer of the board L. M. Fournet (father of Justice
John B. Fournet of the State Supreme Court)
$1,400,

drew a bonus of

Superintendent Ayo received a pay bonus of $1,000,

and Wade Long drew a bonus of $3,500,

a total of $4,900.

Who received the remaining $100 is not known.
charges,

Threats,

counter charges and gr an d jury investigations re

verberated throughout the Felic ian a pa ris he s for the next
four years.

The details of the scandal are too involved for

short treatment here,

but the resolution of the matter was

that in D ece mbe r 1940 the then wid owe d Mrs. D u r h a m consented
to return the property to the state.

Idlewild Plantation is

now the site of a Louisiana State Uni ver si ty Agricultural
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Experiment Station.

152

There were also some questionable expenditures.

In 1936

a theretofore unlisted expense appeared in the 1934-36 b i e n 
nial report of Jackson's treasurer,

entitled "Board Members

Per Diem and Mileage," totaling $11,819.40 for the two-year
period.

The new expense had apparently been approved by the

board sometime between 1934 and 1936.

In 1936-1938 the eight

boar d members drew $23,212.95 and between 1938 and 1940 were
pai d $21,106.60.

The 1940 figure m ay have been lower than

that of the previous biennium because in September 1939 G o v 
ernor Earl Long called a meeting of the board and convinced
the members to reduce the per diem expense to $25 for at ten 
dance at a meeting.

According to Governor Long, this action

trimmed about $750 a month "overhead expense" from the h o s 
pital's budget.

Long may have asked the b oa rd members to

limit their charges to the hospital in response to a ne w s 
paper report published four days before the meeting which
showed that three board members had received $785.20,

$975,

and $1,050 respectively for per diem and mileage expenses in
a four-month period.

While the per diem and mileage expense

acount was growing between 1934 and 1940, other accounts
were declining.
for example,

The "Patient's Clothing" expense account,

declined in progressive stages;

in 1934-36,

E L5H Board Report (1920), p. 25; (1924), p. 16; N e w
Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , August 4, 6, 11, 12, 23, 1939, and
January 11, 12, 13, 1940; Baton Rouge State-Times, January 2,
1940.
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$89,542.82 was spent;
clothing;

in 1936-1938, $57,556.65 went for

in 1938-1940,

$52,893.15 was spent.

In 1937 an

investigation of Jackson by the Mental Hospital Survey Co m
mittee of the U.S. Public Health Service revealed that there
was not enough clothing for the patients.

153

It might appear from the shortage of clothing that the
hospital was short of funds.
ager,

however,

According to the General Ma n

there was a surplus.

In his 1940 biennial

report Long wrote that there ha d been an increase of inhouse patients between 1934 and 1940 of 726, from 3,310 to
4,036,

that the hospital was $90,000 in debt when he became

general manager,
1938-1940 were,

and that expenditures for 1936-1938 and
respectively,

level of 1934-1936.
cial handicap,

$100,000 and $80,000 b elow the

Despite the patient load and the finan

however,

Long announced that he had provided

$71,000 in improvements over the six-year period,
purchase of two new hydrotherapy units.
tients,

154

including

As for the p a 

Long wrote that

We have in the hospital today [April 1, 1940] by actual
count 383 vacant beds and we have room for about 800
additional beds.
By this you may see there has been room
arranged for 1600 people.
This has all been done without
any additional appropriation for b u i l d i n g . 155

153

New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , September 3, 1939, p. 1;
B. L. Krebs, "Board Cuts Down East Louisiana Hospital Costs,"
New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , September 8, 1939, p. 6-A; ELSH
Board Report (1936), pp. 44-45; (1940), pp. 32-35; Young,
Summary of the R e p o r t , p. 4.
a ELSH Board Report

(1940), p. 7.

±00 Ibid.
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This astounding announcement was followed by another:
ing this time

"Dur

[1934-1940] we have turned back to the Board

of Liquidation $215,000 saved from our monthly allowance and
with all bills paid we have on hand at this time approxi
mately $50,0 00 ." 156
There were no vacant beds.
additional beds.

There was no room for 800

There was not even enough room for the

beds already on the wards.

In 1940 the rated capacity of

J a ckson— according to medical experts— was 3,300;

157

Long

actually had 736 more patients on April 1, 1940, than there
was room for.

H o w had the general manager "accommodated"

over 700 new patients without the need for additional b u i l d 
ing appropriations?

How had Wade Long managed to "save"

$215,000 when his appropriations had been cut $180,000 in
four years and his patient load was increasing by 22% over
a six-year period?

The answer is two-fold:

he accommodated

another 736 patients and "made room" for more by turning
every patient building at Jackson into a giant bedroom,

and

he added $215,000 to a net appropriation loss of $180,000 by
drastically cutting the budgets of many hospital services
that were already on short shrift.

Long's appropriation for

1938-1940 was 11% less than it had been in 1934-1936.

156ELSH Board Report

(1940).

In

p. 7.

157

Louisiana State Department of Institutions R e p o r t ,
1942, p. 147; Department of Institutions, "Report of the A d 
visory Committee to the Department of Institutions of the
State of Louisiana to Governor Sam H. Jones" (New Orleans,
1944), p. 35.
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1938-1940,

however,

Long spent 90% less on occupational

therapy than he had in 1934-1936,
ings,

43% less on w a r d f ur nis h

37% less on improvements and repairs, while other s e r 

vices also suffered severe cuts.

Long did have to care for

771 more patients in 1938-1940 than in 1934-1936,

and even

if his appropriations had not been reduced he w ould still
have had to slice the budgets of m any departments in order
to have more to spend on essential patient services such as
the "groceries and table supplies account," w hi ch indeed saw
an 11% increase in expenditures in 1936-1940 over the amount
spent in 1934-1936.

158

The point is, however,

that Long did

not have to make the budget cuts as large as he did,

a fact

clearly established by his returning the $215,000 desperately
needed funds to the Board of Liquidation.
fit the additional patients

Long ma nag ed to

in the wards by lining beds up

in four or five double rows, beds 2-1/2 feet apart length
wise with the headboards touching.
as they,

Reading rooms d isappeared

too, became barracks-like bedrooms.

The effects of

the reduction in w ard furnishing expenditures could be seen
in the rusted iron bedposts and lumpy misshapen,
mattresses.

mo s s - f i l l e d

The effects of the cut in repairs and i m p r o v e 

ment funds were visible in the peeling plaster and pans on
the floor to catch water leaking from ceilings in wet

158ELSH Bo ard Report (1936), pp. 44-45; (1940), pp. 3435; Krebs, "East Louisiana Hospital Called 'Forgotten City,'"
p . 16.
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weather.

159

It must be stated that Central's administrators

also made giant bedrooms out of patient buildings,
ditions there,

and con

as will be shown, were also terrible, but

there was a marked difference in the choice of how to get by
with less money and more patients.

The 1938-1940 appropria

tion was 7% less than it had be en in 1934-1936,

yet despite

this fact the important repairs and improvements account,
take one figure,

showed an increase of almost $37,000.

to

While

Superintendent Phillips also tr immed mo ney from accounts that
could ill afford the funds lost, he did not turn the money
back to the si?te:

he built two patient dormitories w i t h it.

A n d while Wade Long boasted he needed no more room, when in
fact his patients were literally jammed into crumbling firetraps,

Superintendent Phillips and his successor Arthur Seale

admitted the existence of overcrowding and consistently
beg ged the legislature for money to build more patient b u i l d 
i n g s . 160

As for the $215,000 Wade Long gave to the B oard of

Liquidation,

$25,000 was used to pay the salary increases

voted district judges in 1938 because the legislature had
neglected to appropriate funds for the increases it voted,
and the remaining $190,000 was given to the Southwestern
Louisiana Institute at Lafayette

(now the University of

159
Rives,

Krebs, "Three Louisiana Institutions," p. 10;
personal interview, August 31, 1973.

John H.

160CLSH Board Report (1936), pp. 11-12, 16-17, 49-50,
57; (1939), pp. 8-9, 19-20; Krebs, "Three Louisiana Institu
tions," p. 10; Young, Summary of the R e p o r t , p. 10.
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Southwestern Louisiana) for the construction of a football
4. ,*•
161
stadium.

In June 1940 Governor Sam Jones asked the U.S. Public
Health Service to conduct an investigation of East, Central,
and the State Colony and Training School.

In September the

institutions were carefully inspected by Dr. Samuel W. H a m i l 
ton of the Service.

Hamilton had participated in the exhaus

tive 1937-1939 study of 182 public mental hospitals conducted
by the U.S. Public Health Service and was a co-author of the
report of the study,

to which frequent reference has been made

in this chapter's footnotes.

In short,

Samuel Hamilton was

a most eminently qualified mental hospital expert and the
report of his findings at East, Central and the State Colony
comprises a most accurate portrait of conditions at those
institutions in the fall of 1940.

162

Ifi1
George Vanderboort, "Tugwell Doubts Long's Sincerity
in Payroll Cuts," New Orleans T i m es- Pic ay une , July 30, 1939,
p. 7; New Orleans T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , August 1, 1939, p. 6, and
December 9, 1939, p"! 2W.
102
Young, Summary of the R e p o r t , p. 3.
Having written
of the importance of the Hamilton survey, this author must
embarrassingly report that he could not locate i t , despite
extensive efforts.
There exists, however, a 21-page summary
of the report written by Dr. Paul C, Young of the Louisiana
State University Department of Psychology, in April 1941.
There is also a summary of Hamilton's survey written by the
perceptive B. L. Krebs of the T i m e s - P i c a y u n e , wh ich covers
nearly four pages in the February 16, 1941, edition of that
newspaper; most of Krebs' article consists of long citations
from the report.
The recollections of several long-time e m 
ployees of the hospitals support the overall accuracy of
Hamilton's account.
In the following summary of the two sum
maries, words in quotation marks or indented are Hamilton's.
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With regard to J a c k s o n ’s physical plant, Hamilton
praised Center Building for its "graciousness and coolness."
The other buildings were scattered about the grounds without
any concerted plan, and nearly all of them were firetraps.
Some of the more flammable buildings did have sprinkler sys
tems, but there were no "pumpers," no hook and ladder equip
ment, no fire drills,

and the extinguishers were rarely

checked to see if they needed refilling.
wards in many cases were cracked,

The walls of the

bare lath was visible,

and

because of constant scrubbing many of the wooden floors were
splintered.

Bedsteads were rusted, mattresses lumpy,

and

most patients slept in their day clothes because of a lack
of bedclothes.

Wards were overcrowded,

there were too few

washstands and toilets for the number of inmates using them,
much of the plumbing needed replacing, bathrooms "in many
instances

. . . [could]

be tidier," and bedbugs,

roaches were in evidence.
40% overloaded,

rodents and

The hospital's generators were

wiring was poor,

lighting inadequate and

sewage was dumped untreated into a creek two miles away

(pos

sibly Karr's Creek, which empties into Thompson's Creek).
There were numerous other deficiencies found in the powerhouse,

store rooms,

laundry,

shops and farm buildings.

163

At Central, Hamilton praised the beautiful campus,
its old pine trees, well kept

lawns,

with

good roads and covered

passageways extending between buildings.

The conditions of

-1 / 5 0

Krebs,

"Three Louisiana Institutions," pp.
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the old brick veneer,

three-story dormitories built prior to

1910 were found to be deplorable.

Hamilton d e s cr ibe d them

as dilapidated firetraps, with floors and even some sills
rotting away, plaster cracked,

paint peeling,

although the

cement-floored bathrooms were standing up well.

One of the

old buildings was "so malodorous that the smell permeates
the atmosphere all around."

The newer buildings w e r e gener

ally highly fire resistant, but firefighting equipment was in
much the same state as at Jackson.
had not been filled since 1938,

Chemical extinguishers

there were two pumps but

only one installed, with one reel of fire hose for the two
of them,

there were no sprinklers anywhere and no fire drills

were held.

Dormitories were "in m a ny instances" overcrowded,

especially the wards for the di sturbed patients.
and iixtures were inadequate and ill-kept,
bedsteads were rusty, mattresses lumpy,
gugs difficult to eradicate.

Bathrooms

as at Jackson

and roaches and bed-

The laundering machinery was

so antiquated and in such poor repair that the tumblers tore
the clothes,

the boilers in the powerhouses were failing and

one of them was "in imminently perilous condition,"
sewage was dumped raw into the Red River.

and

164

Hamilton criticized the food service of both hospitals.
While the food appeared wholesome,

it was not always appe

tizing after being cooked because boiling was the only method
available for preparing most foods.

164

Krebs,

Cooking equipment was in

"Three Louisiana Institutions," p.
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po o r repair,

there was no provision for sterilizing dishes,

and too much food garbage was set out in the open,
ing flies.
manner.

attract

Food was served in an unattractive and untidy

Most patients were served on aluminum or tin plates,

and very few were supplied any other utensil than a spoon.
In the large dining rooms at both hospitals food was set out
on the tables before the patients arrived and allowed to get
cold, while milk was poured into tin cups anywhere from 30
minutes to two hours before the meals w ere served and allowed
to get warm.

At Central,

however,

in Fuqua Hospital,

ceiving wards and the tuberculosis wards,

the re

there were porce-

lain plates and even knives and forks.
Treatment facilities were also criticized.

Little in

dividual attention was paid by overworked doctors to patients.
Th er e was no neurological service despite the presence of
many epileptics.

In the tuberculosis buildings no p r e c a u 

tions were taken to protect the nursing personnel or nontubercular patients working in the kitchens or dining rooms,
wh i l e disturbed tuberculosis patients were kept on other
ward s in the hospitals.

Hyd ro the ra py

units were available

at both hospitals but were not located near those wards where
patients most likely to need treatments were kept, while in
any case the use of the units was "not v i g or ous "— they were
not used often enough.

Only one occupational therapy worker

was employed in each hospital.

165

Krebs,

N ee dlework was the usual

"Three Louisiana Institutions," p.
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activity taught,

and some of the work was handed out to p a 

tients on the wards.
tion,

There was no organized physical recrea

there were not enough cards and checkerboards,

there

were no books for patients and even magazines were scarce.
A dance every week, movies at only one hospital

(Central) and

occasional holiday celebrations comprised the organized
amusement programs.

Medical records were "scanty," there

was no effort to get patient histories from relatives and
even the clinical record of treatment was inadequate, with
little note taken of the patients'
hospital.

development while in the

Overcrowding and lack of recreation had led to the

"too free use" of mechanical restraints.

166

The hospitals were grossly understaffed,
regard to physicians.

especially with

The large consultant staff at Jackson

was composed of mostly inactive members, while there were
only four consultants at Central.
workers at either institution.
"poorly selected,

There were no social

The nursing personnel were

poorly disciplined"

and attained "mediocre

results;" the attendants were underpaid,

overworked and had

little incentive to improve their positions or their work b e 
cause of "a curious system" whereby the lowest grade atten
dant could be promoted to "Charge Attendant"

(meaning shift

supervisor) but lose part of his salary in the process.
Supervisors, wh o were responsible for seeing that wards were
properly manned, new personnel trained,

166

Krebs,

and discipline

"Three Louisiana Institutions," p. 12.
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maintained, wei’e neither trained themselves nor plentiful.
There were only two supervisors and two assistants during
the day and two supervisors at night for both hospitals,
this despite the fact that Jackson had almost twice as many
wards for the supervisors to cover.

167

The underlying reason for untrained personnel and poor
discipline was "an unsatisfactory and scandalous system of
political appointments" that lowered efficiency and destroyed
progress.

"Persons without knowledge of the mentally ill and

without training in hospital administration," wrote Hamilton,
have been pitchforked into positions of administrative
responsibility and have been unable to teach equally i g 
norant persons who, by the same method, were given minor
positions that involved constant and close relations to
the lives of the patients . . . .
Dependence upon o u t 
side politicians for employment and continuance in their
jobs leads ignorant and uninterested employees to be de
fiant of discipline and neglectful of their
duties . . . .168
The scandalous system of appointments had not ended with Sam
Jones'

election,

for Hamilton wrote that while he was making

the survey "numerous employees" were fired from one of the
three institutions

(he did not specify which one) by the

order of a parish committee consisting of a lawyer and a
hardware merchant,

while at another institution a laundryman

with no qualifications for the post was appointed supervisor
at the request of a state official.

The political system of

appointments extended to physicians and superintendents.

X6 7
Krebs,

"Three Louisiana Institutions," pp.

168I b i d . , p. 10.
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"These institutions," Hamilton wrote,
have an unhappy history of frequent change of admi ni s
tration.
Superintendents, appointed without sound
knowledge of their subject have served a little while
and been invited to resign.
Assistant physicians too
often have had the meagerest of training in their work.
When competent staff members were brought in because
they had undergone good training in other states they
have weari ed of the petty inefficiencies of the ho s
pitals and have left.
The efforts of hardworking and
able men have been thwarted by lack of s u p p o r t , lack of
tenure, and by a vicious administrative system that in
cessantly works harm to the p a t i e n t s . *69
Hamilton also fired a broadside at the "striking" s p e c 
tacle of a business manager who had more control over exp en
ditures and other aspects of administration than did the
superintendent:
The purpose of a hospital is to get people well . . . and
the officer who should make the decision regarding the
allegation of funds, subject to the hospital board,
should be the one who knows most about what is advanta
geous to the patients.
This one is the medical su per 
intendent. 170
Hamilton also criticized Louisiana's commitment p r o c e 
dures, writing that in at least two situations the law
seemed "to be drawn up in such a way as to keep sick people
out of the hospital rather than to make it easy for them to
get the treatment they need."

171

Pregnant women, no matter

h o w ill, were barred from the state mental hospitals,

and no

person could voluntarily be admitted as a patient "no matter
h o w keenly appreciative of his illness" he was.
must stand in the dock before judge,

169

Krebs,

Instead he

coroner and another

"Three Louisiana Institutions," p. 10

1 7 0I b i d . , p.

12.

171Ibid.
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physic ia n and be declared insane.

Hamilton wrote that this

"clumsy" law was administered "as m er cifully as possible" in
many parishes, but nonetheless it carried w i t h it two serious
drawbacks:

too many prospective patients h ad to sit in jail

while awaiting their hearing;

and in all ca s e s — either those

of o bviously deranged individuals,

or "questionable"

cases"

wh er e the physicians were unsure or di s a g r e e d — the judge had
to decide upon the mental status of the person standing b e 
fore him.

Hamilton also condemned the transporting of the

m e nt a l l y ill to the hospitals by sheriffs or their deputies,
instead of having trained hospital personnel perform the
t a s k . 172
Samuel Hamilton concluded his survey with a list of 88
recommendations.
by Young,

The full list,

as compiled and summarized

is too lengthy for inclusion in the text,

appears in the appendix.
gestions were:

and it

Several of the more important sug

the complete and immediate removal of the

three institutions "from the realm of partisan politics";
the post of superintendent to be filled only by an able p s y 
chiatrist with several years experience in institutional
work;

the immediate expansion of the medical staffs;

h i r i n g of trained psychiatric social workers;

the

the hiring of

additional nurses and attendants until the ratio of one to
eight patients was reached;
the ra py departments;

172

Krebs,

expansion of the occupational

revision of the commitment laws to

"Three Louisiana Institutions," p.
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allow for emergency and voluntary admissions;

the establish

ment of one large tuberculosis unit at Central to treat tu
bercular patients from all three institutions;

an architec

tural survey to make a master plan for construction of new
facilities and demolition or repair of existing structures,
and the implementation of such a plan;
fire hazards,
ing,

the correction of all

drastic revision of sewage disposal and pl umb

installation of adequate lighting,

nasiums and assembly halls;

and erection of gym

the establishment of psychiatric

clinics in the state's charity hospitals;

and the construc

tion of a 1,500-bed mental hospital within twenty miles of
N e w Orleans.

173

H o w quickly,

or even whether, Louisiana would carry out

Dr. Hamilton's recommendations would be the responsbility of
Sam Houston Jones and his successors.

173

Young,

Summary of the R e p o r t , pp.

15-18.
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CONCLUSION
The story of L o u i s i a n a ’s public mental institutions
from 1735 to 1940 is the story of failure wra ppe d in a v e 
neer of success.

The stately graciousness of Jackson's

white-pillared Center Building and the tall pines and quiet
greenery of Pineville's campus were evidence that the state
had indeed provided harbors for the mentally ill, the e p i 
leptic,

the feebleminded,

the old and the outcast.

The iso 

lation and treatment of diseased patients at Parker and
Fuqua Hospitals and the tubercular pavilions and the low
mortality rates of the post-World War I era showed that the
institutions were substantially less life-threatening than
in the days when patients were forced to share quarters with
smallpox victims and were killed by dysentery and pellagra
epidemics.

The ample if unappetizing meals were certainly

more filling than the corn soup of the early 1 8 5 0 's or the
corn meal diets of the early 1 9 0 0 ’s.

The electric lights

and steam heated wards were considerable improvements over
the Reconstruction days of lone candles and sleepless,

soul-

chilling nights spent walking to stay awake and to stay
alive.

The various therapies of 1940 certainly produced

more cures than purges and bleeding.

After 1920 hundreds of

patients each year were returned to their homes with some
measure of improvement,

and hundreds of others were home on
457
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furloughs and paroles.

Some discharged patients were re

admitted, but many more were not.

Patients were recover

ing, helped along the path to discharge by scores of decent,
hard-working hospital employees.
Unfortunately for the record of achievements,

one can

not compare the success of the post-World War I era with the
failures of the earlier periods by taking those failures out
of the context of their times— as this writer has done above.
Patients were not bled in 1940 because the science of m e d i 
cine had advanced considerably since 1830; patients did not
develop pellagra after 1914 because administrators had
learned that a balanced diet prevented i t , and the hospitals
of the post-1920 era of the progressives and Longism cannot
be compared with the Jackson asylum of the Bourbon oligarchy,
nor can the economic conditions of the prosperous 1920's or
the depression-ridden 1 9 3 0 's (when Louisiana suffered less
than many other s t a t e s c o m p a r e with the disastrous days of
Reconstruction and the depression of 1873-1877, when the
Jackson asylum became a skeletal,

hungering nightmare.

A

more accurate historical picture of the condition of Ja ck
son and Pineville in 1940 can be painted, however, by ac
knowledging that the state hospitals of the 1 9 2 0 's and
1 9 3 0 's— their physical plants,

treatments,

t io ns— were themselves seriously deficient,

■''Edwin Adams D a v i s , Louisiana,
(Baton Rouge, 1971), p. 354.

and ad ministra
and that what

A Narrative History
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appeared as success when compared to earlier generations was
in reality a failure in its own.
Extending from the wings of Center Build in g at East and
sheltered beneath the pines of Central in 1940 were patient
dormitories with barracks-like,

rat- and vermin-infested

wards crowded with scores of patients, many of whom per
formed endless dreary tasks by day in what closely approxi
m a te d slave labor.

Many more were idle,

and all saw a phy

sician but rarely.

Employees from superintendent

to lowest

pa id attendant owe d their jobs to political sponsors;

hard

w o rk counted for little as job continuance depended upon cor
rect political alignment rather than ability an d performance,
and any number of unskilled,

shiftless,

callous and even b r u 

tal people were directing the daily lives of the inmates.
Therapies developed by a slowly progressing science of insti
tutional psychiatry were either totally denied inmates or p r e 
scribed in too small doses too infrequently applied for e f 
fective treatment.

If— for a m o m e n t — one assumes

the power

to draw comparisons between the times when it was

felt that

mental illness was curable,

disregarding the pessimism which

hung over institutional psychiatry after 1875 and which
lasted at least until the discovery of Tre po nem a pallidum
and the Silver Bullet,

the following figures b e a r notice:

between March 1, 1938,

and March 1, 1940,

Superintendents

J. J. Ayo and C. S. Mill er and Business M anager Wade Long
of Jackson had sent home 13.2% of their patients recovered
or improved,

and between April 1, 1938,

and December 31,
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1939, Superintendent J. D. Phillips sent home 17.3%.
out Salvarsan, metrazol,

insulin,

units and diathermy machines,

With

elaborate hydrotherapy

Superintendent J. D, Barkdull

of Jackson between December 31,

1857,

and December 31, 1859,

h a d also returned 17.3% of his patients home as recovered or
improved.

2

Whose success was greater?

the more glaring?

And why,

Whose failure was

for that matter, was there

failure at all?
Part of the answer,
cine.

of course, was the failure of m e d i 

Patients at the Charity Hospital asylums of 1820 and

1840 were treated as all patients w e r e — w i t h purges,
dieting,

and bleeding,

forced

and this three-pronged attack probably

k il led more patients than it cured.

Whatever treatments had

been pro vided by the part-time physicians at the Jackson
asylum,

when J. D. Barkdull took over in 1857 he disregarded

the tenets of heroi c medicine and adopted two of those p r o 
cedures which b ec ame standard treatments after the Civil War,
recreational therapy and work therapy.
added in the post-bel lu m years and,

H ydr otherapy was

along wi t h varying de

grees of drug and mechanical restraint,

the treatment regi

men for most patients at Louisiana's mental hospitals up to
1940 h a d been established.

Treatment of paretics with S a l 

varsan and diathermy machines was,
effective,

of course,

important

and

but only on those patients w ith the disease,

while the development of insulin and metrazol shock

2ELSII Board Report
p. 8; CLSH Board Report

(1858), p.
(1939), p.

9; (1859),
29.

p.

7;
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therapies after 1937 came too late in the period covered by
this paper to have had a major impact upon discharge and re
covery rates of schizophrenics.
therapy,

Hydrotherapy,

recreational

and work therapy (which ideally meant moderate

amounts of congenial work), when conscientiously applied,
were undoubtedly effective in the treatment of many patients,
but the three therapies were not of much help to chronically
ill patients— the very kind of patients that were sent to
Jackson and later Pineville in large numbers from N e w O r 
leans city asylums and jails all over the state.

Nor were

these three therapies aimed at specific mental diseases;
their use was a hit-or-miss proposition,

rather like the

doctor who tells a patient to take bicarbonate of soda and
call in the morning, whether the patient is suffering from
common cold or lung cancer.

The treatment might or might

not help but it could not hurt to try.
The failure of medical science to provide effective
therapies for all classes of patients was a m a j o r factor in
the inability of superintendents of East and Central to send
more people home cured.

Other elements of failure,

were not caused by medical science.

however,

Common to all periods

between the establishment of the first insane department at
Charity Hospital in 1820, to 1940, were the failures to p ro
vide adequate space in safe,

clean and comfortable living

quarters,

to provide staff adequate in both numbers and

training,

and to supply and effectively apply known thera

pies.

The question remains:

Why?
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Several answers lie within individual eras,
are common to all of them.
played a major role.

and others

The economy of state and nation

During the chaos of the Civil War

J. D. Barkdull was given rapidly depreciating Confederate
currency,

causing the superintendent and board to spend most

of their time devising ingenious schemes to secure enough
hard currency to keep the asylum in operation,

rather than

pursuing active treatment, while the Rebel government of
Louisiana was certainly in no position to properly finance
the upkeep,

expansion and repair of an insane asylum while

engaged in fighting a war.

The ruined economy of Louisiana

and the South at the end of the conflict,

and the added b u r 

den of the nationwide depression of 1873-1877, with its
social upheaval,

violence,

floods and starvation, was not a

time when the mentally ill in jails and at the asylum in the
hills of the Felicianas could expect to be given much
thought,

let alone much sustenance from a consistently ov er

drawn treasury.

The Great Depression had its way with the

hospital's finances as well,

although in this period the

method by wh ich the inadequate funds were administered may
have been more damaging than the small amounts supplied.
The legislature's neglect of Charity Hospital's asylums
after 1820 and the Jackson asylum from 1847 through the Civil
War and Reconstruction was linked to the resentment of the
large numbers of "foreign pauper insane" who comprised the
major portion of the patient populations of these
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institutions.

There v/as also some thought among state legis

lators that Ne w Orleans itself, whic h sent most of the p a 
tients to Charity and Jackson,

s hould have assumed more of

the financial burden for her me nta lly ill.
For several decades after 1877 the asylum suffered
studied neglect because of the Bourbon Democrats'

practice

of hamstringing all state social services through low taxes
and appropriations,

and the fact that b la cks by the 1 8 8 0 's

made up a third of the popu la tio n of Jackson may have added
the poison of bigotry to the Bourbons'

irresponsible policy

of social stagnation.
A common thread in the fabric of failure running
through all the periods was the absence of a central state
agency with sufficient power over state health institutions
to provide close supervision,
dards of operation,
necessary,

set adequate modes and s t a n 

change policies and procedures when

and ma k e long-term plans for future expansion.

Another factor of failure shared by all periods to
1940 was the lack of help from the Federal government in
combatting what was,

and remains,

President Franklin Pierce's

a national problem.

1854 veto of D or othea Dix's in

sane asylum land grant bill was,

in retrospect,

tragedy to later generations of mentally
the insane of 1854.

a greater

ill than it was for

A grant of 10 mill ion acres to the

states to fund and bu ild public asylums w o u l d have been,
course,

a great step in itself,

but more important would

have been the precedent set for future federal action in
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later decades.

But the veto was sustained,

and national

mental health legislation was another 92 years in coming.
A common element in the near century of failure from
1847 through 1940 was political interference in the adminis
tration of the hospitals.

At Jackson it first took the form

of petty local jealousies and enmities which created dis
sension among board members,

blossomed into a struggle w i th

the state over control of the institution,

and then at both

Central and East expanded into a system of political s p on
sorship and patronage w hich placed untrained personnel in
charge of patients,

destroyed the incentive for good work,

drove away qualified trained professionals,

prevented ade

quate development of new procedures and therapies,
to waste and misuse of funds,

and led

scandal and disgrace.

The nature of the ayslums and hospitals as total insti
tutions was another constant factor in cutting the effec
tiveness of therapeutic measures.

The extra burden of re

quired conformity to an establ ish ed role and established
rules placed upon patients already burden ed with mental
illness not only made progress toward recovery more diffi
cult but in many cases propelled the patient backward into
chronicity,

while the overriding custodial duties of super

intendents and doctors placed therapy second in order of
importance.
And finally there was this inescapable fact:
lennia prior to 1735,

for m i l 

for all the decades since 1940,

for the 205 years covered by this paper,

and

the mentally ill
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have been people who lack the capacity to evoke sympathy.
They are emotionally abrasive irritants within the family,
threats to what is perceived as the normal life of the com
munity,

and difficult and demanding patients.

The mentally

ill are of course sick people, but they are different from
the "ordinary" sick.
ill;

They often do not acknowledge they are

they resist treatments which they "unreasonably" think

are unnecessary;

they break established rules of living.

And unfortunately the most "unreasonable" mentally ill are
the very ones who are the most visible— the psychotics,

the

people with severe personality disorders whose abilities to
perceive and act rationally toward family,
have been seriously impaired.
disruptive,

community— life—

These are the people whose

sometimes violent actions have brought quick

notice and quick,

defensive,

the historical age.

sure response no matter what

That response is r e j e c t i o n , or,

prefers a softer term,

enforced a b s e n c e .

if one

However phrased,

the initial response is one of separating out a visible irri
tant,

and whether or not the mentally ill person is sent

away through the despairing love of a family helpless to do
anything else,

it has been the unfortunate curse of all

those sent away to be placed in institutions whose most p u b 
licly perceived function was to keep in safe custody those
mentally ill sent away out of fear and loathing.

This u ni 

versal inability to sympathize with mentally ill persons who
were generally and erroneously seen as more dangerous than
they were,

and who were being held in institutions whose
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primary function was perceived to be custodial rather than
therapeutic, was a most essential factor in the consistent
failure of legislators and publ ic officials to provide funds
3

for decent quarters,

adequate staffs,

and new therapies.

There was one more factor in the failure.
bility brings response,

If vi si

invisibility brings none.

Only the

mentally ill in the community could not be ignored.

The

mentally ill in jails and mental hospitals,

could

however,

be forgotten, much in the same way alleged and convicted
criminals were.
spokesmen.

Neither group has historically had many

Families w i t h mentally ill members do not,

matter of course,

openly admit to the fact,

as a

and to protest

the care and treatment of committed relations wo uld be to
stigmatize themselves.

Patients within mental institutions

have no recourse to public protest,
tal patients speak out,

nor do many former m e n 

either because they do not want to

or because they are afraid to.

The stigma of insanity is

difficult enough to live down;

to go about boldly protest

ing the care received as an insane person before family,
friends and employers w ou ld be foolish,
it is, and was.

given the world as

It was also easy to forget people held in

institutions which themselves were not very visible,

tucked

away as they mostly were in sparsely p opulated rural areas
out of sight of the centers of government.

East certainly

3

Joint Commission on Mental Illness and Health, Action
for Mental Health (New York, 1961), pp. 56-85.
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fits this mold;

Central does not.

But then distance from

populated areas was not always necessary for neglect.

In

1952 in a city of over 500,000 people, mentally ill persons
were still being kept in the New Orleans City Hospital for
Mental Dis e a s e s — a rat-infested,

crumbling firetrap with

frame interior and wooden stairwells.

The right wing of

the building w as being supported from collapse by highly
visible pipes run from the outside of the bu ilding into the
center of the structure;

there wer e cracks in the outside

wall large enough to fit one's ha n d through;

the kitchen had

sunk 2-1/2 feet since the bui ld ing had been constructed,

one

false floor h a d been laid down to raise the level of the
kitchen to the rest of the b ui ldi ng in 1940 and another
false floor was in the planning stage.

4

The mentally ill lack the capacity to invoke sympathy:
this is the terrible truth at the core of the reasons why
from 1735 to 1940 Louisiana,

in caring for her m entally ill,
5

did indeed "throw physic to the dogs."

4
Emile Comar, "Seek New Mental Hospital Here; City R e 
placement for $3 Million Urged by Brahney," N e w Orleans
S t a t e s , November 22, 1952, p. 1
5
Macbeth, Act V, scene iii.
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Letter from George Hays to Swift and Company
Regarding Beef Delivery

April 18,

Swift & Co.,

1908

of La. Ltd.,
Shreveport, L ouisiana

Gentlemen:
In reference to the fresh beef you are shipping
to this hospital,

I write to inform you that the contract

requires that Steers be shipped here, whereas,

recently we

have been receiving cows.
Kindly look into this matter and rectify
the error.
Yours very truly,

Geo. A. B. Hays, M.D.
Superintendent

488
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Letter from George Hays to Dr. Charles W. Pilgrim
Regarding Bughousers

June 10th,

1908

Dr. Chas. W. Pilgrim
Superintendent:
Hudson River State Hospital
Substation No. 2. Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Dear Doctor:
I am in receipt of your inquiry of the 5th, concerning
Elbert A. Drake, who has applied to you for employment.
In reply, beg to state that this man, together with
A. W. Ingman and H. P. Barr came here from the Insane Asylum
at Jackson, L a . , where they had been employed as w a r d atten
dants .
They ha d been here but a few months when I discovered
that Drake was slipping letters to a female patient in the
Hospital, one of which was found in the patients ward.
In
these letters he was attempting to persuade her to elope .
with him.
I laid the matter before the District Attorney and dis
charged Drake, who was arrested later in the day and jailed.
The law in this state pertaining to such matters is rather
indefinite and does not cover the ground as it should.
Drake
was in jail at Alexandria, La., about ten days, and when
called up for his preliminary trial plead guilty and begged
for the mercy of the Court.
The result was that he was let
off with a fine of $50.00.
The three men left here together.
When they were gone it was found that the razors and other
shaving paraphernalia on Barr's ward had disappeared.
It
also developed that Ingman had been brutal to two of the
patients in his ward.
As usual, this information did not
come until the men were gone.
E. A. Drake should have been
sent to the penitentiary, and the other two are unreliable.
I am informed that while at the Asylum at Jackson, La., that
money sent to patients by relatives was never turned into the
office, the inference being that these men had appropriated
same.
All three men are prepossessing in their general appear
ance and conversation, but they are worthless scoundrels, and
are not fit to have charge of the insane.
Yours very truly,
Geo. A. B. Hays,
Superintendent

M.D.
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Letter from George Hays to Edward Harding
Regarding Ice Delivery

August 31st.

1908

Mr. Edward Harding
Manager
Alexandria Ice & Cold Storage
Alexandria, Louisiana
Dear Sir:
I beg to acknowledge yours of the 29th which reached me
last night and to thank you for the information contained
therein, which unquestionably throws some light upon this
shortage in weight of ice and substantiates the fact that we
are getting short weight in our ice supply from your delivery
wagon.
Your letter sustains my contention inasmuch that you
send us blocks weighing 300 lbs each and that you personally
have had them weighed and that each block had ten pounds over
weight when they left your factory.
I am glad to have this
information from you and it will therefore be doubtless a
surprise to you when I tell you that on Saturday your wagon
delivered here twelve pieces of ice whose aggregate weight
was only 1863 lbs, being 137 lbs less than a short ton and
more than 200 lbs less than the quantity you state in your
letter you send to us including the 10 lbs overweight per
block.
Your delivery man retained two small pieces, approxi
mately of about 25 lbs each, that he said did not belong to
the Hospital, but were sold "in town" to be delivered on his
return.
The following are the weights of the pieces of ice
your man delivered here on Saturday, viz:-

1
1
1
1
3
3
2

piece weighing 295 lbs
piece weighing 294 lbs
piece
"
291
piece
"
300
pieces
"
264
pieces
"
254
pieces
"______165

In other words, he delivered four blocks that weighed a
total of 1180 lbs,— only 20 lbs short of full weight; and
eight broken pieces that weighed only 683 l b s ; the total re
ceived being 1863 lbs.
Now, what I would like to know is this:

why does your
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iceman not deliver us six 300 lb blocks and one 200 lb block,
less the normal loss by meltage, that you write me you ship
from your factory?
Why does he break it up in small pieces,
thereby increasing the meltage, and then claim he delivered
the ton of ice here?
I think it would be to the interest of
your company and assuredly to the interest of the consumer
if you wo u l d investigate these matters.
Your wagon does not
come here direct from Alexandria, but stops and delivers ice
to the customers all through Pineville before it gets here,
thereby increasing the loss from meltage.. very materially, for
this place is not a mi l e and a half from the traffic bridge
and if sent directly through the loss would be very slight.
We pay bridge toll on all the ice sold in Pineville on
the days we receive our supply, and are the last ones served
by the wagon.
We get whatever is left and call it a ton.
Another thing I wo u l d mention is this: Our contract is
for $7.60 for a ton of ice delivered to the Hospital for
Insane including toll.
One ton is to be delivered to u s . We
do not buy it subject to loss by meltage while the wagon is
delivering ice to other people.
It is your property until
delivered to us here.
In conclusion, as the weight of four unbroken pieces
only shows a loss of 20 lbs, if your man did not, for reasons
of his own, break it up in transit the total loss would not
be more than 35 lbs even with the dej.ay in coming, which
would be insignificant.
Permit me to suggest for the future
that seven blocks of ice for the Hospital be sent intact and
your m a n be instructed not to cut them for any purpose w h a t 
soever.
My steward informs me that it is broken up every
time it is received here and this is not an isolated instance.
I bought scales recently expressly for the ice house in order
to keep check on the wagon delivery and this is the first time
the ice was weighed on its r e c e i p t .
Y o u will pardon this long letter but you appeared to
think I was not disposed to be too exacting and I wished to
enlighten you as to the facts.
It is my duty to see that the
State gets what it pays for at this Hospital, and I believe
that you see the necessity of an investigation into your
wagon methods if you do not want to be continually in contro
versy with the patrons of the Company.
I do not think the
Ice Company desires to tell its customers:
"We are the only
ice plant here and our employees will do as they please and
you will have no recourse, so what are you going to do about
it?"
I believe you wish to act fairly and that you. will give
this matter consideration and correct the abuse that certainly
exists s o m e w h e r e .
Yours very truly,
Geo. A. B. Hays,
Superintendent

M.D.
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M e n d e l 1s Law
A P l e a for a Better Race of Men

Oh, why are you so fo ol i s h —
Yo u breeders who breed our men,
Let the fools, the weakl in gs and crazy
Keep breeding and breeding again?
The criminal, deformed, and the misfit
Dependent, diseased, and the rest—
As we breed the hu man family
The worst is as good as the b e s t .
Go to the house of some farmer,
Look through his barns and sheds,
Look at his horses and cattle,
Even his hogs are thoroughbreds.
Then look at his stamp on his children,
Lowbrowed with the m o n k e y jaw,
Ape handed, and silly, and foolish—
Bred true to Mendel's law.
Go to some homes in the village,
Look at the garden b e d s ,
The cabbage, the lettuce and turnips,
Even the beets are thoroughbreds.
Then look at the m a n y children,
With hands like the monkey's paw,
Bowlegged, flatheaded, and foolish—
Bred true to Mendel's law.
This is the law of Mendel,
And often he makes it plain,
Defectives will b r e e d defectives
And the insane b r e e d insane.
Oh, why do we allow these people
To breed back to the monkey's nest,
To increase our c o u n t r y ’s burdens,
When we should b r ee d from the good and the best.
Oh,

you wise men take up the burden,
And make this y o u r loudest creed,
Sterilize the misfits p r o m p t l y —
All not fit to breed.
Then our race will be strengthened and bettered,
And our men and w o m en be blest,
Not apish, repulsive and foolish;
For we should b r e e d from the good and the best.
— J. S. DeJarnette
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Samuel H a m i l t o n ’s Recommendations of 1940

The following is Dr. Paul C. Young's summary of Dr.
Samuel Hamilton's 88 recommendations for the improvement of
the state mental hospitals and State Colony and Training
School.

Urgent Recommendations
Of the 88 recommendations listed in the survey,

12 are

singled out hy Dr. Hamilton for first attention because "the
first thing to be taken up is unquestionably the provision of
sufficient and suitable personnel as noted in number 9, 36,
44,

50, 54,

76,

77,

80,

82,

85, 86"

(page 90).

These recommendations receiving priority at the hands
of the survey are quoted verbatim,

seriatim.

"9. Competent psychiatric social workers should be
added to the staff of every institution."
"36. Medical staffs should be materially increased.
At
least five physicians should be added yearly at Jackson and
three at Pine vil le until case loads approximate proper size."
"44. Laboratory procedures should be supplemented by
adequate neuropathology.
A neuropathologist should be added
to the medical staff at the Eastern State Hospital.
A c o mb i
nation of pathological activities might be effected for the
several hospitals around Pineville.
"47. All nursing activities in each institution should
be directed by a very competent psychiatric nurse."
"54. The total number of nurses and attendants should be
increased till it reaches at least the ratio of one to each
eight patients."
"76. Physical training under skilled leadership should
be immediately instituted."
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"77. Present plans for the improvement of occupational
therapy should be promptly carried throug h. ”
"80. Libraries for patients should be instituted at both
hospitals with suitable library personnel in charge.”
"82. An active department of physiotherapy should be
developed in each institution."
"85. A competent psychologist should be attached to the
Colony and School and a portion of his time should be made
available to the two hospitals."
(note:
According to the
Director of Institutions this has already been d o n e . )
"86. The educational division of teh State Colony and
School should be much strengthened."

Other recommendations are given below,

numbered as in

the report, but paraphrased except where quotation marks
occur.
Administrative and Legal
1.
"These institutions should be removed completely and
immediately from the realm of partisan politics."
(page 90)
2.
"Superintendents should be invariably chosen from
able psychiatrists who have some years of experience in in
stitutional work."
(page 90)
8.
"Out-patient work should be considerably developed
so that children's courts, social agencies, patients on visit,
and the medical profession may have benefit of skilled ser
vices ."
12.
"Psychiatric service should be developed in all the
Charity Hospitals."
(page 91)
13.
"Most of the children in the Colony should be re
ceived on application of their parents and without commit
ment."
(page 91)
15.
"The commitment law should be revised so as to place
no artificial barrier between the sick patient and admission
to the hospital."
(page 91)
16.
"There should be provision for emergency commitment,
and for hospital observation on request of the coroner or
the health officers."
(page 91)
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17.
"Steps should be taken to reduce the enormous
waiting list of the Colony and S chool.”
(page 91)
18.
"The Board of Institutions should be made respon
sible by law for licensing and inspecting private institu
tions for mental disease and should have authority to visit
and inspect any place where mentally ill persons are alleged
to be detained."
(page 91)
Architecture and Engineering
Numbers 19 to 22 recommend an architectural survey to
make master plans for future reconstruction, demolition, re
placement, and new construction; study of space per patient;
improvement of upkeep.
23.
"A site should be obtained within twenty miles of
N e w Orleans, and plans developed for a hospital of some 1,500
beds."
(page 92)
24.
"All three institutions need new reception services.
In the hospitals they should be very carefully planned s t r uc 
tures, with suitable provision for different groups, for
examination facilities, and for whatever will make for the
comfort of the new patient.
The Colony should have a com
fortable and pleasant isolation service."
(page 92)
Numbers 25 through 33 recommend "a fine tuberculosis
unit at one institution to receive cases from all," spacious
porches in all new construction, suitable gymnasiums and a s 
sembly halls, abolishing fire hazards, more beautiful and
more sanitary accommodations, drastic revision of plumbing
facilities and sewage disposal, sanitary drinking water in
each ward, proper lighting of hospital wards and rooms.
Medical Staff Activities
Numbers 35 through 46 recommend active consulting staffs;
organization of staff conferences which would give more a tt en
tion to actual treatment and discussion of the best current
medical thought, postgraduate work for staff members, who
should also contribute to the meetings of parish medical s o 
cieties in all sections of the state; employment of dental
hygienists; better clinical records; m uc h greater attention
to autopsies; development of medical libraries.
Nursing
Numbers 47 to 55 recommend better nursing supervision,
due recognition for the charge attendant, real training of
attendants, more helpful night service, study of hours of
duty, etc.
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Ho usekeeping
Numbers 56 to 61 stress the need for better housekeeping,
for universal cleanliness, comfort, attractiveness, night
clothes for all, different floor cleaning for wooden floors,
more extensive beauty-parlor activities.
Schools of Nursing
"50.
Plans should be laid for the development of
schools of nursing in both hospitals.
This will involve
proper organization, suitable quarters for pupil nurses, and
high standards of psychiatric nursing."
Dietetics
Numbers 62 to 68 stress the need for more efficiency in
the kitchens, for modern sinks, dish-washing machines, proper
food temperature, better food service through providing
proper dishes and cutlery, c ontinued milki ng- he rd improve
ment and pasteurization of all milk.
Treatment
Numbers 69 to 83 stress the need for more diagnostic
scales, universal chest X-raying of patients, improvement in
treatment of tuberculosis, better elective surgery, the best
syphilitic treatment, better diagnosis and treatment of n e u r o 
logical cases, vastly greater attention to a suitable activity
program, carrying out the present plans for improving o cc u p a 
tional therapy, more active hydrotherapy, material reduction
and better medical control of mechanical restraint, a better
pr og ram of amusements, more attention to ailing feet.
Colony and Train ing School
Numbers 84, 87, and 88 emphasize the need for bettering
the meager training activities of the colony, studying and
training the epileptics, and "fitting the growing children
for life in the community and for facilitating this p l a c e 
ment ."

Source:

Dr. Paul C. Young, Summary of the Report, "A Survey
of State Mental Institutions of Louisiana, Con
ducted by the United States Public Heal th S e r v i c e ,
1940 (Baton Rouge, 1941), pp. 15-18.
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Biennial Appropriations versus
Number of Patients Treated,
1924-1940
(to nearest thousand dollars)

Biennium

Amount

No. of Patients Treated
(excluding parolees)
During Biennium

Central Louisiana State Hospital
1922-1924
1924-1926
1926-1928
1928-1930
1930-1932
1932-1934
1934-1936
1936-1938
1938-1940

$

644,000
o o i ,vvu
808,000
716,000
723,000
800,000
1,020,000
1,014,000
945,000
ni

A A A

1,654
1,789
1,856
2,082
2, 308
2 ,383
2,792
3,246
3,227*

East Lo uisiana State Hospital
1922-1924
1924-1926
1926-1928
1928-1930
1930-1932
1932-1934
1934-1936
1936-1938
1938-1940

$

867,000
1,188,000
1,375,000
1,481,000
1,351,000
1,400,000
1,350,000
1,250,000
1,270,000

2,697
2,858
3,108
3,535
4,095
4,288
4,660
5,402
5,431

♦Patient figures complete to December 31,

1939.

Source:
CLSH Board Report (1924- 1940); ELSH Board Report
(1924-1940); :
D epartment of Institutions Report, 1942.
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